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HEARING ON TITLE IX OF THE EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1972
TUESDAY, MAY 9, 1995

.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, TRAINING AND LIFE-LONG
LEARNING OF THE COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES, Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, et 9:07 a.m., Room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Howard P. "Buck"
McKeon, Chairman, presiding.

Members present: Representatives McKeon, Gunderson, Goodling, Petri, Funderburk, Souder, Williams, Reed, Roemer, Becerra,
Woolsey, and Clay.
Also present: Representatives Ganske, Barrett (RNE). Ewing,
Graham, and Mink.
Staff present: Kathleen M. Gillespie, Workplace Policy Counsel;
Kent Talbert, Professional Staff Member; Karen A. Wayson, Staff
Assistant; Marshall Grigsby, Minority Senior Legislative Associate;
Rick Jerue, Minority Legislative Associate; Broderick Johnson, Minority General Counsel; Gail Weiss, Minority Staff Director; and
Laura Geer, Minority Executive Assistant.
Chairman MCKEON. Good morning. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Training and Life-Long Learning is meeting
today to consider the issue of Title IX and intercollegiate athletics.
As many of you knu Title IX was enacted as part of the Education Amendments of 1972 to prohibit discrimination on the basis
of sex in federally funded education programs or activities. In the
area of the intercollegiate athletics, Title IX generally requires that
colleges and universities provide equal opportunities to both male
and female student-athletes.
Like many Members of Congress, I have received a number of inquiries from my constituents, including athletes, coaches, parents,
and administrators regarding the means by which universities
demonstrate that they are in compliance with Title IX. Some are
concerned about what they perceive to be an overemphasis on a
"numbers" game, merely counting the number of teams and athletes on the male and female side of the ledger. Others have described the benefits they have derived throughout their lives from
the athletic opportunities they see as directly descending from the
passage of Title IX. These varying perspectives on the role of Title
IX in ensuring equal opportunity in athletics present a basis for an
interesting discussion and are the reason for the hearing today.
We have several panels of very distinguished witnesses, led off
by our colleagues, Representatives Hastert and Collins. We will
(1)
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also hear from the Office of Civil Rights at the Department of Education and from representatives of universities who are variously
troubled by the direction of Title IX enforcement or who feel that
there is an appropriate amount of flexibility in achieving compliance with Title IX. Finally we will hear from several organizations
in the athletic community who will offer differing opinions as to the

impact of Title EX on their sports and athletes.
I believe the hearing will offer a balanced discussion of the many
issues involved in Title IX and intercollegiate athletics, and I look

forward to hearing from all of the witnesses. With that, I turn to
the Ranking Member, the gentleman from Montana, Mr. Williams,
for his opening comments.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. We Americans do not hold that we are

all born with equal talents. But by constitutional requirement and
our long tradition, we do hold that all people are born with the
equal opportunity to fully develop whatever talents they have. And
it has been the tradition of this committee, this Congress, and this
Nation to pass and enforce whatever laws are required to assure
that equal opportunity to all of our people, regardless of their religion, their ethnic background, their color, and more recently, starting in 1972, regardless of whether they are male or female. And
so Title IX was enacted those 23 years ago to fulfill that assurance.
It says, in effect, that any educational institution receiving Federal funds must provide an equal opportunity to men as well as
women, boys as well as girls, to fully pursue a total education experience. And because athletics has long been seen in America to be
an integral part of total school experience, Title IX required that
both sexes have an equal opportunity to participate in sports and
receive the significant benefits that sports provide.
Now, the question is: Has Title IX been successful? Does it work?
Well, just prior to 1972, 2 percent of our Nation's college athletes
were women. Today 35 percent of our Nation's college athletes are
women. Before Title IX, fewer than 300,000 high school girls competed in sports. Today that number is more than 2 millt.on.
Title IX works. Title IX provides to my daughters and yours
what the Constitution- assures them. And by the way, today many
more men and boys participate in athletics, organized school athletics, than participated in 1971, and for each of the last four years,
men's participation in college athletics has increased beyond the
previous year. Last year, more men participated in intercollegiate
athletics than in any year in the previous decade.
Is Title IX perfect? Well, almost nothing else is, so probably not.
Can it be improved? Perhaps. But as we attempt to improve it, let's
not be guided by myth or unsubstantiated ,necdote. Let's look at
the facts, remembering what the Constitution and our tradition demand and require.

Let's keep in mind what Title IX is all about. It is about the

daughters of this country. So this hearing is important. The action
this committee takes will be very important. And I would add this:
It will be important primarily because of the policy implications,
but I also advise my colleagues on both sides, it will also be important because of the politics. Many of your voters have daughters.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman.

3

Chairman McKE0N. Yes.
Mr. CLAN'. I would like to commend you for holding this hearing

and, hopefully, tut of this will come an even greater enforcement
of Title IX as our Ranking Member just mentioned. It has been a
very effective program, and I certainly hope we will enforce it even
more strenuously than prior to today.
Chairman Mc KtoN. Thank you, Mr. Clay. And if any other
Members have opecing statements, to put in the record, we will do
so without any objecion.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Mink follows:]
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U.S. CONGRESSWOMAN PATSY T. MINK
OF HAWAII
TI11.E IX: GENDER EQUITY IN ATHLETICS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, TRAINING.
AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING
MAY 9, 1995

Mr Chair. I appreciate the opportunrty to join the Postsecondary Education. Training.
and Life-Long Learning Subcommrttee for today's heanng on Title IX of the Education
Act Amendments and rts application to college athletics While I am not a Member of
this Subcommittee, the subject of this heanng is one of great importance to me. and
has been a central part of my work as a Member of Congress over the years
I was a member of this Committee when we wrote Title IX into the law to protect equal
educational opportundies for girls and women Because of Title IX women have gained
entrance into law, medica and engineenng schools, girls are no longer segregated into
home economic classes and can now take advantage of more technical skill training
tradrtionally offered only to boys: and gids and women have legal protections from
sexual harassment and other forms of discnmination in schools
One of Title IX's greatest successes has been in the areas of collegiate athletics the
subject of today's heanng It is onty because of Title IX that women athletes now have
similar oppor;unities as men have had to develop their athletic skills through
intercollegiate sports and utilize their skills to help them pursue higher education
When Congress passed Trtle IX in 1972. women represented a mere 2% of the nation's
college varsity athletes and remrved only 1/2 of one percent of schools' athletic
budgets Atbletc scholarships for women did not exist
The number of college women participating in competrtive athletics has gone from
18.000 before Trtie IX to over 158.000 Women now represent 35% of college athletes
nabonvede

a

3
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This sJccess has had an effect on our elementary and high schools as well. Now that
girls see the potential for participation in college athletics. participation in sports at the
high school and elementary school level has increased Before Title IX fewer than
300.000 high school girls played competitive sports. today the number is around 2 12
million
One only has to look at the tremendous commercial success of the NCAA Women's
Basketball Tournament last month to recognize the success of Title IX If we didn't
have Title IX. we would have never seen that tournament on national television
In recent months opponents of Title IX have been working to exempt certain sports from
the application of Title IX As an author of the law. I hope that this Sub...mmittee will
reject all attempts to weaken the application of Title IX
This is not a new issue Football and ater sports who claim to be revenue-producing
have sought exemptions from the ver Jeginning of implementation of Title IX And
Congress has repeatedly rejected ioese attempts to limit Title IX's application In 1975
I led the fight in the House against a floor amendment to exempt revenue-producing
sports The Congress rejected this amendment. as it rejected other attempts to weaken
Title IX in subsequent years

The evidence bares out that it is only through the overall application of Title IX with no
exceptions, that we have been able to achieve the progress toward panty for women
And I believe the testimony from our witnesses today will demonstrate this point
Let me be clear we have made much progress in gender equity in sports. but we are
far from reaching parity for women college athletes Any steps to exempt certain sports
will undo the progress we have made
-The goal of Title IX is to achieve gender equity, not to hurt men's sports as some may
argue here today The Department of Education Office of Civil Rights guidelines are by
far lenient enough in order for schools to comply with Title IX without hurting men's
sports
The startaards schools must achieve under Title IX are very minima! A school s!mply
has to show that it is improving it's women's athletic program or that it is meeting the
needs and abiKies of its women students in order to be in compliance with the law I
would argue that these standards are far too lenient and that much mole vigorous
enfoi,ement of Title IX is needed for women's athletics to reach panty
Colleges and universities have had 26 years to come into compliance with Title IX and
there is no excuse for lack of compliance, or the notion that certain men's sports should
be exempt when determining compliance with the law

6

Some argue that revenue-producing sports Lke football underwrite women's teams
This is simpiy not true Ir fact the majority of football teams in the country do not even
pay for their own operations
According to thP NCAA 1994 Revenues and Expenses in Intercollegiate Sports report
80 of all NCAA football programs did not generate enough money to pay for its own
operations and 67% of Division I teams lose money
I would like to enter into the record recent editorials from Sports Illustrated and the New
York Times which support strong enforcement of Title IX and oppose any exemptions
The bottom line is that athletic opportunities at the college level are beneficial to
women and the young women of our nation have been deprived of equal opportunities
in this field for decades Participation in athletics helps women maintain their health
opens doors to higher education, and provides the potential for professional careers in
athletics Our entire soci,ty benefits from their achievements and their contributions
Let us not turn back the clock for women by weakening Title IX and allowing colleges
and universities to continue to deny women opportunities for success in athletics
academics and in their future careers

We have r,
fine witnesses here today I would like to say a special welcome to our
colleague. Cungresswoman Cardiss Collins who has done extensive work in examining
the issue of gender equity in college athletics Her expertise on this issue Will contribute
much to these proceedings today and I look forward to her testimony
Again Mr Chair thank you for this opportunity to join the Committee today
forward to an informative and productive session

I look
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But a recent Federal court decision involvind
Brown University is a reminder -hat many institu-.
lions of higher learning are still failing to provide

what the spirit and letter of the law demand
equiv., In supporting varsity sports teams for men

and women.
Brown stopped financing two women's sports
teams four years ago in an effort to cut costs. The
Federal district court in Rhode Island now says the
action violated Federal law by discriminating
against female athletes.

Brown offers more than 30 university-funded
intercollegiate sports it expanded women's tearns
in the 1970s. alter goin.; coed anti after passage of

Title IX. the Federal statute that forbids sex dis
crimmation at colleges and universities. But in 1991.

a unsversitywide austerity program prompted the
sports department to slop financing the women's
gyrnnasucs and volleyball teams. making their con-

tinuation as varsity teams unlikely. Two men's
teams, water polo and golf, were also demoted. With

the enure school forced to tighten its belt. Brown
felt that the simultaneous demotion of the men's
and women's teams should sausfy the law.
Judge Raymond Pettine disagreed. While Title
IX generally accommodates different athletic Interests among men and women, the critical question is

whethee a school offers men and women equal
-

IpportunitieS to participate in snorts. Judge Pettine
-died that Brown nad failed to meet this test by all
hree standards out forth bv the U S Department of
Education Brown aid not enroll men and women In

arsity worts :n suostantial proportion to Mem
-espectuye unaergraeuate enrollments, which is the

most dernatiOune test. Nor aid it expand sports
programs for women to meet demand or show that
,1 had already met tne demand of all women who
',anted to participate, regardless of.proportionality
While 49 percent of undergraduates were men
and 51 percent women. Judge Pettine found that the
school offered 62 percent of its varsity athletic slots
to men and only 38 percent to women. Since women
already had fewer athletic opportunities than men.
and since Brown's efforts to expand women's sports
had peaked. leaving some unmet demand. Judge
Pettlne ruled that demoting women's teams was
even more harmful than demoting men's teams.
The Judge gave Brown more ume to determine
how to allocate resources to support more women's

teams. But the university protests that the ruling
comes too close to ordering sports by quota, and will
appeal.

More than two decades after passage of Title

IX. the National Collegiate Athletic Assoclation
reports that female participation In sports is slowly
but steadily increasing, alter sharp cutbacks in the
mid-1980's. In 199344, women accounted tor about
35 percent of college athletes and 51 percent of
coltege students in N.C.A.A. member schools.
Greater emphasis on women's sports would
benef it not tun the athletes but the fans as well. Just
ask the thousands who gathered at Bradley Interns.
Nona! Alrport to welcome home Connecticut's Lady
Huskies after their victory over Tennessee.
.

_

Chairman MCKE0N. I am in a great position to Chair this. I have
three sons and three daughters, so I am totally, totally neutral.
We will hear from two of our colleagues on the first panel this
morning: Representatives Denny Hastert from Illinois and Cardiss
Collins from Illinois.
We will hear first from Representative Hastert.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. DENNIS HASTERT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. HASTERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly very much
appreciate the opportunity to speak this morning and to thank you
for your interest and help in holding this hearing.
I was interested in hearing the opening statements this morning.

I understand that there are political threats out there and sometimes, when people make political threats, it is probably not wise
to tread on that ground. But you luiow I have watched Title IX.

I started coaching in high school in 1965 when women didn't

have an opportunity to go out for organized athletics. All there was
at that time was a GAA, a Girls Athletic Association, and they

didn't really have traveling teams and the ability to do that. So I
appreciate what Title IX has done for women and girls in this
country. I think it has been a wonderful opportunity for women to
be able to participate and become involved in athletics and to have
the same experience that men have had previous to 1972.

But sometimes when we put laws forward and bring laws forward, especially from the basic intent of what that law was to how
it develops, there are "unintended consequences." I think that is
one of the things that should be examined. For instance, in my
good friend Mr. Williams' district, which is all of Montana, great

wrestling programs are being threatened, and we need to take a
look at that. I don't think that was ever the intent of Title IX.
You know, my interest in this issue surrounding Title IX of the
Educat,on Amendments of 1972 has been fostered in many ways.
First, I am a former coach. I coached both wrestling and football
for 16 years at a small high school. I married a women's athletic
coach who is still teaching elementary P.E. after 29 years. I love
seeing young men and young women involv(1 in athletics because
I know what they get out of it. I think a lot of the kids I coached
during those 16 years and the opportunities that they have had. I
was the President of the only wrestling coaches association in 1975

and 1976, and I traveled to Washington several times when the
Amateur Sports Act was moving through the Congress to make
sure that grassroots had a say in organized athletics in this country.

Secondly, in the last year I have received hundreds of letters

from youngsters around this Nation who are no longer able to participate in sports because their sport is being eliminated at the various universities that they attend. I have heard from kids from San

Francisco University in Californiakids from California all the

way to Pennsylvania. They don't understand how schools can promise them an opportunity to compete and later drop those programs
in the middle of their eligibility. They don't understand the policy
fixes of what is going on.
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Coaches representing a wide variety of sportP- including wrestling, gymnastics, track and field, rowing, baseball, swimming, soc-

cer, water sports, volleyball, and fencinghave created a coalition
to halt this alarming trend. I would like to take a moment to introduce a very distinguished coach and Olympian who is sitting in the
audience today. Dan Gable is somewhat of a legend in wrestling.
He won the world championship in 1971 at the age of 22, the
youngest American ever to do so at that time. The next year, he
won the gold medal at the 1972 Olympics in Munich without ever
surrendering a single point. He is now a coach at the University
of Iowa. Certainly if there is a national legend in any one sport,
Dan Gable is this. He is here today because he is concerned about
the trend we see out there. I would like to have Dan stand if that
is permissible.
[Applause.]

Mr. HASTERT. The oldest sport known to man is disappearing
faster than any other. Some people say it is due to a "lack of interest," but that is not true because wrestling is growing in the elementary and secondary levels faster than any other comparative
sport.

It was not hard to notice that this trend was getting out of hand
in my own State. Western Illinois University dropped its wrestling
programs a couple of years ago, ostensibly to make room for women's athletics. The University of Illinois dropped its men's swim
team program, resulting in a lawsuit alleging reverse discrimination. Northern Illinois University, in my own Congressional district, proposed to eliminate wrestling and swimming last fall at the
urging of the OCR. Eastern Illinois University followed closely behind with an announcement to drop wrestling and swimming.

President David Jorns from Eastern is here today to tell you

about their experiences. Most recently, Illinois State University has
announced its intention to eliminate wrestling and soccer. This is
just in the State of Illinois in the last year or so, but it is happening all across the United States.

en sports are eliminated, the universities cite their need to

comply with Title IX and the proportionality rules as part or all of
their reason. While I want all schools to comply with Title IX, I
strongly believe that the elimination of opportunities for anyone
was not the intent of Title IX. These lost opportunities are what
I call the "unintended consequences" of Title IX.
So why should a university cut sports to comply with Title IX?
Title IX was supposed to be a statute to increase opportunities.
Let me explain briefly. One way a university tries to comply with
Title IX is by meeting the "opportunities test," that is, effectively
accommodating the interests and abilities of both genders. There
are numerous tests, 13 approximately, that a school must meet in
order to comply with Title IX and ensure that discrimination does
not exist in their athletic programs. These range from money spent
on scholarships to coaches' salaries to athletic facilities. However,

it is the "opportunities test" that forces schools to drop certain

sports. The "opportunities test" has three prongs: first, the proportionality rule, which says participation numbers for male and female students must be substantially proportionate to the respective
enrollment numbers; second, the history and continuing practice of

program expansion for the underrepresented sex; and third, fully
and effectively accommodating interests and abilities of the
underrepresented sex. According to the Office of Civil Rights at the
Department of Education, the OCR, meeting any one of these three
prongs signals compliance.

However, that is not what I have been hearing from the field,
and the courts have de facto made proportionality the only applicable standard.
It is interesting to note that the original statute states only the
following: "No person in the United States shall, on the basis of
sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving financial assistance." This language does not mandate a proportionality rule. Proportionality comes out of the 1979
policy interpretation developed by the Department of Education.
However, the courts have given proportionality preference.

The second and third prongs of the "opportunities test" have
largely lost all meaning in terms of compliance. For instance, a
school which made improvements by adding numerous new teams
for female athletes soon after Title IX first became law may no
longer be considered to be in compliance with the second prong unless they continue to add new sports. When can they stop adding
new sports for anyone interested? Well, when they have met the
proportionality test. The third prong is even more nebulous than
the first. How is the concept of "interests and abilities" measured?
Well, many people have gone through and looked at interest and
abilities. How many males and females participate in sports programs at the high school level? Most studies have found that anywhere from 33 to 35 percent of the females participate in the high
school venue, where all kinds of sports are available to them, and
that 63 to 65 percent of the males participate. That is what the
tendency happens to be.

But it is entirely unclear whether the university can take surveys and use them as representations of interest and abilities of
the student population due to recent court decisions. Some will
claim that surveys cannot show latent interest that would be there
if a sport were offered. How in the world is a university going to
comply with a standard like that? I just think it is impossible.
Thus, schools fall back on, you guessed it, the proportionality rule.
So if a university's numbers do not add up, they either add

sports for women, which is in line with providing more opportunities as Congress intended, and that is good, or eliminate sports for
men in order to meet their numerical objectives, which is what I
consider to be the opposite of Congressional intent.
The proportionality rule is easier because universities know what
they have to do to comply. No one is sure how to comply with the
interests or abilities, nor does OCR give universities much direction
on these issues. In fact, in some cases, it appears OCR actually
makes it seem that there is no way to comply with Title IX unless
a university reaches proportionality. Again and again, universities
submit plans for compliance to OCR, only to have them rejected because they do not attain substantial proportionality.
This de facto reliance on proportionality alone leads me to these
questions. Are we as a Nation saying that numbers alone indicate
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discrimination? Has thi3, in fact, become a quota system that we
have imposed on athletic systems in this country? More impor-

tantly, have we created a quota system that does not help the

underrepresented sex as much as it should because universities can
simply cut the overrepresented sex as a means of meeting the test?
It does not help create opportunities for women when a school simply cuts a sport such as soccer, swimming, wrestling, or baseball
to comply. And we should not support such tactics. This only hurts
young women and men across the Nation who are denied the opportunities that should be afforded to them.

The benefits of sports in generalthe values of fair play and
teamwork, of stretching yourself to the fullest and pushing your
mind and body to its utmost performancewill be lost on these

women and men who will not get the opportunity they should have.
They are caught in the "unintended consequences" of Title IX. They
are caught in a quota system which makes them a number, not an
athlete. It is not what Congress intended, and it should not be allowed to continue.
Many claim the problem is money. But even this argument rings
hollow when you consider the investigators manual does not exempt teams supported by private funds [using no Federal money]
from the proportionality equation. For instance, at Princeton University, the wrestling alumni put forward a $2.3 million endowment for the $100,000 per year program, but this is not taken into
consideration under the proportionality rule.
So, what are the answers to this dilemma? I do not claim to have

all the answers today, and I am as anxious as you are to hear the
testimony of so many who are struggling with this issue. They are
really the experts. However, I would like to offer some thoughts on
where Congress should be headed. The overriding goals should be
to follow policies that encourage schools to add rather than subtract athletic opportunity.
As I alluded to earlier, OCR should give universities more specific guidance about how they can comply with the second and third
prongs of the "opportunities test." Congress should take back control of this process because the courts are making determinations
that bring everything back to proportionality. OCR then, in turn,
acquiesces to the court ruling, The second and third prongs become
meaningless if they are not further defined. Congress has abrogated our responsibility if we allow this to continue.
OCR also needs to clearly define who is a participant for purposes of these calculations. Should a school count every kid who
tries out for the team, everyone who suits up for competition, or
should opportunity slots be counted instead? For instance, should
a school count a cross country runner who also runs track as one

participant or as two athletic opportunity slots. Additionally,

should universities be held responsible if the sluts they have open
for women are then not filled because of a lack of interest? These
issues are also part of an ongoing rulemaking and response to the
equity in the Athletic Disclosure Act passed by Congress last year.
These issues are important to any university that seeks to comply
with the proportionality test.
There are other schools, as I have heard, such as Michigan State
University, which do not want to open their women's program to
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walk-ons. They are going to close it to the number of scholarships.
That way they close down all opportunities for men and women for
expanding opportunities and then put caps, in response, on men's
athletic teams to prohibit walk-ons from participating.

However, maybe we need to think in broader terms, to find a

way to encourage Title IX compliance without the use of quotas.
We do not assume that everyone who enrolls in a university wants
the opportunity to be in the band. Let's face it, not everyone wants

to play the tuba or the piano. But we operate under similar as-

sumptions when we consider athletics. Proportionality, at the very
least, should be based on those in the interested population rather
than everyone enrolled. I urge the committee to consider creative
solutions to ending the continuing discrimination out there without
using proportionality.
Finally, I challenge all of us to think about whether Congress intended for Title IX to result in the elimination of athletic opportur ities for anyone. Can any of us say that we want Title IX to be
implemented in such a way?

It really disturbs me to hear people claim that it is fine to cut
man, that is not fine. That view represents everything that is
wrong about Title IX. When a law ceases to work for positive improvements and simply becomes a way to get back at the system
that perpetrated discrimination, we have lost our focus on what it
means to work toward gender equity. It doesn't help anyone just
opportunities for men to eradicate discrimination. Well, Mr. Chair-

to keep tearing the future of these kids out from under them.

I hope this hearing will lay the groundwork for some positive
changes to our present system of Title IX. And thank you very
much for your attention.

Chairman MCKEON. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hastert follows:]
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Mr. Chairman. I very much appreciate the opportunity to speak this morning
and I thank you for your 'merest and help in holding this hearing.

My interest in the issues surrounding Title IX of the Educational
Amendments of 1972 has been fostered in many ways. First. I am a former
wrestler and I coached wrestling for 16 years at Yorkville High School, my home
town. I love this sport and the kids I coached. I was President of the Illinois
Wrestling Coach's Association in 1975 and 1976 and came out to Washington
several times to lobby on the Amateur Sports Act.
Secondly, I recently began receiving hundreds of letters from youngsters
around the nation who are no longer able to participate in sports because their
sport is being eliminated at their various university. I have heard from kids from
California all the way to Pennsylvania. They don't understand how a school can
promise them the opportunity to compete and drop the program half way through
their eligibility.
PIO

Also, coaches representing a wide variety of sports, including wrestling,
gymnastics, track and field, rowing, baseball, swimming, soccer, water sports,
volleyball and fencing have created a coalition to halt this alarming trend. I would
like to take a moment to introduce a very distinguished coach and Olympian who
is sitting in the audience today. Dan Gable is somewhat of a legend in wrestling.
He won the world championship in 1971 at the age of 22, the youngest
American ever to do so at that time. The next year he won the gold medai at the
1972 Olympics in Munich without surrendering even a single point! Dan is here
today because he is very concerned about the trend we see out there. The oldest
sport known to man is disappearing faster than any supposed "lack of interest"
could possibly explain.

It was not hard to notice this trend getting out of hand in my own state.
Western Illinois University dropped its wrestling program a couple years ago. The
University of Illinois dropped its men's swim team resulting in a lawsuit alleging
reverse discrimination. Northern Illinois University, in my own Congressional
District, proposed to eliminate wrestling and swimming last fall. Eastern Elinois
University followed closely behind with an announcement to drop wrestling and
swimming. President David Jorns from Eastern is here today to tell you about
their experience. Most recently, Illinois State University has announced its
intention to eliminate wrestling and soccer. This is just in the state of Illinois in
the last few years! But it's happening all across the United States.
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When these sports are eliminated, the universities cite their need to comply
with Title IX and the propertionality rules as part or all of their reason. While I
want all schools to comply with Title IX I stronolv believe that the elimination of
gobortunities for anyone was not the intent of Title IX. These lost opportunities
are what I call the "unintended consequences" of Title IX.

So why would a university cut sports to comply with Title IX? Title IX was
supposed to be a statute to increase opportunities.
Let me explain bricifly. One way a university tries ro comply with Title IX is
by meeting th, "opportunities test." That is. effectively accommodating the
interests and abilities of both genders. There are numerous tests 1131 that a
school must meet in order to comply with Title IX and ensure there is no
discrimination in their athletic programs. These range from money spent on
scholarships to coach's salaries to athletic facilities. However, it ,s the
opportunities test that forces schools to drop certain sports. The opportunities
test is made up of three parts: 11 the proportionality rule, which says the
participation opportunities of male and female students must be in numbers
substantially proportionate to their respective enrollment rates, 21 the history and
continuing practice of program expansion for the underrepresented sex, and 31
the accommodation of the athletic interests and abilities of the underrepresented
sex. According to the Office of Civil Rights of the Department of Education
IOCR1, meeting any one of these factors signals compiiance.

However, that is not what I have been hearing from the field, and the
courts have de facto made proportionality the only applicablb standard. It is
interesting to note that the original statute states only the following:
No person in the United States shall, on the basis of
sex, be excluded from participation in. be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
education program or activity receiving financial
assistance.
This language does not mandate a proportionality rule. Proportionality
Comes out of the 1979 Policy Interpretation developed by the Department of
Education However, the courts have given proportionality preference.

The second and third prongs of the opportunities test have largely lost ail
meaning in terms of compliance. For instance, a school which made
improvements by adding numerous new teams for female athletes soon after Title
IX first became law may no longer be considered to be in compliance unless they
are now planning to add new sports. When can they stop adding now sports for
anyone interested? Well, when they have met the proportionality test.

The third prong is even more nebulous than the first. How is the concept
ot "interests and abilities" measured? It Is entirely unclear whether the university
can take surveys and use them as representations of the interests and abilities of
the student population due to recent court decisions. Some will claim that
surveys can not show the latent interest that would be there If a sport were
offered. How in the world is a university to comply with a standard like that',
Thus, schools fall back on, you guessed it. the proportionality rule.
So, if a university's numbers do not add up

they either add opportunities
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for women which is in line with providing more opportunities as Congress
intended). or they eliminate enough men's sports teams to meet their numerical
oblectives what I consider to be the opposite of Congressional intent).
The proportionality rule is easier because universities know what they
have to do to comply. No one is sure how to comply with interests and abilities
nor does OCR give universities much direction on these issues.

In fact in some cases, ot appears OCR actually makes it seem that there is
no way to comply with Title IX unless a university reaches proportionality. Again
and again universities submit plans to OCR for compliance, only to have them
rejected because they do not attain substantial proportionality
This ae facto reliance on proportionality alone leads me to these questions.
Are we as a nation saying that numbers alone indicate discrimination? Has this.
in fact, become a quota system? And more importantly, have we create..r a quota
system that does not help the underrepresented sex as much as it should because
universities simply cut the "overrepresented" sex as a means of meeting the testy
It does not holp create opportunities for women when a school simply cuts a
sport such as soccer. swimming or wrestling to comply.

And we should not support such tactics. This only hurts young women
and men across the nation who are denied the opportunities that should be
afforded to them.
The benefits of sport in general the values of fair play and teamwork, of
stretching yourself to the fullest and pushing your body to its utmost performance
will be lost on these women and men who will not get the opportunity they
should have. They are caught in the unintended consequences of Title IX. They
are caught in a quota system which makes them a number and not an athlete. It
is not what Congress intended and it should not be allowed to continue.

Many claim the problem is money. But even this argument rings hollow
when you consider the investigators manual does not exempt teams supported by
private funds (using no federal money) from the proportionality equation. For
instance, at Princeton University, the Wrestling Alumni put forward a $2.3 million
endowment for the $100,000 per year program. But this does not keep
Princeton from having to comply with proportionality rules.
So. what are the answers to this dilemma' I do not claim to have all of
the answers today. and I am as anxious as you are to hear the testimony of so
many who are struggling with this issue. They are really the experts. However, I
would like to offer some thoughts on where Congress should be headed.
The overriding goals should be to follow policies that encourage schools to
add, rather than subtract athletic opportunity.
As I alluded to earlier, OCR should give more specific guidance to
universities about how they can comply with the second and third prongs of the
"opportunities test." Congress should take back control of this process because
the courts are making determinations that bring everything back to proportionality.
OCR then, in turn. acquiesces to court rulings The second and third prongs
become meaningless if they aro not further defined. Congress has abrogated our
responsibiliti; if we allow this to continue
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OCP also needs to clearly define who :s a participant for purposes of these
calculations. Should a school count every kio who tries out tor the team,
everyone who suits up for competition. or should opportunity slots be counted
nsteaci, For instance should a school count a cross country runner who also
runs track as one participant or two athletic opportunity slots' And, should
universities be held responsible if the slots they have vpen for women are then
not filled, These issues are also part of an ongoing rulemaking in response to
Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act passed by Congress last year These issues are
important to any university that seeks to comply with the proportionality test.
However, maybe we need to think in broader terms to find a way to
encourage Title IX compiiance without the use of quotas. We do not assume that
everyone who enrolls at a university wants (or given the opportunity woulch be in
band. Let s face it, not everyone wants to play the tuba. But we operate under
similar assumptions when we consider athletics. Proportionality at the very least.
should be based on those in the interested population rather than everyone
enrolled. I urge the committee to consider creative solutions to ending the
continuing discrimination out there without using proportionality.
7inallv. I challenge all of us to think about our intent in this legislation. Did
Congress intend for Title IX to result in the elimination of athletic oppoitunites for
anyone' Can any of tsp,say that we want Title IX to be implemented in such a

way'
really disturbs me when people claims that it is fine to cut opportunities
\.41
for men to eradicate discrimination. Well, Mr. Chairman that is gol fine. That
view represents everything that is wrong about Title IX. When it ceases to be a
law to work for positive improvements in the future and simply becomes a way to
get back at the systems that perpetrated discrimination, we have lost our focus
of what it means to work toward gender equity. It doesn't help anyone to just
keep tearing the future of these kids out from under them.
SO. I tiope this hearing will lay the groundwork for some positive changes
to our present system of Title IX. Thank you for your attention.

ime
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Chairman MCKEON. Mrs. Collins.
STATEMENT OF HON. CARDISS COLLINS, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Chairman and Members of the subcommittee,

I certainly appreciate this opportunity to testify on Title IX and its

impact upon sports. For the past four years, when I chaired the
Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competi-

tiveness, I took a particular interest in this subject. The sub-

committee held mon)/ hearings on gender equity, and four others
on college sports in general, conducted workshops, attended NCAA
meetings, and had the opportunity to listen to dozens of interested
parties on the subject.
During that period, I learned that many concepts taken as fact
simply are not. Frankly, I have learned that there is only one overriding fact and it is simply this: The number of girls and young
women interested in participating in sports has been increasing by
leaps and bounds cver the past two decades. That is a very simple
truth, but it is at the heart of the debate over Title IX and cannot
be ignored. Too often those with very little contact with what is
going on in our schools, or perhaps those without daughters or
nieces or granddaueters, fail to understand that the sports scene
is radically different from the way it was a generation ago. Vast
numbers of girls and young women are now playing sports with the
same enthusiasm that generations of boys and young men have
shown. They play all kinds of sports, and they play them very well.
Whether Title IX has been responsible for generating this enthusiasm, or whether Title IX has been a force for making schools
react to this interest, is irrelevant. What is relevant is that Title
IX guarantees women the same opportunities as men.
I am sure that during the course of your hearings you will hear
the same old tired arguments chat Title IX is taking opportunities
away from men and that Ti de IX establishes quotas. Most of these
arguments come from school administrators or football coaches who
fear that increasing opportunities for women will come out of their
hides or, better still, out of their school's pocketbooks.
The reality is the exact opposite. Athletic directors and coaches
are the ones who establish the quotas, if you will, at the schools.

They decide, often arbitrarily, how many men and how many
women get to play sports. Schools, not the Department of Education, are responsible for quotas assuring that men receive over
two-thirds of all opportunities and 75 cents of every dollar spent on

sports. The purpose of Title IX is to eliminate these artificial

quotas and ensure that opportunities are based on student interest,
without gender bias.
Title IX simply says that no person shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance.
The law does not require fixed quotas. The law has been interpreted to mean that if schools have participation rates equal to enrollment rates, the school is automatically considered in compliance. However, even if the numbers are not the same, the regulations recognize a school as being in compliance either by showing
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a history of expanding opportunities in women's programs or by
showing that the interests of women have been accommodated.
This is not an odd interpretation of the law. The NCAA Gender

Equity Task Force report of July 26, 1993, states, "The ultimate
goal for each institution should be that the numbers of male and
female athletes are substantially proportionate to their numbers in
the institution's undergraduate student population." The report
continues, "Thus, the (a) participation, (b) efforts, and (c) interests
test of the Title IX regulation are the appropriate tests for equitable participation." The report further notes that "proportionality

does not require fixed quotas."
Unfortunately, some school administrators have been opposed to

these simple guidelines, which were endorsed by the NCAA. In
some cases, they have dismal records of participation of women,

show no efforts to increase opportunities for women, and in the face

of protests of cutting of women teams sports, go to court with a
straight face and argue that there just isn't interest by women in
sports. Their arguments often have as much foundation as Al
Campanis's assertion that Blacks lack the skill to be major league
managers.
To understand what Title IX is all about, let me just provide two

analogies. Suppose a family has a son who enjoys playing ball in
the backyard, basketball at the gym, or soccer at the park. A second child comes along, but the family income does not change. Do
we assume that the second child's interest in the same sports can
only be accommodated at the expense of the first child? Of course
not. It may be necessary for the two children to learn to share the
baseball bat or the basketball. We don't give one child some artificial priority over supplies or even the use of the backyard. You
would be surprised that many of the Title IX cases boil down to lit-

tle more than the need for the men's teams to share resources,
share playing fields, and share prime times with the women's
team.
Let's look at an analogy in the schools. Suppose that women take

an increasing interest in chemistry and start enrolling in greater
numbers for chemistry courses. The school may do a number of
things to accommodate this increased interest. They may add more
teachers, establish additional lab times, build more labs, or create

bigger classes. It is also possible that some kids just may not be
able to take the class, as often happens at colleges when popular
courses are oversubscribed. The one policy that I think we all rec-

ognize as unthinkable, however, would be a policy that says we will
accommodate the additional interest by women only after the traditior al number of male students is accommodated. The same should
be true for sports.

Observers of college sports can recount dozens of examples of
patterns of sexual discrimination over decades. Women often have
far inferior training facilities, practice fields, practice times, and

game times. On road trips, there may be three or four women in
a room while the men have single rooms.

In the case of Colgate, where the women's team wanted to increase their budget from $6,000 to $12,000, but were denied, the
school increased the men's team's stick budget to the same $12,000.
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The men's team had a budget of $300,000, while the women's team
received a meager $4,000.
At the start of my testimony, I mentioned that the biggest prob-

lem in the debate over Title IX is the assumption of "facts" that
are fully myths. Therefore, let me leave you with just a few of these
myths, and the actual facts as I see them.

Myth #1: The increased participation of women in sports has

come at the expense of men. The facts: According to the NCAA it-

self, over the past 15 years, participation in women's sports in-

creased by 16,320 while the participation in men's sports increased
by 12,320. For every new dollar spent on women, two dollars was
spent on men.
Myth #2: Football actually pays the costs of women's sports, so
football should be excluded from Title IX considerations. The fact:
Again, according to the NCAA, an analysis of 1989 budgets found
that 45 percent of Division IA schools reported a deficit in football, while 94 percent of Division IAA reported a deficit; and that
98 percent of Divisions II and III schools operated at a deficit. Of
the 45 percent of Division IA schools reporting a deficit in 1989
in football, the average deficit was $638,000, which was up from
$251,000 in 1981.

Myth #3: The Department of Education is imposing quotas on

schools for Title IX compliance. The fact: The Department of Education and the Office of Civil Rights have been spectacularly unsuccessful in forcing schools to do anything. A study by the LBJ School

of Public Affairs at the University of Texas found that OCR has
failed to provide effective and adequate enforcement and guidance
consistent with the letter and spirit of Title IX. That is a quote. In
fact, victims of sex discrimination testified at our hearings that
OCR was the last place they would go to seek relief. They had to
turn to the courts.

Myth #4: Women's sports have no popularity with the public and,
therefore, can generate no revenue. The fact: While it is true that
schools that fail to provide any promotion for women's sports and
schedule teams at odd hours find the results self-fulfilling, interest
in women's sports is on the rise. At Stanford, for example, average
attendance for women's basketball was 5,284 compared to 5,386 for
the men. The 17,000 seats for the women's Final Four games were
sold out last September. The women's final game on Sunday afternot,n had higher ratings than the NBA game opposite it and higher
ratings than a men's semifinal the day before.
In summary, when you get to know the facts, you find out that
the issue is simply how schools accommodate the growing interest
in women's sports. If schools stick to quotas to ensure artificial advantage for men, the courts will strike them down. However, if
schools take steps to accommodate that interest, everyone's child
will benefit. It is time for the schools to share their resources fairly
and eliminate their self-imposed quotas.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Collins follows:1
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TESTLMONY OF HON. CARDISS COLLLNS
BEFORE SUBCONBITTTEE ON POST SECONDARY EDUCATION,
TRALNLNG, AND LIFE LONG LEARNING

MAY 9, 1995
Mr. Chairman. and Members of the subcommittee. I appreciate this opportunity to testify

on Title IX and its impact upon sports.

For the past four years. when 1 chaired the

Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection. and Competitiveness. I took a particular
interest in this subject. The Subcommittee held four hrarings an gender equity, and four others
on college sports general, conducted workshops, attended NCAA meetings, and had the
opportunity to listen to dozens of interested parties in the subject.
During that period, 1 learnoz1 that many concepts tal.en as facts simply are not.

Frankly.

I have learned that there is only one overriding fact, and it is simply this:

The number of girls and young women interested in participating in sports has been
increasing in leaps and bounds over the past two decades.
That's a very simple truth, but it is at the heart of the debate over Title IX, and one that
cannot be ignored. Too often those with very little contact with what is going on in our schools,
or perhaps those without daughters, fail to understand the sports scene is radically different from
it was a generation ago. Vast numbers of girls and young women are now playing sports with
the same enthusiasm that generations of boys and young men have shown. They play all kinds
of sports, and they play them well.

Whether Title IX has been responsible for generating this enthusiasm, or instead, has
been a force to niake schools react to this interest is irrtlevant. What is relevant is that women
want the same opportunities as men. and Title IX guaranttxs them that right.
I am sure that during the course of your hearings you will hear the same arguments that
you hear against affirmative action namely that Title IX is taking opportunities away from
men, or that Title IX establishes quotas for women. Most of these arguments come from school
administrators or football coaches who fear that increasing opportunities for women will come
out of their hides.

The reality is the exact opposite. Athletic directors and coaches are the ones who
establish quotas at the schools. They dedide, often arbitrarily, how many men and how many
women get to play sports. Schools, not the Department of Education, are responsible for quotas
assuring that men nxeive over two-thirds of all opportunities, and 75 cents out of every dollar
spent on sports. The purpose of Title IX is to eliminate these artificial quotas. and permit
opportunities to be based upon student interest, without gender bias.

Title IX simply says that no person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjmted to discrimination under any education

program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
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The law does not require fixed quotas. The law has been interpreted to mean that if
schools have participation rates equal to enrollment rates, the school is automatically considered
in compliance. However, even if the numbers are not the sante, the regulations allow a school
to show compliance either through a history of expanding opportunities in women's programs,
or by showing that the interests of women have been fully accommodated.

This is not an odd interpretation of the law. The NCAA Gender Equity Task Force
Report of luly 26, 1993 states, -The ultimate goal for each institution should be that the
numbers of male and female athletes are substantially proportionate to their numbers in the
institution's undergraduate student population." The report continues, "Thus, the (a)
participation. (b) efforts and (c) interests tests of the Title IX regulation are the appropriate tests
for equitable participation." The report also notes that -proportionality does not require fixed
quotas."
Unfortunately, some school administrators have been opposed to these simple guidelines,

which were endorsed by the NCAA. In some cases, they have dismal records of participation
of women, show no efforts to increase opportunities for women, and in the face of protests over
the cutting of women's team sports. go into court with a straight face and argue that there just
isn't interest by women in sports. Their arguments often have as much foundation as AI
Campanis's assertion that Blacks lack the skills te 5e major league managers.
To understand what Title IX is all about, let me just provide two analogies. Suppose a
fanuly has a son and he enjoys playing ball in the backyard. basketball at the gym, or soccer at
the park. A second child comes along, but the family income does not change. Do we assume
that the second child's interests in the same sports can only be accommodated at the expense of
the first child? Of course not It may become necessary for the two children to learn to share
the baseball bat or the basketball. We don't give one child some artificial priority over supplies,
or even the use of the back yard. You would be surprised that many of the Title IX cases boil
down to little more than the need for the men's teams to share resources, share playing fields,
and share prime times with the women's teams.
Let's look at an analogy in the schools. Suppose that women take an increasing interest
in chemistry, and start enrolling in greater numbers for chemistry courses. The school may do
a number of things to accommodate this increased interest. They may add more teachers,
establish additional lab times, build more labs, or create bigger classes. It is also possible that
some kids may just not be able to take the class, as often happens at colleges when popular
course3 are oversubscribed. The one policy that I think we all recognize is unthinkable,
however, would be a policy that says we will accommodate the additional interest by women
only after the traditional number of male students is accommodated. The same should be true
for sports.

Observers of college sports can recount dozens of examples of patterns of sex
.discrimination over decades. Women often have far inferior training facilities, practice fields,
practice times, and game times. On road trips, there may be three or four women to a room,
2

n
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while the men have single rooms. In the case of Colgate, where the women's team wanted to
increase their budget from $6.000 to $12,000. but were denied, the school increased the men's
team's stick budget to the same $12,000. The men's team had a budget of $300,000, while the
women received $4,000.
At the start of my testimony I mentioned that the biggest problem in the debate over Title

IX is the assumption of "facts" that are actually myths. Therefore, let me leave you with just
a few of these myths, and the actual facts.
Myth #1: The increased participation of women in sports has come at the expense of
men. The facts: According to the NCAA. over the past 15 years, participation in women's
sports increased by 16,320 while participation in men's sports increased by 12,320. For every
new dollar spent on women. S2 have been spent on men.

Myth #2: Football actually pays the cost of women's sports, so football should be
excluded from Title IX considerations. The facts: According to the NCAA, an analysis of 1989
budgets found that 45% of Division I-A schools reported a deficit in football, while 94% of
Division I-AA reported a.deficit. Of Divisions II and DI schools, 98% operated at a deficit.

Of the 45% of Division I-A schools reporting a deficit in football, the average deficit was
5638,000, which was up from $251,000 in 1981.

Myth #3: The Department of Education is imposing quotas on schools for Title IX
compliance. The facts: The Department of Education and the Office of Civil Rights, have been
spectacularly unsuccessful in forcing schlols to do anything. A study by the LBI School of
Public Affairs at the University of Texas found that "OCR has failed to provide effective and
adequate enforcement and guidance consistent with the letter and spirit of Title IX." In fact,
victims of sex discrimimition testified at our hearings that OCR was the last place they would
go to seek relief. They turned to the courts.
Myth #4: Women's sports have no popularity with the public, and therefore can generate
no revenue. The facts: While it is true that schools that fall to provide any promotion for
women's sports and schedule games at odd hours find the results self-fulfdling, interest in
women's sports is on the rise. At Stanford. average attendance for women's basketball was
5,284 compared to 5,386 for the men. The 17,000 seats for the women's Final Four games
wex sold out last September. The women's final game on Sunday afternoon had higher ratings
than the NBA game opposite it. and higher ratings than a men's semifinal the day before.

In summary, when you get to know the facts, you find out that the issue is simply how
do schools acconunodate the growing interest in women's sports If schools stick to quotas to
,nsure an artificial advantage for men, the courts wit: strike them down. However, if schools
take steps to accommodate this interest, everyone's child will benefit. It is time for schools to
share their resources fairly, and eliminate their self-imposed quotas.

3
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Chairman MCKEON. Thank you. We have some Members here
today who are not on our subcommittee, and we appreciate their
interest. We have Representative Ganske from Iowa; Bill Barrett
from Nebraska who is on our full committee, but is not a Member
of this subcommittee; Mrs. Mink from Hawaii; and Ranking Member of the full committee, Mr. Shaw from Missouri.

We will try to hold the questions to Members of the committee

unless you have

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, don't confuse me with Clay Shaw.
Mr. WILLIAMS. This is William Clay.

Chairman MCKEON. Actually, Clay Shaw is a great one to be

confused with, and I apologize.
Mr. CLAY. He is a good friend of mine, too.
Chairman McKEorsr. But it is nice to be recognized for who we

really are. And, again, I am new at this and appreciate your for-

bearance.
Mr. Williams, are you ready for questions?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman, much of your testimony with regard to the fix that

you would like to see enacted for Title IX had to do with rulemaking. Are you encouraging a legislative change that would require a change in rulemaking?
Mr. HASTERT. Well, I think the law certainly set out a policy
that, over the years, has been developed by the Department of Education, now OCR, and I think it is misdirected. I think the propor-

tionality rule is something of "unintended consequences." It was
never intended to cut back participation of men in athletics. I
mean, this is the only civil rights law that I know of that punishes
innocent bystanders, and this is what is happening at many of our
universities today.

I can give you numbers of sports that have been diminished in
the last decade. But what I am saying is that we need to take a
look at the use of proportionality. There is a three-pronged rule.

Proportionality is one. Accommodating interests and abilities is another. Showing a history and continuing practice of program expansion in the past three years is the other prong. You know, the original rulemaking said all three prongs should be treated in an equal
waythat is, complying with any one of the three meets the standard. That is not being done today. Proportionality is the only one
that is being considered.
Mr. WILLIAMS. But that is all an interest of rulemaking rather

than the law. That is not in the law. Those are in the regulat.ons.
Would you have us require a change in that rulemaking process.

Mr. HASTERT. As you see, I don't have legislation, but this needs
to be brought forward. We need to look at it. That is one of the jobs
of Congress, to have oversight on what is happening. And I think
we need to elevate that and take a look at it 1Decause I don't think
that was the intent of the law and that is exactly why we are doing
it.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.

Congresswoman Collins, we appreciate the good work that you
and your committee have done in previous Congresses concerning

oversight of this matter. Did you find any "unintended con-

sequences" from Title IX during your oversight visits or hearings?
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Mrs. COLLINS. No, I did not find any "unintended consequences"
at all of the law itself. What I did find was a reluctance on the part
of school administrators to fully implement Title IX. When Title IX
first became law, a great number of universities began to comply.
As time went on, that interest began to fade. By the time we looked
at the law again, we found very little compliance at all. What had
happened is that somebody had just forgotten that Title IX was on
the books, and they weren't doing anything about it.
What surprised me the most during our hearings and investiga-

tions was the fact that, even though Title IX was on the books,

OCR was not as vigilant as it could have been. What has happened
as of now is that instead of OCR looking at this and saying, well,
Federal dollars are not being spent fairly, they sort of closed their
eyes to that and left an opening for young students themselves to
look into Title IX and take their cases to court themselves.

Now it seems to me that is an awful burden to put on a studentto have to go through the judicial system on their own to

say, well, we want to play soccer. We, as girls, have a right to be
engaged in sports, as do boys in whatever their activities happen
to be.

It has been reported here, and many people seem to think, that
there has been a decline in men's sports, but there has been, on

the other hand, sort of a seesaw effect, if you will, where there has
been a decline in men's sports, there has been an increase in women's sports, so the things are beginning to balance out because of
the renewed interest in Title IX.
The one thing I do want to point out is this and everybodyboth
Congressman Hastert and I haven't really focused on the big point.
The big point around Title IX happens to center around money.
Football, it seems to me, is thought to be sacrosanct in our colleges
and universities. That is because college footballto a large degree
because of the advent of television and televised football games
is a big money maker. It isn't the only money maker for a college

or university, but it is the one that the coaches and athletes and

the Presidents want to keep.
Because of that, everybody says, well, you know, we can get rid
of wrestling. We can get rid of men in other activities, but we are
going to keep the football team, and we are going to have squads

of a hundred on the football teamtwice as many as we have for
the Chicago Bears, as a matter of factand we are going to give
them all this money. We are going to have them traveling the coun-

try in airplanes and roaring up the road in tir-conditioned buses,

whereas the women are not going to have these kinds of funds. The
men are going to have their own rooms when they play out of their
school environment. Women are going to have three or four in one
room. They are not going to have the same kind of practice time.
They are not going to have the soccer fields. They are not goin.g to
have many of the things that are provided for the young men. This
is nefarious, something that has to be corrected.
Title IX hopes to correct some of these problems. It seems to me

we have to talk about the whole thing. The one thing that seems
to be forgottenand then I am going to concludeis that the primary function of any educational institution is to educate our chil-

dren, to teach them goals and morals and high standards, et
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cetera. But when we have discrimination involved, one group of
people against another, women against men, we are not doing our
jobs. There is more than teaching literature. There is more than
teaching theatrics. There are other things that are life enhancing,
and certainly the ability to participate in a fair manner in an educational institution is something we want our girls to know as well
as men.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mrs. Collins. Mr. Chairman, ...
Chairman MCKEON. Mr. Funderburk.
Mr. FUNDERBURK. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MCKEON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I had three 9 a.m. meetings, so I apologize for being late. I want
to follow up, Congresswoman Collins, on your comments there. I

assumeand I mean this in a positive senseyou are a supporter
of affirmative action.

Mrs. COLLINS. All the way.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I am not sure, I am struggling with that one
myself. But isn't the premise of affirmative action to take where we
are and to build upon that? My concern with the interpretation of
Title IX is that it doesn't build up women's sports.
Mrs. COLLINS. But it has.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Does it say that we are going to bring men
down to have an equal level? I don't know how we get there from

here.
Mrs. COLLINS. It doesn't bring men down. It hasn't brought men

down. What has happened is that in order to make a point and to
keep from lowering the number of men on these huge football
squads. these athletic directors and coaches have decided to sacrifice the men who happen to be in gymnastics, those who happen
to be in soccer, those who happen to be on swimming teams, et
cetera, so the students will be the ones who are saying, you know,
we have been treated unfairly.
This has happened in our State, as Mr. Hastert has pointed out,
and it has happened across the country. The fair thing to say is,
well, you don't need 100 young men on a football squad. You need
so many men to play football but you also need women because
women are interested in sports. They like teamwork. They need to
know how to be competitive. They want to feel good about themselvi in a sports arena as well as men. That is the thing about
fairness. That is about the whole boat rising up, if you will.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I am not against

Mrs. COLLINS. And I

Mr. GUNDERSON. [continuing] against sports in any way, shape,
or form. My question is: Is the only way to achieve that by tearing
down men's sports?
Mrs. COLLINS. I don't think they are being torn down.
Mr. GUNDERSON. How are you going to finance all of this?
Mrs. COLLINS. How is it being financed now?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Not out of the Federal budget.

Mrs. COLLINS. Are you saying that the funds that the Federal
Government gives to these colleges and universities should all go

to the men and not go to the women? I don't think that is what
is intended.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. Frankly, I don't think any taxpayer dollars
ought to go to sports.
Mrs. COLLINS. Why?

Mr. GUNDERSON. Because I think there are higher priorities in
American society than for taxpayer dollars to go to college sports.
Mrs. COLLINS. Well, if that is what you want----let's in fact make
sure that Title IX is spent exactly as you want it to be spent and
that is when a college or university does not comply with Title IX,
they should not get any more Federal funds. That is what Title IX

should--

Mr. GUNDERSON. That is what I understand.

Mr. Hastert wants to comment.

Mr. HASTERT. My good friend and colleague, and we have worked

on a lot of issues together in a more amicable way, the fact is that
in the State of Illinois, you know, it wasn't the administration that
cut the sports on many of those issues, it was the OCR that said
you had to cut a minor sport. They didn't say you had to cut football. They said you cut swimming. You cut soccer. You cut baseball.

Cut wrestling. That is exactly what happened, and those schools
were given that choice and only that choice to. meet proportionality.
I can tell you, I disagree with my friend from Illinois. For exam-

ple, in men's gymnastics, 20 years ago, when we had the 1976

Olympics, we had 138 teams competing in gymnasticsa very successful year at the Montreal Olympics. Today, only 31 teams are
competing in gymnastics in this Nation. Thirty-one teams is not
enough teams to have a national tournament. That means future
generations of young men will be deprived of coaches to further
their ability to participate in this one sport.
Wrestling, men's swimming, and water polo have all had divisions in danger of losing their championships. Wrestling lost 120
programs in the last 10 years. One hundred twenty programs, Congresswoman.
Mrs. COLLINS. Did those programs go to the women?
Mr. HASTERT. Yes, they did in many cases.

Mrs. COLLINS. Well
Mr. HASTERT. It is my time. At the same time, that sport had
a rising growth rate in both elementary and secondary levels.

Sixty-four men's swimming teams have disappeared. Water polo is

down to 45 teams. It is not factual to say, in these cases, that

men's sports have grown. They haven't. They have been the victims
of Title IX.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman MCKEON. Ms. Woolsey.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to approach this from a different angle. I am a moth-

er of three sons and a daughter. One of my sons was a wrestler;
another was an All-State, both in high school and college, baseball

player; the other, in college, Honorable Mention, All-American
Tackle; and my daughter was a skater, a competitive skater. And
I am absolutely certain that sports contributed a lot to molding all
four of my children into very solid individuals as young adults.

I also know that is why they stayed out of trouble when they

were in high schoolthey were busy, they were involved, they were
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doing something that was important to them, and they were too

tired to get in trouble.
Also, before I came to Congress, I was a human resources profes-

sional, and it was very, very clear to me that the differences between young men and young women who graduated college and got

into the business world, had a lot to do with whether or not they
had learned teamwork, 'whether they had gained self-confidence
and poise, and whether they had learned through something other
than just reading books, how to get along in an atmosphere where

you had to give and take, win and lose, and go forward.
The young people who had played sports had an advantage over
those who didn't. Now, they could also be young people who played

an instrument or did something other than just plain study out of
a book.

My point here is, when we are talking about Title IX, not to take
away something from the young men, but to bring women up to the

same level. Women have to have the same advantages that men
have when they enter the real world after college. And sports gives

them scholarships, poise, and self-confidence. It is a learning experience, whether it involves team competition or individual competition, like my daughter, as a competitive skater.

I would just say that, if it is necessary to fix Title IX, we fix it

by coming up to a higher level, not by going down to a lower level.

We should do everything possible to give equal opportunities to
both the young women and the young men.

Last year, I worked with you, Congresswoman Collins, on the
athletic disclosure bill that was passed. I am wondering, now that
the bill is law, has it had an impact and what have you seen from
that?
Mrs. COLLINS. I believe that it has had an impact. One of the
things that I have learned from speaking to people who are interested in the law, is they feel that it has enabled them to have sort
of another prong from which to work to encourage young people
who are really interested in getting into sports to know that they
can, they have the opportunity to do so. I think it has worked, and
I am very pleased with that.
Ms. WOOLSEY. I have a young woman in my district who is in

high school who plays on the boys' football team. She and her
mother came to me; they are very, very interested in what happens
with this Title IX debate because she would like the opportunity
tD play football in college.
My son was an Honorable Mention, All-American Tackle. I would

not want any other son to be tackled by him, much less a daughter.
Could you respond on women in contact sports?
Mr. HASTERT. That is up to the individual. It's the individual's
choice. I know one of the people testifying today, T.J. Kerr, from
California State at Bakersfield, has initiated a coed wrestling team
and has had some success with it. I think that is an individual decision.

But you are right on point. I believe exactly what you believe,
that we should expand the opportunities for women, not bring

down the opportunities for men. In your State, in California, your
sons today, with recent decisions in California, probably wouldn't
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have the same opportunities in wrest .ag and baseball that they

would have had five or six years ago in college.
Ms. WOOLSEY. I know my time is up, but I would like to suggest

that we bring this debate up to that level, that our goal be to
equalize this, not to take something away from someone. As soon
as we start pitting winners and losers against each other, we have
lost the debate, because it won't work.
Mr. HASTERT. That is exactly my thesis, so I thank you.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Hastert, and thank you, Mr.

Chairman.

Chairman MCKE0N. I think that we may have been a little
confrontational here, but I think that is because of the goal that
we are working for. Just by bringing it up, I think we have rallied
the troops and people are taking sides and fighting over a small
piece of the pie, instead of saying what can be done to enhance the
whole program.

As I gather from what Mr. Hastert was saying, first of all, not

cutting one at the expense of another is how can we expand opportunities for all.
Mr. HASTERT. What has happened in reality is that the Depart-

ment of Education, thi ough the OCR, has given ultimatums to
many schools saying, if you don't wish to expand a woman's sport,
you drop two or three men's sports to get close to proportionality.

We are saying that is not the intent of Title IX, it is wrong, and

we should take another look at it.
Chairman MCKEON. That is, I think, the whole purpose of this
hearing. This hasn't been looked at for a number of years, and we
are trying to determine what we can do to get everyone in the boat
together. That is probably the biggest thing that I have been able
to do in coming to Congress is say let's try to work together. This
probably would be a good place to be doing it.
Mr. Roemer.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I welcome my fellow colleague from the State of Illinois before
our subcommittee this morning. Certainly many of us, if not all of
us, on this subcommittee and in Congress, agree with the spirit of
law of Title IX. We want to make sure that girls and women have
the opportunities that boys and men have in our society.

As I go around the Third District of Indiana, I find more and

more young girls are playing soccer, softball, baseball, yet many of
these young women and girls have not yet moved into the college
ranks to see this reciprocated and reflected at the collegiate level.
For example, at the University of Notre Dame, we have 175 young
men try out for the baseball team, and only 35 or 30 can make it.
We have only 25 or 27 young women try out for the softball team,
and most of them make it. We have one of the best women's soft-

ball teams in the country, ranked in the top 20, and we are very
proud of that. How do we get this law to work so that we encourage
more women at the University of Notre Dame, 175, to try out for

the softball team and to make that softball team and maybe increase the numbers to 35 or 40, ultimately on the roster? How do
other schools like the University of Iowa and the University of
Washington accomplish much of Title IX without eliminating men's
programs?

92-374 95 - 2
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Mr. Hastert, you have said a couple of times that the OCR has
required that men's programs be cut. How can you attribute this

directlyand maybe you have information that I haven't seen

yetto Title IX rather than simply to some of the clst-cutting that
is currently going on at many universities?
Mr. HASTERT. Because in specific instances, when the adminis-

tration decides to cut a sport because of cost-cutting, just drop a
sport and say it is because of cost-cutting. Others have been taken
to court and entered in with OCR and had a consent decree or
some type of an agreement that OCR will back off their court case

if they drop two men's sports.
Mr. ROEMER. And you have seen this in writing from OCR?
Mr. HASTERT. President Jorns from Eastern Illinois University
will testify today that that happened in his school, and through our

efforts they reengaged the OCR so that they did make a change.
I believe Northern Illinois University said that if they expanded
one women's sport and dropped two men's sports, then the OCR
would back off their case. It is there. It happens time after time,
after time, after time.
Mr. ROEMER. I would certainly like to see the proof of that in

writingnot that I question what you have said at allbut I will

ask the same question to the representatives of the Department of
Education's OCR office, and I appreciate your answer.
Representative Collins, let me ask you a question. You certainly
have made a very compelling case that we have not complied, that
we have a long way to go. What suggestions would you have for
us to improve opportunities for women at the collegiate level, and,
as I gave the example earlier, how do we encourage young girls to
get involved so that we don't see this problem later on?
Mrs. COLLINS. I would like to see OCR begin to take some of
these cases to court themselves, rather than having the young girls
do so. Then I would like to see the Federal Government deny some
of these universities Federal funds. I believe if that were to happen, they would all begin to look at the law and say, well, we are
going to be in compliance. Until that happens, I think you are still
going to have these arguments, I think you are still going to have
people ignoring Title DC, and I think you are still going to have the
same problems, where you have the school administrators, you
have the NCAA, which, of course, as you know, is composed of the
school administrators and the athletic directors and coaches, doing
the same things that they are doing now. There has to be something to give them a jolt to let them know that we are very serious
about giving young women an opportunity.
It was said here that perhaps we ought to raise funding or create
some kind of a mechanism by which the men can stay where they
are. But we know the Federal funds aren't there. Who are we fooling? We are kidding ourselves if we think the money is going to
drop out of the sky. The money isn't ,going to drop out of the sky.
I think we need to give enforcement a big try. That is what I would
like to see happen.
Mr. HASTERT. But you will note that there are a lot of programs,
such as at Notre Dame and at others across the country, that offer
women slots, scholarship slots, but don't have enough women interested in participating. The interest isn't there, so in order to meet
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proportionality, they sz.art to cap the number of walk-ons and cap
men's participation, which doesn't cost the school any money at
all

Mrs. COLLINS. But there are schools where there is a great deal
of interest. Why do you think we have had these courts cases? The
women have gone to court saying they want to play soccer, saying

they want to have a swimming team, saying they want to play

squash or have archery. They want to have these various kinds of
sports, and they have been denied the opportunity.
You can always point to one or two isolated incidents and say
they are indicative of what is happening across university campuses all over the world. Not the case. I believe we have to have
enforcement. I believe the OCR is the place to do it, and until that
happens, you are going to have these kinds of problems.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MCKE0N. Thank you.

Mr. Barrett would like to acknowledge a member of his State before he has to leave for another meeting.
Mr. BARRETT. I thank the Chairman for recognizing me.
As a Member of the full Committee on Economic and Educational

Opportunities, it is a pleasure to be able to sit in for a moment in
this hearing today which is important to so many people. I want
to take a minute to reflect on the subcommittee's records, that Dr.
Tom Osborne, the Coach of the National Champion Nebraska Corn
Huskers is in the audience today. As many of you know, he is the
winningest active college football coach in the Nation and was just
voted the National Coach of the Year. I think it is significant that
he is here today because of the continuing interest in a program
that has been successful.
And perhaps following up on Mr. Hastert's commentswhile we
need to encourage, and should encourage, access to viable athletic
programs, we also need to be careful because we are walking a very
fine line not to penalize successful programs.

So I want to thank the Chairmap for allowing me to introduce
a friend of mine who the last time we met was at the White House,

when Dr. Osborne had his winning Nebraska Corn Huskers in
Washington to meet the President a couple of months ago. I wonder if Dr. Osborne would please stand and be recognized.
[Applause.]
Mr. BARRETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman McKE0N. Thank you.
Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. I have no questions.

Chairman MCKEON. I think that concludes all the questions
Mrs. MINK. Could I ask a question of our colleague Mr. Hastert?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the
gentlelady, not a Member of this subcommittee, be recognized for
one question.
Mrs. MINK. I know that the Office of Civil Rights will be testify-

ing also and presenting their side. I am very much interested in
your statement that with respect to Eastern Illinois, that the university was given only one avenue to satisfy Title IX, and that was
the question of proportionality.

4.11 t)
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The summaries that I have here indicate that there were no increases in women's athletic opportunities at the university since
1978, and that, taking that note, which was one of the three in the
regulations that you need to comply with, OCR searched for areas
which might very well meet the other requirements in the regulations. And in searching for aspects of qualifications with respect to
the other two, OCR found that women students had requested establishment of programs and were ignored by the university. So, in
contrast to the illustration that at Notre Dame, programs were set
up, but women were not interested in participating, at Eastern Illi-

nois, specific requests by women athletes were ignored, and no new
programs were established for women since 1978.
Could you comment on that?
Mr. HASTERT. First of all, President Jorns will testify on behalf
of Eastern Illinois. He is certainly an expert on that situation. My
understanding was that one of the sports that was demanded to be

put in place was field hockey. That is not an indigenous sport to
Illinois; it is more of an East Coast sport.
In addition, the OCR said, you eliminate two men's sports. It is
the elimination of men's sports that I think is egregious here. And
I think it is fine to grow women's sports as much as possible. I
have always been an advocate of that. But to meet proportionality
by eliminating men's sports is wrong, whether it happens in Illinois, or in Ohio, or in Hawaii, or in California. It is wrong to do
that.
Mrs. MINK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman McKEON. Mr. Ewing.

Mr. EWING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate being able
to participate as an observer and to have a question in your subcommittee. I thought maybe I ought to be sitting out there between
my two colleagues from Illinois, both my good friends.
Congresswoman Collins, you seem to indicate that you would advocate more court cases to try to bring this into equality, the equal-

ity that you think is lacking. Recently, a university in my district
dropped a male sport and added the same sport on the women's
side. Would it not be then that the male athletes who can no longer
play soccer should be going to court to try to show that they have
been denied rights because we now have women's soccer.
Mrs. COLLINS. The court system is open to everybody. That is the
way of our country.

Mr. EWING. I realize that, but do you think that will get to the
goal of equality? In this case, whatever the reason, whether financial or to come into compliance, they had decided that they will add
women's sports and cut men's sports to try to meet the guidelines
of the law and their budget requirements. But who does it leave
out? It leaves out male athletes who were involved in that sport.
Mrs. COLLINS. Who was left out before? It was the women who
wanted to play soccer.
Mr. EWING. Is that equality, though, to change where the discrimination lies?
Mrs. COLLINS. It is not equality, but it equalizes the men and
women who want to play. You have both playing. However, if a
young man wants to go to court, he is welcome to go to court. That
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is what our system is for. Perhaps they will rule in his favor. He
ought to take it to court if he wants to.
Mr. EWING. That leaves the university with coming back to cut
a women's sport then?
Mrs. COLLINS. They should have done the right thing in the first
place. It gets them off the hook by saying we have taken this case
to court and the judge is going to decide, rather than the administrator of the university making a decision before that time.
Mr. EWING. One follow-up question, Congresswoman. Would you
think that there could be a better way tr, determine the interest be-

tween the sexes for sports than just saying you have 50 percent

women or 52 percent women, you will have 52 percent slots for females and 48 for men? Do you think there is a better way that we

can truly avoidthe point you made very aptlyboth sides going
to court? Our courts are clogged with a lot of other things.
Mrs. COLLINS. I am interested in hearing suggestions that may
be out there. I have given my suggestions for more than four years

on this case. I would like to hear what others have to say. I want
to hear them say that football is not sacrosanct and that there is
an opportunity for women to participate in sports on an equal basis
with men.
Mr. EWING. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman MCKEON. Thank you.
Football is not sacrosanct.
Mrs. COLLINS. Is that asking too much, Mr. Chairman?

Chairman MCKEON. I wish we weren't on national television. I
would like to talk about this a little bit. In some places it is.
You said you were interested in ideas. One of the comments that

was made earlier is that the reasons why we have athletics are
that benefits are derived from teamwork and that participation and
exercise builds up your muscles. A lot of benefits come from athletics.

You know, I went to Brigham Young University, and one of the
things that they did when I went to school was to offer a very good
intermural sports program that really enlarged the opportunities.

I had great interest, just was never a very good player. But
through the intermural sports that they had broadly throughout
the school, we were able to participate and get all the other benefits, even though we were never, some of us, able to play on a par
that would enable us to play on one of the major teams. That is

one possible suggestion where you could get all of the benefits that

come from sports, except for the very top competitorsmost of
them, it seemsat university levels go on to professional sports at
some level. We appreciate--

Mr. HASTERT. Could I say one thing and follow up on what Con-

gressman Ewing said, and the encouragement by Representative
Collins to go to court. A lot of colleges and universities have a lim-

ited amount of money to spend on educationand that pie gets
smaller all the timeand are intimidated by being pushed into
court. Just as we saw in other types of liability and tort reform

cases, the very threat of going to court and having to spend $1 million, or $1.5 or $2 million that they need to spend for the education
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of young people, to defend themselves in court, in a Federal court
against a Federal Agency, they don't see that they can win.
The way the law has been construed and the precedents set by
the Federal court, this is an intimidator. So I understand why my

good friend from Illinoi§ wants to push people who feel they

weren't given a fair shake into Federal courtsbecause precedents
have been set, and the schools would rather settle than spend very
precious dollars that could be spent on education trying to defend
themselves in Federal court.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Chairman, I would hate to think that the Fed-

eral court is an intimidator. That is strong language. It seems to
me that Federal courts are out there to be fair to all people. That
is pretty heavy.

Chairman MCKEON. Pretty heavy, and I think probably has a
great deal of truth.
Mrs. COLLINS. Yes, but let me tell you something; I would hate
to think that.
Chairman MCKEON. I want to thank you for bringing this up.
Congressman Hastert, it was your attention that brought this de-

bate and brought this hearing, and I appreciate your doing that.
We will excuse the present panel how and move to the next panel.

Thank you very much.
Our next panel will be comprised of the Honorable Norma Cantu,
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education;
Dr. Vartan Gregorian, President of Brown University, we will hear
more about him from Mr. Reed, and Dr. David Jorns, President of
Eastern Illinois University.
Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you very much.

Mr. Chairman, I would first like to thank you for holding the

hearing today on this very important topic, and I would especially
like to welcome Dr. Vartan Gregorian, the President of Brown University, who is here to testify today. President Gregorian is both a
distinguished member of the Rhode Island community and a national leader in educational policy.
It is good to see you, President Gregorian.
I am a strong supporter of Title IX and would not support any
efforts to weaken the statute. Since its passage over 20 years ago,

Title IX has led to greater opportunities for girls and women to
participate in athletics. Indeed, Title IX has shaped in a significant

and productive way the face of American education. We do not
want to lose this ground.
Efforts to increase athletic opportunities for women at the inter-

collegiate level have filtered d.own to the high school and grade
school levels, where opportunities for girls to participate in athletics have grown significantly. Today, we will have the opportunity

to review the effects of Title DC and compliance activities associated
with the Office of Civil Rights at the Department of Education.

I welcome the witnesses here today, and I look forward to hearing their testimony.
Again, I am particularly pleased to see President Gregorian here.
He is a major figure in our community.
Chairman McKE014. Thank you.
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We will, in the interest of time, ask the witnesses to summarize
their written statements, which will be made a part of the official
hearing record. We will go now to using the lights that you see
there. When the green light comes on, you have four minutes.
When the yellow hits, you have one minute. When the red hits,
there is a big hole that opens up ...
(Laughter.]
Chairman MCKEoN. Let's hear first from Ms. Cantti.

STATEMENT OF HON. NORMA CANTU, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Ms CANT& Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the
subcommittee. Although Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972 passed 23 years ago, there is still much work to be done. I

really appreciate the opportunity to visitthat is a Texas phrase;
it is a verbwith this subcommittee to discuss what still must be
done to fulfill the promise and to make the promise of Title IX a
reality.

I have been Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights at the Department of Education for two years now. I appreciate being invited to
discuss the roh of the Office of Civil Rights in making that promise
a reality for all students.
I need to take dead-on, right away, the issue of looking for common ground because I completely agree with the Chairman; that in
fact has been the theme that has been driving our Office for Civil
Rights, that looking for common ground, looking to serve all students has been very important.
And I recall a conversation in my first year, when the College

Football Association came to talk to me about what they saw as
tension between men and women, and competition between men
and women. And what I urged them that first year that I was in
this position, I urged them to look for the similarity and focus on
the similarities rather than the differences. Because, together, I
urged that they could build a bigger base of support for athletics
rather than be divided and have it appear that they could not work
together. So I agree that we need to look for the common ground.
lAglat I want to cover today, to summarize, is Title TX, the Department's regulation and policy, what it requires and what it does
not require, some misunderstandings and a general description of
our approach and enforcement. I want to mention in closing why
we enforce Title IX.

It has been mentioned in earlier testimony what the history of

Title IX is. Let me just make two points about that history:
First, Title IX has enjoyed bipartisan support. It was passed
in 1972, in the spirit of bipartisanship, to ensure that all people, men and women, were not subject to discrimination.
Second, several times Congress has continued to affirm its
commitment to Title IX. It has affirmed that Title IX covers all
sports. It has affirmed that Title IX is intended to be enforced,

and Congress has specifically rejected any attempts to pull
back or to curtail the enforcement of the Title IX.

In the 23 years that has passed, the Department of Education
regulated only once, and that was highly visible, involving ,-om-

ments across the country: we received 9,700 comments And those
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regulations passed back in 1974 and were signed by President Ford

in 1975. Those regulations were submitted to the House Sub-

committee on Postsecondary Education, and the House subcommittee held hearings, very visible, lots of participation.
Those regulations, the only ones that we have ever had, became

effective in 1975. In the 23 year history of Title IX, the Federal
Government has issued policy guidance once, again highly visible.
There were more than 700 comments from the public on the policy

guidance. And in the spirit of bipartisan support, that guidance
was issued and promulgated in 1979.

I recognize as Assistant Secretary that making the promise of
Title rx a reality is a complicated task. I tried to summarize what
Title IX requires on the two charts at my left, to your right.
[The information follows:]

TITLE rx STANDARDS

1. Athletic Financial Assistance

Must be iroportionate to participation rates, unless non-discriminatory reasons

justify non-proportionality.
2. Interest and Abilities
A. Nondiscriminatory participation opportunities provided, as measured by:
participation numbers that are substantially proportionate to enrollment by gender; or
history and continuing practice of program expansion for the underrepresented
SCX; Or

fully and effectively accommodating int -Tests and abilities of the
underrepresented sex.
B. Competitive team schedules must equally reflect abilities, as measured by:
schedules that afford proportionally similar numbers of athletes of both sexes
equivalently advanced competitive opportunities; or
history and continuing practice of upgrading competitive opportunities of the
underrepresented sex.
3. Equivalent Treatment, Benefits and Opportunities
Determined by examination of 11 factors.
Equipment and supplies;
Scheduling of games/practice times;
Travel/per diem allowances;
Opportunity to receive coaching and academic tutoring;
Assignment and compensation of coaches and tutors;
Provision of locker rooms, practice ana -om; Ititive facilities;
Provision of medical and training facilitiet d services;
Provision of housing and dining facilities P.
c:rvices;

Publicity;

Recruitment of student athletes;
Provision of support services.

Ms. CANTO. As you can see, the standards are detailed, just like

the rules of play in sports. In order to ensure fair treatmen4 of

players, we have very clear and detailed rules.
I want to focus, though, on the three-part test. You have already
heard an allegation that my office follows only the proportionality

test. That is absolutely untrue. We have a three-part test, and we
use a three-part test. That is the practice that. we have followed in
the two years I have been here.
I cannot defend the prior administration, but I can speak for
mine. It is my absolute practice that each part of the three-part
test is independent, should be used, will be used. If th2re is an instance in a regional office where that is not happening, I want that
brought to my attention.
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I thank Eastern Illinois and Congressman Hastert for their concerns, but in fact in this administration we do not focus on a onepart test alone.
I want to close by talking about the benefits, but I can reserve
that for later questions.
Chairman MCKEON. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dila. Cantd follows:]
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..;ierms. in the school workplace, and on the athletic lields. OCR is the
sole tederal agency charged with the responsibility of enforcing Title IX in the
...outem of athletics. which is considered an integral part of an institution's
education program and is, therefore, covered by the Title IX statute.
In seeking to ensure a level playing field for all, OCR's enforcement is
faithtul to the clear and unequivocal Congressional mandate of
nondiscrimination in Title IX: that members of both sexes be provided equal
opportunities to participate in athletics. Indeed. OCR's guiding principle in this
area--and in other areas of civil rights enforcement--is to ensure that all students
are atfordeu equal opportunities. Title IX is a basic non-discrimination
requireint:nt. intended to expand, not limit. opportunities. That is the driving
i'orire of OCR's enforcement. which is ra;thful to the expressed will of
(oni:rcss. fl;xible in its dealings with i.olleges and universities, and fair in its
protection 01 boys and girls.
I s%:11 discuss three issues:
(It the need for Title
1972 and
OCR's rote in the entorcement of this law: and 0) the way in which
OCR is working to ensure equality of opportunity for all students. In my
..omments. I also will address several criticisms of Title IX and OCR's
;ntorc,..mcnt actis hies under this law. Diese argumentssome'of which date

1..,da

nai.k more than a decade--have again surfaced, and I appreciate having the

opportunit today to address them. They are, briefly:
One allegation is that "Title IX enforcement reduces athletic opportunities
tor men." In fact. Title IX is intended to expand opportunities, not reduce
them. Moreover, men's participation in intercollegiate sports has increased
since the passage of Title IX, and participation as measured by numbers of
men's non-revenue producing sports has increased in the last decade, as skell.

Another argument that's been made is that "OCR's enforcement of Title IX
amounts to an inflexible quota." This is simply not the case. OCR regulations
and policy guidance do not mandate statistical balancing as the only way to
Title IX compliance.
2

1-inalb... it has been asserted that 'Football is net treated as a unique sport .n
the entorcement of Title IX." To the contrary. OCR policy guidance mandates
that it consider the unique aspects of all sports when it assesses compliance with
Tule IX. At the same time, no sport is exempt from Title IX. OCR is faithtnl
to the,o principles in its entorcement ot Title IX.
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lielore discussing
le IX and OCR', cnt.)r:c-ment ot it in the area .o
at:deti.s, I'd like to address the real needs ot real students that Tale IX wa,
desiened to remedyneeds that existed in lQ72. and needs that exist toda.
Bctore o. passage, athletic scholarships for women were rare. After ..vinning
two s'A mming eold medals in the 1064 Olmpics, Donna de Varona was, in
cttect. torced to retire at the age of
scholarships at colleees for women in
uming did not exist. stean hi Ic her hest friend. a fellow gold medalist in
s`Aiminine, Don Schollander. eot a lull scholarship to Yale. Es en hy 1974-ears atter the passaee 01 fide 1Xthere had heen little proeress: it was
...stimated that 50.000 men w..2r,: attendm..t...011,..ee on athletic scholarships that

ear....-inpared w oh less than 50 women

Hu,
and dramatic inequalit was not lust limited to scholarships
\t ohe jaree southwestein uniserso.. women had 10 sports and a total hudget
2i10
Az a Bie len sehooi. women
S40.:300 out ot a So nulhon
athlt tu budget. And, at an Atlanti,..
Co.terence school. women ret.co.ea
S30.000 ot the S2.2 million 5ommitted I intercoileciate athletic
.

Consider, in this regard, the stor:. I the women's crew team that won
two national championships in 1974. The!, did it without one cent from their
unisersity's athletic department, which eae the men's crew team S35,000 and
two lull-time coaches. Listen to the words of a member from that women's
cress team:

"We practice at six in the morning so we won't get in the
ss ay of the men's team, and also because our volunteer coach
works from 9 to 5. To compete in meets we have to borrow
boats from other schools. We fund-raise with bake sales,
raffles and car washes. We even resorted to a rowing
marathon. We set up a swimming pool in front of the
student union and rowed in two-hour shifts, 24 hours a day
for one whole week. People came by and threw change into
the pool. It was like begging. But the money had to be
raised somehow. The unis ersity wasn't going to give it to us
and we wanted to compete."
Even today, we are finding in our cases that women are being denied
comparable opportunities and necessary operating, recruiting, and scholarship
dollars. In addition, in recent years. OCR has investigated cases in which a
school provided each of its men's teams separate, well-furnished locker rooms,
while all women's teams were forced to use the same one locker room. At this
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men :ould use weignt training equipment at no :harge;
on the oilier hand. were required to pay for this opportunity. And. in another
a v.omens crew team was provided shells designed for men that were too
heavy to use in practice or competitions. At that same school, there was no
lo:ker room at the boathouse available to women when men and women
competed on weekends.

The story is not entirely anecdotal, however. Let us look at the statisti:s:
reflecting the participation of women at NCAA member institutions in 1971, the
ear before Title IX's passage, and in 1994 [see Exhibit 2, Intercollegiate

Athletics Participation by Men & Women in NCAA Member Institutions].
iwo obsersations are apparent: I. Since the passage of Title IX, women ha%;
maJs: agnifi:ant strides in their participation in intercollegiate athletics. 2.
Despite those gains. there is still much work to be done if the prom:se ot Title

IX is to he fulfilled.
Senator Hatch has perhaps best captured the essence of the meaning and

promise of Title IX. In 1984, on the Senate floor, he observed that there were
few. It an Senators who did not want "Title IX implemented so as to continue
to encourage women throughout America to develop into Olympic athletes, to
des clop in educational activities or in any other way within our schools ot
higher education."
Indeed, in the discussions surrounding Title IX, we should not lose sight
ot the Importance of providing equal opportunity to participate in athletics.
There are many benefits to participation. According to the Institute for
Athletics and Education, girls who participate in sports are three times more
likely to graduate from high school, 80 percent less likely to have an unwanted
pregnancy, and 92 percent less likely to use drugs. Also, the health benefits
are extensive. For example, studies report that women who participate in
sports lower their risk of breast cancer. There are psychological benefits, as
well. Women athletes have a higher level of self-esteem and confidence and a
lower rate of depression than non-athletes. (Colton and Gore. Risk Resiliency
and Resistance Current Research on Adolescent Girls. Ms Foundation, l
The asailahility of athletic scholarships dramatically increases the ability ot
athletes to pursue a college education and to select from a greater range ot
tnstitutions. Eventually, this has implications for future employability of
persons who will go on to become productive members of our society.
And then there are the important values we learn from participation in
sports -- teamwork, standards, leadership, discipline, work ethics, self sacrifice.
pride in accomplishment, strength of character. These values are as important
to v.omen as they are to men.
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A number of former women athletes point to eornmunicauon learned in
sports competition as key to their upward career mobility. Ninety-three percent
of women in one study agreed that women who participated in sports would be
better able to compete successfully later in life. Another interesting statistic -80 percent uf women who were identified as key leaders in their Fortune 500
,:ompanies had sports backgrounds.

Perhaps the value of non-discrimination in sports, as guaranteed by Title
IX. is hest exemplified by a letter I recently received from a woman in New
Jersey. She said:

My concerns are not selt directed. tor my opportunity has long
since passed. My concerns are not for my daughter, who had a
ery limited opportunity. M., ..oncerns are for my eranddaughters
and other youn2 females whose future I have hope for.

A; a child. I loved athletics and physical activity. I was talented.
hut my talent was not appreciated or approved of by most
I
wat.:hed my older and younc;-r hrothers compete on whool teams.
It didn't matter that in thc neiehborhood pick-up eames. I was
,riecied before my brothers. Society dictated that I should wats.:h.
and they should compete. So at home in the backyard, I would
catch as my brother worked on his curve ball, I would shag flies as
he developed his batting prowess and as I recall, I frequently
served as his tackling dummy.
.

.

.

. The brother I caught for, and shagged for, and served as a
tackling dummy for, went on to Georgetown University on a full
athletic grant. He later became Vice President of a large bankine

firm .

.

.

So, w htle I rode in the backseat on the bus of opportunity during
my lifetime, I want my daughter's daughter and her peers to be
able to select a seat based on their abilities and their willingness to
work. Don't deny them the things I dreamed of.

Title IX and Department of Education
Regulations and Policy
To ensure that all people, regardless of sex, get the opportunity to "select
a seat based on their abilities and their willingness to work," and in a spirit of
bipartisanship, Congress passed Title IX in 1972. Following the passage of
Title IX, Congress has on several occasions reaffirmed the non-discrimination

`1,
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guarantee in the context ot athletics. Consistently. Congress has expressed the
iew that intercollegiate sports, including revenue producing sports, are within
the coverage of Title IX, just as Congress has rejected attempts to curtail the

enforcement of Title IX. [See Exhibit 3, History of Title IX Legislation,
Regulations and Policy Interpretation.] Notably. 21 years ago, Congress
considered and rejected an amendment to the Education Amendments of 1972
that would have exempted revenue-producing sports from coverage under Title
IX. Instead, Congress adopted a compromise amendment that directed the
Department of Education's predecessor agency, the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW), to publish proposed Title LX regulations that
contained -- and I am quoting the statutory language -- "reasonable provisions
considering the nature of particular sports."

On June 20, 1974, HEW published proposed regulations, which included
specific provisions for college athletics. In response to the notice of the
proposed regulations, HEW received over 9700 comments, which were
,:onsidered prior to publication of the final regulations.

President Ford signed the Title IX regulations on May 27, I Q75. They
ere submitted to Congress for review pursuant to the General Educatiiin
Priwisions Act, and during the review, the House Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education conducted hearings. The regulations, which beeame
e;feetive on July 21. 1975, established a three-year transition period to give
secondary and postsecondary institutions sufficient time to comply with the
equal athletic opportunity requirementsa period that expired in 1978.
To complement the regulations. OCR issued a Title LX policy
interpretation to provide colleges and universities with more detailed guidance
on how to comply with the law. This policy interpretation was issued on
Deeember 1 1. 1979. after OCR reviewed more than 700 comments on a
proposed interpretation issued a year earlier, and after extensive consultation
ith educators, athletic directors, coaches, athletic associations, civil rights
groups and education organizations. OCR also visited several eolleges to
obtain inore information on their athletic programs and to assess how the
would apply in actual practice to the athletic programs at individual ,ampe,

The Title IX policy interpretation, along with the Title IX statute and
implementing regulations, have goVerned OCR's enforcement in this area tor
alinost two decades, enjoying the bipartisan support of Congress and full
suppiirt of the courts.

4

Title IX Requirements:
What They Do and Do Not Mean
The 1979 policy interpretation clarifies responsibilities under Title IX in
three basic areas:

athletic financial assistance;
athletic benefits and opportunities; and
accommodation of student interests and abilities.

The Title IX regulations require that the total amount of athletic financial
jNsistancc awarded to men and women he proportionate to their respective
parti,ipation rates in intercollegiate athletic programs. However, disparities in
wardin2 financial assistance may be Justified by legitimate. nondiscriminatory
For instance, in a college or university beizinning a new athletic
;as..tors

prram, institutional officials may decide it is necessary to spread the increase
holarshtps User a period of time Isy 4,A arding fewer schCarships during the
ii
;list fess 'y cal, than would he necessary to sreate immediate proportionality
hem een male and female athletes.

With respect to the second area -- athletic benefits and opportunities -- the
..ompliance standard is that male and female athletes should receive equivaleni
hciietits, treatment, services, and opportunities. Under this standard, identical
benefits and opportunities are not requited. Differences that result from
nondiscriminatory factors are permitted. Generally, these differences will he
the result of unique aspects of particular sports, such as the nature or
replacement of equipment and maintenance of facilities required for
competition.
Those who have argued OCR does not consider the unique aspects of
lootbail programs in its enforcement of Title IX are, simply, misinformed. For
esample. OCR has found that the size of the football team and the nature
,uNtify au apparent imbalance that fas ors the football team in the
;he
pros is:on of medical ,Ind training lacilitie and servi,:es. Similarly, OCR 11.1
:otind a school to he in compliance w ith Title IX w here all teams had
.-omparable equipment replacement scheduleswith the exception 61 sportTecilic equipment in football. In that case, despite the fact that football
appeared to hase a higher equipment replacement rate, at least with respect to
helmets and other satety equipment, OCR found no violation in terms of the
pros ision ot equipment and supplies.

Ako. some legitimate disparities may be related to special circumstances
01 a temporary nature. For example. disparities in recruitment activity for any
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particular year may be the result of annual fluctuations in team needs for firstyear athletes. A violation will exist only if disparities result in the denial of
equal opportunity to male or female athletes. In short, OCR's approach allows
institutions flexibility in conducting their athletic programs in recognition that
each athletic program differs.
With respect to accommodating student interests and abilities -- the third
area -- a recipient institution will be found in compliance with Title IX if it
provides men and women both (1) nondiscriminatory participation opportunities,
and (2) competitive team schedules which equally reflect their abilities. A
sLhool will be found to provide nondiscriminatory participation opportunities if
it meets any part of a three-part test: (I by providing athletic participation
opportunities in numbers that are substantially proportionate to enrollment by
zender: or (2) by establishing a history and continuing practice uf program
expansion for members of the underrcpresented sex; a (3) by fully and
etfectisely accommodating the interests and abilities of the underrepresented
sex. No one part of the three-part test is preferred by OCR or used exclusively
h OCR over another as a method ot ensuring compliance with the law.
Rather, the three-part test furnishes three nds dual aenues for compliance.

Seveial important points guide OCR's enforcement of Title IX in the area
ot athletics. First. Federal courts across the ,:ountry have consistently
reLognized that thc standards by which OCR assesses compliance with Title IX
are faithful to the will of Congress. Indeed, courts have observed that OCR's
policx standards draw their essence from Title IX. Moreover. OCR's guidance
in this area of Title IX enforcement:
-does not mandate numerical quotas;
..does not mandate statistical balancing:
-does not require that all teams be coeducational;
-does not require parallel teams, or that the same number of
teams be provided for men and women;
-does not require that schools spend equal moults of money on
members of each sex; and
-does not mandate the sports that schools must of:.or.
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instead, OCR's guidance.
-does avoid any absolute requirement of numerical
proportionality between the numbers of sports
opportunities offered to men and women and the numbers
of students. by. sex;
-does recognize that different expenditures on men's and
women's sports may be permissible; and
-does expressly recognize and factor into its analysis the unique
nature of particular sports.

Indeed, the flexibility with which OCR carries out its enforcement ,)t
Title IX in the area of athletics is perhaps most evident when considering 'v.n.
otten overlooked, points. First, Ahen a -.chool is found to be operating in
violation of this anti-discrimination statute. it is not required to achieve
...ompliance overnight. OCR. and the courts, hat e demonstrated flexibility and
reasonableness in the time allov.ed an mstituti,m to achieve compliance v. ith
Title IX. Second, and perhaps most unportant, OCR does not mandate that a
saool offer an athletics program. OCR generally does not substitute its %it:v.,.
tor the decisions of an indRidual institution as to which sports to offer to its
male and female students and at v.hat ,ompeinive level. OCR's roie is to
ensure that institutions comply with Title I X. and institutions can achieve
compliance in many different ways.
Of course, I have heard the argument, as you may have, that because of
budgetary constraints, compliance with Title IX means, in effect, that men's
sports must be cut. In the past several years, a number of colleges and
universities have experienced budgetary constraints. As a result, some have
eliminated or "capped" men's teams, such as wrestling, swimming, and
gymnastics.

OCR does not advocate eliminating or "capping" teams as a means for
acIiieving compliance with the law. Nor nas OCR required that men's teams re
cut in order for institutions to come into compliance with Title IX. [See

Exhibit 4. Title IX Athletics: OCR Enforcement Activities (FY 1989-94)J.
OCR's preference is that there be equitable athletic opportunities for all
students. However, individual institutions must make their own decisions about
their athletics programs, including the distribution of athletic opportunities
within the men's program and within the women's program. Indeed, the idea
that "if women gain, men must lose" presents a false dichotomy. The federal
court in the recent decision of Cohen v. B:ovin quoted one of the expert
witnesses who stated:
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ie%c that philosophically ;n
,ase where >ou have a
Uk disatkantai!ed population tiiat you're tryme to brine up
to snuff to the advantaged population. that it's a bad idea to brine
athantaeed population down to the le,.ct of the disadsantaced
p.Tulation.
;

in tact. lookine at the "hie picture" in intercollegiate sports participation .
the number ot male college athletes increased since 1971, one year betore the
pas.age f Tale IX. Moreoser. they still account for 64 percent of all college

athletes at NC.A institutions. [See Exhibit 2, Intercollegiate Athletics
Participation b.s Men & Women in NCAA Member Institutionsi. During
the past decade, as well. there has been inrrea,ed participation hy men in Npolts
other than football and haskeihall. c
i m tic non-revenue producing
.poIts
[See Exhibit 5. Participation in Men's NCIA Sports Other than

Football and Basketball].

(.,`P.011j`11

Vale IX has hel sed girls and k1/4omen reallie more of the benefits and
edu,ational opportuipdes atfordeu by athlotic participation. Let us not lom_
sight ot the fact that a year hetore Tit!,: IX became law, only 32.000 women
participated in intercollealate athletics. Today, that number is around 105.000
Women are participating in lacrosse, soccer, and ice hockey, in addition to the
traditional sports. And, contrary to some popular thought, men's athletic
participation has not decreased as institutions have moved to increase athletic
opportunities for women.

While I applaud the progress that has been made, the task of providing
equal athletic opportunity remains unfinished. OCR continues to find serious
violations in many of its cases, as do the courts, which are ruling with
increasing frequency that women are not receiving equal athletic opportunity.
OCR will continue to respond to complaints, and It also will continue to ssoik
actively with many schools and associatiuns to address problems and issues
before they become the subject of complaints.

Rest assured, we will continue to enforce Title IX fairly and to help
institutions comply with the law. Many colleges and universities are striving
to provide equal athletic opportunity, and we will work with them to find
creative and innovative practical approaches to ending sex discrimination in
intercollegiate athletics.
Mr. Chairman, there is no place for discrimination in sports.
Discrimination goes against the very grain of what competition is all about. In
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TortN m.e encourage and reward performance. In our history, sports have been
the great equalizer, crossing all artificial social and class distinctions and
harriers. We should showcase sports as a model of equality in American
society.

The Department of Education considers these hearings a significant step

in clarifying the way in which, since its inception, Title IX in the area of
athletics has been enforced, just as it is a significant step toward highlighting
the need for equal athletic opportunity for all students. With your help we will
make greater strides in establishing a level playi field for all who wish to
take advantage of athletic opportunity.
Thank You
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Title IX--Athletics Working Sessions
Attendees
Athletics Associations and
Interest Groups
American Volleyball Coaches
Association

Center for the Study of Sport in

Trial Lawyers for Public Justice

Women's Basketball Coaches
Association

Athletic Conferences

Society

Big Ten

College Football Association

Gulf South

Council of Collegiate Women
Athletic Administrators

Southern

Fund for the Feminist MajorityAt hle tics Project
National Association of Girls
and Women in Sport

Colleges and Universities
Southern Illinois University
University of Arkansas
University of Iowa

National Coalition for Women

and Girls in Edcation

University of Wisconsin,
Madison

National Collegiate Athletics
Association

Congress

National Education Association
National Association of

Staffer, I louse Subcommittee
on Commerce, Consumer
Protection and Competitiveness

Intercollegiate thletics
OTher
National I-ederation of State
1110 Scliüi 11 ,.ssoe.ations
National SOfthall Coaches
Association

Private l..aw Firm Attoines (3)
U S. Department of Justice
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"Javits Amendment" enacted. Amendment to
exempt revenue-producing sports from Title IX

1974

1 979

I 97R

and
1977

1975
-

-

HEW issues final policy Interpretation on "Title
IX and Intercollegiate Athletics.'

Intercollegiate Athletics" tor notice and mount-it.

HEW issues ro
pposed policy " Titl e IX a nd

enf,- orcement.

'Senate refuses to act on bills to curtail Title IX

,

1975
.

Congress
reviews Title IX reculations and does
not disapprove them

-

HEW issues final Title IX regulation
ISigned by President Fordl.

committee.

Bills to alter Title IX athletics coverage die in

1975'

1975

Congress enacts Title IX.

1972

rejected.

ATI-11,111

to

Exhibit 3

Rather than relying exclusively on presumption of compliance standard,
final policy focuses on institution's obligation to provide equal
opportunity and details the factors to he considered in assessing actual
compliance

Presumption of compliance based on substantially equal average per
capita expenditures for men and women athletes and future expansion of
opportunity and participation for women

S. 2146 introduced on 7/21(75 to prohibit enforcement of Title IX
athletics regulation to athletics where participation in those athletic
activities was not a required part of the educational institution's
curriculum. S. 2146 reintroduced as S. 535 on 1/31(77

Rejects concurrent resolutions disapproving:
(1) the entire regulation (S. Con. Res. 46; IL Con. Res. 310)
(2) the intercollegiate athletics provisions (11. Con. Res. 311)
(3) application of regulations to intercollegiate athletics (S. Con.
Res. 52)

Includes provisions prohibiting sex discrimination in athletics and
establishes a three yeat period to comply

Senate bill (S. 2106) proposes to exclude revenue-producing sports front
Title IX coverage

House bill (H.R. 8394) proposes to use sports revenues first to offset cost
of that sport, then to support other sports

HEW must issue Title IX regulation including "widi respect to
intercollegiate athletic activities, reasonable provisions considering the
nature of particular sports"

Prohibits sex discrimination in any education program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance

History of Title IX Legislation, Regulation and Policy Interpretation

TITLE IX
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HISTORY OF TITLE IX LEGISLATION

1972

Congress enacts Title IX.

1974

"Javits Amendment" enacted. Amendment to exempt
revenue-producing sports from Title IX rejected.

1975

Bills to alter Title IX athletics coverage die in committee.

1975

HEW issues final Title IX regulation [Signed by
President Ford].

1975

Congress reviews Title IX regulations and does not
disapprove them.

1975

and

Senate refuses to act on bills to curtail Title IX
enforcement.

1977

i

1978

HEW issues ptoposed policy "Title IX and Intercollegiate
Athletics" for nctice and comment.

1979

HEW issues final policy interpretation on "Title IX and
Intercollegiate Athletics."
Exhibit 34
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Q.

What is thitnit. of eomplaint recripu in FY 1993?

A.

About Two-thuds (66 percan) of complaints were, filed against elementary and secondary

schools; another 27 percent for postsecondary insttunon: 2 percent for vocational
rehabduanon; and 5 percent for other types of apnoea.
Fifty-rwo percent of all complaints were filed ao the bans of disability; 22 percent on
rice and national origin: 9 percent on multiple basis: 8 percent on sea. I percent on age
and 8 percent on other basis.

Stxriust_Begit
Q.

What were the bases of the comptainu OCR rectired during FY 1994!

A.

During the past 5 fiscal yani, mote complaints were filed on the basis of handicap
discruninanon than on any other basis. thu also wu true for FY 1994 alone.
The bases for all FY 1994 complaint receipts were as follows:

:7-rgii./..7;_,Wgitirsi: LrerifrVal
Hassd

2.732

52%

Raa/No

1.162

22%

Sa

449

8%

Age

76

1%
...,

Other"

420

8%

Multiple

663

9%

'Including bases not under OCR's junsdicoon. These figura include multiple huts
complaints where more than one basis is cited.
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COMPLIANCE REVIEWS

ISSUE

ACTUAL FY 1993
INITIATIONS

ACTUAL FY 1994
INITIATIONS
56
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I Ability Grouping
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PROJECIED
EY 1995

INITIAllONS
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1

r.c; %1 Os er-representauon

mtrormes in Special
Fdt..1,!on 1.ow-track Courses
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I "e VI Discioline
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o

0

ra:e IX EEO for Pregnant Students

4

0

0

21

20
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0
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STATEMENT OF VART AN GREGORIAN, Ph.D., PRESIDENT,
BROWN UNWERSITY, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

Chairman MCKE0N. Dr. Gregorian.
Dr. GREGORIAN. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Williams, Con-

gressman Reed, Members of Congress, it is a great honor for me
to come before this subcommittee.

Let me say at the outset, since you have the text of my brief,
that Brown University has been, is, and will remain a firm supporter of Congress' goal in enacting Title IX. Prior to and since its
passage, Brown has worked with great urgency, consistency, and
steadiness to put in place policies and programs that provide fair
treatment and equal opportunity for women in all facets of life at
Brown, including athletics.

At Brown, we take great pride in our century-old athletic program. We also take pride in our burgeoning women's athletic pro-

am. In breadth, depth, and quality, it is second to none in the

ation.
First, the undisputed facts are, Brown offers 18 varsity sports for
women including ice hockey, softball, and track. Eighteen sports is
more than double the national average.

Second, Brown University had in place in 1979, a mere seven
years after enactment of Title IX, a women's program with more
than double the number o;- teams that most universities have today
or plan to have .tomorrow.

Third, Brown women participate in intercollegiate athletics at

three times the national average. Nearly 43 percent of Brown's ath-

letes are women. This puts the University in the top 1 percent of
all women's intercollegiate programs in the Nation. In addition, we
also have intercollegiate club sports and intramural sports, both
providing opportunities for women athletes across a broad spectrum of physical activities.

Fourth, fair treatment for women athletes is not an issue at

Brown. I would like to repeat: Fair treatment of women athletes is
not an issue at Brown. There is no significant issue at Brown as
there may be elsewhere, and I am sure there are, regarding facilities, resources, recruiting, scheduling, and budgeting.

In summary, even the plaintiffs in the current lawsuit against
Brown have acknowledged that Brown's women's program is, in
their words, a model for the Nation.
So why are we here? We are here beca use Brown has serious,
crucial disagreements with the Office of Civil Rights continuously
evolving and shifting regulations governing Title IX, at least as
they have been interpreted by a District Court Judge in Providence, Rhode Island. Our so-called "Model for the Nation" program
was struck down by a Federal judge, with every one of OCR's three
tests, in a decision that took advantage of all the ambiguities and
inconsistencies and imprecisions of the rules and guidelines of the
OCR.

These rules and guidelines are so ambiguous, so inconsistent,
and so imprecise that they leave judges with total discretion and
rob institutions of any flexibility in meeting OCR's tests of proportionality, history of continuous improvement, and meeting the interest and abilities of men and women athletes. From my point of
view, and I am not a cynic, the message is simple:

(30
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One, proporticnality. Contrary to OCR, this is not just one
of the three tests. It is the paramount test. It is not a safe harbor.

Two, historical effort: If you move too fast and too far, the
message is, "Too bad. If you had paced yourself, gone slowly,
providing only incremental changes, you would have been better off."

Three, interest and abilities: No amount of data can offset
the belief that all students are interested in intercollegiate activities in neat, equal ratios, or at least they ought to be.
The last point is the following: Brown and institutions, I believe, with which we compete adhere to a common set of rules.
None apply to this morning's discussions. We accept students
first and foremost on the basis of their academic promise. We
have no athletic scholarships. Our students receive aid only on
the basis of need.
Gate receipts and guarantees are insignificant; television revenues, practically nonexistent. Athletic programs draw from the
same sources of funds as faculty, financial aid, the library, and the
myriad of services we offer our students. No athletic program, even
in the schools against which we compete, breaks even financially.
Therefore, we are here in a sense to allow us responsibility to
continue what we believe in. We believe in Title IX. We don't believe in its current interpretations by OCR, and we would like to
get a clear-cut definition. If it is affirmative action, let it be so.
That is fine. But I do not like this kind of Catch-22 before which
we are presented by courts and OCR.
If you have questions, I will answer.
Chairman MCKEON. Thank you, Doctor.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Gregorian follows:I

ciA
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Vartan Gregorian

President of Brown University
Mr. Chairman and Members of Congress:

It is a great honor to appear before Vour Committee this morning.

I am mindful of the powerful role that government has played in the
continuing and unfinished agenda of American democracy, especially in the
realm of civil rights and ensuring equality of opportunity for all of our
citizens. We, in turn, through our universities and colleges are participants
in the constant re-creation of the future of America. We continue to attempt
to harness the entire spectrum of our nation's potential talent to educate an
enlight0ned citizenry, and to prepare what Thomas Jefferson once referred to
as the "aristocracy of talent" that transcends class, geography, and religion.
And I weulo .1cld race, gender, and ethnicity to Jefferson's formulation.
Our universities and colleges, particularly since World War II, have made
major strides to democratize and nationalize access to higher education
to
create opportunities for learning, for research, for growth, for leadership.

All of us have come a long way in our efforts to ensure equality of
opportunity. All of us have some dist.mce to travel before all our citizens
have an opportunity to partake in the genda and the lofty goals of the
American Democracy.
One of the most important pieces of legislation in eradicating
discrimination against women in higher education is Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972. It prohibits gender-based discrimination in
all collegiate activities, frr,m admissIons to the classroom. Athletics is not,
and should not be, exempt from its non-discriminatory provisions.
Let me say at the outset that Brown University has been, is, and will
remain, a firm supporter of Congress' goal in enacting Title IX. Prior to, and
since its passage, Brown has worked with great urgency, consistency and
steadiness to put in place policies and programs that provide fair treatment
and equal .pportunity for women in all facets of life at Brown, including
athletics.
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At Brown we take great pride in our century-old athletic program. We
also take pride in our burgeoning women's athletic program. In breadth,
depth, and quality, it is second to none in the country.
First, the undisputed facts are: Brcwn offers 18 varsity sports for
women, including among others, ice hockey, tennis, basketball, crew, field
hockey, squash, swimming, cross country, lacrosse, soccer, softball, and track.
Eighteen sports is more than double the national average.

Second, Brown University had in place in 1979 a mere seven years
after the enactment of Title IX -- a women's program with more than double
the number of teams that most universities have today.

Third, Brown women participate in the intercollegiate athletics at
three times the national average. Nearly 43 percent of Brown's athletes are
women. This puts the University in the top one percent of all women's
intercollegiate programs in the nation. In addition, we also have
intercollegiate club sports and intramural sports, both providing
opportunities for women athletes across a broad spectrum of physical
activities.

Fourth, the treatment o; women athletes is not an issue at Brown.
There are no significant issues at Brown, as there may be elsewhere, regarding
facilities, resources, recruiting, scheduling, or budgeting.
In summary, even Lie plaintiffs in the current lawsuit against Brown
have acknowledged that the Brown women's program is -- in their words
"a model for the nation."
So why are we here?
We are here because Brown is r..n disagreement over crucial issues with
the Office of Civil Rights' continuously evolving and shifting regulations
governing Title IX, at least as they have been inteepreted by a District Court
Judge in Providence. Our so-called "model for the nation" program was
struck down by a Federal Judge on every one of OCR's three tests in a decision
2
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that took ads antage of all of the ambiguities, inconsistencies, and imprecision
of the rules and guidelines. I hese rules and guidelines are so ambiguous, so
inconsistent, and so imprecise that the) leave Judges with total discretion and
rob institutions of any fle\ibilits in meeting OCR's tests: proportionality,
Instory of continuous improvement, and meeting the interests and abilities
of men and women athletes.
From my point of viess the message to us is sers
One Proportionality: Control-) to OCR, proportionalit is not lust one
ol three tests It is the paramount test. It is not a "sate harbor."

1 hstoncal Ftfort:

It ou mos e too fast and too far, it's too bad.
sou had paced ) ourself, gone slowls, providing only incremental changes,
V, o

It

tccc %%mild hose been better off.

hree Interest arid Abilities: No ainount of data can offset the behet
that oh students are mterested iii mtercollegiate athletics in neat. equal ratros,
or at least the\ om,ht to be.

Furthermore, proportionality means that the number of female
athletes ,triall) participating must mirror the ninnber of %%omen enrolled m
the undergraduate student bods . Bross n has sselcomed the gro\ Ui 01 women
in its
bods without regard to their interest in participatmg or
mtercollegiate athletics. Brown, which tor the first time is 7,1"; female, must
11,0 e in plait. all athletic progrun which matches esactl) that percentage, or
.111).1010k it lows It% right to determme the sill.. and content of its program
lirown is mandated bs its board to hose balanced budgets, %stitch it ha,
hart tor the past skteen sears Four sears ago, n.110n faced with budgetarN
constraints, programs acros'. the 1..niVerSik were trimmed ond resources were
directed to tnree
prionties: teaching, library acquisitions, and
tuition assistance for needs students. \s a part of these efforts, Bross n's
administration (hanged, among other things, the status of lour sarsits sports
from rillhersits to donor-funded. I hesc included two ssomen's teams nd
Isso men's teams, although flies conimue to compete at the vorsits less+ In
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addition, Brown led efforts in the Ivy League to eliminate freshmen football,
which it did, a change in polky that affected 35 male athletes at the
University. The only other teams eliminated at Brown were men's junior
varsity teams.
While Brown, it seems, is free to eliminate freshmen football,
discontinue men's junior varsity teams, and change the status of two men's
teams, it cannot alter in any way two women's teams and remain in
compliance with Title IX because the proportion of female athletes to their
membership in the student body would be adversely impacted.
We believe that such decisions, if left standing, will establish an
arbitrary numerical reference system that will force universities, pressed by
constrained budgets, to eliminate men's sports in order to meet courtimposed quotas, rather than offer an athletic program that meets the
respective levels of interest and abilities of both men and women to play
varsity sports. As you know, this is already happening across the country.

I invite you to imagine the administrative nightmare that the
proportionality test will cause. While the proportion of males and females
changes from year to year, teams cannot be turned on and off like hot and
cold running water. And I invite you to also contemplate the lost
opportunities further cutting or capping men's teams will represent for male
students, particularly those students who enjoy the camaraderie of being on a
team, even if it means not getting into the game.
Further, the second test requires institutions of higher learning to
demonstrate "continuous improvement" in creating opportunities for
women. As I noted earlier, following the passage of Title IX, Brown put in
place a well-developed women's athletic program. By 1980, as I also
mentioned, we had a women's athletic program larger than most universities
today. But because we chose to undertake early, rapid expansion, our rate of
increase slowed after 1980, and it was decided that we could not, therefore,
demonstrate "continuous improvement." In retrospect, Brown would have
been better off had it moved slowly and cynically, though, suffice it to say,
Brown women would have had fewer opportunities to participate in sports.
4

J

Finally, as currently interpreted, the third test requires universities to
meet any unmet interest if an institution does not meet the prevailing
standards of tests one and two. On the margin, economists at Brown tell me,
theoretically there will always be unmet interests, whether it be gymnastics,
volleyball, skiing, or aichery. But the facts are that on existing teams, Brown
women have up to an estimated 100 opportunities to play intercollegiate
sports which remain unfilled.
Brown and the institutions against which it competes adhere to a
common set of rules. We accept students first and foremost on the basis of
their academic promise. We have no athletic scholarships. Our students
receive aid only on the basis of need. Cate receipts and guarantees are
insignificant and television revenues are virtually non-existent in our
league. Athletic programs draw from the same source of funds as faculty,
financial aid, the library, and the myriad of services we offer our students. No
athletic program in the schools against which we compete breaks even
financially.
Under these conditions, I suggest that what is happening here is an
assault against common sense. If Brown with its robust program of women's
sports is not in compliance with Title IX, it is hard to imagine how any
institution is today.
In conclusion, I would like to say again, Brown supports Title IX. But
the governmeot, it seems to me, must find ways to make it work. I believe
that there is a rational solution to this dilemma that will facilitate progress in
eliminating discrimination for women in sports. Such a solution should also
permit institutions of higher learning to meet the respective interests of men
and women to participate in sports fairly and equally without resorting to
blunt and arbitrary measurements, such as those called for by a District Court
judge and seemingly also by OCR's regulation>. There are certainly more
sophisticated and reliable instruments that measure overall interests and
abilities, and they can and should be introduced into the equation before it is
decided that an institution discriminates against women in a collegiate
activity.
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Robert Hutchins, former president of the University 3f Chicago, once
said that equality and justice are the two great distinguishing characteristics of
democracy. We al Brown are eager to work with this committee, with the
Office of Civil Rights, and with our friends and supporteis in higher
education to clarify Title IX in a way that promotes both.
I would be delighted to answer any questions you may have.
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Brown Universfty Files Appeal in Title IX Athletics Discrimination Case
Brown [rut ersay todat appealed thc controversial March 29 ruling ht I.' S. District
Court Senior Judge Raymond Pea= in a precedent-setting Title IX athletic discnminanon oate Citing errors of fact. mitinterpretations of law and ofillsslons of evidence. attor-

net s lot the I 'niters* asked t!-.. First Circuit Court of Appeals In Boston to set atide
Pettine't ruling or. alternainely. to order a new tnal
Among other problems. Pettine's ruling created new compliance standards and defined
proportional* requirements that are tantamount to quotas and contrart to the original intent of Tale IX legislation. Universal- administrators taid.
"Tale IX se at enacted to rid higher education of gender-based discrimination acrots the
hoard. zi goal Brown Unit ersits enthutiasticallt supports." said Brow n President Vartan
Gregorian "Howes er. Judge Pennies ruling and two decades of regul iort ret coon hat e

turned Title IX completelt around W. here Congress once sought to ensure equality of
opportunitt . Judge Pettine is now requiring an unwarranted numerical conform* and is
intruding up< n thc legitimate admmistrative autonomy of collevs and unitersities

"Colleges and univertines are facing sert haul choices today Thet cannot allow their
Jet ision making powers to be needletsly compromited," Gregorian continued "We are
determined to press our arguments at the Court of Appealt in Boston because we believe

Judge Pettines reading of Title IX proisions and hit application of regulations arc st tong

in mant respects, and that hit ruling unfairlt burdens the administrant e autonomt of
Brown and other institutions of higher teaming
Equalitt of treatment is not an istue in the case Plan-inns and their law t cr., hat e agreed
that Brow n's program of vi omen's intercollegiate athletics is a national leader in site and

qualitt and that the Unitertat treats itt men's and women's teams fairlt and without dis-

lit
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crimination. In fact, three days into the trial, both sides signed a partial settlement that en-

dorsed thc University's current policies for locker rooms, publicity, recruitment, equipment, assignment of coaches, travel arrangements and many other treatment issues. Thc
University agreed to continue those practices for three years, and all treatment issues were

removed from consideration in the trial. What remained was the issue of proportionality.

One of the University's primary objections to Pettine's ruling is that it ignored Title IX's
requirement that universities accommodate the demonstrated athletic interest and ability of

all students, as Brown's current athletic program does. Instead, the ruling reduces Title

IX's non-discrimination purpose to a simple matter of numbers, ,equiring a "mirroring"
of gender ratios between athletes and the general student body. The ruling effectively re-

quires schools to provide additional teams for women without regard for th.r far greater
demand among male athletes for additional teams. Brown, which offers 18 varsity sports
for women, already supports intercollegiate teams in every sport played by at least I per-

cent of NCAA Division I schools.
"One of the ways institutions can demonstrate compliance is to show a history of expand-

ing opportunities for women, and Brown has done that," said Beverly E. Ledbetter,
Brown's vice president and general counsel. "By the late 1970s, our women's program

was morc than twice as large as the average NCAA Division I program is today, but
Judge Pettine dismissed that record because we accomplished our expansion too early.

The percentage of Brown athletes who are women also has grown to 42 percent, but
Judge Pettine discounted that growth because part of it was achieved by reductions in

men's teams. With that kind of reasoning, Brown would be left with only one course of
action to meet this test: to establish additional teams for women. Even if Brown added the

few women's sports we do not already offer, achieving numerical parity would be
impossible. Furthermore, the president has clearly stated that any additional University
funds will be devoted exclusively to academic priorities. Given those academic priorities,
athletics can grow only through increased team revenues such as gate receipts or gifts."

In addition to proportionality, the University's appeal includes the definition of
"participation opportunity," the inappropriateness of numbers used in calculating partici-

pation, the ruling's definition of "program expansion," and the inappropriate weight the
court gave to the constantly evolving rules and regulations of the U.S Department of Ed-

ucation's Office of Civil Rights (OCR).

MORI-
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Proportionality
The cour :.rcated

ne v. and more restricbse standard for proportionably

(ICR. %%Inch enforce, rale IX provision, tor the I.' S Department ot Education. uses a
three.prong test to determine an institution's compliance The first prong asks "a hether
the intercollegiate les el opportunities for male and female students are pros ided in numbers substantially proportionate to their respectise enrollments.- The court substituted the
phrase "substantially mirror,- lot "substantially proportionate.- a far different standard
that suggests an exact correspondence

OCR's inve,dgators manual says there is no set measure for substantial proportionality
n
Expert testimony by plaintiffs'
itnes,es said gender ratios that fall v. ithin tao or
three standard des 'anon units are to be considered substantially proportionate

The court ignored OCR's mut rulings on substantial proportionality and provided no
guidance on v. lien proportionality is achieved

In insestigattons of other colleges. OCR agreed that differences of 7 percent bemeen the
gendei ratios of athletes and the general student body met the substantially proportionate
requirement The I:nisei-sit> cited these letters of finding in its 55 ruten and oral arguments

Interest and Ability
The court ignored es idenee of female interest and ability to participate in intercollegtate
athletics

During the trial, Brov.n pre,enwd dozens of national studies to determine the relative athletic interests of grade school, high school and college students The data included santples from national groups as well as actual Brown students and v.ere gathered by a number of external organizations, including UCLA. the College Board (sponsors of the SAT
test) and various educational organizations. The evidence demonstrated that in virtually
any group of young people, from grade school through college. males exhibit a higher
lescl of interest in competitive sports than females.
Recent admission statistics suggest that college-bound young women consider Brown to
be a highly desirable school. Women have outnumbered men in Brown's recent classes.
accounting for as much as 54 perumt of new students. This year, Brown's undergraduate
student body is more than 51 percent female. Next year, the percentage of women will
certainiy rise above 52 percent. According to Judge Pettine's concept of proportionality.
Brown will need to provide additional teams for those new female students whcthcr or
not they arc interested in intercollegiate athletic competition.

The court ignored OCR's previous guidarx on determining interest and ability.

OCR's 1980 Investigator's Manual instructs tx field investigators that one method by
which a college can determine the interest and abilities of its students is careful surveys of
actual students, reviews of applications information with regard to high scitool sports, and
studies of sports participation in high schools from which the school draws its students.
OVER
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Brown presented precisely that kind of data in court, showing that women constitute between 35 and 45 percent of interested athletes Women currently comprise 42 percent of
athletes at Brown.

By ignonng the unmet interest of male athletes, the lower court would force the Unisersay to expand the women's program to a level that exceeds %%omen's relatoe interest and
ability.

OCR's third prong asks "whether It can be demonstrated that the interests and abilities of
the members of (the underrepresented) sex have been fully and effectively accommodated
by the present program. By ignoring the Interests and abilities of thc student body as a
whole, the ruling creates something tantamount to an affirmative action quota which dr,
cnnunates against male athletes and grants preferential treatment to women.
Tale IX itself says that it is not an affirmative action or quota statute.
"Nothing contained in subsection (a) of this section shall he Interpreted to require ans educational institution to grant preferential or disparate treatment to the members of one sex
on account of an imbalance which may exist with respest to the total number or percentage of persons of that sex participating lin arts program or activit

"By assuming that all students arc equally Interested in participating in intercollegiate
athletics, the ruling effectively preterits schools from equally accommixiating the interests
and abilities of thc entire student body, as Title IX requires." Ledbetter said "We do not
believe this is in the best interests of higher education, and it certainls is not in the best
interests of collegiate athletes

Participation Opportunities
The lowei court failed to distinguish between "participation opportunities" and "actual
participants."
Prior to this ruling, no court had defined "participation opporturnts" in the context of Title
IX. During the trial. Pettme frequentb, asked witnesses to define participation opportunits
and to say whcthcr they thought participation opportunities could exist if there were no
athletes to fill them. The University used ses cral methods to prove that women athletes do
not make usc of all the opportunities currently available to them at Brow n. The most
conservative method using Iv) League travel squad limits to determine team 517C identifizd at least 30 unused opportunities, the actual number could be as high as 90
In his opinion. Pettine found the various methods too complex and ruled that participation
opportunities should bc measured by counting the actual participants on intercollegiate

teams. "The concept of any measure of unfilled but available athletic slots does not
comport with reality," Pettine said
"Judge Pettinc is wrong to dismiss the Universm.'s statistical es idence so lightly, and lie
is being illogical when he suggests that participation opportunities and actual participants
arc onc and the same," said Jeffre. Michaelson, one of the I'msersity's trial attorneys
I
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-There are certainl at least nine participation opportunities as ailahle on a baseball team
eSen ii onlu sis athletes its out
I he Ismer court's finding that Brous n ptedetermines participation thtough recruiting and
itriiiiing tealn
55 as not supported h the es idense
BroS5n Unisersit otter, %%omen 2! intercollegiate teams IS varsits teams and three club
teams that pla at !he intercollegiate Sarsit. les ell. one ol the broadest, most opporwmt rich mograms m the nation It is illogical to suggest that such a program predetermines
participation opportunities hu limiting teams

Issues ot recruiting viere sealed in an agreement rarls in the trial. Plainuils and their at
tomes .k cepted the [nit eisit.'s current recruiting program as fair and equal st 1th respect
to IR:anneal of men s and st omen's teams Most coaches also testified that thes hase adequate reaunin.g resourtes to support their teams Furthermore. te,ruitinent has more to
wain, performance than \kith the number ot panicipanon oppor
tunnies .ffiorded studcnt attiktes
The Numbers
I In-

used I ignies that ii,erstate men s participation es en thinigh more iehable
about team we \tete auadable from diteet tcsomon sil coaches

addin,,: Or the ntimbei
pant, wants. the Maid' 29 ruling used \CAA squad list fig
OR, los
t 94 lot purpose, 01 s hecking eligibilit. these lists include names of ath
h. ma% not hat c .omed Ille leant and are Is Ts:calk niusTh larger than actual leant
si/et
to the opinion 55 per,ent itt Bross n added:, are %%omen
ticare, ss Cie s ailable trom the smsorn teshinons of mens and suitnien's Coaches

tort Fit; esainpie. Mark kk hippie, B1055 it's football coach testified that his
iiidcd
plasers Pettme included I d'is Boh riandet, the men',
listed I Peinne listed 4 1 sing numbeis from the tcstlinonu iii s
his I es
the liglus lot al' 5a1,11% ,niliele IN appiosintarei, .12 percent su omen

hes.

lilt lo5s

Ntltint's itrint.in knosu ;edged that certain slut. (cants COMM,: at the iniett-ol
sar.it Icsel 1mg . tsomen's skater p ibm. hot holed to sonsider Iliese (Cain, St hen it
-ompiited the proromiiii 01 athletes ...hi, are st omen

Wk., first prong dirost msestigators to consider -inicrsollegiate lesel opportunities::
lub Wains that regularl tompete at the s.irsitU toe] In his rul
ire Peitine est !tided intercollegiate club team, hom sonsideiation us hen he computcd
path, ir.dion rates lot the I irsi prong -1 he difference. ascordmg to l'iuseisit figures. is
and '4N:sifts

neat!s three pet, chlago isnins and v.ould raise the participation rale ol %%omen trom 41 1,
peisent to 44 `, person ss ohin t A'R's ott n delitutioi: of "sultstantial proporminains

est.lutliii tse lean, botill s iinsider.mon under the first prong. he used
them hi dor...1st:ale an unmet need minds r the (bird pi, ng. sat mg bat Illes has t a king
hot.as ttl tiepciti-Ne st.hetialo.
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The lower court made false or unnecessary distinctions among types of intercollegiate
learns, then employed those distinctions inconsistently.
The ruling made an unwarranted distinction between University-funded and donor-funded
varsity teams, suggesting that donor-funded teams do not allow athletes to reach their full
potenti '. In doing so. the ruling ignored the faei that more than twice as inany men play
on donor-funded teams. He also created a funding distinction that is Irrelevant to OCR.

"The three-prong test looks only at whether athletes are competing at the intercollegiate
level - not whether their tearns arc denominated as varsity or club and not at their loci or
source of funding." said Walter B. Connolly Jr.. Brown's lead trial attorney "Judge Pettine's opinion creates new distinctions and tests which arc inconsistent v.ith the previous
guidance of the very agency %%Melt his analysis purports to folloss. You can't have it hoth
%says If you arc going to follow OCR guidance, you have to folios% it all the s4 ay."

Program Expansion

OCR's sccond prong asks "sthether the institution can shoss a histors ano ontinuing
practice or program expansion which is demonstrabls responsise to the deseloping interCM and abilities of the members ot [the underrepresented] sex."

The lower court discounted Brown's early, explosive gross th in ss omen's sports, hut it

did not provide any guidance as to what might constitute "a history and continuing
practice of program expansion

"When women began attending Bross n in increasing numbers in thc 1970s. the Unisersuy Lreated a women's varsity program that far exceeded demand B% 1980. Brown had a
ss omen's program of a sire and qualits that most schools still has en't matched," said
Robert A Reichley, executive vice president "That good-faith effort to build ssoinen's
varsity sports appears to have been a grave mistake. According to Judge Petnne's ruling,
Bros; n apparently would have been found in compliance if it had spread its development
across two decades rather than accomplishing most of it in six year% If it was the intent of
('ongress to discourage early and rapid expansion of women's athletic opportunities, %se
hate amved at a trub absurd %tate of affairs
During the trial. Brov.n showed that the proportion of women in the athletic student body
has been rising steadily and has increased by 25 percent since 1986. The tosser court ruled
that a decrease in the proportion of men (and the consequent increase in the proportion of
%omen) is not evidence of program expansion. Under Pettine' ruling, an institution's
progress toward "substantial proportionality" is disregarded under prong tsso. leaving
institutions no alternative but to establish additional ssomen's teams. Such an affirmatise
action requirement was neser intended by Title IX and comptomises the adnunistrative
autonomy of educational institutions

"Brown University demonstrated its good-faith commitment to equality of opportunity
hs building a women's program early and building it big," Reichles said "The kind of
aft irmative action quotas sshich Judge Pettine's ruling appears to require are contrars to
the spint and intent of Title IX
AWN I

)
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Deference
Much of this case has turned on rules, regulatior.::,.d policies developed around Title I.X
by the former Department of Health. Education and Welfare, its successor, the Department of Education, and OCR, rather than on the statute itself. The University has argued
that OCR's .tatements are not entitled to the degree of deference given them by the lower
court
Congress limited the ruk smaking authority it delegated to HEW and OCR

In its pre.trial brief, the University included extensive arguments about the nature of rules
and the degree of deference to %stitch they arc entitled in court. OCR'. statement, fail the
test, for "legislatoe" statements. must he considered on!, as "interpret:ins e" rules. and
are not entitled to ludicial deference.

OCR'. ,.itements and guidelmes are not internally embistent. and do terem I ersion, published tiler the sears are often not in agreement ss oh each other.

tact sheet published in 1975 said. "Neither quotas nor fixed percentage, ot iitv
t, pc are leg:tired under the regulation." In 1980. OCR's Ins esligator, Manual said.
'Mile IX does not require institutions to offer
a preporhonal number of intercollegiate
participation oppot maim. %soh respect to the ills mon hs %es ol the total student enroll.
mem
Rathei, it require, intfaufh,11% fit meet the itifereff and abdttie t if honws fit the
tame ileiZree ai rho meef the mfm Ati and alnhut I ol men- [emphasis added!
Ten years latet. }CR dropped the speeilic language about meeting mterests and abilities to
the same degree and adopted the current "equalls and effect], el:, accommodate, student
interest and abilities

OCk

Intermetanon and Ins estigator's Manual !squire or arc inconsistent ugh the
.Amendment it 1:tle IX

The Jas Its AMendment was a clear ryprewon ol the intent of Congie,o. Oho the natine of
certain vont,- Mal be a legitimate reason ssh, one team ma:. he larger than another. It
stluited the secretaa, of HEW to prepare and des clop regulations that ssould ma'ke
"reasonable pros mon, considering the nature of particular sports" - usualls taken as a
reterence to tootbAll. whIch requites a ser huge squad size and has no corresponding
sport as allable lor Is omen In estahlistung its "substantial DropOrnonaht- rule. OCR ignored the lAct that ans school %soh a football team ssould base an aulomahc imbalance of
nearl, 100 male,.
"Islans Obef %CI, base said it is OW iii s haracter for Bros, n lii agtic public!, oh IL, students. and Me, u.ondei k Its the Vnisersm, continues to pursue the ease." said Robert A

Retchle. esesultic s tee president "In fact. the l'mscrsit, is defending its principle, It
stands for gemune equalit, of oppornmii.. not preferential treatment It resIsis challenge,.
I. is moonoms %kith ((Taitl ii settling insnlutional pilot Ries And is here it sees important
Inf Ile! edits-MI(1n k'gisl,

i subs ened bs contradu tors and Ito-torts all,

ergent regula
os
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lions and interpretations, it ssorks to wt the matter right. Many Title IX issues in this case
arc bcing ruled on for thc first time. We believe the current ruling is seriously flassed and
must not be allowed to stand unchallenged
ItitO*441
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The THie IX Cast

Background for Men's and Women's Varsity Sports at Brown University
Brown Offers One of the Nation's Largest Varsity Programs
NCAA Division 1 schools must offer at least six men's and six wornen's championship
sports. Each year. the NCAA presides revenue-sharing funds based upon the number of
teams in excess of 12 According to NCAA records for 1991-92. Brown was tied for
second place in the number of sports offered Of the 292 schools which participated in
Di% ision 1 sports, only Harvard offered more NCAA championship sports than Bross n I

Top 10

liar.ard
Bross n

Boston College
Cornell

Selected National Comparisons
30
28
28

28

Penn State
Princeton
Yale

28
28

Dartmouth
Michigan State
Ohio State
Rutgers

27

28
27
27

27

Alabama

lg

UCLA

Syracuse

16

23

Texas A&M

Georgetown
Kentucky
Miami (F1.1
Nebraska
Notre Dame
Providence College
Purdue
Southern Cal.
Stanford

20

19

Tulane

14
16
2I

UNIX

15
12

Vanderbilt
Villanos a
Washington

15
24
19

25
2(1

18
17

25

Brossn offers 18 varsity women's sports (15 funded, 2 unfunded. 1 unfunded coed
tea.ml, more than double the national average for NCAA Division I schools tg..3i

The average number of women who participate in varsity sports at NCAA Division 1
schools ss as approximately 112 in 1993-94 This year. Brown ss ill field 338 %omen.2
about three times the NCAA Division 1 average

--

This year. nearly 12 percent of Bross n undergraduate women will partisipate in varsit
sports. nearly triple the national average

The NA AA does not Met national r ha mpionships for all s arsitv sports Although Brown
lielded it intercollegiate varsits teams at the tune the NCA A oftered nanonal
championships for only 28 Data were repotted in a meniorandum frorn V. AA Exec-Wive
'Arector Richard D Schultz to CEOs of Sclected Dir ision 1 Institutions August 14 Igo:
Act ording to the testir sins of coaches as represented in Pro, n's post-trial memorandum
Tali .1
(55 I
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Chronoloo of Intercollegiate Varsity TeAr.es at Brown
Brown was an early leader in women's sports, establishing the nation's first women's ice
hockey lean; and undertaking a period of intense expansion when Brown and Pembroke,
the undergraduate college for women, merged in 1971. By 1978. Brown's program of

s zasit!. athletics for women offered twice a, many teams as most NCAA Division 1
schools do now
Wamea's

Year

Iles's

1869
1878
1879
1897
1900
1905
1912

Baseball

Indoor Track
Cross Country
Wrestling

1925

Golf^

1921'

192'

Lacnisse
Soccei
Tennis

1961

Clew

Ice I lockey1

196'

lennis

1971
1972

held Flockes
Gymnastics
Squash

Sw imming
Volleyhall
Cross Country
Lacrosse
Soccer

Softball

Ouldm Track
Fencing

Indoor Irack

Swimming

1921
1922

192b

Basketball
Crew

Football
Outdoor Track
Ice Flockey
Basketball

Crown aid Pembroke Caege Merge

19,1
1971
1973
1974
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1975
1978
1980
1982
1989

Golf'

199;

Skiing

1994

Watcr Polo

Fencing
Squash

Ib'ewn's gil eam is nilie a single coed squad

Bre, n established Ow nation s first women s ci 11(11 Lit team The Boars were organized an
1 ue4 and 14s anie a variats sport 111 DifiT

the merger ot firms 11 and Pembroke
(Is 1 I(
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A Chronology of the Title IX Case

In the spnng of V491, Blot, n «as fusing a double edged budget dilemma t'nless it took
some draman, steps. the Unit (aim> stould tinish the year \sub a SI 6 indhon defatit
Worse, a structural problem In the Unisersifs's budget %irtualls guaratteed that deft( its
be a recurring problem Brottn needed to do,nscre
lied duetted that

Piesident Gregorian annoum ed all immed,ate moratorium on nev.

lt ((inild (nit thee budl.e: to sim,"ift Me def.,
(There «mild he onls cod) e(eeptions The scholarship aid budget alid the library
all departments throughout UIC 1:111 \

aequismons budget were exempt trom ..015

April 29, 1991

o hlp produce its share of sii( ings ihe athleus department v. ithdrei.,
and gon. ssomen's gi.innasm, and
\ Wants men's %%mei
continued to compete at the intercollegiate sarsits les el and remained

I

i.5iig (tom lout

at

rhe team
post sea

sot- touniament phl s. but had to r.l+NC their ON n funds

TM- cuts aftetted appro.:mak-Is rill athletes in itiicitt the sa male to female ratio as
to; all itiiissn atiats athletes at the t me 60 lit the I'lltCISIts LoOtoIoed to honor
Iit' (Ontra. IN for cdaches of the team,

April 9, 1992
a Year lateri tilenthers ot the bar, viomen's teams tiled suit alleging sexual
flIOIO.III0O and violation ta I Me IX. a federal lass that prohibits discrimination based
on gender at ans educational institutions that receive federal tunds rho uomen ste re
represented Is inal l.ass seri. tor Publu. h.stiee. an ads ocaes group in Washington. DC.
July 15, 1992

Attornes for the plaintiffs asked for a pielumnar injunction that Nould requite Bross!. to
reinstate funding for the 10.0 Momen',. teams and refram tam am I urther cuts in %km.
en's sports until the ease could he heard on its merits Arguments xtere presented before
Judge Pettme bebseen Ott 26 and Nov lb
Dec. 22, 1992

injuetion. r-quinng Br( ix it to reinstate full varsity funding
Pettme granted thc
and support The l'niversit:i immediate1v sought a stay of that injunction and requested an
expedited appeal
Dec. 30, 1992

The U.S Court of Appeals for the First Circuit granted a temporary stay: Brown did not
have to reinstate funding uttitl thc appeal could be heard
Feb. 4, 1993

Attorneys for both sides argued the appeal tn Boston

MORI
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April 15, 1993

The Appeals Court upheld the lower court, thc stay was lifted, and Brown restored funding for the teams in the 1993-94 season
Sept. 26, 1994

After numerous delays at the request of plaintiffs' attorneys, the trial began in U.S.
Distnct Court in Providence before Senior Judge Raymond Petune.
Sept. 211, 1994

Attomeys for both sides agreed to a partial settlement that recognizes Brown's treatment
of men's and women's teams as nondiscriminatory with regard to locker rooms, facilities
for practice and competition, schedules for games and practices, access to the weight
room and trainers, equipment and supplies, travel arrangements, assignment of coaches,
budgeting procedures and many other factors. Brown agreed to continue those current
policies arid practices for three years. Treatment issues were thereby removed from consideration in the trial, which then focused on the issue of proportionality
Oct. 11, 1994
Plamuffs requested and received a three-week recess to depose witnesses for the defense.
Dec. 9. 1994

lesurnony concluded aitzi 29 days in court
Dec. 16, 1994

Final oral arguments were made by attorneys for each side
Feb. 10, 1995

Post-trial memoranda were presented to Pettine, followed two weeks later by reply briefs
from both sides

Kuck 29, 1993
Pettine entered his final opinion and order, finding for the plaintiffs. Prywn was given
120 day s to file a plan for compliance, but Pettine stayed his own order pending appeal.
Brown announces its intention to appeal the case to the First Circuit Court of Appeals.
'MINN"

94 143
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Treatrpept Claims Propped

Brown, Plaintiffs Announce Partial Settlement Agreement in Trtle IX Case
Brown University and a group of women athletes who charged thc I Iniversay with violation of Tule IX have announced a partial settlement in a current Tule IX mal. The settlement, announced Wednesday, Sept. 28, removes all issues of equal treatment for men's
and svomen'!: tunded varsity teams from consideration in the trial
1)111.02 terms 01 the 20.pa1'e doormen!, ss Inch must be famally appliwed b. Senior U.S

hstoct Judge Raymond Pettilie, the %%omen athletes agme to (hop any clams of unequal
treatment of funded 5,11 sity teams, and the University agrees to conlinue us current programs and where:01 lair and equal treatment with respect to those teams. .1 he agreement

will terminate automatically after three years, no Luer than (kt. 30, DN.,
15)1 i/lOss !I 1'111%1:1,1V., QUI lent Iledl118311 ot men's and wonieMs teams is es aluated

discrim
Oil a prograillwide basis as 'rule IX toltilies, there is absolutely no suer,0511.11
Reichley,
esecutlye
vice
president
matron agamst women's reams.' said Robert A
(alumni, public at taus and external relations). "ln this settlement, the llinsersity is only
role as a
lustor
agreemg to continue us current iolieles and practices, mamtaming
national 11225101 1,4 women's ilitercollegrate varraty athletics."

ro date. the case 11.55 raised Isolated, unconnected anecdote!' ol

perceised inequalities be-

tween teams. Relehley said None of the anecdotes demonstrated discrimination; rather,
they pointed to legitunate differences between teams or to the preferences of individual

coaches in managing therr athletes The anecdotes included the slut of complaints that
021111 le heard nom 1115115 and %%omen's teams alike

By eluniaating these issues of equality of treatment from the Court's. consideration, the
6

settlement is expected to shorten the length of the trial dramatically. Prior to thc agreement, (-mutates of the tnal's duration ran as high as three months On the day after the
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agreement was announced, Judge P.Atine asked attorneys in open court how long they
would require to present their cases. Based on their responses. Pettine determined that the

trial would last approximately three more weeks.

The agreement, titled Settlement Agreement and Stipulation of Dismissal in Regard to
Equality of Treatment, covers all "funded varsity teams at Brown as to which there is cur-

rently no dispute concerning their funded varsity status." It assures that Brown will continue its fair and equal treaunent of men and women's teams in such categories as locker
moms, facilities for practice and competition, schedules for games and practices, access to

the weight room and trainers, equipment and supplies, coaching, travel arrangements,
publicity, and recruiting, among others. At the end of each academic year covered by the
agreement, the University will prepare an annual report regarding subject areas covered in
the document

The agreement did not addrest attorney's feec

"Pus agreement ends an unnecessary conflict," said Brown Piesident Varran Grcgonam
who ha, been m daily telephone contact with attorneys and administrators at the Uniser.

sit!. wink. he is tiaveling abroad "It will allow the court to fo.cut on the maim issor,
h

a: IhC he in ot the as,

1 he tlial w ill now locus on the major Ltga;

HIchle.111). ii isttrcr

litI IX icquiret

:tram proportionality between miles and women athletes and Vhether any difference ot

plopoitiottalit), requites tinnier accommodation of. the ailtHi, inteiests and alnlirws
,ti..lent.

I.

nuic women.% teams.

"Alunteill Blown ha% tetolsed these treatment mattets

WI

plaintilt,, the I.Iniverstly

5. a!, full:, mepaied to answer and dispro%e .my ar 1 all aliecamm, in court." said Walter

ii C,tnroily 1,

.

lii has argued the
es wInch the I traversit

tilts itt

.t- IhtV sk'

is,

1051,

t

Iwtme Et.tre Penni,: -The current

kottin,:le.i. i

It to

are suIr
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STATEMENT OF DAVID L. JORNS, Ph.D., PRESIDENT, EASTERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
Chairman McKEIDN. Dr. Jorns.

Dr. Joms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I believe I can do this in

five minutes.

I appreciate the opportunity to address you today. I am David
Jorns, the President of the Eastern Illinois University, located in
Charleston, Illinois. I have held the position since November 1992.
I can speak to OCR's enforcement of Title IX only from my perspective as the president of a medium-sized, public, regional university which has undergone a recent compliance review. I hasten
to add that I support OCR's efforts in this regard and gender equity in all respects. Moreo- er, I appreciate the efforts of Congressman Hastert and Ms. Cantti in helping us resolve the concerns we
had with the Chicago office of OCR.

Our difficulties with OCR and its enforcement of Title IX on our
campus are primarily centered on process. When the OCR team
visited Eastern initially, we were led to understand that any proposed settlement would be shared with us verbally so that we
might correct errors in fact and negotiate the details which would
lead to our eventual compliance. In fact, no such thing happened.
OCR's proposed settlement agreement was based on factual findings by OCR, but the agency would not share its letter of findings
with Eastern, even in draft form. To maintain security for the document, EIU offered to review it in Chicago, instead of requesting

a hard copy; this was rejected without adequate explanation.
Due to lack of information, EIU was effectively prevented from
identifying facts, if any, supporting OCR's conclusions and deter-

mining whether OCR's proposed agreement was tailored to any

specific alleged violation. Instead, we were sent a settlement agreement we had never discussed, which indicated, among other things,

that we were to add four women's sports in the very near future:
women's soccer, which we were already adding of our own accord,
women's golf, women's field hockey, and women's gymnastics. We

were given a very short period in which to comply.
Two of the proposed sports would have been prohibitively expensive for us, considering that athletics on our campus does not make

money. Moreover, the same two sports had no relevance whatsoever to our school. We explained that no unmet interest had been
displayed for these two sports. Women's gymnastics,1 have been
told, is a sport which is very expensive and is beginning to fade because the most competitive female gymnasts tend to be below college age. Women's field hockey is not even played in Illinois to any
extent, and we would have been required to import players in the
northeastern part of the country. We would also have had great difficulty finding competition since neither sport is prevalent in our
athletic conference. In any case, we didn't have the necessary funding.

OCR will tell you that they never recommended that men's

,ports he cut in pursuit of gender equity. However, that seems to
he the case in many instances, if the university or college can't afford to add more sports. Our attorney managed to mitigate some
of the conditions in the settlement agreement sent us by OCR, but
we had no choice hut to cut two men's sports, swimming and ,vres-
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tling, in order to reach the immediate goal set by OCR. I might add
that, when the inevitable student protests began, women athletes

particularly women swimmerswere among those who opposed

cutting the men's sports most aggressively.
Again, I believe we should comply with Title IX; it is the right

thing to do. But, it took many years to get into this position, and
if your institution plays football, as has been noted, coming into

compliance is expensive and time consuming. Schools without football do not seem to have nearly the problem we have.

By testing for interests and abilities and looking at emerging

women's sports as well as through a gradual migration of resources
over a reasonable number of years, even football schools can come

into compliance. However, aggressive settlements which do not
take the institution's circumstances into consideration, settlements

such as we were given, inevitably lead to cuts in men's sports.
OCR really doesn't need to dictate terms or micromanage compliance. Universities and colleges are under constant accreditation review from various agencies, including the NCAA.
The agencies point out areas of concerns and expect the institutions to correct the concern within a specified period. In our gender-equity compliance review, however, OCR informed us, among
other things, that we were not pulling out bleachers far enough for
women's events, since they are pulled out two rows less than men's

in the same gymnasium. I am not sure why that was important,
but we probably could have figured it out on our own.
Thank you.
Chairman MCKEON. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Jorns follows:]

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID L. &AIM, PH.D., PRESIDENT, EASTERN II.I.INOIS
UNIVERSITY, CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

Thank you for the opportunity to address you today on this important matter. My
name is David Jorns and I am the president of Eastern Illinois University located
in Charleston, Illinois. I have held this position since November, 1992.
I can speak to OCR's enforcement of Title IX only frGm my perspective as the
president of a medium sized, public, regional university which has undergone a recent compliance review. I hasten to add, that I support OCR's efforts in this regard.
and gender equity in all respects. Moreover, I appreciate the efforts of Congressman
Hastert and Ms. Cantti in helping us resolve the concerns we had with the Chicago
office of OCR.

Our difficulties with OCR and its enforcement of Title IX on our campus primarily
centered on process.
When the OCR team visited Eastern initially, we were led to understand that any

proposed settlement would be shared with us verbally so that we might correct errors in fact and negotiate the details which would lead to our eventual compliance.
In fact, no such thing happened.
OCR's proposed settlement agreement was based on factual findings by OCR, but
the agency would not share its letter of findings with EIU, even in draft form.
To maintain security for the document, EIU offered to review it in Chicago, instead of requesting a hard copy; this was :ejected without adequate explanation.
Due to lack of information, EIU was effectively prevented from identifying facts,
if any, supporting OCR's conclusions and determining whether OCR's proposed
agreement was tailored to any specific alleged violation. Instead we were sent a settlement agreement we had never discussed which indicated, among other things.
that we were to add four women's sports in the very near future: Soccer (which we
were already adding of our own ait.ordl, woolen's golf, women's field hockey, and
women's gymnastics. We were given a very short period in which to comply.
Two of tbe proposed sports would have been prohibitively expensive for us considering that athletics on our campus does not make money. Moreover, these same two

sports had no relevance whatsoever to our school. We explained that no unmet in-
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terest had been displayed for these two sports. Women's gymnastics, I have been
told, is a sport which is very expensive and is beginning to fade because the most
competitive women gymnasts are below college age. Women's field hockey is not
even played in Illinois to any extent and we would have been required to import
players from the northeastern part of the country. We would also have had great
difficulty finding competition since neither sport is prevalent in our athletic con-

ference. In any case, we didn't have the necessary funding.
OCR will tell you that they never recommend that men's spurts be cut in pursuit
of gentler equity. Ilov,ever, that seems to be the case in many instances if the university or college can't afford to add more sports. Our attorney managed to mitigate
some of the conditions in the settlement agreement sent to us by OCR, but we had
no choice but to cut two men's sports, swimming ar -1 wrestling, in order to reach
the immediate goals set by OCR. I might add that u.oen the inevitable student protests began, %%omen athletespart. -ularly women swimmers- -were among those
1,0 opposed cutting the men's sports most aggressively.

Again. I believe we should comply with f ale IX. it's the nght thing to do. But,
it took many years to get into tins position and, if your Institution plays football.
coming into compliance is expensive and time consuming Schools without football

do not seem to haxe nearly the problem we bave
By testing fur interests Ind abilit.,is and looking at enlerging %%omen's sports, as
through a gradual migration of resources over a reasonable number of yeals.
even football schools can come into compliance however, aggressive settlements

m.hich do IIlt take the institution's circumstances into consideration. settlements

tich as we were given. inevnahly lead to cuts in men's sports.
OCR really doesn t need to dictate terms or micromanage compliance. Universities
and colleges are under constant 0ccreditation revie u. from vat-1,0,1s agencies, mcludIng the NCAA The agencies point out areas of concern and expect the institutions
to correct the concern within ,1 specified period In iur gender emnty compliance re
view. however. OCR informed us that v,e u. ere not pulling out bleachers far enough
for women's events. since they ate pulled out tl.ko rows less that. men's in the same
gymnasium
probabl could have figured that eut
'fhank you.

Chairman .7\li'liEoN. You know, it is interesting to me, we have
POW heard testimony from five people, and some sounding like dif-

ferent sides on the issue, but we haven't heard anyone say that
they don't think women should have opportunit or should have
equal opportunity.
Hut listening to some of this last testimony reminds me of some

of the other things we have heard about government in the past,
at least while I have been here in Congress, especially these last
few weeks----that sometimes there are "unintended consequencesthat people ho write the laws, and people who write the regulations, have
at intentions, but by the time it gets to somo person
who administers that regulation, sometimes people get caught up
in their own authority. We have seen that happen with OSHA: we
have seen it happen in the Post Office, anywhere. And it isn't just
government, it is in private industry, too Peoplesometimes a little authority goes to their head and they want to use that

ii.

In your testimony, Doctor, you said that you had asked for some
indication first. It seems to me that if people really are all trying
to work together for the same thing, they sit down together, define
the problems, then work towards a solution. You don't hit someone
',vet. the

with a niallet

see eNt.t?,ilod,. nodding, but how do we make that happen?
What would you do to resolve this without going to court or using
I

a mallet on somebody? I low can we sit down like reasonable people
to all achieve what we are trying to achieve'?
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Ms. CANTO. Mr. Chairman, in the two years I have learned that
there are ways that we can become better law enforcement officers.
We have tried to reinvent ourselves through our complaint process'rig to help the process improve.
One change that was needed, because I heard it from more peo-

,.ile than President Jorns, was that universities wanted to see in
draft what OCR was likely to make a finding on. We now do that.
We now have our regional offices share, and that is a new practice.

We listened to the folks that we worked with who wanted us to
share information on what we were likely to make a determination
On.

Seco.Adly, I have appointed a national issue coordinator, a single

person whose sole responsibility is to see to it that we are using
the best-trained, the best-skilled investigators in the area of Title
IX college athletics.

So I have made training a priority, and coordination and sharing
of information a priority. We do agree that government should be
improved and are working on that. We know we are not perfect,
and we are trying to improve ourselves.
Cheirman MCKEON. A lot of it is attitude, if you go in with the

idea that we are trying to work together, not that we are trying

to catch you doing something wrong
Dr. JORNS. I would like to compliment Ms. Cantu. Working with

her has been excellent. Unfortunately, it took the intervention of
a Federal CongressmanMs. Cantd is a very highly placed official
in United States Governmentand it took an enormous amount of
ief and effort. To this date, our attorney expenses just in this
simple matter have exceeded $30,000, which we really didn't have
to spend. So, it is unfortunate that we have had to go through this.
Of course, most institutions don't have the access we have, because
Congressman Hastert took our part.
Ms. CANTU. It doesn't take a Congressman to get my attention.
I pick up my own phone. I have, in fact, had both universities and
complainants call my office to ask for assistance. That is one of the
pi:rposes of the issue coordinator, to help facilitate.

I agree; it is all in an attitude. We believe that universities are
trying to do the right thing, and I compliment Brown University
for what it has done. We do give universities credit for what they
have done. But it doesn't take a Congressman to get my attention.
Anyone can write or call or see me in person. We do try to be open
to the public.
Dr. GREGORIAN, May I comment about how we can improve?

First, the judge in question ruled against us because he said we
have to mirror proportionality between the athletes we have and
the student body we have on the basis of gender, not substantial
proportionality, which is what OCR says; it said to mirror proportionality. That is one thing OCR could have cleared by filing an
arnicus brief with us, that we disagree with the judge's ruling; that
i:, riot what OCR intended.

Second, OCR says we can go and study mixed surveys, but it
doesn't say which surveys are acceptable to the courts and which
surveys are acceptable to OCR. We have gone to SAT, college
boards arid the others, NCAA. The judge would not admit the
NCAA guidebook, yearbook, as evidence. We have spent a lot of
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money There are no accepted text methods that satisfy either OCR
or the judges Why doesn't OCR say what is acceptable and then
we can correct accordingly.

Third, OCR, to their great credit, and Title IX, to its great credit,
encourages that people should include intercollegiate club sports
for more women. The judge in question discounted club sports alto.
gether. Only varsity clubs. OCR should file a brief with us saying
intercollegiate athletics, club sports do count for women. Those are
the kinds of things that need clarification.
My quarrel is not with Ms. Cantd, whom I respect Tery much,
because these rules are not her recollections: she is administering
them. My quarrel is that the intent has been left so unclear that
everybody can interpret it any way they want.
Chairman McKEON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIANts. Thank you.

Secretary Cantu, when enforcing Title IX, doesand if so how
doesthe Office of Civil Rights take into considerAion the inher-

ent differences sport to sport?
NIs. CAM U. As I recounted, there were J number of congressional
discussions about what Title IX meant to cover, and Congress decided, and I believe correctly, that Title IX was intended to cover
all sports, so we don't exempt any sports from the Title IX review.
We are required by Congress, and I believe it was the right decision by Congress, to consider the unique aspects of each sport. That
means that we give credit for sports that require additional medical attention or additional medical services because of safety reasons.

We are respectful of sports that require more staff because there
are more crowds and there is a need for crowd management. We
respect that. We don't ding a campus that has additional services
or resources for that. We look at this timi at the unique aspects
of each sport as required, and that has been our practice and continues to be our practice.
Mr. WILLIAMS. President Gregorian, it is good to see you here
again. When I chaired this subcommittee you and I visited a lot
when you were across the street at the Library, and it is nice to
have you with us again.
The Federal court did not order Brown to cut men's sports efforts, did it?
Dr. GREGORIAN. I am sorry?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Did the court order Brown to reduce men's spot ts

spending or generally reduce your efforts with regard to members'
sports?
Dr. GREGORIAN. No. Let me answer. I am glad you brought this
up.

We have not eliminated any women's teams, contrary to the
widespread propaganda today nationally. We have not. We have
changed the status of four teams, two men's and two women's, from
university- to donor-funded, and we also helped them to raise
funds. One of those two women's teams has been reinstated, thanks
to a gift from men's volleyball. The only thing we have eliminated
is freshman football, because we wanted to, not because we were
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ordered to, for financial reasons, rather than doing it for Title IX
reasons I should also say that
We have eliminated four men's junior varsity teams. We have not
eliminated a single women's team. The court, however, in 'its judgment, has given us four choices: number one, eliminate all your
athletic programs the way Brooklyn College has done; number two,

cap your men's team, cap the teams; third, eliminate teams; and

fourth, increase women's teams.
We have 34 spoi-fs. If one of them is football, we will still be facing the issue of proportionality, so the judge has not ordered us to

do it, but does it in such a way that we cannot do anything but
either increase the budget for athletics, which I don't intend to do
because it is the same source that covers library, instruction, and

so forth.
Any increase in the athletic bud&et has to come from donors, not

by university funds. I have lost faculty salaries, and my library
struggles. I decided six years ago, we will not put any money into
athletics. The only thing I will do is cut, and how we cut is up to
us.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.

Dr. Jorns, should Title IX count football player walk-ons differently than it treats participants in the other sports?
Dr. JORNS. It would help. We have 63 scholarships, and we play
1AA football, and we have had squad sizes of about 100. We have
voluntarily capped at 80. So if that difference could be taken into
consideration, it could help.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Given that football is primarily almost exclusively

a man's sport, would you be willing then to not count at least walk-

ons in sports that are primarily women's sports, field hockey or
volleyball or synchronized swimming? Would you treat them the

same way you treat football?
We are all after equity, including you. If we are going to exclude

part of football, can we exclude part of sports that are primarily
women's sports?

Dr. JORNS. I suppose we can. I don't know what that would ac-

comnlish, but we could.

Dr. GREGORIAN. We could, too.

Chairman MCKEON. Thank you.
Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you. I am tempted to fcllow up the line

of questioning Mr. Williams has asked, but I think I want to go

bacic to a different set.
Secretary Cantti, what is your position on Cohen v. Brown University?

Ms. CANTO. I have no position. It was not a complaint brought
to my office. My staff have not investigated that campus. We have
not participated in any of the court proceedings, and I have not had
an opportunity to review the record in that case, su I have no position to report today.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Well, but it seems to me that if I were in your
position, I would certainly review that court case because, if I un-

derstand that case, it says that Brown didn't meet any one of the
three tests.
Is that correct, Dr. Gregorian?
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Dr. GREGORUN. Yes.

Ms. CANTU. My understanding, Mr. Gunderson, is that the status

of the case is that the court has asked the university to respond

as to whether remedy is possible. I am not even sure the court case
is over. I don't know what your sense is of the timing, but my sense
is that the judge turned it to the university and asked the university what they thought they might do.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I want to hear from Dr. Gregorian about that,
but in your testimony, you say the three-part test furnishes three
individual avenues for compliance. Now, I read that to mean you

can meet any one of those three and comply, which leads me to
wonder what the problem is here today because if every university
is increasing participation in women's athletics, why would they
then not comply.

Now, if I were in your position and the court had decided that
this university hadn't met "all three," it would be sending me two
signals: first, this university hadn't met any one of the three; but,
second, it raises the question of whether or not "all three" have to
be met. I think there is a real concern. It isn't by accident we have
all these people in this room today.
Dr. Gregorian, would you comment on this?
Dr. GREGORIAN. Yes. Ms. Cantti is right in this sense, that the

judge ordered us March, I guess, 29, in a final order. The
plaintiffs's lawyer then sued the judge, or whatever it is, inter-

vened saying the judge's opinion was defective or incomplete because he had not provided remedy. And I think yesterday or the
day before, or two days ago, the judge has issued yet another order,
this time giving us 60 days instead of 120, removing the stay which
he had given us before, to come up with some kind of remedy which
will include any of the four above things that I mentioned.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I am confused because, in your testimony, you

say that shortly after the enactment of Title IX, you began a process to significantly increase participation by women in program expansion tests you should have met.
Dr. GREGORIAN. Yes.

Mr. GUNDERSON. The court said you didn't meet it, directing
Dr. GREGORIAN. The court says, What have you done lately? The

court has praisedreally, it is almost that cynical, I tell you. If we
had moved slower initially like other universities, every two years

adding one women's team, we would be here now with all the othe
individuals on the other side saying how wonderful Brown is; instead, we did all of it massively because we believe in it. We didn't
do it because, "it was required of us," we did it because we believe

in it. Now they say, show us what you have done in the last six

years, show us progress. Only one thing was requested: Men's and
women's fencing. It went to the University Priorities Center because we have a committee made up of faculty, students, and administrators, and the University Priorities Committee rejected it in
1990. That is the only request in six years we have had.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me go back to Secretary Cantü on this.
When you determine compliance, how far back do you go?

Ms. CANTU. We look at all three prongs. We remind ourselves
and the university that we are working with there are three separate, independent avenues. The university indicates to us which av-
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enue they believe that they can show that they comply, so they
choose. They let us know. Perhaps they tell us they are going to

comply under prong two because they are going to describe a story
of how they had continuous expansion.

It is not a continuous expansion to start and stop the work.

There has to be continuous expansion of opportunities. When the
policy guidance was prepared the word "continuous" was inserted
because we wanted to take into account that there needed to be
equal opportunity. So "continuous" was not just a random word
that was just dropped into the standard. It was put in there and
then approved by four different circuit courts because it meant that
it was a way to provide an avenue that could be met and is being
met.

I can cite examples in my office where campuses show, under
prong two, that they have the continuous expansion so there is no
violation of that part of Title IX.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Okay. Define for us "continuous." I mean, what

would be an expansion of women's sports in the last five years, 10
years, that would meet your test of continuous?
MS. CANTU. We generally look at five years, the past most recent
five years, but that is not a fixed rule because we try to avoid having a cookie cutter fixed numerical answer. That is not what we
want. When the university chooses to prove that it has addressed
opportunity under prong two, "history and continuous expansion,"
it tells us how many years back it wants to go, and we look at that.
If it doesn't show a clear pattern of continuous expansion of opportunities, then it doesn't show that. I mean, it is a question of fact.
Mr. GUNDERSON. My time is up.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman McKEON. Thank you.

Ms. Woolsey.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ms. Cantu, I hear a great deal of frustration from Dr. Jorns and
Dr. Gregorian. Do you feel that the administrative ,regulators now
under your leadership are able to put more emphasis on good faith
efforts than on statistical measurements, not forcingI mean, like
when we were talking about field hockey at a school that doesn't
play field hockey. How do you respond to that?
MS. CANTU. I have to be very honest and very frank and say that
the numbers show up because they inform us, and the numbers let
us know how well someone is doing. So, yes, our investigators look
at numbers. But we do not let the numbers make decisions for us.
Ms. WOOLSEY. You round that out with

Ms. CANTU. We do not let the numbers become fixed or inflexible
or rigid and tell us whether someone is following the law or not fol-

lowing the law. The numbers inform us the way they inform the
courts. They tell us where we are. They are a benchmark, a per-

formance measure.
But the numbers don't tell us that the law is being complied with
or not complied with. That decision is made in looking at the over-

all opportunities offered to men as compared to women. And that
overall includes testimony we collect It includes the evidence,
statements made by the university. We look at all of that. to come
to a decision whether the law is being violated.
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MS. WOOLSEY. The decision to mandate a sport like field hockey
at a campus that doesn't want field hockey, where does that come
in and where do you stop it?
MS. CANTU. There is tension. There are people who have asked
me in the two years I have been there to be more specific and more
detailed in our guidance and spell out exactly what we want done
at each campus. I resist that because the potential is, we Could become very intrusive in decisions that should be made at campuses.
So what happens in practice is our staff in the regional offices
have conversations, negotiations with the chief executive officers at
the campus about what works at that campus. And so when someone asks for information about what does OCR want, we say our
bottom line is we want equal opportunity for men and women. How
we get there is going to be the result of our discussions.
We always start by asking to add programs. I have verified this.
nave called all of our regional offices and have had conversations
with each office and they always at the outset ask to add programs.
When the universities respond by saying, I can't afford it or for
whatever reason don't want to add programs, then we ask the university, well, what are you going to do?
Our bottom line is you are going to offer equal opportunity. We
turn to the university and we ask them: How are you going to do
that? In Eastern Illinois, I had had conversation with President
Jorns; he told me that he felt he couldn't do anything except to cut,
that was his decision, so we incorporated that decision when we
wrote the agreement. We didn't like it either, that that was going
to be the decision, but our bottom line is equal opportunity. We did
try, and we would welcome ideas on how to add because we believe
that is the best choice.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Well, speaking of adding. can I ask, Dr. Gregorian
and Dr. Jorns, isn't the root problem that we aren't investing in
our kids in this country, that we don't invest in their education,
that we aren't getting them ready for the workforce of the future?
If we did invest more on the Federal level and on State levels,
would you use some of that money for athletics?
Mr. GREGORIAN. We in the Ivy League are completely different.
That is why we are anomalous. We have no athletic scholarships.
We admit students on the basis of their promised academic taltnt.
If a student comes to Brown for football, tomorrow morning decides
he does not want to play football, we don't say out. Women, tht
same thing.
The problem that we face is not resource alone. It is proportionality the way the judge has said to us that participation must mirror enrollment. So this year, for the first time, we are admitting
51 or 52 percent women to our university. Wonderful. We have programs for women in science. Wonderful. I encourage this.
Now, I cannot tell these women you had better perform in athletics, otherwise you cause financial problems and I have to go get
money. We cannot. It is a completely different thing. We cannot,
year in and year out, switch our things. That is the issue we face.
Others face the money issue. My money that I put in athletics,
with the exception of donors who give, comes from universities on
restricted funds.
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That is why a university committee consisting of faculty students
and administrators decides our priorities. It is not money alone. It
is also opportunity. We have only three teams left that we don't
have. The judge is asking, cut those three teams and you will be
all right. It doesn't matter how many participate in it. It is not the
numbers at first. The moment you have the teams, not enough participants.
We have 100 vacancies in participating opportunities in various
teams. The judge says opportunity does not count. Actual participation counts. That is why I called it a Catch-22. You create the
team, but you don't have the participation, so you are held accountable on participation. You don't have the team, so you are held accountable on the team. What I like is clarityhow many sports, optimum, should universities have. I would like a figure from OCR.
Thirty, forty-five, fifty?
Ms. WOOLSEY. I am going to assume that Ms. Cantu is going to

work on you. Could Dr. Jorns answer my question or should I be
through?
Chairman McKE0N. You should be through.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Well, you arell't doing such a good job after all,
Mr. Chairman.
[Laughter.]
Chairman MCKEON. Now that we see how I am being judged and
on what standard, let me just have a short follow up on that.
Dr. Jorns, you commented that you were told by the OCR that
to
you weren't pulling your bleachers out far enough That sounds
me like micromanagement. I heard Secretary CantU say she didn't
believe in micromanagement. How long ago did that take place?
Dr. JOFINS. The visit that we had was last year or a year-anda-half ago.

Chairman McKE0N. So within the last two years, you were told
on the bleachers.
Dr JORNS. Yes.

Chairman McKE0N. Are you aware of that, Secretary.
Ms. CANTU. Yes.

Chairman MCKEON. Does that fall within the micromanagement
that you are talking about?
Ms. CANTU. We are still negotiating with that campus, and they

have
Chairman McKEON. As to how far they should pull out their
bleachers?
Ms. CANTU. No. No. Today was the first time I heard of the

bleachers issue. Again, I really appreciate people bringing such
things to our attention. That helps us so much.
Chairman MCKEON. Now that you know, does that sound to you
like micromanagement?
Ms. CANTU. It does indeed, and we will go back and take a look

at that.

Chairman MCKEON. Great.
Dr. GREGORIAN. Mr. Chairman, may I just answer one thing? We

were requested by plaintiffs' lawyers to produce tens of thousands
for a few
of bills, from socks to jockstraps, everything go:ng backshow
that
had
to
be
produced,
you
know,
to
years. Every receipt
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we had done well That is the kind of harassment, also. that this
cottage industry does in these institutions.
Chairman McKE0N. Mr. Roemer.

Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I asked a series of questions to the first panel, to our colleagues,
and I want to follow up with the same question to Ms. Cantu. Simple question. Does the OCR "require" settlement agreements which
include cutting or capping men's programs?
Ms. CANTO. No. We have a chart that shows we have had 456
cases. In zero cases, not a single one, have we "required" it. Let me
be clear, if a campus "chooses" that as a local decision, we write

it up as an agreement, but we do not "require" it. We don't want
to do that, but we respect that campuses have to make their own

local decisions about their resources.
Mr. ROEMER. Now, secondly, we seem to have two individuals

here who are very supportive of Title IX yet very frustrated with
the implementation and administration of Title IX. Without putting
too many words into Dr. Jorns' testimony and into his mouth, I
think he said that OCR dictates the terms of compliance. Whether
that is capping or cutting men's programs, which you say you do
not do, or mandating what women's programs should be added, do
you think it is prudent or fair to dictate what women's programs
should be added in tLe different instances?
Ms. CANTO. We would not require or dictate which program, you

are right. We have a bottom line which is what Congress requires
us to do and that is to afford equal opportunity. When a campus
comes forward and says, I want to keep the status quo, we tell

them that is not one of their a choices. We do take that choice
away from them.

Mr. ROEMER. I would just say, Ms. Cantu, you were not even
aware of the bleacher situation before the hearing today, so I think
we have accomplished something there, anyway. But it should not
take each one of our universities having a hearing to work out bet-

ter cooperative arrangements before these cases go to a court of
law.

Ms. CATTn:T. Sir, usually it does not. Usually we are able to work

them out. This is the first time I have had a Congressman call me
about an athletics case.
Mr. ROEMER. Let me ask you another question. Does OCR work
with schools to avoid compliance problems with athletic programs?
Ms. CANTU. Absolutely. We have a strong technical assistance
program, and we have a very strong outreach program. I personally
have gone to talk to balanced audiences, sports association audiences, women's coaches, all types of groups to ask them to work out
problems before they become an OCR complaint.
Mr. ROEMER. And your outreach efforts are equally funded and

equally encouraged from an administrative perspective? It is not
the school always coming to you. It is you going out to the schools
to help them with compliance and to anticipate problems with the
administration of Title BK.
Ms. CANTU. Yes, sir.

Mr. ROEMER. Secondly, Dr. Jorns and Dr. Gregorian, do you feel
that OCR applied each prong of the three-part test in finding violation in Title IX?
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Dr. JORNS. I do not. I agree with Dr. Gregorian on that. And if
I may make an additional commem, Congressman, I thinkand I
don't want to put words in Ms. CantU's mouththat probably the
difficulty that OCR may have is staff. We were to have had a

verbal discussion about how to move forward, which we never had,
after they visited our campus. And I have here the settlement they

sent us which in fact tells us explicitly what sports we are to add
and that was brand new to us when I received it, and so I feel that
the problem is they simply don't have enough people to cover all
the bases.
Dr. GREtioRRN. My answer, Congressman, is that OCR equates
equal opportunity with proportionality.
Mr. ROEMER. You are seeing one of the three is applied.
Dr. GR.EGORIAN. It undergirds all three of them. Without proportionality, there would not be this problem. In my opinion, if you define proportionality, then that will be fine.

Mr ROEMER. Finally, Ms. Cantu. do you feel that you have a

funding problem or a resources problem?

Ms. CANTU. Yes. This year that we are in right now, I have a
$3 million shortfall. Congress approved $3 million less than what
the President requested for my office. Resources are a problem, and
I will not dispute that.
Mr. ROEMER. And $3 million is what percent of your budget?
Ms. CANTU. Three million of the $58 million, so my math is not
great. About 15 percent?
Mr. ROEMER. Can you give me any kind of preliminary indication

of how you are going to apply that cut, what you might cut? Will
outreach efforts, proactive efforts be cut? What is going to suffer as
a result of that? That is not an insignificant amount of money.
Ms. CANTU. This is the budget that we are working with. We
have looked for efficiencies in trying to resolve complaints as early
as possible so that we do not have to invest large amounts of resources in investigating one where a campus is quite willing to discuss with us an early resolution.
But really what has happened is that we have less resources for
the outreach that we would like to do and less resources for faceto-face discussions that we would like to have happen. I do want
to say, though, that we have top quality staff. We have made it a
priority to invest in training. In the past two years, we have put
our money in our people first.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you.

Chairman MCKE0N. Thank you.
Mr. Souder.
Mr. SOUDER. Thank you.

Dr. Jorns, I had a question in the evolving of the case that you
got involved in. You say you had a number of sports already. Why
didn't you have more sports? Was there a demand at the university
for more sports? Was there a request? Were you adding sports that
were being requested or to recruit students or?
Dr. JORNS. You are asking me, Congressman, if women had requested the sports?
Mr. SOUDER. Yes. In other words, you said you had a number of
sports that you had already developed. Was that because of a mar-
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ket demand that morein order to recruit more women in or did
you feel the court pressure coming already? Did you feel

Dr. JORNS. We added of our own volition one other sport, which
was women's soccer. But I will be candid with you, Congressman.
We knew that we were under a compliance review, and we felt we
were not in compliance. We had a methodology worked out to come
into compliance and one of the first was to add women's soccer.
Before that, I can't remember the exact number. I think we had
16, perhaps, women's sports and 18 men. Something like that. We

were two or three short on the women's side. I don't know of a
group on campus that requested that we add a sport. I have some

memory. We have a closed sport, women's rugby, and I think there
was some interest in that but that is the only one I can remember.
Mr. SOUDER. I wanted to ask Ms. Cantu, also, do you believe that
the Cohen v. Brown decision overstepped even your guidelines?
Ms. CANTU. No, sir. Every court decision that I have ever read

has all three prongs of the test, and the court has examined the
record and the facts under each of the three prongs. So, no, sir, I
do not believe that there are any differences or disputes that there
is consistency in how the Federal courts have treated Title IX.
Mr. SOUDER. Do you agree with that, Doctor?

Dr. GREGORIAN. No, I don't. As I have mentioned, substantial
proportionality is what OCR says. The judge says it has to mirror
proportionality between enrollment and participation, which gives
up to 7 percent in some cases that OCR has settled deviation and
variation. The judge leaves no variation, no deviation. Participation
has to be exactly proportionate to enrollment. That is a substantial
departure.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. SOUDER. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I

really appreciate this. Secretary Cantd, you
just told me you hadn't read the case and you couldn't state an

opinion on it.and you just
Ms. CANTU. I

have not read the record. I can talk about the law.

I cannot apply it the way the court did because

Mr. GUNDERSON. I asked if you agreed or disagreed with the decision of the court in Cohen v. Brown, and you told me you couldn't
state an opinion.

Ms. CANTU. You asked me for my position regarding the court
case, which would require me to know the record. And I do not

want to speculate on any facts that I don't know about.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Well, how can you answer his question?
Ms. CANTU. His question was about the law in Cohen as I understood. Did I misunderstand your question?
Mr. SOUDER. Did it overstep even your guidelines.
Ms. C;ANTu.

And the legal applicationthe legal standard is

identical to the standard we apply and all the courts apply. It is
the same legal standard. Did I not understand that? I am sorry.
Mr. SOUDER. I think by saying that the decision didn't overstep
your guidelines, you in effect made a judgment on the case.
Mr. GUNDERSON. And clearly the court case articulates all three,
and you were trying to emphasize to us that only one of the three

tests must be met. And the clear implication of court test is, you
look at all three of them. As Dr. Gregorian said, it doesn't matter
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if you have met an expansion if you don't meet the proportionality
test and you haven't expanded lately. Either you agree with the
ruling of the,court or you don't. We have to know.
MS. CANTU. What I want to say is that the court in Brown under-

stood the standard and articulated the same standard that OCR
uses and all of the other court cases used. What I cannot offer an

opinion on is how the court understood the facts.
The testimony you are hearing from President Gregorian is about

the facts in the case. How the assessment was interpreted by the
judge. What wtre the right teams? Those are factual questions that
I would not want to offer an opinion about, but as far as the legal
standard, the judge was absolutely correct, he used the three-part
test which we use, which all the other courts including Cohen used.
Mr. SOUDER. I thank you. I don't have any further questions.

Chairman MCKE0N. krid you are aware of that, of the standard
he used without looking into that court decision?
Ms. CANTU. I have not looked at the record. The record means
that I did not examine the transcript; did not read the exhibits, did
not examine whatever was introduced as evidence. I should have

been more clear when I said I did not look at the record. I meant
I did not examine the facts. However, I am familiar with the law
in this area.
I have been the law enforcement officer for .two years. I have
very talented, capable staff and in looking at the law only, it is the
same legal standard we all use, the same legal standard that every
administration has been using since 1979.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Would the Chairman yield?
Chairman MuKEON. Yes.

Mr GteNtwRsti\:. So then you are agreeing with Dr. Gregorian
that if they had expanded women's programs in the last five years,
the judge would have ruled differently and you would have agreed
differently, but because they didn't expand women's programs in
the last five years. theN are guilty of violating Title IX?
Ms. CAN't

Could

I

tell you about cases that we have had in

front of us because I haven't investigated this one'?
Mr. GUNDER'2,ON. Tell me ahout Brown because we are talking

about Bron n. You said you agreed with the judge's ruling in
Brown
Ms. CANT('

I agree that he used the correct law. But I am not

aware of the record as to how he applied it.
Mr. GuNDH(snN. He said that they did nnt show a recent history
of program expansion for !he underrepresented sex. Now you have
told me you define recent exoansion as five years. So, in essence,
then, you can only conclude t ;it Dr Gregorian is right. If they had

expanded in the last five ,'ears rather than al the beginning of
Title IX, they would have been in the compliance; however, because

they made the mistake of doing too much too soon, you are now
holding them guilty?

Ms. ( ANTI
If the record shows-- if the fat ts are true that
l3rown had heen contMuously expanding opportunities in the past
five years, and if we were looking at it [because I can't speak for
the judge], we would give them credit for that. We would give them
credit for the efforts that prong two called for.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. So the message coming out of this hearing
today clearly is, you have to expand programs within the most recent five years. Everything you have done previously to 1990 is irrelevant and will not be counted by the Secretary.
Ms. CANTU. It is relevant. Continuous expansion means the entire history and continuous expansion. There is an "and," history
"and" continuous expansion. The standard we apply is not history
"or" expansion in recent years, it is history "and" continuous expansion. So it is relevant to look at history and it is relevant to look
at continuous expansion of opportunities. We look at both.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman MCKE0N. This little exchange shows me how hard it
is just to communicate, and then trying to see that Title IX is correctly administered throughout the country, I can see why we are
having these problems. Very difficult.
Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask a question of Dr. Gregorian and I think it will

reiterate his testimony. Dr. Gregorian, you are here in no way to
undermine or weaken the scope, the thrust, the purpose of Title
IX?
Dr. GREGORIAN. No.

Mr. REED. And

Dr. GREGORIAN. I am here as a frustrated university administrator who does not like bureaucracies, who does not like to be intimidated by lawyers, and who would like clarity in order to be
able to comply with national policy.
Mr. REED. Thank you. And Dr. Jorns, I would presume you
would have the same or similar response?
Dr. JORNS. I would.
Mr. REED. Thank you.

Ms. Cantu, let me ask a question. You seem to have a disagreement with Dr. Gregorian and Dr. Jorns and other witnesses about
the issue of whether proportionality is the only test. And you quite
enthusiastically and sincerely maintain there are three tests, implying no one prong is more superior than another.
Ms. CANTU. That is correct.

Mr. REED. But there seems to be, obviously here, a disagreement

perceptually if not substantively, perhaps not disagreement with
just the presidents of these universities but with the judges who
are interpreting these statutes and your regulations. What specific
steps can you take to resolve these perceptual differences and to
clarify the situation so, as Dr. Gregorian and Dr. Jorns said, that
there are clear-cut, workable rules which can be used by universities to achieve the goals of Title IX?
Ms. CANTO. What we are working on is to continue to have a dialogue. We are considering everyone's ideas, and we are being open

about what we can do to be more clear. It is exactly as the Chairman said, we need more clarity. The tension, I don't want to become so clear that I am prescriptive, that I am intruding on local
decisions that campuses must make for themselves. So I am trying
to become as clear as I can without crossing that line and becoming
intrusive.
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What the two college presidents have in common is a problem in

meeting prong one, proportionality, and a problem in meeting

prong two. Dr. Jorns couldn't show a history of expansion and Dr.
Gregorian is saying he has a history of expansion, but cannot show
continuous expansion. I don't want to put words in your mouth, but
there is a problem with both of them in meeting prong two, so the
request then is for clarity as to what prong three means, address-

ing the interest and abilities, because we have to have qualified
athletes, interests and abilities of students.
We don't want to be so prescriptive in clarifying prong three that

we shut the door on ways that campuses can meet that prong. If
a campus chooses prong three, then we want to be open at OCR
to hear how they are going to prove that prong three has been met.
And if I tell the campus the only way you can show it is by how
many club sports there are on your campus that are female that
are not full varsity sports, so if I tell a campus the only way you
can meet is what the pool looks like of the high school students,
or I tell the campus the only way you can meet is by comparing
yourselves to other colleges in your conference or league, then I am
foreclosing choices.

What I am telling my investigators is listen. Hear what the campus is trying to tell you about prong three and then have a discussion with that campus. Eastern Illinois is working towards coming
into compliance with Title IX. They have a long way to go. They
start at only 25 percent women athletes. Twenty-five percent
women athletes. But they are going to get there under prong three.
I am optimistic that is going to happen.
Mr. REED. I believe Dr. Jorns, Dr. Gregorian. you might want to
comment.
Dr. GREGORIAN. Yes. I ask this simple question, namely, is there

a difference between substantial proportionality and mirror proportionality. English is my last language, so my English may be poor,
but I would like to understand, is there a difference? If there is difference, then Ms. Cantti is wrong. She does agree with the judge's
interpretation of prong one as being mirroring rather than merely
being substantial proportionality. The judge did not say it is a de-

fective mirror. You can have 7 percent deviation, or Madam

Tussaud's kind of mirror. It says mirror. Mirror means mirror and
it is simple, reflecting exactly realities of day. How can we fudge
this issue? I don't know.
Mr. REED. Let me follow up with a final question because the
hme is all but going. One of the problems or one of the technical
points with the continuous improvement is, what is the terminus
point.? What is the end point of continuous improvement?
So do you have an idea in your regulations or your policy what

would be the end point? HowI know institutions have to make
continuous improvement but to what?
Ms. CANTU. Toward equal opportunity, which is the goal that
Congress has set us towards.
Mr. REED..How do you del ine equal opportunity?

Ms. CANTIL What Congress has defined for us is that women or
men may not he subject to discrimination, not be excluded or demed participation, the regulations that were signed and approved

by Congress are what we follow. And the policy guidance which we
have been using since 1979 is what we have been following.
We do feel this tension, Congressman, between how detailed and

how prescriptive we can be, and I do want to resist being drawn
into a position where I am telling a campus, this is the sport you
must add or telling a campus you have no choices as to whether
you want to drop a sport or not. I really resist offering more detail
without more discussions, and we are continuing to have groups
that are continuing to inform us.
Mr. REED. I appreciate your very, very diligent and sincere efforts to resolve this. My time is up, Mr. Chairman, but I believe
that Dr. Jorns wants to say something.
Dr. JORNS. I just wanted to make one observation and that is
thatand I don't think anyone wants the government to be prescriptivethe lack of clarity is causing, as Dr. Gregorian said, a
cottage industry to rise up. For example, we have now engaged a
consultant who I think used to work for OCR to help us determine
how to write a correct interest and abilities test. And yet we have
been told here today that they don't want to impose a standard on
us, just let us work it out. Well, clearly, there is a standard, and
we have engaged a consultant, so there are a great many people
now available who make a great deal of money that we really can't

afford to spend trying to fill that gap.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman McKE0N. Mr. Becerra.
Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, thank you for indulging me there

for a moment. Let me welcome the panelists and thank them for
being here. It is a pleasure, Dr. Gregorian, to see you again, and
Ms. Canal, it is always a pleasure to have you come before the subcornmittee.

Let me ask a couple of questions. I have missed most of the oral
testimony. I was able to look over some of the written testimony,
and I have had a chance to listen to some of the dialogue over the
last 15, 20 minutes.
Dr. Gregorian, let me ask you for ,ome specific, some concrete
ideas on how Ms. Cantu and her office could try to help univer.;ities that wish to comply do so in a way that removes as much
Jf the bureaucratic burden as possible from your efforts.
Dr. GREGORIAN. Thank you, Congressman.

Let rne mention, I have followed this court case very closely. I
may be the only living soul, other than the stenographer, who has
read everything, so if I jump from one subject to another, forgive

me. This is the frustrationinterest and abilityjust as the prong

three or part three. It says you have to evaluate what the interest
is. Where does a college president go to evaluate? College board,
right? We have admitted SATs. So we ask on the SAT application
form to include all the interests that athletes have listed. Students
who are interested in athletics list number one, two, three priority.
The judge says that is not acceptable. Right. Why? OCR does not
say which of these surveys is acceptable.

Where is there an acceptable survey? Is it Gallup Poll? We will
go to Gallup Poll. Harris Poll? Harris Poll, Newsweek? Newsweek.
U.S. News? Whoever. We want a name. What is the most accepted
standard of interest and abilities? And we will check. We have gone
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over 14,000 transcripts, one by one, 14,000 transcripts, to see

which women who have applied to Brown are interested in which
sports. You know which one they are interested in most? Equestrian. Eight hundred interested. We don't have stables. I am looking to see what Newport and so on can provide. No, I am serious.
If that is the interest, if we find a donor, we will do it.
However, we brought this to the judge, and he says this is not
an acceptable method. The NCAA guidebook was also rejected by
the judge as unacceptable. OCR does not say the NCAA guidebook
is a valid legal document. So what.do I do?
Mr. BECERRA. Let me see if I can get you, then, to focus on some
specifics if you haven't already mentioned them in the hearing. Are
you E...ying, then, OCR should give you the specifics of those types

of things that would fall within the criteria for a university to try
to achieve?
Dr. GREGORIAN. Yes. OCR says surveys are one way you can as-

sess ability. But it doesn't say who, what, and so forth. So it allows
any lawyer, any judge to question that our surveys are unscientific.

Mr. BECERRA. Okay. So you w. aid like to have more detailed parameters than what you have now.
Dr. GREGORIAN. Clearer, because if you give lawyers 100 pages
to detail, then we will not be able to do anything.
Mr. BECERRA. Clearer. Dr. Jorns, any particular comments on
that?
Dr. JORNS. No. I think that is correct. I believe that the interests

and abilities prong is the correct one to use and that it needs to

be clarified, discussed early, and probably you need to cut it to the
region you are in. But if that were applied, I think it would be fair
and we would be able to add sports that would be appropriate for
the students who are coming to us and the students who are with
us.

Mr. BECERRA. Okay. I have two more questions. I am going to
try to get through these two quickly.
Ms. Cantu, short of speaking to a university's administration at

the point where you are prepared to take action against them,

what can your office do or what does it do to try to collaborate with
the universities, the schools as much as possible, to give them the
carrot to do the work better?
Ms. CANTU. The main way we reach out is through technical assistance. Campuses call us before a complaint is filed and ask us,
what do your standards mean? Can we have a discussion? We also

reach out through these kinds of discussion groups that we have
been hosting, where we invite university people to talk to us and
then our staff go out and meet with university counsel.
We talk about our standards with them. We meet with a variety
of collegiate associations. A couple of weeks ago, I was at an NCAA

meeting to meet with NCAA members about what our standards
mean. They cooperated by publishing the entire text of my explanation in the NCAA News So we are trying the best we can to be
visible, to share information with both the universities and the student body.

Mr BECERRA. Is the outreach proactive, you go out and talk to
universities before they ever contact you?
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Ms. CANTO. Yes. It i both ways. Universities call us, but we also
take the initiative to pull together a meeting. We will host a con-

ference. We have done that.

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, if I may be permitted one last

question. And this one strikes closer to my heart.
I now have two daughters, and I will be interested to make sure

that they have every opportunity to participate in sports, if and

when they wish to, when they get to be college age, if I can afford
to get them to college. I had a bill when I was in the State assembly in California a few years back to try to help bring closer parity
when it came to sports in high school because, especially in Califor-

nia where there is such a large population, there were dramatic

differences in certain schools when it came to the opportunities for
young women to participate in sports.
But I must tell you, I found the worst resistance I had ever seen
from my own peers, men, when it came to trying to make the facili-

ties and resources available for young women to participate in
sports. Obviously, of course, I can understand their concern. They
saw a dollar going to female sports as a dollar leaving male sports.

And I must tell you that it was so disturbing to see the lack of
comity on the part of all the players, mostly from the men's sports
side. I found it almost impossible to get anywhere. I had a difficult
time getting my bill heard in committee because there was such a
lobbying effort to stop it from even getting heard. I heard every excuse for it not being passed out of comrnittae, and in fact every excuse offered in testimony was provided by a woman defending the
status quo. It was very interesting, all the people who were lobbying me privately were men. All the people who testified against the
Ell were women.
How do you break the cycle? It is a vicious cycle where we know
there is a lack of money by most schools to provide adequate sports
for all of its student body. How do you break the cycle when there
is such competition, such an attempt to hold on to whatever dollars
you have, understandably, and yet try to fulfill the requirements
of providing everyone with an equal opportunity?
Dr. GREGORIAN. Congressman, first of all, you should send your
daughter to Brown, number one.
Mr. BECERRA. I will talk to you about that.
Dr. GREGORIAN. We are an educational institution rather than a
physical education institution.
Mr. BECERRA. Please remember that statement.
Dr. GREGORIAN. Absolutely. I said that in public. It is very im-

portant. You were not here this morning when I testified. One

thing must be very clear. Ivy League, unfortunately or fortunately,
is not like other leagues because we do not have scholarships, athletic scholarships. We have need-based admission. As a result, we
are facing, therefore, problems.

We admit students first as scholars, then we try to see what
their athletic, musical, and other needs are. As the numbers increase, we face the issue of proportionality. We don't have an ath-

letic budget coming from television revenues or so forth. Unfortunately, I said, we also don't have a football team like Notre Dame
and others. We are amateur hour in athletics. We are proud of it.
Amateur athletes, that is what NCAA was supposed to be.
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Mr. BECERRA. Doctor, can I ask you to address the specific point
of how do you break the cycle? Those men's sports will not let go

of the grip of their money to schools.
Dr. GREGORIAN. Men do not access it. Administration have to be
accountable. We have accommodated since 1972. Before, even when
Pembroke joined Brown, we started accommodating women's needs.

We did not wait for Congress to tell us. More sports are offered at
Brown, 18 versus 16 men's sports. If people want to give money,
we can add more. I am not going to put more money from the instruction budget into the athletic budget because we are interested
in people's brains as well as their body.
Mr. BECERRA. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman MCKEON. Thank you.

The comment that you made about people that were opposed,
here we have people who are all working together yet still haven't

been able to work it out.
Mr. BECERRA. But they still support the bottom line. That is im-

portant. I didn't find that type of cooperation or even support for
the efforts at the State level when it got down to the nitty-gritty
Chairman McKEON. In the California assembly, what do you-Mr. BECERRA. Good thing we are here, Mr. Chairman, right.

Chairman McKE0N. I was fortunate never to have served there.
I think this has been enlightening. I think there have been some
real good points made, and I think that probably there are some

things that we are going to have to go back and look at. You know,
Secretary, you said you didn't want to be intrusive or obtrusive, but
it sounds like some of your people have been or are being and we
do need to probably work on those guidelines and on communication. We appreciate you being here today. And we will excuse you
now and move to our final panel. Thank you very much.

Okay. We will move on. We appreciate your patience and the

time you spent with us today.

We will have on this third and final panel Dr. Christine Grant,

Director of Women's Athletics from the University of Iowa; Mr. T.J.
Kerr, wrestling coach from California State University, Bakersfield,

just north of me; Ms. Wendy Hilliard, President, Women's Sports
Foundation, East Meadow, New York; Mr. Charles Neinas, Executive Director of the College Football Association, from Colorado;
and Mr. Rick Dickson, Director of Athletics from Washington State
University in Pullman.
We have already been through the instructions. You learned
about the trap door and we will start with Dr. Grant.
[Laughter.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE H.B. GRANT, DIRECTOR OF
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, IOWA CITY, IOWA

Dr. GRANT. Thank you. Thank you very much for providing me

with the opportunity to comment today. And as I listened this
morning to the several people who reiterated their great support
for Title IX, I am left with a question. Why is it today, in 1995,
that men enjoy twice as many participation opportunities at the
intercollegiate level as women. Why?
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From the late 1800 until 1972, men at the intercollegiate level
enjoyed all of the varsity participation slots in the entire country,
opportunities often financially supported by both institutional
funds as well as student fees from both male and female students.
Thus, at many institutions, not only were women denied the opportunity to participate in varsity sports, they were required to financially support the athletic opportunities for men. Most men also re-

ceived a totally free education, which today is valued up to
$100,000 per person. Talented female students, however, not only
subsidized male athletes, but they also paid for their entire education and additionally the cost of participating in club sports.
Although Title IX passed 23 years ago, men today still command
the lion's share of all sporting opportunities. Lest you think Title
IX has gone too far, the 1992 NCAA gender equity study showed
that women in Division IA received only 29 percent of participa-

tion slots and 28 percent of athletic scholarships. In most in-

stances, student fees from women undergraduates are still used to
support twice as many participation slots for men as for women.
Would such biased practices be accepted in any other area of our
universities? I think not. Such practices violate both the letter and

the spirit of Federal law. Rather than having hearings to deter-

mine how to protect football or men's sports, our Congress should
be having hearings on what must be done immediately to end discriminatory practices at all levels of our educational institutions
that are supposedly equally committed to both young women and
young men.

We are not talking about professional sports here. What we are
talking about is giving youngsters an equal opportunity to experience the joys, the challenges, and the educational lessons of sports
that directly contribute to their growth and their development as
individuals.

I primarily fault the CEOs at our educational institutions for our
current situation. For more than two decades they have known the
requirements of Federal law and could have moved gradually into
compliance. Most did not. In recent years, with the resurgence of
a demand by female student athletes for equal opportunities, this
coincided with a time in which most universities found themselves

in financial difficulties. Many of us hope that the CEOs would

mandate nationally cost conta inment measures, especially in Division I, which has numerous excesses in football and men's basketball. Together, these two sports comma Ld 73 percent of the entire
men's budget. You have these charts, I believe, before you.
Significant cuts were not made and the budgets have escalated.

One of the charts that I have supplied shows that for every new
dollar put into women's sports, three new dollars have gone into
men's programs.

Through a proactive stance, the CEOs have averted the current

situation which now pits men's minor sports against women's
sportsthe have-nots against the have-notsleaving intact enormous football and basketball expenditures and deficits.

Blaming gender equity for the demise of men's minor sports is
a red herring. They are being dropped because CEOs will not address the problems of habitual excessive spending at the institutional level or the national level. Yet despite the fact that some
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men's sports have been dropped, men's participation opportunities
overall have increased by 12,000 over the past four years.
Chairman McKE0N. Dr. Grant.
Dr. GRANT. Yes.

Chairman McKEON. Could you just conclude, please.
Dr. GRANT. Yes, I will. I have shared with you an impressive list

of institutions that have made the commitment to equal opportunity, and I believe that if we can have cost containment at the
national level we can [al balance athletic budgets, [b] retain men's
minor sports, and
expand women's opportunities.
Over 2 million girls participate in high school, but only 105,000
are participants in the NCAA. Equitable sporting opportunities for
women can and must be realized, or none of us will be able to look
our daughters or granddaughters in the eye to explain why not.
Thank you.
Chairman McKE0N. Thank you. I hope we haven't given you or
anyone else the wrong impressionyou alluded to a hearing to protect football and men's sports. I think we bent over backwards to

make this an open and impartial hearing, and I hope no one has
the wrong impression because that certainly is not what we are
cioing

l'Fite prepared slat ement of Dr. Grant follows.'
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May 9, 1995
TESTIMONY BEFORE THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION, TRAINING
AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING
Christine H.B. Grant
University of Iowa
Representative for the
National Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators

Thank you for providing me with the opportunity to comment
on the status of intercollegiate athletic programs across the
nation and the need for continued strong support of the current
ritle Ix legislation and interpretat'cn.

1.

What :allows are:

A Brief Analysis of the Problem
Title IX Informational Points
Fallacies & Facts
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A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
From the late 1800's until 1972, men at the intercollegiate
level enjoyed all of the varsity

participation slots in the

nation, opportunities often financially supported by both
institutional funds as well as student fees from both male and
female students.
Thus, at many institutions, women were not only
denied the opportunity ro participate 'in varsity sports, they

were also required to financ:ally support the athletic
opportunities for men!
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levels of our educational institutions, that are, supposedly,
equally committed to both young women and young men.

We are not

talking about professional sport here; we are talking about

giving youngsters an equal opportunity to experience the joys,
the challenges and the educational lessons of sport that directly
contribute to their growth and development as people.
I primarily fault the Chief Executive Officers at our
educational institutions for the current situation.

For more

than two decades, they have known the reqq.i.rements cf the Federal

law and could have moved gradually into compliance.

Far too many

chose to take as lcng as they could to do as little as possible.
In recent years, tnere has been a resurgence of a demand.by
temale student-athletes tcr equal opportunities, coinciding with
a time in which most universities found themselves in financial
difficulties.

Many hoped that the CEOs, through the NCAA

Presidents Commission, would mandate cost-containment measures in
intercollegiate athletics, especially in Division I.

They could

have eliminated tne excesses in football and men's Lasketball and
demanded reform of cur ,:ostly recruiting system.
level,

e could, :or exar

On a national

e, prohibit these teams from staying

in hotels the night before home qames; we could also drastically
reduce their flashy -10-page media guides.

fhese are but two

examples of practices which cause 73% of the entire men's budget
to go to these two sports.

Threooh a proact:':e stance, the CEOs

cool 1 hive overtoi the ..urrent
n,'r

,lust:.-n which n'w pits

1.or'

the
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have-nots), leaving intact enormous football and basketball
expenditures and deficits.

Blaming gender equity for the demise

of men's minor sports is a red herring; they are being dropped
because CEOs will not address the probleM of habitual excessive
spending, either on the institutional or the national level.

Although few schools have achieved compliance with Federal
law,

it can be done.

I am happy to share with you an impressive

list of institutions that have made the commitment to equal

opportunity and are progressing toward that goal without dropping
men's sports.

The list reveals that lack of opportunity, not

lack of interest has kept women from participating in
intercollegiate athletics.

If, at a national level,

..4e can

cooperate to achieve real cost containment in the areas I have
mentioned, I am convinced that we will be able to accomplish

three important goals:
a.

expanding women's participation opportunities

b.

retaining men's minor sports

c.

balancing athletic budgets

Given the facts I have presented today coupled with the
additional data in my written testimony, it is preposterous for
us to be considering anything other than expanding the
opportunities for women to participate in sport.

Equitable

sporting opportunities for women can and must be realized, or
none of us will be able to look our daughters or granddaughters
in the eye to explain "why not".
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TITLE IX INFORMATIONAL POINTS
Passed in 1972, Title IX was intended to eliminate discriminatory practices in educational Institutions.
Discrimination continues in 1995.
A lack of finances CANNOT be a reason for discrimination; additional financial resources must be
directed to women and/or a redistribution of financial resources musl be made on each campus. To do
othetwise is to force tne group that has historically been discriminated against to continue to bear the
burden of discrimination.
There can NEVER be an acceptable justification for discriminatory practices in educational institutions.
In Cook v. Colgate University, the court stated:
Equal treatment is not a luxury. It is not a luxury to grant equivalent benefits and opportunities to
women. It is not a luxuiy to comply with the law. Equably and justice are not luxunes. They are
essential elements which are woven into the very fiber of this country. They are essential elements
now codified under Title IX. Many institutions of higher education apparently hold the opinion that
providing equality to women in athletics is both a luxury and a burden. The feeling seems to be that
to afford such equality to women is a gift and not a tight.'
Each institution has the right to create its own gender equity compliance plan which may employ one or
more of the following procedures in order to reach a rnale/female participation ratio in athletics similar to
that in the undergraduate population:

-

add new Intercollegiate teams for women
cap the number of participation slots on men's teams
eliminate some men's teams (this is not recommended by women and should be considered only as
a last resort)

If an institution decides it will not allocate new monies to its women's program to come Into compliance
with Federal law, then that institution must adopt one or more of the following procedures in order to
free up money for women:
reduce expenditures In men's sports (this could be done at the national level if enough CEOs would
support it)
reduce expenditures at the national revel for both men's and women's sports, e.g. reform the
recruffing.and/or scholarship systems
consider moving the athletics program to a less costly divisional affiliation
eliminate some men's sports (this is not recommended by women and should be considered only as
a last resort)
'An athletics program can be considered gender equitable when the participants in both the men's and
women's sports programs would accept as fair and equitable the overall program of the other gender.
No individual should be discriminated against on the basis of gender, Institutionally or nationally, In
Intercollegiate athlefics.'2
We hope that you, like us, will continue to give your full support for hue equity so that your daughters
and granddaughters In the future will enjoy the same opportunities and benefits as your sons and
grandsons.

1
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FALLACIES & FACTS
FALLACY: Funding women's sport will bankrupt men's sports

FACT:

Total Expenses of Men's & Women's Athletics Programs

Division I-A
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NOTE: Since the enactment of Title IX, for every new dollar spent on women, two new
dollars were spent on men.'
FALLACY: Women are just not interested in sport

FACT: In the 1970's when Title IX was beginning to be enforced, girls' participation in
interscholastic sports exploded from 8% to 35%; at the intercollegiate level, it jumped to
30%. IT IS NOT A LACK OF INTEREST, IT IS THE LACK OF OPPORTUNITY!"
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FALLACY: Football funds all other sports for men and women.

FACT: According to 1993 financial data (Fulks), 62% of Division I-A and I-AA football
programs on average have annual deficits of $1 million in Division I-A and $664,000 in
Division I-AA. (61% of all Division I men's basketball programs also show annual
deficits.)6

1993 Average for institutions Showing Deficits
Div IA
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FALLACY: Women's sports are destroying men's minor sports.

FACT: Some men's sports are being dropped because there is not a collective resolve
among CEOs to eliminate the excesses in football and men's basketball programs.
Expenditures in Division I-A show the following breakdown tor men's sports:

57%,
16%-73%

Football:
Basketball:
Other Men's Sports:

20%

Unrelated Expenses: 7%
100%

NOTE: You will note on the next page that 80% of the operating budget goes to men's
sports, only 20% to women's sports. .0

1993 Average NCAA Division 1-A Men's
Programs Expenses
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FALLACY: Colleges are currently meeting the needs and interests of women in
intercollegiate sport

FACT: a) Most universities have women's club sports that would love to be
elevated to intercollegiate status:
b) At the high school level, over 2 million girls participate in interscholastic
sports; in the 1993-94 year, there were only 105,532 participation opportunities for women
in the NCAA.9

NCAA and High School Female
Participation Levels
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FALLACY: Most universities are close to being in compliance with Title IX.

FACT: These are the facts documented by the NCAA in 1992:

Division I-A Results
Participation

Female
29%

Male
71%

Athletics Scholarships
Operating Budget
Recruiting Budget

28%
20%
16%

72%
80%
84%

NOTE: On an annual basis, male athletes receive approximately $t 79 million more than
female athletes In athletics scholarship monies. (Women's Sports Foundation)

4
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FALLACY: Intel M4103119 on how to comply with Title IX are too rigid.

FACT: The current Office for Civil Rights interpretation provides
schools with many
legitimate and reasonable ways to comply with Title IX. It is noted in the recent NCAA
publication 'Achieving Gender Equity, a Basic Guide to Title IX for Colleges and
Universities" that the 'policy interpretation allows institutions great flexibility i.i
providing
benefits and services to female and male athletes" (page 6).b0 The current phenomenon
of cutting men's sports is the result of institutions' past inaction, rather than unyielding
Title
IX interpretations. For 23 years, most institutions have chosen to address Title IX
through
rhetoric rather than action. Now, deteriorating
economic conditions, along with belated
pressure from Federal courts and a committed Office for Civil Rights, are forcing
institutions into long-overdue decisions. Due to the lack of long-range planning and

national and/or institutional cost-containment measures, some institutions are
ch.aosing to achieve equity by shifting funds from men's sports to
new or upgraded
women's sports while still fully protecting football and men's basketball. Rigidity
of
compliance is not the culprit; institutional inaction over the past two decades and
current
institutional choices are the causes of the problems.
IFALLACY: The attainment of equal opportunities for women in sport will result in less
competitive and less successful football teams.

FACT: Over the past three years, athletics scholarships in football have been
reduced
from 95 to 85, yet in 1994, the first season after the reduction,
records were set in all three divisions." The total increase in national football attendance
1.6 million. This may well have resulted from less stacking of attendance from 1993 was
players at traditional powers
and the start of a trend toward parity between teams. Since
the lure of sport is its
unpredictability, this trend toward increased parity should be
continued.

NCAA Football Total Attendance
Ali Four Divisions: 568 Teams
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FALLACY: To be in compliance with Title IX, there must be exactly the same ratio
male/female student-athletes at an institution as exists in the undergraduate population.

Association's (AFCA) doomsday predictiom of
FACT: The American Football Coaches
football programs resulting from OCR's alteged
loss of federal funds and elimination of
three
increased emphasis on the Proportionality Test are unfounded. In fact, there remain
comply:
ways in which an institudon can
demonstrate that participation opportunities for each sex are porportional to
enrollment
OR 2. show a history of expansion In its women's athletics program
of members of the underrepresented
OR 3. demonstrate that the interests and abilities
by
the
present
program.*
sex have been fully accommodated
1.

to comply with #3 if there are women's club
It will be difficutt, however, for an institution
elevated
to intercollegiate status.
sports on campus that would wish to be
This three-pronged test was part of the 1979 Policy Interpretation; it is not a new concept.
FALLACY: Men are losing a massive number of participation opportunities because
women's athletics.

of

sports
FACT: According to the NCAA, the number of participants in women's
PARTICIPANTS IN
ncreased between 1989 and 1994 by 16,320 BUT THE NUMBER OF
12,48A GIVING THEM 64% OF ALL
MEN'S SPORTS ALSO INCREASED BY
OPPORTUNITIES.*

Participation Growth for Men's & Women's NCAA Sports
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Futacr The Javits Amendment excludes football from Title IX requirements.
FACT: ON 4 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS, CONGRESS HAS REFUSED TO EXCLUDE
FOOTBALL OR OTHER REVENUE-PRODUCING SPORTS FROM TITLE IX. The Javits
Amendment stated that legitimate non-gender related differences in sports could be taken
Into account, e.g. the differing costs of equipment or event management expenditures.
The amendment does not protect football simply because it has a higher number of
participants or there is nOt a similar sport for women.
FALLACY: There is very litle support for real equity.

FACT:

Big Ten Handbook
Statement of Guiding Principles

Equity
All member universities shall assure
the fair distribution of resources,
access to facilities and treatment of
student-athletes and personnel.
The Big Ten Conference
acknowledges a responsibility to
assert the value of achieving equal
participation by men and women in
intercollegiate sports.
7

13 8
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FALLACY: Achieving equity is an unreasonable goal.

FACT:

University of Iowa Path to Equity for Athletic Scholarships 7
Men

Women

10

10

2. Current NCAA max scholarships

63%

37%

3. After 1994 10% reduction of men's (8.6)

60%

40%

4. NCAA GE Task Force proposed increases

57%

43%

5. Add crew (20) over 4 yrs 1994-95

53%

47%

6. Add soccer (16) over 4 yrs 1995-96

51%

49%

I. Number of Sports

7. Equity will be achieved in scholarship pool, provided Women's Athletics
offer a higher % of out-of-state scholarships than men.

8
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FALLACY: Men's minor sports will have to be reduced if women's participation slots are
increased.

FACT:
Institutions Adding Women's Teams Without Dropping Men's Teams
Note:

These data were collected from the 'LTC" section in The NCAA Nem from the Summer of 1992
through April 1995 In this section. institutions announce the elimination and/or
the addition of
sports. In the toliou mg instances, mere was no mention of the elimination 01 men s sports.

labama
A Itred

Soccer

93

Harvard
Jacksonville
Jersey City State
Juniata
Kentucky Wesleyan
Lehman
Long Island-SW Post
Loyola M arymount

Sorthall 93/94,
Lacrosse 94/95
Cross Countrs
94195

A I legheny

Allentown
Anderson
Auburn
Augsburg
Baylor
Barry
Bethune -Cook man

Boston College
Bngham Young Unrversity

California
California State-Fullerton
California State-Los Angeles
Carthage
Case Reserve

Catawba
Central Connecticut State

Lacrosse - 94/95

Track & Field 93
Soccer 93
Soccer
Crew

Track & Field
Ice Hockey

East Stroudsburg
Eastern Kentucky
Evansville
Fitchburg State

Florida Atlantic
Florida Southern
Fordham
Francis Marion
Furman
Gannon
George Mason
Georgia Southern
Georgia State
Greensboro

Monmouth (NI)
Moravian

Golf
Volleyball,

Murray State
Nebraska - Kearney

Soccer
Soccer

Nebraska Wesleyan

Golf

Norfolk State
North Carolina-Charlotte
Nonhern Colorado
Northern Illinois
Northwood
Oakland

Softball
Swimming 93

Track & Field
Rifle

Delaware State
Duquesne
East Carolina

Missoun-Kansas City

Soccer 95/96

Cincinnati

Davidson

Merrimack
MIllerssille
Mrsencordia

Golf,

Soccer 95/96
Soccer 95/96
Cross Country,

Dartmouth

Marquette
Marshall

Softball

Central Missouri
Chapman
Colgate
Creighton

M arist

Golf

Ohio State
Olivet

Softball

Pembroke State
Penn State
Pepperdine
Purdue
Regis (CO)

Crew

Volleyball,
Softball 94/95
Lacrosse
Soccer 94195
Soccer 94/95
Soccer 94/95

Regis (MA)
Rhode Island College
Rider

Swimming 95/96

Golf

soccer 94(95
Soccer 93/94
Softball 94/95

Rochester (NY)

Golf 94/95
Soccer 93
Cross Country 92,
Soccer 95/96

St Anselm

Roger William
Sacred Heart
St. Catherines
St. Cloud State
St. Francis (PA)

Soccer 94/95
Cross Country 93
Lacmsse 93
Soccer 93
Soccer 93
Cross Country

St. John's
St. Joseph (PA)
St. Rose
Salisbury State

9
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Golf
Track & Field 92
Soccer 93
Soccer 94195

Golf & Soccer 93
Water Polo 94/95
Soccer 94/95
Soccer
Soccer
Soccer, 93

Softball 93
Field Hockey 93
Soccer 94/95
Swimming 94/95

Track & Field 93
Lacrosse
Soccer 94/95

Golf 93
Golf 93
Soccer - 93
Tennis 92
Soccer 94/95

Cross Country 93
Soccer 92
Soccer 94/95
Soccer 94/95
Soccer 93/94

Golf 93
Track & Field 94/95
Soccer 94/95
Soccer 93

Softball 93

Golf 93
Field Hockey
Soccer 95/96
Cross Country,

Track & Field - 93
Upgrade lacrosse

94/95
Cross Country 92
Tennis 93
Volleyball 93
Basketball 95/96
Soccer 94/95

Swimming 94/95
Upgrade volleyball to
varsity 94/95
Lacrosse 92

Track & Field 93
Soccer 94/95
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FACT CONTINUED:

Institutions Adding Women's Teams Without Dropping Men's Teams con't
San lose State

Diving 93/94
Cross Country 94/95

Savannah A &
Seton Hall
Slippery Rock
South Alabama
Southern Colorado
Stanford

Basketball 93
Soccer 94/95
Soccer 93
Soccer 94/95
93
Lacrosse 94
Water Polo 95

Softball
Swimming

Texas Tech

Upgrade Crew
Soccer
Soccer 94/95

U. of Florida
U. of Indiana
U. of Iowa
U. of Massachusetts

Soccer 95196

Softball 93
Synch. Swimming

Temple

Trinity (Texas)
U. of Arizona
U. of Calif - Irvine
U. of Denver

Tra.:k &

held 93
Worchester Polytechnic

Softball
Golf 94/95
Soccer 94/95
Crew
Upgrade Lacrosse
94/95
Soccer 93
Soccer 93
Crew 94/95
Reinstated:
Tennis,
Lacrosse,

VolleybalL

U of Minnesota
U of Missouri
U. of New Mexico
U. of Oklahoma
U. of South Carolina
U. of Southern California
LI of Texas - Austin

Pmposed Water Polo
and Crew
Soccer 93
Soccer 96/97
Soccer
Reinstate Basketball
Reinstate Softball &

add Track & Field
Soccer 93
SOCCer 94,

Softball 97

U of Utah
U. of Wisconsin
Wagnes
Wake Forest

Soccer 95/96

Softball 94,
Lacrosse 96
Soccer 93
Soccer 94/95,

Field Hockey
Washington (MO)

Reinstated Cioss

Country 93
Washington & Lee
West Chester

Wingate
Winthrop
Wisconsin-Superior

Basketball 93
Soccer 92
Cross Country 93

Track & Field 93
Soccer 93,

10
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Chairman MCKEON. Mr. Kerr.
STATEMENT OF T.J. KERR, WRESTLING COACH, CALIFORNIA
STATE UNIVERSITY, BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA
Mr. KERR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Members of the subcommittee, besides being the wrestling coach
at California State University at Bakersfield, I am also President
of the National Wrestling Coaches Association. I will try to get
right to the point.
We started in the fall to put together a coalition that would prevent elimination or reduction of male sports and also increase

women's sports. That is what our stance has been and that is

where it has always been. In fact, OCR regulations discriminate
against women in contact sports. It took 13 months of fighting in
order to allow women on my team. In fact, our national champion
is from Montana. She is 18 years old. She placed in the world
championships.

But rather than talking about women's opportunities in wres-

tling, is there a crisis for men's sports? Yes They are being
dropped. Male gymnastics is almost extinct. We have lost over 200

programs since 1972. This year we are going to lose between 15
and 20 wrestling programs, maybe more. In the last seven days,
eight male sports h.ave been dropped in the State of Pennsylvania
and two women's sports have been added.

Right in front of me is the February 15 NCAA News. Now, we
were just cited that male participation has increased the last four
years.

I was a math major for a little while, but I am a dumb wrestling
coach. If you look at statistics, in 1984, there was over 200,000
male participants. We hit an all-time low in 1989 and we are back
to 1993 which I will give you the statistics. We had a tremendous
decline. The reason that we have increased the last four years is
because the NCAA has had 97 colleges and universities enter from

the NEI and the National Christians and National College Association. The NCAA has actually grown by 12,000 athletes over the last
four years, but men's sports has continued to decline if you look at
that statistic.
Be very careful how you view standards and I hope that you will
ask me some questions about that. Let's get to the crisis. Let's not
fool around anymore. Let's talk about the proportionality rule. In
1993-1994, there was a record number of women, 105,532, while
men's programs were 189,642. As I say, down from 10 years ago
of over 200,000.

Currently our national enrollment is 53 percent female. We were
supposed to go to 55 female and some people think even farther.
If we applied the proportionality rule right this minute, with these
statistics, we are talking about eliminating 100,000 males. One
hundred thousand males. And we are going to eliminate them by
dropping their program or capping their programs.
We want to increase women's participation. I didn't like the 13
---Infts 0r gricf that my president and athletic director gave me on
rt
ncw. 'Ve are not supposed to discriminate against
i
this gender quota we are discriminating.
;

tr. ,-;
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We do not

proportionality in any other department. We don't
use it in theuse
Nursing
Department because it

would destroy the
Nursing Department. We don't use it in
engineering. We don't use
it in a couple of different places.
The other thing that concerns
is that athletes for intercollegiate athletics do not come from me
the student body. Intermurals
recruits from the student body, but not athletics.
Athletics comes
from the high schools. We all recruit
from the high schools. I see
the yellow light is on.
Let me use an analogy and please
bear with me. My passion
my recreational passionis backpacking.
I have taken my son and
daughter backpacking throughout
the years. Now
that they are in
high school, my daughter doesn't wish
to backpack anymore but my
son does. I have introduced five women
last 12 years. My current hiking partner, to backpacking over the
use a wrestling expression, is a "stud." She can navigate wheretothere
are no trails. She
can carry more weight than her share. She
foot pass, and she can walk into a blizzard can bust up an 11,500
camp in the snow and
sleep on five feet of it. There is only
one problem: Only 20 percent
of the backpackers are
female. Is the Forest
or the National
Park system going to prohibit 75 percent ofService
the male backpackers
from a wilderness permit? I don't think
that is right. That gets at
interest; it gets at proportionality.
The last thing I would like to say is I have a world-class
behind me. Coach Osborne is one of the best all-time athlete
collegiate
coaches. He is by far the greatest wrestling
disturbing to me that when he is introduced,coach of all time. It is
only a section of the
crowd claps for him. I admire all the
women athletes. I have two
world-class athletes on my team. But that
is where we want to go.
Thank you very much.
Chairman McKEIDN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kerr
follows:]
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The Coalition's Position Regarding the Office for Civil Rights'
Interpretation and Enforcement

of Title

IX

SUMMARY
1

2

We support Title IX and the Congressional intent to prohibit
discrimination based on gender.
We oppose and object to the OCR's interpretation and manner of
enforcing Title IX, particularly that portion which stressec the
proportionality rule. The proportionality rule is a gender quota which

ties athletic participation ratios to enrollment ratios
3

As a direct consequence of OCR interpretation and enforcement
policies, school administrators feel compelled to drop male sports
programs rather than add female sports programs.

4

For example, the nurrber of male gymnastics programs has now
slipped to fewer than 40, the minimum number required to hold an
NCAA tournament. When a sport loses its NCAA tournament

extinction at the college level is inevitable. The imminent extinction
of male gymnastics has to be the result of the gender quota in that
female gymnastics at the college level is thriving.
5

All male sports programs are vulnerable in that approximately half
of the nearly 200.000 of the male college athletes must be
eliminated to reach thE gender quota.

6

The OCR maintains that it places no more emphasis on the
proportionality rule (prong 1) than the other two prongs. The other
prongs, as interpreted and enforced by the OCR, however, are but
facades to avoid the prohibition against quotas announced in the
Bakke decision.

7

The unfair and discriminatory OCR rules are creating anger and
resentment among males and those rules will soon have an
extraordinarily deleterious effect on our Olympic efforts and the
character of our high school, junior high and grade school boys.
1

MOP
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am T.J. Kerr,

wrestling coach at California State University at Bakersfield and
President of the National Wrestling Coaches Association (NWCA). I

am

honored and privileged that you selected me to address you today about
crisis within our athletic community.

a

The NWCA is the voice of all wrestling coaches in the country. I
shall also attempt to speak on behalf of all the young male athletes
in this
nation and their parents. We are particularly concerned about the
tens of
thousands of young men whose athletic careers have already been
cut
short by the OCR rules.

While we firmly agree with the letter and spirit of Title IX, we are
firmly committed to the proposition that it is unconscionable

to eliminate
male programs or male athletes to satisfy a gender quota. Both the OCR
and the courts have expressed the opinion that a school is
justified in
dropping male athletes in order to comply with Title IX. We believe that
this opinion misconstrues Congressional intent.

We are today therefore petitioning Congress seeking relief from the
draconian but unintended consequences of Title IX as interpreted and
enforced by the OCR and the courts.

2
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IS THERE A CRISIS?
As a threshold issue, you might ask -- is there a crisis? Yes there
the college level. Wrestling has
is Male gymnastics is almost extinct at
relatively recently lost over 100 programs and may lose as many as 20
programs this year.
Programs in every sport have been dropped or reduced in number -basketball.
soccer, baseball, tennis. swimming, etc. -- even football and

WHY IS THERE A CRISIS?

All male sports programs are at risk because of the proportionality
rule/ gender quota which the OCR has drafted. There are about 190,000
male college athletes in Divisions I. II. and III. There are about 105,000
female athletes. How can proportionality be achieved when the present
male to female ratio is 47-53? If the trend continues, administrators will

have to eliminate about 100,000 male athletes to reach proportionality.
In 1972 when Congress enacted Title IX the college enrollment ratio
nationally was 55%+ male. By the 21st Century 55% of the college
population may well be female. The 55-45 female-to-male ratio sets up a

gender quota which is impossible to achieve in no small part because
particularly those like
females do not tend to compete in sports
football and wrestling. Nor do they participate in a non-scholarship/
walk-on capacity in any where near the number which males do.
California Bakersfield, for example, we are 62% female by enrollment.

that enrollment ratio to have a

Statistically. it is almost impossible with
viabably diverse athletics program for male students.
3
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HOW DOES PROPORTIONALITY CAUSE ELIMINATION?

Elimination of male athletes occurs in two ways -- administrators
eliminate programs and/or they eliminate non-scholarship / walk-ons
athletes from those programs. Both are anathema. We have one goal

We

seek to end the elimination or reduction of male sports programs to
achieve a quota.

School administrators believe that they must achieve
proportionality. Many are unable, because of budget constraints, to add

female sports programs, so these administrators drop male programs or

"cap- sports by dropping the non-scholarship or walk-on athlete.
Both of these approaches to achieving "gender equity" are wrong.

Programs should not be eliminated because athletes matriculate at a

school in the good faith belief that the administration will honor its
commitment to provide a program for their four years of college. It is a
devastating betrayal for these young men when they learn that their faith
has been misplaced. It is worse when they are informed that the reason

tor the elimination of their program is Title IX or gender equity.
1 he capping of male sports is equally discriminatory and
destructive In this circumstance a young man pays tuition, walks on to a

team. v,orks as hard as the first-teamer, but simply does not have the

skill:, to compete at the highest levels. These athletes normally are the
best students and the best contributors to their alma maters when they
graduate More importantly, they are comparatively free to the school. The
school dumps them because they are the most expendable.
4
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WHY IS THE PROPORTIONALITY RULE THE ONLY (REAL) RULE?
The OCR's Director, Norma Cantu, has claimed on many occasions

that administrators need not eliminate male programs to satisfy Title IX.
She says that administrators can satisfy any of the prongs to comply with
Title IX. All administratorseven her supporters--disagree (see below).
Initially, almost everyone "knows" that prongs 2 and 3 simply avoid
the sanctions of the Bakke decision which prohibits gender quotas. As
interpreted and applied by the OCR the prongs are nothing but a facade.

Prong 2 dictates that administrators gravitate toward the gender quota, a
standard that most can not meet by adding women's sports programs.

Prong 3 is the interest and abilities prong. By any measure of
interest thus far tested, males show a far greater interest in sports
participation than females at all levels. The OCR, however, ignores these
measures. Probably no school has ever met this test to OCR's satisfaction.

Ironically, even Norma Cantu's supporters unwittingly contradict her
about the primacy of the proportionality rule. In a letter to Senator Breaux
dated January 25, 1995 the 600+ members of the National Association of
Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators (NACWAA) wrote:

"HOW CAN IT BE? that certain members of the
United States Senate who profess to support gender
equity could suggest that Secretary Riley reject the
proportionality test as a primary measure of
compliance with Title IX, when judges in more
than ten maior Title IX court cases to date
have determined that proportionality is the
single most important prong of the three
pronged test of compliance."
At the very least, NACWAA's letter contradicts Ms. Cantu's position
and corroborates our position -- the proportionality rule is dispositive of
compliance with Title IX, and that is what all administrators think too.
5

WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF THE GENDER QUOTA ON OUR NEXT
GENERATION OF MALE ATHLETES?

I have sought in my program to work with the many young men who

otherwise would not be able to attend college, and I know I speak for the
coaches of all male programs when I say that the elimination of male

opportunities will greatly affect the future generation of young men.

All statistics reflect that the opportunities existing for females is
much greater than for males. For example, wrestling is the sixth most
popular high school sport in the nation. There is, however, only one college

program for every 33 high school wrestling programs (33-1). Of the top

ten female sports, the worst ratio is about 22-1 and the best ratio is
about 11-1. High school females have greater opportunities to compete at

the collegiate level in every counterpart sport except golf and gymnastics.
As these disparities continue to grow as male programs are
eliminated, high school and junior high school male programs will atrophy

and die. Many kids, without the option of participating in athletics, will
choose antisocial activities.
Unfortunately, at present, there is hardly a male high school athlete
who is unaware of Title IX and the OCR's approach to gender equity.

Expectedly, these males are angry and their morale is sinking.

6
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WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF THE GENDER QUOTA ON OUR OLYMPIC
TEAMS?

The vast majority of our Olympic athletes have trained in the

university. If, for instance, gymnastics is allowed to die at the college
level, the quality of our Olympic team will be greatly reduced. Does
Congress want this to be another unintended consequence of Title IX

interpretation and enforcement?

WHAT OTHER PROBLEMS HAS THE OCR'S GENDER QUOTA CREATED?

Ironically, as a direct consequence of the OCR's and NOW's pressure,
the California State University system signed a consent decree requiring
proportionality by 1998. At Cal State Bakersfield, male Olympic sports

are all but doomed. Recently San Francisco State dropped its football

team. NOW has signed a similar contract with the Chicago school system

and Florida has created a statute revolving around the proportionality rule.

Another irony is that while my wrestling program creates a great
deal of its own revenue, we are required to give 50% of what we earn to
the female programs. Obviously, donors want to give their money to a

particular program and when they learn that half of their money is going
to another program (whether male or female), they refuse to donate
anything. Furthermore, our athletes have come to resent the fact that we
have to work both for our own program and help to fund the programs

which do not work to fund themselves.
7
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WHAT IS OCR'S DEFINITION OF "PARTICIPANT" -- AND WHY IS
THAT DEFINITION DESTROYING MALE SPORTS OPPORTUNITIES?

A very important issue in the analysis of OCR's gender quota is

how

the term "participant" is to be defined. Presently the OCR defines

participant as either a scholarship or non-scholarship athlete.
Since male sports programs encourage walk-ons to try out for the
teams, there are probably more non-scholarship male athletes than
scholarship athletes.

On the other hand, there are far fewer females who participate in a
non-scholarship capacity. At the Division III level, for example -- where
all athletes are non-scholarship

male athletes outnumber female

athletes by 25,000 participants.
The irony is that in the OCR's "final solution" it is permissible to
achieve "gender equity" by simply eliminating these male non-scholarship
athletes. It is true that by eliminating all male walk-ons we could achieve

proportionality. But we could also achieve proportionality by requiring

females to fill their "unused participatory opportunities." Which is the

better solution? To eliminate or create participatory slots?
The obvious reason why non-scholarship female athletic slots are
not presently created is that coaches of female programs know that they
do not have to encourage walk-ons or even permit them to try out in that
their schools must provide additional slots. The females therefore have
the leverage to require the schools to create only scholarship
participatory slots.
Again, administrators, in order to retain discretionary control over
their schools simply eliminate male athletes by capping sports.
8
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WHAT CAN BE DONE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM?

First, things have changed since 1972 when Title IX was enacted.

Female athletic participation has skyrocketed from about 10% to about
40% of the total collegiate athletic community. These enormous changes

occurred in the face of the fact that football, a non-counterpart sport,
absorbs over 1/4 of all of the male participation slots.
"Gender equity" is a reality in almost every school in the country. As
proof, one need only reflect on the fact that females now have nearly the
same number of college athletic programs as males (6520 - 7211
respectively) and receive more scholarship aid in almost every
.counterpart sport.
Gender equity, however, should not be synonymous with gender
quotas. The OCR's gender quota, which masquerades as the proportionality

rule, is now an anachronism which should be abolished.

In its place, reason should prevail. Schools offering the same number
of athletic programs to males and females should be deemed to be in

compliance with Title IX. Since there are nearly the same number of
athletic programs presently for males and females, schools should be
encouraged to build up the present programs rather than creating new
ones.

Also, in that males participate in a non-scholarship/ walk-on
capacity in much greater numbers than females, it is time to require
females to fill these "unused participatory opportunities" which if
developed, would solve this problem alone.

9
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing to
consider our petition. I know that when you created Title IX you did not

intend the elimination of male sports as we know them -- that, however,

,

will be the unintended consequence if Congress does not intervene. We
need your help to change the rules so that we can exist and make gender

equity work for both males and females.

Finally, thank you for the opportunity to appear here today. I will be
happy to answer to the best of my ability any questions you may have of
me.

10
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THE OCR IS DESTROYING MALE SPORTS OPPORTUNITIES
THE PROBLEM

Title IX, enacted in 1972, prohibits gender discrimination in educational
settings.

In 1979 the Education Department's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) created a
three-part test to measure compliance with Title IX. The Director of the
OCR, Norma Cantu, has on several occasions, stated that a school can
comply with any of the prongs to be in compliance with Title IX. The
problem is that, as interpreted and enforced by the OCR, prongs 2 and 3 are
merely facades to avoid the prohibition against gender quotas which the
Supreme Court announced in the Bakke decision. The prongs are:
1.

Are the participation opportunities for women and
men substantially proportionate to their respective
rates of enrollment?
Presently, female enrollment nationally is 53%. Female
athletic participation nationally is about 37% (105,000). To
create proportionality educational administrators must raise
female participation to 53% (200,000), lower male
participation to 47% (from the current 190,00 to 100,000) or
create some combination therof.

Impact on Male Sports
This "proportionality rule" is a quota that can not be met
without destroying male sports programs primarily
because females do not tend to:

compete in certain sports - like football and
....wrestling - which have historically attracted
large numbers c) student- athletes
compete at the college level in a non-scholarship

or "walk-on" caracity

161
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The facts that football teams are large and that females
do not tend to compete in a non-scholarship capacity in
any where near the numbers of males tend to skew the
participation ratios greatly towards men and make
compliance with the proportionality rule nearly
impossible.

2.

Has there been a continuing practice of program
expansion for the under-represented sex?
Since almost no school with a football team can satisfy the
gender quota required by the OCR under part 1 all schools must
satisfy part 2. The OCR and the courts require that schools
show the addition of "recent" new female programs. Also,
since it is nearly impossible to add enough female programs to

reach proportionality (primarily because of the football
numbers and the females tendency to not walk-on). this
approach puts educational administrators on the OCR treadmill
virtually forever.

Impact on Male Sports
realizing that the gender
Educational administrators
quota can never be reached (under part#1) by adding
have decided to just drop their
female athletic tcams
male teams and/or athletes. Dropping male athletes has
the additional benefits of avoiding endless regulation by
the OCR which occurs when a school takes the program
expansion approach. (Also, elimination of programs puts
extra rp3ney in to the administrative budgets.)

162
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3.

Has the school fully and effectively accommodated
the interests and abilities of the under-represented
sex?

When schools are out of proportion they normally can not meet
this prong no matter how many surveys they do or how
powerfully they show that the disparity is not based on
discrimination. Probably no school has ever passed this test to
the satisfaction of the OCR.
Conversely, if a female team steps forward and demands
NCAA status, the school realistically must instate the team.
The reason is that the since the school is out of proportion the
administrators must get in proportion. The females are
obviou sly interested and there is no way to test ability.

Impact on Male Sports
This standard is the most unfair and the most likely to
result in administrators eliminating male sports. This
standard never benefits males or administrators.
For example, now that bowling is an NCAA sport, a
group of female bowlers can demand that their college
administrators instate them as a team and give them all
of the resources of any other NCAA athletic team.
Administrators are vulnerable and must acquiesce
regardless of the bowling averages of the female
students because there is no standard to test abilities.

Other classic examples are the sports of female crew
and lacrosse which usually have no high school base in
tha states where the universities instate the teams.

In order to avoid even the possibility that a few female
student-athletes can dictate university policy, most
administrators will inevitab'y decide to simply drop
male sports programs.
1 7:
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THE ELIMINATION OF MALE ATHLETIC OPPORTUNITIES
Males are being deprived of an opportunity
to participate in college sports
and being discriminated against because of the
gender quota set by the
Office for Civil Rights

in two separate and distinct ways:

(1)

male athletic programs are being eliminated:

(2)

"walk-ons"/ non scholarship athletes are being

and

eliminated.

The Elimination of Male Athletic Programs
Numerous male sports programs have been dropped recently
as a result of
the gender quota created by the Office for Civil
Rights.

The most dramatic example of this phenomenon
is male gymnastics.
Within the last few year, male college gymnastics
programs have been
reduced to fewer than 40 teams. the least number required
to maintain an
NCAA tournament. Meanwhile, female gymnastics at the
college level
flourishes. Almost all of male Olympic gymnasts
are selected from the
college ranks so this

attrition will inevitably affect our Olympic efforts.

All of the other male sports programs are also
inexorably being drawn
toward this black hole of extinction created by the
OCR. Wiest ling. for
instance, has lost about 140 programs.
Nationally

there are about 190,000 rnale college athletes and
about
105,000 female athletes. Since female students
outnumber male students
nationally (53%-47%). OCR's gender quota requires that
there be more
female athletes than male athletes. So educational
administrators must
either add 100,000 female athletes, eliminate 100,000
male athletes or
some combination thereof. If administrators
continue to choose
-elimination" -- even in combination with adding female
spoits programs
-- all male Olympft athletic
programs will be destroyed before the gender
quota can be satisfied

164
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Capping Sports Programs
I he Elimination of Male "'"-lk-ons" -for males
A more insidious approach to eliminating sports opportunities
walk-ons
/
nonis to "cap" sports programs. This term means that
moving toward a
scholarship athletes are dumped for the sole purpose of
Non-scholarship/walk-on athletes cost the university
gender quota.
virtually nothing, generally maintain the highest grade point average
upon graduation.
among athletes and are the most generous contributors
and counts
The real problem here is the manner in which OCR defines
"beanwhether
scholarship
or
not,
are
"participants." All athletes,
female
programs
counted" the same. The real effect is that coaches of
increase female participation. These
coaches know that universities must
whether to increase
coaches must be given the option and must decide
non-scholarship
athletes.
The obvious
their teams with scholarship or
and in many
usually
refuse
to
encourage,
result is that female programs
required to fill all
walk-ons.
Schools
are
then
cases will not take on,
or eliminate male nonfemale teams with scholarship athletes
scholarship athletes.
.3male nonPresently there are tens of thousands more male than
females
now
have
almost
as many
scholarship/walk-on athletes. Since
to
7211
male
teams as males do nationally (6520 female programs
participatory
to
fill
their
"unused
programs), they should be required
slots" before seeking more scholarship slots
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CONCLUSION

SOLUTION

enforcement ot
Some where along the way the OCR's interpretation and
reality
and
common
sense.
The purpose of
litle IX has lost a basic sense of
male
Title IX is to fight discrimination. How does the elimination of
sports programs and athletes help to end discrimination7
belief
toung male athletes arrive on campus every fall in the good-faith
will be able to
with
the
university
that
they
that they have an agreement
into 'men.
compete in their sports and their parents hope they will mature that they
athletes
when
they
are
informed
The trauma visited upon these
explain. The
(or their sports programs) have been dropped is impossible to
government's
gender
quota
which
administrators' rationale that it is the
participate
creates
extraordinary
has destroyed their opportunity to
kids and
disillusionment, anger and frustration. Is it any wonder why our
bureaucracies?
our citizenry distrust and dislike our government

well-intentioned
We are petitioning Congress because Congress created a increase female
well
in
the
80's
to
hel;
statute which worked reasonably
90's
athletic opportunities. However, the unintended consequences of the
will destroy
regulations
and
enforcement
policies
is that the OCR's rules,
male athletics, do little to help females and will inevitably create
extraordinary polarization primarily between the genders.

that the
The problem, in greatest part, has been precipitated by the fact
been,
is,
and
will
always
be
apparently
OCR, headed by Norma Cantu, has
unconcerned by the fate of male athletics.

Congress clarify its intent regarding
It is therefore crucial that
discrimination

that is:

Title IX was created to prohibit discrimination against
females -- not to destroy opportunities for males.

Specifically, we ask that Congress consider the following
proposals:
16
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PROPOSALS
1.

Abolish OCR's gender quota. There is no logical reason for
the continuing existence of the proportionality rule. Most
importantly, there is no relationship between enrollment
gender ratios and athletic participation ratios. Initially, the
quota had the beneficent effect of quickly raising female
participation rates to nearly 40%. It has now reached a point of
greatly diminishing returns.
"Gender equity" is now an integral part of almost every
school in th. country. The necessity to perpetuate a quota
which is creating reverse discrimination, extraordinary
discord and resentment has long since passed.

Until OCR's gender quota is abolished a.

Colleges should be deemed in compliance with

Title IX by offering the same number of programs
to females as males. Again, schools now
nationally offer nearly as many athletic programs
nationally to females (6520) as males (7211).
b.

Football (and other) teams which do create the
revenue for the other sports to exist should be

exempted. It is unfair to the other male sports

programs to count football as part of the gender
quota but not count the fact that i f football is
financially successful it is going to use more
participatory slots and spend more money.
c.

"Participants" should be defined as
scholarship athletes only. Alternatively,
females should be required to fill their "unused
participatory slots" before creating new teams.

2.

The proportionality test should be one of many
criteria to assess whether new female athletic
programs should be established.
17

FACTS AND FALLACIES
The only Title IX issue is discrimination. All facts and statistics should
be measured against the yardstick of discrimination.
Many of the facts and statistics proffered by the other side are irrelevant
to the question of discrimination and/or are misleading and/or are half
truths with some important facts left out. Some are simply untrue. The
following are the primary ones which females have sent to Congressmen
and which are presently making the rounds:

ISSUE

Are males losing athletic participatory
opportunities?

1:

Misleading

Fact:

Explanation:

"According to the NCAA, the number of
participants in women's sports increased between
1989 and 1993 by 10,000 BUT THE NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS IN MEN'S SPORTS ALSO
INCREASED BY 10,000 GIVING THEM 65% OF
ALL OPPORTUNITIES." (capitalization and bold
print provided by the author[s])

These "increased" opportunities for males were
not "new" opportunities but merely already
existing athletes. 12,156 NAIA participants
transferred to the NCAA between 1989 and 1993.

Gymnastics is almost extinct at the college level
for males. But female gymnastics is flourishing.
College wrestling has lost about 140 wrestling
programs. These facts reflect that not only are
males losing opportunities but that the reason for
our imminent extinction is the OCR's gender quota.
Just as important, teams all over the country are
capping sports programs and dropping walk-ons and
non-scholarship athletes.
18
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ISSUE 2:

Misleading

Do football teams support the athletic department?

Fact:

Explanation:

"According to 1993 financial data, 62% of Division
I-A and IAA football programs on average have
annual deficits of $1 million in Divison I-A and
$664,000 in Division I-AA (61% of all Division I
men's programs also show deficits.)"

These statistics fail to point out several important
facts:
(1)

Almost all sports teams have annual
deficits and probably always will.

(2)

It is ironic that if a female crew team
consists of more than 100 members (like at
Washington State) -- everyone cheers. When
football teams consist of in excess of 100+

athletes it's time to "trim the fat." Also
ironically, although female athletic teams
are much smaller they are much more
expensive per athlete. Many female
basketball teams which consist of only 15
players, for example spend $500,000+ per
year.

(3)

The "deficit" figure does not account for the
enormous amounts of money contributed by
alums, and is therefore not counted against
the deficit. Also, the male budget absorbs
many of the mutual expenses, such as
facilities, personnel, etc.

(4)

Besides the fact the that the 62% figure is
misleading, it begs the issue in 38% of the
cases. At those &tools where football pays
for itself, should it be exempted? Otherwise
the participatory slots football"takes" hurt
us, and the money it makes to justify the
slots doesn't help us.
19
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ISSUE 3:

Are all of the numbers skewed in favor of males?
Are the statistics misleading?

Misleading Fact:

Division I-A Results - 1992

Female

Male

Participation Rates
Athletic Scholarships

29%
28%
20%
16%

71%
72%
80%
84%

Operating Budget
Recruiting Budget

Explanation:

Again, these statistics omit a number of important
points and are therefore misleading:
(1)

Note that these figures are drawn from 1992.
Present statistics are much closer. For
instance, there are now 7211 male sports
teams and 6520 female sports teams and
participation rates for females exceed 35%.
The remaining difference can be accounted
for by the non-discriminatory fact that males
"walk-on" in far greater numbers.

(2)

Scholarships have likewise increased
significantly. In almost every counterpart
sport females receive more scholarship
money per aided athlete than males.

(3)

The males' budget includes many of the
expenses which should be charged to the
women. For example, the expenses revolving

around the cost of the facilities, support
personnel, sports medical personnel, tutoring
etc. is charged to the male budget.
It is therefore unfair for females to allege
that 80% of the budget is spent on males and

20% on females. If females paid their fair
share for facilities, personnel, etc., budgets
would be relatively evenly distributed.
Certainly, any difference in budgeting could
not be attributed to discrimination.

o
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I SSUE 4:

Are colleges meeting the interests and abilities of
their females ath(etes? How should interest be
tested?

Misleading Fact:

Colleges are not currently meeting the needs
and interests of women in intercollegiate
athletics in that:
"a)

Most universities have women's club sports
that would love to be elevated to
intercollegiate status;

b)

At the high school level, over 2 million girls
participate in interscholastic sports: in the
1992-93 year, there were only 99,900
participation opportunities for women in the
NCAA."

Explanation:

There are also men who participate in club sports
at the university level who would "love to be
elevated to intercollegiate status." First, men
participate in club (2/1), intramural (3/1) and high
school (2/1) sports at a greater than margin over
females. Why should femalPs be elevated to
simply satisfy a quota?
Second, if there are so many females who want to
compete at the college levels, why do they not
walk-on to teams in any where near the numbers
that males do?
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ISSUE

Does the OCR place more emphasis on the

5:

proportionality rule (the gender quota) than the
other two prongs of the test? Does the university
community believe that the proportionality rule is
the main criteria for determining discrimination?

Misleading

Fact:

Explanation:

Norma Cantu, the director of the OCR recently
wrote a letter to %,?.nator BrPaux addressing the
Senator's concerns with respect to the
proportionality rule. She said, "First let rne_
underscore that the proportionality test is not and
is not projected to be the primary measure of
compliance under Title IX." (1/10/951

Ms. Cantu is disingenuous at best when she tries to
minimize the importance of the gender quota
portion of the three-part test. Those who have been
subjected to an OCR investigation knows better.
Better proof of the impact this approach has had
at the college level is that 600+ members of the
National Association of Collegiate Women Athletic
Administrators (NACWAA) also wrote Senator
Breaux about the proportionality rule as the

primary criteria for determining discrimination.
"HOW CAN IT BE? that certain members of
the United States Senate who profess to
support gender equity could suggest that
Secretary Riley reject the proportionality

test as a primary measure of compliance
with Title IX, when the judges in more than
ten major Title IX court cases to date have

determined that proportionality is the single
most important prong of the three pronged
test of compliance." (1/25/95).*
[*

This letter not only contradicts Cantu's, but also reflects the

"(mis)understandings" of college administrators. It

is thes..::

"(mis)understandings" of the administrators created by the
OCR's "mis-communications" which is destroying male sports.]
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Creating Proportionality by Eliminating
Male Olympic Sports Programs
Male Programs

Female Programs

7,200 All Programs
190,000 MI Male Participants

6,520 All Programs
105,000 All Female Participants
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Softball

Baseball (23,000)

Basketball

Basketball (13,000)
Tennis (7,000)

Golf (7,000)

Crew

3,723

Programs

Fencing

100,000

105,000

Field Hockey

Participants
(48%)

Football (50,000)

Golf
Gymnastics
Lacrosse

Skiing
Soccer

Swimming
Tennis
Track

Volleyball
.5ourre

Z.1595 ,CAA

Pa.-m..5.50cm Study Coiie

enrolltnerll rano 5 Jr55,ox.mately 53 .5 ',male mal
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6,520

Programs

Participants
(52%)
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ALABAMA

=f

ARIZONA
1.

NortLerr: Ar17::.r.a

UnfversIty
CALIFORNIA
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
24.

Cal. Poly Pomona
Chico State University
Claremont Mudd Colleges
Humboldt State University
Univ. of California
Riverside
San Diego St. University
San Jose State Uulversity
Cal. State Univ.
Stanislaus
Sonoma State University
U.C.L.A.
University of California
at Santa Barbara
University of California
University of Redlands
Whittier College
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COLORADO
1.
2.

Colorado State University
University of Colorado
CONNECTICUT

1.

2.
3.

Hartford University
University of Connecticut
Yale University
DELAWARE

1.

University of Delaware
FLORIDA

1.
2.
3.

Central Florida
Jacksonville University
University of Florida

GEORGIA
1.

2.

Georgia Tech
University of Georgia
HAWAII

1.

University of Hawaii
IDAHO

1.

2.

Idaho State University
Idaho University
ILLINOIS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Depaul University
Elmhurst College
Illinois Institute of Tech.
Lake Forest College
University of S. Illinois
at Carbondale
Western Illinois University

Mikan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Anderson University
Ball State University
Earlham College
Hanover College
Indiana State University
St. Joseph College
Taylor University
University of Evansville
University of Notre Dame
Valparaiso University
25
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1.

2.
3.

Drake University
Grinnell College
Lewis & Clark St. College

4.
5.

Morningside College

1.
2.

Emporia State University
Kansac State University

KRNTUCRY
1.
2.

Eastern Kentucky University
University of Kentucky
LOUISIANA

1.

L.S.U.

MAINE
1.
2.
3.

Bowdoin College
Maine Maritime Academy
University of Maine

MARYLAND
1.
2.
3.
4.

Baltimore
Loyola
Towson State Univelsity
Washington College
MASSAORUSETTS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Amherst College
Brandeis University
College of Holy Cross
Tufts University
University of Massachusetts
Wheaton College
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MICHIgAN
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Adrian College
Albion College
Alma College
Calvin College
Hope College
Kalamazoo College
Michigan Tech.
Northern Michigan University
Saginaw Valley State
Western Michigan University
Wayne State University

MINNESOTA
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bemidji State University
Gustavus Adolphus College

Hamline Universiy
Southwest State University
St. Mary's College
University of St. Thomas
Winona State University
MISSOURI

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Lincoln University
Northwest Missouri State Univ.
Southeast Missouri State
Southwest Missouri State
University of Missouri-Rolla
Washington University
William Jewell College
MONTANA

1.
2.

Montana State University
Montana University

NEBRASKA
1.
2.

Doane College
Nebraska Wesleyan University

NEVADA
1.

University of Nevada

Las Vegas

NEW HAMPSHIRE
1.
2.

Dartmouth College
University of New Hampshire
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NEW JERSEY
Fairleigh Dickinson
Madison
University
Fairleigh Dickinson Univ.-Teaneck
Glassboro State University
Mommouth College
Princeton University

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

NEW MEXICO
1.

New Mexico Highlands

NEW YORK
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
16.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Adelphi University
Albany State
Brooklyn Poly Technical
City College of New York
Clarkson University
Colgate University
C.W. Post
Elmira College
Fordham University
Geneseo State University
Hobart College
Long Island University
Manhattan College
Marist College
New York Maritime
Plattsburgh State University-N.Y.
N.Y. State Univ.
Pottsdam
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Southhampton
St. John Fisher College
St. Lawrence University
University at Albany
University of Rochester
Wagner College

NORTE CAROLINA
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

Catawba College
Davidson College
East Carolina University
Elizabeth City State University
Elon College
Pfeiffer College
University of North Carolina-Charlotte
University of North Carolina-Wilmington
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1.

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
1

Akron University
Bluffton College
Bowling Green University
Central State University
College of Wooster
Defiance College
Denison University
Hiram College
Kenyon College
Malone College
Marietta College
Oberlin College
Ohio Wesleyan University
Otterbein College
University of Tcledo
University of Cincinnati
University of Dayton
Wittenburg University
Youngstown State University
OREGON

1.
2.

Linfield College
Willamette Univelzity
PENNSYLVANIA

1.

2.
3.

4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
S.

10,

3.

:4

Allegheny College
California University of PA
Dickinson College
Grove City College
Indiana University of PA
Juniata College
Lafayette College
Lincoln University
St. Francis College
Susquehanna University
Temple University
West Chester University of PA
Westminister College
Widener University
RHODE ISLAND
khode Island

SOUTH CAROLINA
1.
2.
3.

Clemson University
Furman University
South Carolina State University
29
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SOUTH DAKOTA
1.
2.
3.

Black Hills State University
Huron University
South Dakota State University
TENNESSEE

1.
2.
3.

Maryville College
University of Tennessee
University of Tennessee-Martin
TEXAS

1.

Texas Tech University
UTAH

1.
2.
3.
4.

Southern Utah University
University of Utah
Utah State University
Weber State University
VIRGINIA

1.
2.

3.
3.
4.

Hampton Sidney
Liberty University
University of Richmond
Virginia Commonwealth University
William and Mary College

WASHINGTON
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Eastern Washington University
Gonzaga University
University of Washington
University of Washington at Puget Sound
Washington State
WASHINGTON D.C.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Catholic University
George Washington University
Howard University
Seattle Pacific University
Whitman College

WEST VIRGINIA
1.
2.

Bethany College
Marshall University

MOND!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Beloit College
Carthage College
Milwaukee
Univ. of Wisconsin
Univ. of Wisconsin - Superior
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Date: Thursday, April 20, 1995
Source- Stephen Chapman.

Copyright Chicago Tribune
UNSPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT
SETTING QUOTAS FOR WOMEN IN COLLEGIATE SPORTS ISN'T FAIR PLAY

Defenders of affirmative action complain that the debate always
focuses on race rather than on sex. While preferences that help blacks and

other 'racial minorities are controversial, they insist, preferences that
help white women are not-meaning that Americans really aren't offended
by the idea of affirmative action. The supporters should hope Americans
don't get a good look at the way that idea was recently translated into
policy by a federal judge.
Brown University is not exactly redneck heaven. In fact, it has long been
a model of progressive thinking. It abolished D's and F's in response to
student demands in 1969 and has gained fame (or notoriety) for its
relaxed academic requirements Once all-male, it now has a student body
that is 51 percent female.
After the 1972 passage of Title IX, which outlawed sex discrimination
by collEges and universities getting federal aid, Brown leapt to show its
good will. Between 1972 and 1976, it addet.: women's teams in tennis,
basketball, crew, field hockey, gymnastics, squash, swimming, volleyball,
cross country, lacrosse, soccer, softball and outdoor track.
Today, the university funds 13 varsity sports for women arid 12 for men.
Brown women engage in varsity sports at nearly three times the average
rate for American colleges.
But that, a U.S. district coui t said last month, is not enough to comply
with Title IX. When a shortage of money forced the school to drop women's

volleyball and gymnastics from varsity to club sports-as it also did with
men's water polo and golf-it broke the law by failing to provide enough
opportunities for women to compete.
The judge was not impressed by Brown's exceptional record. Nor was

Arthur Bryant of Trial Lawyers for Public Justice, which filed the
lawsuit. The university takes the view, he said afterward, that "if Brown
is in violation, so is r.verybody. We agree with that." You heard right: Every

institution of higher learning in America is guilty of sex discrimination.
What is Brown's chief crime? Simple: It fields athletic teams that do
4/10/95
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not precisely mirror the student body. Though women outnumber men on
campus, they make up about 40 percent of the varsity athletes. The
simplest way for the university to obey the iaw, advised Judge Raymond
Pettine, is to arrange things so that women make up SI percent of the
participants.
That could be done not by adding teams for women but by dropping teams
for men-which would do absolutely nothing for women. Adopt a quota and
you're home free.
The possibility dismissed by the judge and Title IX militants is that the
numbers reflect differing tastes. No one thinks that discrimination
explains why fewer men than women participate in ballet or drama. But
the assumption is that if fewer women than men play varsity sports, only
unfairness can account for the gap.
In fact, for better or worse, young women are generally less interested
in sports than young men. Despite the expansion of girls' athletics in
recent decades, high school boys are 64 percent more likely to play
organized sports than girls. Fitness activities and pickup games are also
less popular among teenage females than males.
Of girls who apply to Brown, only about 43 percent express an interest
in athletics. In the university's intramural sports, which take all corners,
eight times as many males take part as females. Several women's varsity
teams at Brown have vacant slots, while the men's are oversubscribed.
Plenty of young females are devoted to athletics, and the expansion of
options for them over the past generation has been a thoroughly
commendable change. But the chief goal should be assuring a chance for
those who want to play-not enforcing quotas in participation rates.
If men are more inclined to these pursuits than women, there is nothing
wrong with an imbalance in numbers-just as there is nothing wrong with
a excess of women in the English department or a glut of men in
engineering. What has taken place at Brown is plainly the result of women
and men making different choices of their own free will.
The judge and the law take for granted that America's colleges are run
by reactionary males who will address the needs of women only if they
have a hammer hanging over their heads. In fact, there are powerful
ideological pressures in academe to assure that females are treated at
least as well as men-not to mention business pressures to avoid
ahenating a huge pool of app!icants.
The court's decision is 5ased on the fallacy that the surest proof of fair

4/30/95
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treatment is statistical parity. This is the kind of thinking that has

doomed racial preferences with the American people. who know that equal
treatment doesn't necessarily produce equal results. Title IX has enjoyed
public acceptance because it is seen as a way to assure opportunity. Once
it becomes a machine for dictating outcomes, its days arc numbered.
PHOTO: AP photo.
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FROM UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE
DATED( 513/95
PoR ImMEDIATE RELEASE
COVERINO TUE COURTS by James J. Kilpatrick

MEN LESS IS MORE.
A few weeks ago the Supreme Court refused to hear Bill
Kelley's case. In doing ao, the high court passed up an
opportunity to address a tough question of civil rights at
the college level. Kelley was a member of the swimming team
his ol.. team
at thc University of Illinois. For good or ill,
has now been equalized out.
There is a nice ireny here. In its effort to increase
athletic opportunities for women, Congress hao succeeded in
reducing athletic opportunities for men. The incongruity may
We
never have been intended, but uhere it is! Leae is more.
subtraction,
not
addition.
move toward equality by
The facts are not much in dispute. The University of
has sponsored men's swimming teams since 1911.
Civil
Women's teams came alone in 1982. Title IX of the
Rightn Act prohibits disciimination on the basis of sex in
any program of education receiving federal support.
Specifically, the regulations ban "different treatment" in
intercollegiate, club or intramural
any "interscholastic,
athletics." The goal is equal opportunity.
Everything went swimmingly, so to speak, until the
been
spring of 1993. 'he U.S. Department of Education had
putting pressure on the university to eliminate or reduce an
evident imbalance under Title IX. Women made up 44 percent
accounted
of the student body at Urbana-Champaign, but they
fot only 23 percent of the varsity athletes.
Things came to a head when enrollment for 1992-93
declined. The university faced a $400,000 deficit in its

budget fur athletics. Something had to give. The athletic
director recommended that four teams be dropped -- men's
diving. The
(swimming, men's fencing, and men's and women's
left
untouched.
women's swimming team was
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Kelley and seven other members of the man's team went
into U.S. District Court, charging that the university had
violated Title IX. Obviously the men's team had been treated
differently. But was this the consequence of discrimination
or a result of frugality?

Judge Om Billy McDade did what he felt he had to do
In a leading case involving Brown University in 1993, the
Court of Appeals for the lst Circuit hae ruled bluntly on
the matter of achieving "gender parity." A university can
bring itself into compliance not only by enlarging
opportunities for women but also by contracting
opportunities for men.
This was enough for Judge McDade. Financial
constraints, he concluded, were the primary reason for
killing the men's swimming team, but the university also
wanted to stay on the sunny side of Title IX. He granted
summary judgment in favor of the university, but he had a
little more to say;
"The court is not unsympathetic to the plight of
members of the men's swimming team and recognizes that
Congress, in enacting Title IX, probably never anticipated
that it would yield such draconian results.
'Plaintiffs' case has emotional appeal because it
graphically demonstrates the inherent unfairness of
decisions which classify and isolate one gender foz burdens
that the other gender is not required to bear. Certainly it
must be acknowledged that the members of the mmn's swimming
team are innocent victims of Title IX's benevolent attempt
to remedy the effects of historical de-emphasis on athletic
opportunities for women ...
"Women have paid and continue to pay for discriminatory
actions and attitudes which have historically excluded them
from the athletic opportunities given to men, as represented
by current statistical disparities among athletes in
univereities and colleges across the country."

1

Kelley and hie colleagues appealed McDade's decision to
the 7th Circuit, but last September they lost again. The
court found that ths university's decision to retain women's
swimming was uextremely prudent." otherwise Illinots would
have been vulnerable to suit by the women.
With the Supreme Court's order, refusing to hear
Kelley'a further appeal, thie particular litigation has

ended. Previous suits have.been directed at Brown
University, Colorado State, Colgate, and the Indiana
University of Pennsylvania at Indiana, Pa. All have turned
out the same way. Successive courts have dt...erred to
bureaucratic regulations implementing Title IX, and that's

that. Tough luck, fellows.
The lust 7or gender equality in collegiate athletics

belies reality. It is not discrimination that holds down the
number of women in varsity sports. It is the different
nature of the species. Not all women want to be like men.
And to that wholesome proposition I say, vive la difference!
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Letters
basis. Still that was all right, because I thought
I had found a home at Drake.

individuals who rqxesent this University when

you can tell 2g sol lents and coaches that they are

Sure Drake has plenty of room for clubs and
sion-making pmcesa to name to Drake l thought
it was a great risk thad was taking. ft wass risk real nice facilities to also accommodate the
greaser than that of you waking up in the desires of an athiete. My question is of the three
morning l'm sure, bees ASC I put all of my trust coaches and 25 students who were raped of
into this University as many of us did when we their "athlete" tide and SIMS.
President Fenari and Lynn King, I'm glad to
first arrived here as fmshmen.
Ova the past three years I felt all your basic sec that you were able to save this great instituemotions towarth life, love, hate, happiness tion money, even if you did have to"crack a few
and sadness. But for some odd reason I have eggs for the omelet." I want to know one thing
felt confusion and loneliness on a more regular though, how can you expect support from us as

William Blauvelt (AS2)

Program?
You canceled the wrestling program, crushed
the bond that 28 of us had made over the yesis,
shattered our dreams, and all in two'daysl

Kinda silly, but truthful. And my question is
why haven't you given us a chance to save our

scholarship promise, but to uxne of us money is
not everything. You have crushed my dreams.

I am a Drake University student who is non-existent anymore?
What I'm upset about most definitely towers
March I I my life has been Idled with great denied the chance to compete on a national
moments these past three years at Drake. I've scale because tbe athlete part of me was taken over my nominal existence. however, Who are
you to change my life? You still home your
always been a "risk taker," and after the deci- away.

I arn a Drake University student athlete. who
like most of us thought I had seen it all. Until

To the editor

Wrestler's trust betrayed, dreams lost

The Times-Delphic Friday, April 2, 1.993
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May 5, 1995
Mr. Dale Anderson,

from my
This is a difficult summary to write because I have tried to remove
through our
that
I
encountered
while
going
memory the negative experiences
everiences and
gender equity study. The reason that this is hard is because the
that I have
the
most
frustrating
and
stressful
fnistrations that I encountered were
professional
career.
ever encountered in my
investigation and found it
Our university had conducted our own gender redistribute
resources to meet
adjustments
in
the
program
and
necessary to make
funds from one area to
This
resulted
in
the
shifting
of
our established goals.
another and adding an additional sport for women (soccer).
when two years later we were informed by
We were extremely surprised
would be conducting an
the Chicago branch of the Office of Civil Rights that they
inquiries on our
investigation. When the two investigators conducted theirthat
they exhibited of an
to
the
lack
of
understanding
campus, I was surprised as
and
NCAA Divialon III athletic program. As a result of their Investigation
to formally cap
of
action,
it
became
necessary
unwillingness to accept our plan
men's athletic programs on our campus.
and
Even though we fett on our campus that we could meet the kfterest
gender which is one of the aspects of Title IX, it
ability of our under represented
communicated to us by the OCR was to strive
appeared that the main goal as
men's programs
toward proportionafty. To do this, it was necessary for us to cap
caused morale
sports.
This
exercise
has
and open the ems for women's
female sports and
problems and frustrations among both the coaches of male and

student athletes as well.
since as I have
In closing, I find it very difficult to even discuss this issue been involved
producing activity I have ever
stated before, was the worst stress
In.

Respectfully

WIIe M
Athletic Director - Men

WI/Anderson&
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Chairman MCKEON. Ms. Hilliard.
STATEMENT OF WENDY HILLIARD, PRESIDENT, WOMEN'S
SPORTS FOUNDATION, EAST MEADOW, NEW YORK
MS. HILLIARD. Thank you. I am glad to have the opportunity to
speak :.ere.

My name is Wendy Hilliard. I am currently the President of the
Women's Sports Foundation, and I am also an athlete. I am not a
backpacker, but I competed in the sport of rhythmic gymnastics, an
Olympic sport. I was the first African American to represent the
United States in rhythmic gymnastics. I won international gold
medals, competed in three world championships, and was twice national te2..rn captain.

I went to college in the 1980s when Title IX was supposedly in
force. My sport wasn't offered at the varsity level. I did not receive
an athletic scholarship. I had to work my way through college and
pay for my athletic training, yet I graduated from New York University with honors.
Now, the month before graduation, I missed the 1988 Olympic
trials by five one-hundredths of a point.
Now, unlike Dan Gable or the other athletes you have here, why
wasn't I, one of the best in the entire country in my sport and also
at the top of the class, an athlete, able to receive an athletic scholarship? There are still very many women who are asking that
question today. Twenty-three years after the passage of Title IX,
women are receiving $179 million less in athletic scholarships each
year.
Now, you have heard and will hear allegations of gender quotas.

If there is a quota, it is 65 percent male and 35 percent female.
Yet football and men's m:nor sports are asking Congress to maintain that quota. They are saying that women have come far
enough. Well, 35 percent is not far enough.
The bottom line is that institutions of higher education have ignored Federal law for 23 years. Proportionality is not the issue. It
is a distraction from the real problem, which is that few institutions are giving female athletes their fair share. Brown said it
should have met prong two: Expansion of opportunity.
Now, Brown was sued because it cut two varsity sports,
nastics and volley ball. It reduced opportunity over the last gymfive
years. Now, I hope that Congress will not be swayed by the myth
that football is revenue producingonly 20 percent of football programs make moneyor the ridiculous contention that football is already eating up half of the athletic budget but somehow needs to
be protected from Federal law guaranteeing that we treat our
daughters as well as we treat our sons.
Now we must focus on what the stakes really are. Women who
play sports are more confident, have higher levels of self-esteem,

and stronger self-concepts. They are less likely to get involved with
drugs or get pregnant, and they are more likely to graduate from
high school and earn better grades.
As little as four hours of exercise a week reduces a woman's risk
of breast cancer by 60 percent, an affliction that is going to affect
one out of every eight women in our society.
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One out of every two women over the age of 60 is suffering from
osteoporosis, a $15 billion a year health problem. Now these are
generations of women who were not permitted to play sports and
were discouraged from participating in weight bearing exercises
that are necessary to laying down bone mass.
Now, sports is where boys traditionally have learned about teamwork, goal setting, and the pursuit of excellence in performance,
critical skills necessary for success in the workplace. In an economic environment where the quality of our children's lives will be
dependent on two-income families, are we willing to have our
daughters less prepared for the highly competitive workplace than
our sons?

Now, there are those who say that men's nonrevenue sports have
to be eliminated in order for schools to comply with Title IX. The
law requires no such action. You can keep all the men's sports and
increase opportunity for women if you cut the cost, not the participation of men's sports, and use the savings to fund program expansion for women.

In my written statement, I list at least 14 cost-cutting and revenue-producing measures that most schools have not considered.

None of them would hurt participation opportunities for men or the
success and revenue-producing ability of football. Athletic depart-

ments refuse to be fiscally responsible and make it difficult to
make cuts that would save men's minor sports.

The proportionality test is not at fault. Fiscal responsibility is
the problem. Protecting football, financial irresponsibility is the

problem. There are those who would persuade the subcommittee to
conclude that women aren't as interested in athletic opportunities

as men. Why do I have to prove I am interested in sports? My

brother doesn't have to prove that he is interested in sports.

Expenditure cuts can be made in football without hurting the

game, reducing football revenues, or reducing participation opportunities for football players. For example, in football scholarships,
if Division I were red.uced from the current maximum 85 to 50 full
scholarships, 50 full scholarships could be split among 85 players,
therefore, maintaining current team size.
Needy students could be allowed to receive nonathletic financial
aid based on need. There would be no reduction in the size or quality of teams while saving enough funds to add two or three more
women's teams. At many institutions, this one action would permit
Title IX compliance.
Chairman MCKE0N. Ms. Hilliard.
Ms. HILLIARD. I will close because I think, Chairman Mc.`_eon,

you can relate with this with three daughters and three sons.
Now, a simple analogy. You are a parent who has a son and a
daughter. For many years, you have given your son on the occasions of his birthday and holidays baseballs, gloves, footballs, hockey sticks, and other sports equipment. His room is full of sports implements, a veritable palace of athletic privilege.
One day your daughter comes complaining that her brother will

not let her borrow his glove so that she can play catch with her
girlfriends. Would you tell your daughter to go out and work to

earn the money to buy her own glove, or would you explain to her
how important it is to share? Would you change your commitment
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to the importance of sharing and treating your children equally if
your son advanced the argument that his sister would destroy or
lose or in some way or other way damage his glove or his football?
That is the question.
Thank you.
Chairman MCKEON. I guess I should have also said, I have three
grandsons and seven granddaughters.
Ms. HILLIARD. Makes a good team.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Hilliard follows:]
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STATEMENT OF WENDY HILLIARD
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POST SECONDARY
EDUCATION, TRAINING AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING
Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities
U.S. House of Representati, es
May 9, 1995

I am Wendy Hilliard, currently the President of the Women's Sport, Foundation, a 501 idi
13) non-pro,-.. educational organization. The Foundation was founded in 1974 by Billie Jean King,
Donna de Varona, Wyomia Tyus and other champion female athletes to promote and enhance
sports and fitness opportunities for gids and women. These successful women athletes did not

want girls following in their footsteps to face the same barriers to participation as they did. To
address the needs of girls and women in sports. the Foundation produces programming in four
;lied, education, advocacy, recognition and opportunity.
a.

I am also an athlete. My sport is rhy thmic g innastics. An Olympic event since 1984, it
combines hand apparatus such a, a hoop, ball, or a flow mg ribbon with gymnastics floor moves
and music. I was the first African-American to represent this sport in international competition:
cc hich I did for almost ten years including three World Championships. I won intet national gold
medals and was twice National Team Captain.
1 went to college in the 1980s when Title IX w as supposedly in force My sport wasn't
offered at the varsity level I did not receive an athletic scholarship. I had to work my way
through college. and pay for illy athletic training, yet graduated from New York University cc ith
honors. The month before graduation, I missed the 1988 Olympic. trials by .05 of a point. Wii!.
didn t I, as one of the best in the entire country in my sport. and at the top ot my class as a student
have the opportunity for an athletic scholarship'? There are still many women who are asking that

question today. Twenty-three years after the passage oil Me IX, women are still receiving only
35'% of all college athletic participation opportunities .

in many occasion, 1 ss onder, what o But, the fact is. my lack c.t oppoltunity has given
me more resolve to support equal opportunities for females in spot t. cc hich is why I am speaking
betore you today.

The Importance of Sports Participation
Before 1 address the technical questions which h,o.e been raised about Talc. IX, it is
important to review why the benefits of an educational activt like ntercollegiate athletic, are as
import.mt tor our daughters as they are for out sons:

Women who are actice in sports and recreational activ iii

as girls feel giediel confidence.

sell esteem and pride in their phy sical and soc la', selves Clan 01,1Y: 55 hO %sew sedentary a,

kids (Miller Lite Report. 1955)
Research suggests that girls who participate in sports are less likely to get incolved cc ith
drugs, less likely to get pregnant and more likely to graduate (torn high school than those
who do not play sports (Women's Sports Foundation, 19891.
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Half of all girls who participate in some kind of sport experience higher than average levels

of self-esteem and less depression (Colton & Gore, Risk. Resiliency. and Resistance:
Current Research on Adolescent Girls Ms. Foundation, 1991).
One to three Irmrs of exercise a week over tt won...n's reproductive lifetime (the teens to
about age 40) can bring a 20-30 percent reduction in the risk of breast cancer, and four or
more hours of exercise a v,eek can reduce the risk almost 60 percent (Journal of the
National Cancer Institute, 19941.
Oue out of es cry mo iA omen mer the age of 60 aie suffering from osteoporosis (National
Osteoporosis Foundation 1992 a multi-billion dollar health problem. These are
gerieran oils of 55 oilien %silo %%ere not perinitted to play sports or discouraged from
participating in ss eight-bearing exereises that are necessary to la) ing down bone mass.

e traditionally learned about teammork, goal-setting and the pursuit
Sport is sr here bo) N
of ex.'Ilence mu perfoi nuance critical skills necessary for success in the s)orkplace. In an
uu ill be dependent on tutu(' conoink .-mironment ru here the quaht) of our children's t
income families are v.e V.11111112 to has e our daughteis less prepared tor the highly
compeume sAorkplaux th.m our sons'

\\

hoOse heks CCU our sons and tun daughteis \)ith regard ti access to and

mum motion in sm. h opportunities This Is %%hat Tole IX of the 1972 Education Amendments Act
is all about

Title IX Compliance in Colleges and Unisersities
le \l institutions of !Uglier edus.mon in high s hook for Mat matter ale ompl mg s)ith
rile IX ol

1972 bducation Amendments Act, 1 fele are some fan:. to plose the point:

I males comprised os er 63 of our college undergraduate student population in 1090
S. Department of Educatimi. 10904 01 295.174 student-athletes participating at NCAA
institutions in 1993-94, onl 35.9"( (105.532) sreie %%omen (NCAA. 1094L

Comm] y in popular belief, men's sport participation has not suffered at the expense of
pros Ming patticipation opportunities for %%omen Men have consistently had double the
pal ticipation opporthnities r ovided to sk omen and men's participation opportunities has e
increased since the enantinent of Tale IX, rather than decreased. Over the period 1992-93
duough 1993-94, 9;107 ness male participation opportunities were created. That means for
eei y 2.2 nes% participation opportunities added for V. omen, one participation oppoitunity
%las added for men (NCA A. 19941

1 he NVA.,l Gender Equity Study released on March 11. 1992. res:'aled the
folloy. mg significant discrepancies m athletic opportunities and financial support at the
institutional lesel.

A v erage # Participants Per Prozrant
Males

1)is ision

2511

II

III
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169% I

Females
112 131%1

167 (68%1

79 132q

215 (67% )

116 (35%1
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Support

Financial

Female collegiate athletes are reeeis ing less than 24% of the athletics operating dollar

and less than 189 of the athletic \ recruiting dollar (NCAA Gender Equity Study.
1)92).
Female athletes are recei% ing less than 33'; of the college athletic- scholarship dollar.

As et age slinnlarship evendiunres

strage Annual Athletic

Ms ision

Scholarship $ to NIA-.

$849.130
$319.543

1

II

Aserage Annual Athletic
Scholarship 5, to .Females

$372,800
$148,966

, 'Male college athletes reieis e approimately $179 million dollars
more per year In achlent -,1,1arshqs giants than theu telltale countei parts i
1:\

In I )Is I

I tilk,

(-4 (1111t

s

14'; ci 111: 101,11 budget

19tt 11

he \

leadei ship tco its membei Institutions sA Ill. regard

has laded to !nos ide

:Ile IX ,oniphans
ett

ale cc omen

;

t m.st

ention scete v.omen t

ot the la- ult teplesentatv. es al the NCAA Coo; ention

lu59 Onl 21.4'; of all delegate, (to the 1992 M.A.%
-1 he NrAA has failed to act to legislate
19q2

...;1111 ucaict at cosstice boaid cap, tin athletic pi ograln evenditures.
..

ci these tat is alC 1101 sUrp11,114:

nlorcement of Title IX and other co. il tight,

legislation has bdt'll aloh, 4 non e \ isient In shOrI. despite the requitement, of the laA equal
orr.utuull In spot). fot %%omen Is still a ItIng \% ay oil

reducing the strength of Title
If atOhing, the Office of Ci%il Rights should be asked to be more rigorous
m its enforcement of the km. The burden of enforcement to date has fallen on
the shoulders of parents %%hose daughters base not been treated fairl and isho
lia%e had to go to court. at considerable espense, to protect the rights of their
children.
.1.1tis is not the linie to take a step hacks%ard 1)

IX.

Comtnon Questions Raised About Title I X as it Affects College
At hletic Programs
impoit,ffit
Foundation's m !mat mission is educaric,n. we belies,.
he
ci the udicei al puhlu: and Congtess to koms the tact, tattler than be guided by populat flls111010g
oppose Tide IX MU', I IA01114 like to addres: issues
and 1111st.tfilt.epInclls 1,1011104:II liv thow
onen talsed in disc ussion about the lass

194
92-374 95

7
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Do men's non-revenue sports have to be eliminated in order for
schools to comply with Title IX?
l'he purpose of 1as:is prohibiting discrimination is to hing the disail\antaged popuhmon up to
cl of the ad \ antaged population, not to neat iflCfl\ 1111110r spOns like v. omen's sports s.sho
\ ell a ihalit:e I0 play. If \se are going to espand opportunities for %%omen to participate

ithout suiting men's !mules entre spoil, siisIi as mestling. swimming and
here has to he a reduction of current espenditures on esistIng tlieMS teams and .1
(110,:* resoinces lii tolilell's pi-01;1am,

N.

55 t. ill aglee that pal rh lilanmIlti OppoiliMille, nd direct en1uiat1011:11 hellelits to strident
.100,1, ale the most important wasons I. maintaining athletic piligrdnis in higher edusation. then

oti, .1 cost s.is ng and fesenue producing measures \sill he pursued prior to cutting teams or
MC sqUad sl/c 1

It is utictinsciiinable that Lolleges anil UnitS Sr sities are not

onsidei ing

mime:mining some tlf all of the folios, ing re, ethic iriucimny or ,ost cutting 111C4sUre,
Men 5 Warns

.11,1ease res elutes 01 illeil's tiiiror spolls and ssoliwil's sports at the institutional and
spoils market is \ ritually untapped and must he
onl ei en, e is \ el 'I he \\ omen
Is eloped Ascordmg to bulk, s stud, of Reunne, and tkpraisa ii hana,,ille0.ile
,
m.Miation, in 1 P/3 that had
100.1 ). theme ale at least
55 ,Inen

plrlrhanis 55 hich generated S'Al1i,(11111 dollars om more There is alsn, C \ r.kil C

ne,A maik,q
indicate that the .pes tator and Minot market tor k oinen's sports
C. des eloping that nees malket
,111 Mein blot that supporting Merl 5 athietil s Ther
s, Ill pot pot %%omen S spoi ts ill d ompetiti e p0,111011 against all 111,1111111011.s I, \S II Men 'S

Add a I 2111 football game (9 e lla basketball game and designate all res dimes tnt end5.,
equity.
11:001.1ge Limit:remise members 10 adopt the same sports ss hen expanding %%omen s

I

pm ',giants in oidet to reallie the

sa1.111r, 01 sompetitmn 1.1.1111111 a leasollable

\ UnitY
I

neate leaner administrati \ e struoules at the Institutional and onferen,
(institutions pay for contereme operating c pensesi
Dela, the construction and renovation of athletics fa, dines It is absurd for an insubalion
out oi 'nninmpim_mmice ith Title IX to be spending Si 20.000 to change the ss. ood In the head
coa,h's offisc biiniml odk tnl imihnhany.

In

Idiminate the use of cellular phones
Se\ el ei

iitimtt ofrsampus recruiting acto. ities. We Lan no longer aftoid to spend

S,000-25,00Ii to recruit one basketball player.
I Intimate housing athletiss teams in hotels 111101 ti h,MC
I

11111111.1W Sill lilt break (Hp, to southelo tates
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1101 bcing
ed
I'arents. at grel.) financial mid ttersimat costs.
Itave pursued legal
remedies and umri their cases in the timer as uell as appellate
parents are no match for universities u it ler3 deep pockets. courts. These

pia \

gosernment should assume the hurderi for enforcement of the kiu.

The federal

Would the implementation of Title IX regulations automaticallt
mean
Would expenditure reductions hurt
football?
cuts in football programs?

Title IX compliance %kin not kill football In fact, expenditure redactions in football
probably improve the quality and competimeness of the game and the net profits of
nia:or football
programs For instance, we knou front oar experience
uith collegiate basketball that the game
has never been more popular or healthier than after the court
a as leveled by klf islatinn fequirnig
smaller coaching staffs, Muer scholarOlip limits and cutbacks in rec toting
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game, reducing football
spendoure cut, can be made in football c,,,thorn hinting the
A, long as all schools lot lost
lot
football
playeis
educing participation opportunities
les enues
rslit be tetained For Mitnpk,

positions
Ow saint.' fIlles and expenditure limit,, clIrt cut compeutir ethe
current maximum of 85 to 5(1, 50 full
from
o t rOth.in ,,,11,,I,trslups in Dir. ision I were redutedMewls)
maintainnly current team size). Needy

player, t
st holm ship, couhl be split among 115
non-athletic I inancial aid based on need. There would be no
,uld be allowed to receive
fund, to add two or three sr omen \
!eduction in the size or quality of team, %%bile stir my enough
Title IX compliance
this
one
action
would
permit
reams At many institutions,
makes the money to fund
Conyiess and the public now know Mat it is a mr th that football
'On-I men s :ffid %%omen's programs:

nos, to 80'4 of all NCAA football progranis lose inoney
Fr en among the big-time NCA A Dir Rion I programs. b7'4 lose money
losing an ar erage
Among the biggest-time NCAA Dir ision IA pioyrams: 32'h are
football
alone
I
bulks.
1904i
ot SI million dollars a year in
I

tbal briny, in siym icant resent/es. hut. al most colleges and =set sine!.

it spends more than it

bi frig, m

omphance IA ill [tar e any negative effect on
1 hew is no reason to believe that Title IX t IA
program %kith a 45'4 female and 55'A male
Washington
State
University.
a
Dir
ision
iotball
Washington State's football
!lerieral sithient population has In:: the roportionalit) standard
Pciti-Ten rs ith a 7.4 rel Ord
4th In OW
basis of
priq.i am h.t, ner et been more StlecesStu I In 1 0 9 - 1 . the) %%ere
Football coaches are making extremist statements without any
and i inked 23i d nationally.
tat t

programs, their football programs
In Mose k ises v. here institution, have dripped football
participation, almost non-existent int lune
for
elimination
based
on
declining
w ere being considered
convenient ercUse
and nu:Rasing expenses well before gender equity provided a
and higher education in particular have had
In this difficult economy, bu,:inesses in general
constdei able downsizing. While everyone else
employees
and
suffet
through
to cut back, lay off
football expenditures har e grown at a tvin-e far exceeding
in the sountr) is tightening then belts,
Association (CFA) has fought er ery effort to cap expenditures.

inflation The College Football
football games. College
including the prohibition of staying in hotels the night before home
and spending more money
football team, are still producing 200 page glossy media guides
woolen's

head football coach than it TT OUld cost to support adding a
reno s :lung the office of the
doubled (firer tha last four
Yet.
the
arerage
deficit
of Dir ision IA football programs bus
team
yea], (hulks, p. 20 I.
sex di- -runination so
Now, football i, asking Congress to protect it fiom laws prohibiting
spending. Football needs to become more fiscally responsible. The
it can continue indiscriminate
achieve gentler equity tnay be the

pressure of reducing expenses that is created by the need to
healthiest prescription for a sport that is in danger of self-destructing
Title IX should help football programs
The pressure created by the need to comply with .0my
have helped businesses to become
the
pressures
of
a
soft
ei.
become inure profitable, just as
without
hurting
competitiveness as long as
more profitable There arc many ways to cut costs
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those cutbacks are legislated across the board at all institutions. The NCAA has the power to create
these aiross-the-board cuts and guarantee a level playing field.

Thus, compliance v.ith Title IX does not have to have any affect on the success of
inters ollegiate football programs. The standard of living of many football programs will have to be

redused in tardei to redistribute funds for the cause of gender equity. Such reductions need not
result in lov.ering participation Opportunities for football playets or scholarship support for athletes
in Mum. al need N,ither ss ill such reductions result in the demise of football as many football
soaches and athletics director, ssould ask us to behese. Such prediction, of disaster are nothing
I-oothall ss ill alssays be a popular and important ritual on our college
mote than scare tas
,ampuses. an important reenue producer and of interest to Ides sion and other electronic and prim
media

There are those who say that if the size of men's sports teams are
capped. tninorit) athlete walk-ons in football and track w ill be most
ersely affected.
New w omen's sports w ill cater to a
predominantl white population. Is this true?
sm

het,. ale ilicse %Om \\ould stoop to allege that suppoiting vendei equit is suppotting
(lendet eqn,.. and Wit scgreptiin are IV. el) imp,rtant but %%pat ate issues
It doesn't Make sense to argue that keeping tootball teams large is the ssa to address the

issue ot spoil segregation. Such a contention ssould support the nontinuation of foothill.
Tasketball and nack as niinorit ghettos and not Wit's, the real problem of dissrumnation and lack
en, .iut ovement of minorities in other spoils

Race and gendei dist umination are eqUall impol taut issues that demand the focused
an, 'won of edit, alors It is rid!, Moits to suggest that gender equit ettorts should stop until sport
knins of disLrinunation against ea, h
tins S Mil a position results in pitting
o0:ei

%%omen and Lisa ['mum ities

The position of Respected Go% ernance an(l Ot ersight Groups
These healing. ha e been requested limit [crewman es of thtee gioups sri, beliesc that
the pike of gender equit) is too high. You sk ill hear testinion from t institunons that ale not in
oniphance ith Title IN and don't belies e the should be held to Title IX's standards. 12)
e football should be gis en spe, i.il pits ileges and
temesentati es of I. OPIVI.2.s.

ter esentatt,e, 01 men 's non re emit. sports programs v. ho arc upset because institutions are
elumnoting theu spot Is instead ot !educing espenses mm Mothall or lakinV is lions other than cutting
l'iurLons t" hind ss utts'mi's spits oppommalcs. "Fhe Institutions being heard trom has e a ested
intetest tIm i hanging the lass benallse their plogranis are not in compliance The football coon hes
enue
v.ould like a 1.tialailleed niliIItu,titti of then , int ent ads antaged shim, The
1.1,0i1,111.! spoil coat:hes. ,Igalli/alligls ale titistrated o ith the choices Mali: by their institntlOns
alum!' high prked oppor tunmes and p° o. ileves tot those pat tisipatil,i lo one (it issi mcn's sports
mot c than less epellske opportunities for mole students. men and %%omen

Congress should not c eight these positions on gender equity on athletics as !mire
meaningful Man the stated positions ot respected groups of college presidents and sollege spoils
leatleis like the Knight Conlinission, and the largest collegiate sport gosernance organieation in the
L onto]

the NCA A

0 t)
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The Knight Conunission was formed to reclaim public confidence in the integrity of college
sport, and has addressed gender equity in mo major report,:
U

.

9,

1

1 he Knight Comnussion included, a, one of five recommendations designed to advance
pre,idenual control, the following commitment to gendei equit.v:

Presidents should commit their institutions

to equity in all aspects of
intercollegiate athletics. The Commission emphasi:es that continued inattention to the
requirementc of Title IX (mandating equitable trewment of women in educational programs)
represents a majon stain on institutional integrits. It is essenthd that presidents take the lead
III this area We recommend that presidents
Annually 11,view participation opportumnes in intercollegiate programs by gender
Develop procedures to insure more offo, trinities fiq ,onien's participation and

pranuite equity for women's teams in tet ms ol schedules. lib
tungements and coaching.

(ravel

fp. NI
RQ11, or rhe Kmely Fou_yillftion (Msuch, 19,71,
1;1 a, final tepot I. Ow Knight Coutrniwon highlighted the inir,,it.inse ttl the gt..intoi equity issue Int
t.,,Ilege presidents

,

Gender Equity. .1.1Uthisl the bm Athol) 4 an impel inv. 0 1,0 cm; C eduction. the unfinished
'nil
/In :17,01en al/A° demands anYnt;,,G.. Most Cilln/(10('S are struggling to meet the
men as caw law defining
enu.ms ol Title IX bf the Film atm,. Amendments
0,' ic,ponements being prude,
d:n!:
gencta:.
Ni
Atud'6 of Kende,
ic'ea,e,I ii, P.012 l ob, AX regulations call h:t a, roun,lamig (he millet), infirleMS of
olled
financial aSSi\t,ali c
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tion fr, the number of male and female
,Ind making othet benclils
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2.3 The Principle of Gender Equity
2.3. I

It is the

With Federal and State Legislation.
responsibility of each member institution to comply with Federal and state
ri,ga 'ding vender eatatt

Compliance

legislation that

Legislation. Du. Association shouhl not adopt
pre..ent tnembet insttutiom f tom complying is ith applicable gendet
insnnitions'
equifs lavo. and ahOUN adopt legislation to enhance ni,mbe,
.
emler
(vary
laws
comphinur
2 .3 .3

(;ender Bias. Die in, tivilte ol du. Asmictation should be conducted in a
mantle) free 1 i:ender
S u ni nu 8 r

Yoin lnftlest anti astions in

nil, IX as it is urrently %St 'awn is %el-) impoitant

in sport Issenty -three years af ter the Liu.

W leit Ss olliell ni, ,ik halts% a% toss at,t equal oppottutnt
It is the time to
aii.mted. it is obs ions that nos: is not the time to take a step has Isss.trd.
We Lannot. as .I nation tolerate discriminatita
eni..iarage mime ledet .! elfin Is to enf'otse the laxs
We must prepare out (laugh/et. as %SOH as %lc prepare OW sons
neatnicht im the basis (if gendet
it volt klonys, in higher edneation,

must pixy them Mc same educational benefits
I Me IX ot the
nitetsollegiate athlenss. Including football. must ronloon to the requitement. of
t
I dos,aion Amendments
milt ts ',II
ollege football co.!: hes and insiltuttons m.ho sl

compl!, ss tb Tote IX ate asKin.2

and tOIlsail WV should nese! be asked to choosr
tho lidbils to s is iose hVISSC:ql l'encler Vilt1111
1,ctsse,.l) "til soils MO our dam-hiets
You are a patent ss ho has a son and a daughter. Fin
baseballs.
ii,
ha.
e
gt',
en
your
son.
on
the
occasions of his butlidav and hohda s,
niam. eat s.
other sports equipment. }Its toom Is full Of Timis implements
I.ses. lo-nballs. hockey sticks and
One day. your daughter conies to you citniplaining that
a entanie palace of athleMs pm ilege.
lis
e
so
she can has e a catch ssith he: girlf riends. Would you
het brother ss on't let het borross is g
buy her osii glose iii SloUld you explain to your son floss
tell her to go out and uork so she can
the importance of sharing and
important it is to share ' V. ould you change y our commitment to
destroy_ lost
neatimi your children equally if y OUT soli ads anced the argument that his sklel sst,filit
Ill sliltiI othet ska damage his glose of Ins football '

\ smiple analogy ilia be helpt ul

I hank you fin tho. (ppm tunny to plesent my %less.
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Chairman MCKEON. Mr. Neinas.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES M. NEINAS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COLLEGE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION, BOULDER, COLORADO

Mr. NEINAS. Chuck Neinas, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity. I guess I am representing football. I have been called a
lct of things in my life but sacrosanct has never been one. Also in
attendance today, we have the officers of the American Football
Coaches Association: Grant Taft, Ron Skipper, and Fisher Deburry,
as well as the aforementioned Tom Osborne.
We appreciate the subcommittee's interest and encourage the
subcom.nittee's continued investigation into Title IX and the activities of OCR. We feel it is very appropriate to do that. But let me
state for the record, so there can be no confusion, we do not seek
repeal of Title IX. We do not seek changes that would hinder development of women's sports. We do not seek an exemption of football
from Title IX. What we do seek is practical, reasonable interpretations and guidelines from OCR to keep colleges and universities
from becoming prisoners of strict proportionality. The two Presidents who appeared on the previous panel elaborated on that to
some degree.

Let me say that I attended a June 16 meeting assembled by

OCR, and it was there that my interest was heightened because it.
became apparent to me that prongs two and three of the Title IX
test are simply intermediate stops toward proportionality.
We believe the unique size of football teams needs to be taken
into consideration. There is a policy interpretation of 1979 that
promised that several institutions' intercollegiate football is unique
among sports. The size of teams, the expense of operation, and the
revenue produced distinguished football from other sports, both
men's and women's.
If strict proportionality is the measurement to be used, what is
the relevant pool to be surveyed? The entire student population? Or
those who have a demonstrated interest in athletics. The second
test, history of development, is rarely taken int') account. Again,
this was elaborated upon by President Gregorian.
Those institutions that started a women's athletic program early
on are now penalized for what they have done to promote women's
sport. simply by the fact that they have not continued to develop

sports on a year-by-year basis. It would be appropriate that the
second test focus on history and developnient. I hope that is what
Ms. Cantti was referring to.

The third test may appear to provide institutions that sponsor

football the opportunity to be in compliance, but not in the manner

in which it is currently being interpreted by OCR. At one time,

men's sports far exceeded the number of women's sports in the college program. That is no longer true. Most institutions have men's

and women's sports equal in number and, in some instances, the
number of women's sports exceeds the number of men's sports, and
perhaps the greatest fallacy of all lies in the assertion that the
unique size of college football programs was taken into account in
the development of policy interpretations.
Let me point out that strict proportionality not only impacts Di-

vision IA, but also impacts Divisions II and III, which are lower
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levels of competitive Classification Take Central College of Pella,
Iowa: 1,400 enrollment, 55 percent female enrollment, 125 on the
football squad. No athletic grants or aid at Central College. They
play the game because they want to. They are not receiving financial aid.

The problem we have is simple. This was addressed earlie...

Walk-ons. What is wrong with 175 fellows who want to try out for
baseball at Notre Dame. Do we have to count heads to ensure that
there is some statistic-like proportionality?
And the condemnation of Division IA football I find very interesting because all you have to do is to take a look at the most suc-

cessful, visible, and financially supported women's athletic programs and they are at universities that are associated with institutions that sponsor Division IA football.
The problem with proportionality is illustrated by the University
of North Carolina, Cnapel Hill. They won the Sears Cup, 13 sports
for men, 13 sports for women, considered the finest program in the
country last year with 42 percent male and 58 percent female. I
think North Carolina is doing a fine job.

Finally, let me give a quote from a case in Illinois where the
men's swimmers attempted to get their sport reinstated, but were
denied by a Federal District Court judge. Because of Title IX, the

Federal judge ruled against the male swimmers but stated the
court is not unsympathetic to the plight of members of the men's
swimming team and recognizes that Congress, in enacting Title IX,
probably never anticipated that it would yield such draconian results.

Is the best measure of access and opportunity the ratio of men
and women on campus strict proportionality? Or is there a better
measurement? The number of sports being offered to men and
women? The number of grants available to men and women, not
the number that simply choose to play?
Thank you.
Chairman MCKEON. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Neinas follows:]
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STATEMENT OF
CHARLES M. NEINAS
EXECUTIVE DMECTOR
COLLEGE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION

My name is Charles Neinas and I am the executive director of the College Football
Association. The CFA is co.o prised of 67 universities that are classified in NCAA Division
I-A which designates the most competitive classification in the sport of football. The CFA
was founded in 1977 to provide a forum for universities to address subjects that are of
particular interest to those involved in what is termed major college football. The CFA
encourages the chief executive officers, faculty representatives, athletics directors and
football coaches to work together on a common agenda. Through the years, the CFA has
been in the forefront in strengthening academic standards, establishing restrictive rules
governing recruiting and in the promotion of college football.
The Board of Directors of the CFA (roster attached) is most appreciative of the
committee's willingness to consider what impact Title IX and the activities of the Office for
Civil Rights (OCR) have upon college athletics. While created to consider matters related
to major college football, our interest extends to college football at all levels as well as
intercollegiate athletics for both men and women.
My primary mission today is to encourage continued congressional review of Title IX
and to analyze the appropriateness of the interpretations and regulations that were
adopted 20 years ago. In view of the changing landscape of intercollegiate athletics and the
continuing progress that has been made in the development and growth of women's sports,
there should be consideration as to whether the guidelines and Policy Interpretations of
OCR reflect the current state of intercollegiate athletics.

For the record, let me state the following:

(1) We DO NOT seek repeal of l'itle IX.
(2) We DO NOT seek changes that would hinder the development of women's
athletics.
(3) We DO NOT seek exemption of football from Title IX.

(4) We DO seek practical and reasonable interpretations and guidelines from OCR
to eliminate colleges and universities from becoming prisoners to a strict
proportionality test.
OCR established three tests in determining compliance with Title IX:
proportionality, history of development and interest and abilities. Although OCR repeats
that it utilizes the three tests in determining compliance, it is apparent by its actions that
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OCR considers the history of development and the interests and abilities testa as
intermediate measures in reaching proportionality.
We believe that the unique size of college football teams needs to be taken into
consideration as the Office for Civil Rights Policy Interpretations of 1979 promised.
At several institutions, intercollegiate football is unjmke among sports.
The size of the teams, the expense of the operation, and the revenue produced
distinguish football from other sports, both men's and women's. Title IX
requires that "an institution must comply with the prohibition against sex
discrimination imposed by that title and its implementing regulations in the
administration of any revenue producing intercollegiate athletic activity."
However, the unique size and cost of football programs have been taken into
account in developing this Policy Interpretations (Policy Interpretations,
Section IX, Appendix A, paragraph 5, 71419).
Clearly, football was intended to be covered by Title IX, and the cost of certain
aspects is what the Javits Amendment required as sex neutral considerations: i.e., the fact
that football would cost more is not discriminatory. However, the unique size of college
football teams is not taken into consideration by the Policy Interpretations, and the result
is that current interpretations by OCR and the courts in imposing strict proportionality is
narrow and unworkable.

At the time the Policy Interpretations was developed (by a panel of "experts"
comprised of university presidents, athletics directors, representatives of women's athletic
organizations, OCR attorneys and others), women's sports were governed by the
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) and men's sports were governed
by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). These organizations had conflicting rules and interests.
It is our belief that one of the reasons the section on the "effective accommodation of
interests and abilities" has been the subject of controversy and conflicting interpretation is
the diverse interest represented by those involved in drafting the Policy Interpretations in
the late 1970s.

The first part of the three-part test, proportionality, originated as a threshold
assumption of compliance. It was never intended to be an ultimate goal. The first OCR
Investigator's Manual of 1980 made that clear, "Title IX does not require institutions to
offer . .. a proportional number of intercollegiate participation opportunities" 11980
Investigator's Manual, page 122, second paragraph). The proportionality test was adopted
from OCR's experiences in the desegregation of school districts where it adupted a
"substantial proportionality" test, not the strict proportionality test utilized in connection
with Title IX.
If a strict proportionality measurement is used, what is the relevant pool to be
surveyed, the entire student population or those that have a demonstrated interest in
athletics? There have been a number of surveys undertaken by reputable sources in an
attempt to distinguish if there is a difference in the interest in athletic participation
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between men and women. Studies by the U.S. Department of Education, The Educational
Testing Service and Cooperative Institutional Research Programs at UCLA, as well as
participation statistics by the National Federation of State High School Associations
consistently reveal a higher athletic interest among males than females.
The five percent or less standard considered in Title IX cases appears to have
originated from an out-of-court settlement of various lawsuits (e.g., 5anders vs University
aLlexas) that is neither practical nor workable in institutions that sponsor football or have
a larger percentage of females in the undergraduate enrollment.
The second test (i.e., history of development) is rarely taken into account by OCR or
the courts. This test calls for the following:
. .. whether the institution can show a continuing practice of program
expansion, which is demonstrably responsive to the developing interests and
abilities of members of that sex."

As is evident throughout an analysis of the Policy Interpretations, OCR has not
developed any policy clarification to define what constitutes a history of continuing practice
of program expansion
When Title IX was implemented, many colleges and universities accelerated the
development of women's programs and initiated several sports. For example, Brown
University, which currently sponsors 17 sports for women, actually started 13 sports for
women within a short period of time in the 1970s Brown and other institutions that made
an early commitment to women's athletics have received no credit for what they have
accomplished ia the development of women's sports on campus In fact, such institutions
ire penalized for their history of promoting women's sports It would seem entirely
tppropriate that the second test focus on history AND development rather than utilizing
only program expansion

The third test i
interests and abilities may appear to provide institutions that
miser football the opportunity to be in compliance, but not in the inanner in winch it is
,-urrently being interpreted by OCR. The test provides:
whether it can he demonstrated that the interests and abilities of
the members of that sex have liven tune and effectively tccommodated by the
present program."
It would appear logical and reasonable to assess the voluntary activities on the
ampus through a review of participation in club sports or Intramural activities Also,
tonsideration should be given to those sports that are popular at the high school level in the
irea iii v.hich the institution is located Ctilizing such analysis, an institution could
determine if there was unmet interest, but OCR continues to emphasize stnct
yr. 1.ortionality by making the third test more difficult to satisfy. Institutions are now
Iwing required to consider the athletic interests of potential students (those that may or
mav not attend the university) in accommodating the interests of actual students at the
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university. The rationale of such an approach is difficult to understand. For example, if a
particular women's sport is played in one part of the country but is not popular in another
part of the country, what is the institution's obligation? The Eastern Illinois case is an
example where OCR declared that the university must add field hockey for women
although the sport is not played in the area in which the institution is located. It is absurd
to add varsity sports absent any demonstrated interest and ability within a particular
institution.
The 1980 Investigator's Manual states: '''The absence of expressed interests by
women ... may often be a sign that the institution needs to increase the awareness of
women of athletic opportunities and to develop club, intramural and recreational programs
for women" (1980 Investigator's Manual, page 128). We support this approach. Creation of
opportunities in such a manner could allow women's sports to blossom or fade, and that is
the true test of interest.
At one time the number of sports offered men at a university far exceeded the sports
offerings for women. This is no longer true! At many institutions the number of sports for
women are equal to or greater than the number of sports offered for men.
Also, it is not true that the overall growth of women's programs has not been at the
expense of men's sports. Universities have had to accommodate the need to expand
programs and increase opportunities for women and in so doing eliminated men's sports for
a varwty of reasons. For example, during the past ten years, 64 NCAA members have
discontinued men's swimming. Over the last 20 years, the number of wrestling programs
in the NCAA has been reduced from 401 to 261. A survey of CFA members indicates that
in the last ten years there have been 123 sports added for women and 39 sports for men
have been discontinued

Perhaps the greatest fallacy of all lies in the assertion that the unique size of college
fotball programs was taken into account in the development of the Policy Interpretations
As discussed earlier, this simply is not true. Another problem with the Policy
Interpretations is that it makes no distinction between the different division levels. While
the I-A. and l-AA distinctions are for the sport of football, most institutions competing at
each level have different funding sources. Many of the Division 1-A institutions have fully
funded women's programs that benefit treinendovsly from the existence of football and the
revenue that is generated through gate receipts, television and donors to the athletic
gram whose primary interest is college football. Those universities where football trams
,,,miRte at the I-AA level do not have the same funding resources but also do not have as
qi.iny scholarships or coaches. These institutions depend heavily on financial contributions
from alumni and fund raising to support their intercollegiate teams because they do not
ellloy the samO level of attendance or interest.
The problem of strict proportionality impacts upon all institutions sponsoring the
:port of football whether it be at the Division I-A level or Division III Footballs, helmets
and shoulder pads cost the same whether you are buying equipment for the University of
Nebraska or Central College of Pella, Iowa The Nebraskas, Penn States and Notre Dames
of the world will continue to sponsor football because it is the primary source of income that
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funds the entire athletic program and also serves as a public relations and fund raising
instrument for the university as a whole. Other men's sports at such institutions, however,
may suffer as a result. It is when you talk about those programs sponsored at the Division
II and the Division III level of the NCAA that football is in jeopardy of being discontinued.
There are two indisputable facts when comparing participation rates between men's
and women's sports. First, football requires and attracts a larger number of participants.
The overall average squad size in the sport of football ranges from 117 at the Division I-A
level to 77 at the Division III level. Second, more men are interested in participating in
intercollegiate athletics than women, even though at the Division I level there is more
financial aid available per capita and absolute dollars for the women in matched sports. An
analysis of the 1993-1994 participation study by the NCAA illustrates the point.
Comparing like sports at the Division I level (basketball, cross country, fencing, golf,
gymnastics, lacrosse, skiing, soccer, swimming, tennis, track and field (both indoor and
outdoor), volleyball, crew and squash), men's participation average total is 347.9 and the
women's participation average is 274.6. Yet more grants are available to women in these
sports than to men. Nonetheless, men represent 56 percent of the participants and women
represent 44 percent. Would this meet the strict proportionality test if a student body was
50 percent male and 50 percent female? It is even more onerous if the female student body
is greater than 50 percent. It definitely wouldi:at meet OCR's compliance test and
demonstrates the absurdity of strict proportionality.
Let us cite a specific example. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill was
awarded last year's Sears Director's Cup that recognizes an institution's athletic
achievement by combining the success of its men's and women's sports programs. The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill currently has an enrollment of 42 percent male
and 58 percent female. It sponsors 13 sports for women and will add a fourteenth sport for
women next year. Women's sports do not lack for funding at the University of North
Carolina. The institution also sponsors 13 sports for men. The participation rate in the
athletic department, however, is almost the reverse of the gender enrollmt lt of the student
body with more than 50 percent of the participants being male. Who is to say that the
University of North Carolina is not providing adequate competitive opportunities for all
students on the campus, both male and female?
Some advocates of women's athletics have stated publicly that a method to achieve
strict proportionality would be to reduce opportunities for men. They would eliminate those
that wish to try out for a team, what.we refer to as walk-ons. Because women do not try
out in the same numbers their ill-founded solution is to eliminate opportunities for men
and that is not the American way. Many of those that walk on do not make the Final squad.
Some, however, become outstanding athletes and major Lontributors to the university, as
many coaches will testify

Let us consider proportionality at the Division III level. Central College of Pella,
Iowa has long had a successful football program. Central College is proud of the fact that of
a student enrollment of 1,400, of which approximately 55 percent is female, there are 125
members on the football squad. At the Division III level, those that are attending college
pay their own way There are no athletic grants-in-aid. The reason that they are on the
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football squad is that they want an opportunity to play the game. Should Central College
be required to limit the number that want to play football because of a strict proportionality
Wst?

Those who attack ft,othall concentrate primarily en those institutions that sponsor
the sport at the highest competitive level, Division I-A. In so doing, they question the need
for a specific number of grants-in-aid with the expectation that if such numbers were
reduced, the money should automatically go to support women's sports. This attack is
unfair, unfounded and not, in the best interest of women's sport . Look at, the current Sears
Director's Cup standings that reflect institutions having achieved success in athletics for
both men and women. Without exception the highest rated programs are associated with
universities that also sponsor football at the Division I-A level. The fact is that the most
prominent and best funded women's athletic programs benefit because those universities
also sponsor major college football. That fact should demonstrate above all else that
football, despite its size and because of its popularity, does aid women's sports.
I find it difficult to believe that the sponsors of Title IX, in their desire to promote
opportunities for women's education, including athletics, intended to hurt football or
eliminate opportunities for men. Although Title IX is an educational act, the focus on strict
proportionality rests solely on athletics and there is no investigation about the percentage
of females enrolled in business or engineering or males enrolled in nursing or education. In
fact, Senator Bayh, the Senate sponsor of Title IX, is quoted from the Congressional Record
August 6, 1971 as stating, "Whot we are trying to do is to provide equal access for women
and men students to the educational process and the extracurricular activities in a school,
where there is not a unique facet such as football involved."

Let me reiterate what I said earlier
(1) We are not asking football to be exempt from Title IX.
(2) The unique size of the sport of football must be taken into consideration. This is

what the Policy Interpretations promised but failed to deliver.
(3)

If participation in sports is good for men, it must also be good for women.
Hopefully, there will be opportunities available to both.

(4) We seek practical interpretations and guidelines relative to Title IX. The
current Policy Interpretation needs to be revisited because it is outdated and
lacks the necessary clarification by the agency that is responsible to interpret it
Finally, do not make those colleges and universities tha sponsor football prisoners of
strict proportionality.
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Chairman MCKE0N. Mr. Dickson.
STATEMENT OF RICK DICKSON, DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS,
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY, PULLMAN, WASHINGTON
Mr. DICKSON. Thank you, Chairman McKeon.

Following the theme that you said earlier about remembering
who we are, I just would like to thank the Chair and the subcommittee for allowing me, as a father of three daughters and a
son, to meet my interest and abilitywhich was to allow m chil-

dren to stay home until 9:30 a.m., Pacific time, to watch C-SPAN.
So I appreciate the accommodation of my interest and abilities.
I would start by saying, as you mentioned, I am Rick Dickson,
Director of Athletics at Washington State University. Washington
State is a member of the Pacific-10 Conference in which we sponsor 10 women's and seven men's sports. Washington State has been
recognized for being in compliance with the directed proportionality
factor. Let me share with you some of the chronology and history
for Washington State in coming into compliance with the proportionality test.
In 1982, Washington State was charged with a State gender law-

suitnot a Title IX suit, but a State gender lawsuit. In 1987, this

decision was reversed. The decision outlined that Washington State
University should afford women equal opportunity to men in terms

of scholarships, dollars spent, and programs sponsored. In 1987,
this decision was overturned because it had excluded football. I
think it is ironic today that, eight years later, we are talking about
a formula that in our case has been dealt with over a decade ago.
In 1987, the State of Washington Supreme Court overturned the

exemption of football, stating, "The exclusion of football would prevent sex equity from ever being achieved since men would always
be guaranteed many more participation opportunities than
women." Following this decision, WSU embarked on a plan to pro-

vide participation opportunities for women commensurate with
their participation in the student body, as required by the court decision.

You have my written statement, so I think I will skip to some
highlighted parts here. You have heard today different classifications, different institutions. Washington ,tate is a I-A, Pacific-10
Conference, one of the most noted and noteworthy conferences in
the countr-i and, as we said, what was done at Washington State
was to review the model of the athletic program. Today that model
consists of seven men's and 10 women's sports.
Currently, in the 1994-1995 academic year, the undergraduate
female enrollment at our institution is 48 percent of the student
body. A total of 250 female student-athletes participate in varsity
intercollegiate sports at Washington State University. For our men,
the number is 243. So we are roughly at a 51 percent/49 percent
proportionality factor.

We dofor those of you who don't know in this part of the coun-

tryparticipate in men's football. By the way, for the third time
in the last five years, we did just participate in a bowl this past
post-season. We will have the privilege, some would say, of compet-

ing against the esteemed University of Nebraska next fall. So we
do participate very successfully in that sport as well.
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In addition, our men's basketball program has been in post-season play three of the last five years. So I think Washington Sta. Le's
real purpose in being here today is to provide you with a case study
to view. You have a IA, the highest level of competitive intercollegiate athletics, a program that has been held in high regard for its
ability to meet compliance, as set forth by our State court some 15
years ago.
In addition to that, I think we have constantly and continuously
tried to review the complete composition of our programs, to make

certain that some of the things that have been brought forward
todaymeeting interest and abilitiesare a continuous effort. It
has to be a continuous effort. Some of the things that have also

been brought forward today, such as how do numbers such as. 175
baseball players, for example, impact an institution's ability to fund
a program, equitable programs?
I would tell you, as a decisionmaker, as a bill payer, as a person
who has to deal with those agendas daily and weekly, when you

take on that much, your infrastructure has to grow accordingly.
And because of that, you have to look at the impact it has on eq-

uity throughout your programs.
So, again, I look forward to visiting with the subcommittee and
answering questions. But, again, the purpose for Rick Dickson and
Washington State being present today is to say that, under the cur-

rent conditions, it is achievable. We have shown that, not with a
tremendous detriment to our ability to compete, but with a strong
institutional commitment to move forward to have a composed athletic program that affords equitable opportunities and to operate
accordingly.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of

Dckson follows:]
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Washington. D.C.
Hearing, U S. House of Representatives'
Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,
Training and I.ife-Long Learning

I am Rick Dickson. Director cif Athletics at Washington State University in
Pullman. Washington.
W'Sl I is a member of the Pacific-10 Conference and competes in 10 women and
se.en men's sports.
The y. are, fOr women, soccer, volley ball. cross-country.
sss imming. basketball, indoor track. crew. outdoor track, tennis, and golf. For men,
our sports are football. cross-country , basketball. indool track, outdoor track, baseball
and golf
I'm here to share the experiences of our institution which is in compliance with
the proportionality
sy hat has become the most cimtroversial issue regarding Title IX
test. Washington State University came to its present status as -a result of a state of
Washington Supreme Court decision in 1 087 . This decision resulted from a lawsuit.

Ilkd in 1982 in state Superior Court. by a group of

NA.. ca

v, omen student-athletes and

,oaches of women's sports.
That was the genesis of where WSU is today Washington State has achieved
equity in providing access to the educational benefits of intercollegiate athletics for both
oung sl omen and men because we belies e this is the right thing to do and we made an
institutional commitment to this effort.
1.et me give you a chronology 01 the steps \Ye took to balance our program
Between 1082 and 1987. we evaluated all of our sports in terms of our location.

competition available, programs being offered in Washington high schools, and
financial considerations. As a result of this evaluation we restructured our program to
which at that
meet the equity requirements established by the state Superior Court
time exempted football

and to pros ide a program that we could afford.

As a result of this restructuring, women's field hockey, women's skiing,
ss omen's gymnastics, men's wrestling, men's and women's rifle and men's and
%%omen's Junior varsity programs (in all sports) were terminated and women's golf was
added. During this period of time, the primar focus sas on enhancing the quality of
the programs offered for women in regard to equipment, facilities, services, coaching.
publicit. scheduling, and other areas.
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In 1987, the state of Washington Supreme Court overturned the exemption of
football, stating, "The exclusion of football would prevent sex equity from ever being
achieved since men would always he guaranteed many more participation opportunities

than women.- Following this decision. WSU embarked on a plan to provide
participation opportunities for women commensurate with their participation in the
student body as required by the court decision.
In 1988, we fully funded all of our women's sports to the NCAA scholarship
ma \imums.

1989. we added women's .oc,:er to our progi.an1 and in 1990 we added
.pearheaded a
Also. in 1989. Washington State l'niversit
collaboration w ith other state higher education institutions to educate the state
In

women's crew

Legiclature about slender equity issues in intercollegiate athletics.

As a result ot this effort. three pieces of state legislation w we passed

One

required die state Higher Educanon Coordinating Board and the state Superintendent ot

Public Instruction to sponsor a gender equity in athletics conference for coaches,
adnunistrators. teacher., the news media, and other personnel ins olved in
Die second was an omnibus gender equity
nterscholaqic and intercollegiate sports
for
bill. It required higher education institutions to evaluate all of their programs
evample. counseling and guidance set.; ices. financial aid, access to campus
and identify and correct any areas of discrimination that
employ mem opportunities
were tound. The third piece of legislation s%as a tuition %saser bill. It allmks state

tourear colleges and unkersities to withhold one percent of their undergraduate
tuition and fees collected and apply those funds to achioe gender equity in athletics
lhis legislation %%as elfectke %snit the 1991-92 academie ear
Toda). in the current 1994-95 academic year, our undergraduate Moak
enrollment is 48 percent of our student hod. A total of 250 of our student athletes are
women and 243 are men

In looking at our progre.s in these past 13 years. W a.hineton State Univeicity

had to make many difficult decisions, but knew we had an obligation to provide
equitable opportunities Mr both women and inen and we kne;% v,cre were doing what
was right. WSII is :cry proud ol what it k.s accomplished. We know that we still
have areas in which we can improve. We are continuing to evaluate our program to
ensure ss e are providing quality opportunities for student-athletes, be the y. women or
ow

equal access to the benefits of participation in intercollegiate athletics. and a

program that is within our financial resources
Thank y ou for the opportunity to tell you of Washington State University 's
sttcccss m re.ponding to the challenges of achieving equal opportunity in intercollegiate
athletics
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Chairman McKEoN. I had to smile a little bit when you said that
Washington State participates in football. Coming from a Pacific
a) area, I would say they participated quite well over the years.
Mr. DICKSON. Thank you.

Chairman MCKEoN Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.

Mr. Neinas, you mentioned toward the end of your testimony
that walk-ons were in fact a problem and then cited that it had

been raised earlier. How would you deal with it? Would you single
out football walk-ons and not count them? How would you deal
with them?

Mr. NEINAS. I think there has to be a better way than simply
counting those wishing to try out, when they are not truly varsity
players.
The fact is, Mr. Congressman, that for whatever reason, cultural,

societal or whatever, males will walk on in greater numbers regardless of the sport, in matched sports, for example, with an

NCAA Division I, where you have more grants in aid available to

women than to men. For example, swimming is 14 percent for

women, 9.9 percent for men. You will find that the athletic squads
for the men still are larger than the women's. So I think there has
to be a better way than to just simply count heads.
Now, football puts it all out of balance. But Mr. Dickson did not
note in his previous comments that Washington Stateyou correct

me if I am wrong, Rickchose to cap the size of their football
squad. I don't know that that would be a position that would be

taken at every institution, because I think the whole thrust should
be opportunity. I think, obviously, that as women's sports grow,
more women may be willing to walk on than have been in the past.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Dickson, your school is one. There are others.
Stanford is noted as having found its way through the maze of
Title IX successfully without court challenge. What do you suggest
is the reason that your school has provided the kind of leadership
toward equity that it has? Is it a school President who took the
issue to himself? Is it the athletic director? How did you manage
to come this far without confronting the obstacles that some other
schools have had?
Mr. DICKSON. I would like to claim it was totally the responsibil-

ity of the athletic director, but I have only been in a year, so that
can't be the case. I think it is an institutional commitment.
Again, we faced some court-mandated objectives some 15 years
ago. But how we met those objectives, I think the crux of the success at Washington State, was that it became an institutional commitment through the Board of Regents, through the President, as
extended and carried out by the Athletic Director and coaches and
so forth. First, I think, we recognized that we had to recompose our
program. Our current athletic program didn't afford equitable op-

portunities. Second, the spirit of how the institution went about
meeting those objectives, I think, was the key to the success. The
premise was, we will afford equitable opportunities for men and
women of the State of Washington and in the areas in which we
recruit.

Beyond that, it became business decisions. There were financial
considerations in determining how we met those objectives, how we
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met those, really, cost objActives. There were institutional decisions

made towards that. They were not decisions made in a vacuum.
There were no sacred cows, if you may.

Again, I think the experience that we went through and the way
that we went through it show that, I think, the key of it was that
to recompose our program, we made a commitment, both finan-

cially and philosophically, to operate in an equitable manner for all
of our student-athletes and when that was done, then it was a matter of continuous follow-through and measurement of that. And we
had the commitment from the highest level to do that.
Mr. WILLIAMS. It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman, that this
problem is not easily solved, and I personally think both sides, particulaey President Gregorian with Brown, have made telling points
here in the testimony this morning and afternoon.
It does seem to me, though, that if the schools that have had difficulty here could learn from the schools that have not, we might
be able to satisfy this American dilemma more readily than either
through the courts or through new legislation.
And finally, I wanted to note t1.at Title IX is an antidiscrimination law. America does not consider institutions in compliance with
antidiscrimination laws simply because they make steady progress
toward not discriminating. Complying with antidiscrimination laws
is achieved when institutions stop discriminating. No antidiscrimi-

nation law is satisfied because the institution is moving in the

right direction. The law is satisfied only when the institution stops
discriminating intentionally or unintentionally. Some institutions
are found not to discriminate. Other institutions might learn from
them.
Thank you.
Chairman McKE0N. Thank you.

You know, I think that one of the things that makes this so

tough is that we are hearing from people on both sides of the issue
that there is discrimination going both ways.
Mr. Dickson, you commented that Washington State has 10 women's sports and seven men's sports at the varsity level.
Mr. DICKSON. Correct.

Chairman MCKEON. You don't have wrestling or soccer or swimming or tennis, men's teams?
Mr. DICKSON. We do not.

Chairman McKE0N. Why is that?
Mr. DICKSON. If you go back, Chairman McKeon, to the State
suit that was filed in 1982, one of the things that was required was

for the institution to develop a plan of how we would reach equitable opportunities.
Chairman MCKEON. Let me just ask a shorter question. At your
school, do you still have men who would participate if you had
wrestling or soccer or sw1inming or tennis, if you weren't precluded
from that by a court case?
Mr. DICKSON. Probably not at the varsity level. I think that is
the key distinction.
Chnirman MCKEON. Is that because those sports have gone to
other schools on scholarships.
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Mr. DICKSON. Corrcet. Correct. Being that they were recruited

rather than, as in the instance of a Brown, where it is a student
body.

Chairman MCKEON. A top high school wrestler may want to go
to Washington State for some other reason, but he is more likely
to go where he can get a scholarship that will provide financial
support for his education.

Mr. DICKSON. And, Chairman McKeon, I think that is something
we deal with continuously within our scope and ability, what programs can we offer at the varsity collegiate level. I mean, that is
something that is going to be ongoing for us. We, obviously, can't

offer, no institution can, at that level every competitive opportunity, whether it be men or women. They couldn't afford it. It is
not affordable.

I think that our responsibility is to prioritize, to continuously

keep a finger on the pulse of both our region and our State, as well

as our campus community, to see what those interests are and
prioritize them and then sponsor programs "that reflect those interests accordingly.
Chairman McKE0N. This doesn't just happen at the college level.

I was on a high school board for years and, before I went on the
board, they had cut wrestling on the high school level because,
again, of finances. And that was just a decision that the board
made at some point, that they could only do so much, and they cut
it out at that level.
Mr. Kerr.
Mr. KERR. Just a quick comment. I agree with you. But there is
not one NCAA program for wrestling in the State of Washington.

I am not saying that we should mandate, you know, specific

schools, but I would think there should be at least a couple because
those kids don't have anywhere to go. And when you are talking
about giving them a partial scholarship because we get 9.9 percent
for putting 10 wrestlers on the mat and you get a kid out of State,
it is a very difficult situation.
Chairman McKE0N. It probably follows into the high school level
down if you don't have it at the university level.
Mr. KERR. There are over 351 high school programs.
Chairman MCKEON. In Washington?
Mr. KERR. Yes. There are 33 high school programs for every one

college wrestling program. It is one of the worst ratios. I mean, we
are getting hit like crazy. In our national championships, we sold

out. We had over a $1 million gate, thanks to the University of
Iowa.

Ms. HILLIARD. I would just like to make a comment pertaining
to the number of sports that are offered. And in my sport, rhythmic
gymnastics, unfortunately, even though we have champion athletics, there is not one school which has this relatively inexpensive

sport. We have to understand there are many females in high

school athletics, but club athletics because of the opportunity for
scholarships. If you are a parentthank goodness my parents let
me do my sportyou make a decision on what sport you are going
to choose for your daughter and you have an opportunity for a
scholarship.
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One point, as far as walk-ons are concerned is, in a situation of
football and a situation of female athletes, being a walk-on and
having the opportunity, it is okay to have football walk-ons count
if you compare it to the junior varsity level, but only if the varsity
opportunities are already available. And in the instance for a female athlete, if you have a situation where you want to be on the
softball team yet you have a rocky field three miles away from the
school, there is less likelihood that you are going to want to be a
walk-on athlete. There is not much incentive as opposed to being
a walk-on football player where you have a lot of special privileges
in your school.

Chairman MCKE0N. M. granddaughter just broke her elbow in
gymnastics, which is a tough sport.
Ms. HILLIARD. She ought to take rhythmic gymnastics, which is
a little safer.
Chairman MCKE0N. Dr. Grant, my time is up.
Ms. WOOLSEY. I want to compliment Mr. Dickson and Washing-

ton State University. I am an alumna of the University of Wash-

ington. I am a "dog." but I also

Mr. DICKSON. Better looking than most of the dogs that I know.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you.

I would like to talk with Mr. Kerr about something. In your written testimony, you referred to San Francisco State University dropping their football program. You say that is because of the lawsuit
brought about by NOW, which is true, and it relates then in your
testimony to the OCR's gender quotas.

I don't know if you were here when I said that my son was an
All-American. Well, it was from San Francisco State University.
My point is, he was playing football in the 1980s, and San Francisco State is not a football school. It was earlier on. It hasn't been
for the last 15 or more years. My son didn't go for football; he went
because he was a broadcast major. He went for the school and what
it provided him. It was a miracle he did so well in football, but
there were times when there was never any football program. The
equipment was faulty. The equipment was old. There were times

when I would sitbelieve me, I was a fanand he would say to
me, "Mother, we can hear you out on the field." Well, guess what?
The defense needs a cheerleader and I guess I was there.
That isn't a football school and I think for you to use that as an
example and blame gender quotas for that school's football program
going down is falsifying what we are all about here. We ar..i about
looking at really what we need to do for Title IX. That is not a good
example.
Mr. KERR. May I respond?
Ms. WOOLSEY. Sure.

Mr. KERR. Do you realize that Sonoma State no longer has a
wrestling program? One of your sons was a wrestler, and he might
have wanted to go there.
What happened at San Francisco State is, as you know, by 1998,
the California State university system has to achieve within 5 percent proportionality. The Athletic Director at San Francisco State
asked the wrestling coach to call me to ask that I write her a letter
saying, basically, thank you for dropping football and saving wres-
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tling. She was faced .with dropping five or six male sports or dropping football.
Ms. WOOLSEY. But football wasn't one of their sports.

Mr. KERR. I trust you disagree. But if I had a son who wasn't

good enough to play Division I but was good enough to play Division II, and he didn't get offered a scholarship because they don't
give scholarships at San Francisco State and he could have gone
to San Francisco State and played Division II football, I would
rather have him do that than not play.

So what we are

Ms. WOOLSEY. No, listen. My point is, I loved him playing foot-

ball. He was a great player. He went to school for his broadcast

major, but I am telling you, that school was not supporting football
way before there was any question about gender equity and gender
quotas. The stands were empty. It is a commuter school. You just
can't use that as an example.
Mr. KERR. I got your point. What I am saying is, there are levels
of competition to where that exists. For example, there was an earlier complaint about the number of people per room. If you take the
top mattress off the bed, you can get eight wrestlers in a room, and
sometimes we do that. All I am saying is, there are differences in
levels of competition. There are differences out there.
Ninety-six percent of the high school dropouts are not involved
in extra curricular activities. Why would we ever discourage somebody from an extra curricular activity? Granted, athletics is not the
only thing and it is not the most important thing. I am just saying,
for some of those San Francisco State football players, which had
a very diverse mix, they no longer are playing football and it affects them.
Right in front of me are letters from wrestlers who just had their
programs dropped four days ago, and I don't think you would like
to read those letters because it might bring tears to your eyes.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Believe me, I don't think we invest nearly enough

in our education system and in our kids in general, and I think
athletics is part of that investment, but I don't want you using a
school that doesn't particularly care about their football program
anyway as an example of what is going wrong here. That is my
point.
Thank you.

Chairman MCKEON. I guess that is the end of our questioners.
Dr. Grant, you had a point that you wan.ed to make?
Dr. GRANT. Yes. I am not a proponent of dropping men's sports.
In fact, I would do anything other than drop men's sports. I am an
especially big fan of men's minor sports. But when the financial situation is as it is today, and if there is no other money, there must
be reallocation. There just simply must be.

And while it is very sad to read letters from wrestlers whose
sport has been dropped, believe me, it is infinitely sadder for me
as an Athletic Director to face hundreds of young women who have
never, ever had the chance. I don't know how you would face them
to explain why they did not have their opportunity during their
short four-year turn at the university. That is what Title IX is supposed to be all about.
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Chairman MCKEON. gain, we would like to thank you for being
here today, for taking part in this discussion, this debate. I think
that it has been very enlightening. I know it has been for me. I

think it will have been for the subcommittee.
If you think of something that you would have liked to have said
but didn't get a chance to say, please call, drop a note, however you

would like to get that information to us. We will see that it gets
in the record.

And if any further action is taken on this and we move any further, we will certainly make sure you are a part of it.
Thank you for what you are doing for our young people, both the
boys and the girls, the men and the women. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:32 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS & WOMEN IN SPORT, RESTON, VIRGINIA

On behalf of the 10,000 professional educators who are members of the National
Association for Girls and Women in Sport [NAGWS1, I ask your support in maintaining the current Title IX interpretations. All of the data show that Title IX has
had a tremendous positive impact on sports programs for girls and women in our
schools and colleges.

Girls and women receive significant benefits through sports participation (as do
boys and menl. These go well beyond sports skills and strategies. These include feelings of competence, mastery, self-esteem, self-discipline, self-reliance, self-worth, cooperation, perseverance, and leadership skills. These skills are needed to be productive members of our society. This is why sports programs are so important.

It is essential that the gains which have been made over the past 20 years be

maintained, and that sports programs continue to be available for our daughters as
well as our sons.
Your support in this undertaking is appreciated.
SUE M. DURRANT,

NAGWS President.
MICHIGAN INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, SPRING LAKE, MICHIGAN

The May 9, 1995 Congressional Hearings on the current interpretation of Title IX
are of grave concern to the advocates of female athletes. Special interest groups led
by, land funded by], various collegiate football coaches' associations and coaches of
non-media men's sports are asking for modifications in the current law which will

guarantee that men's programs will not be impacted by that law, i.e. men's programs will not be cut in any way. While those of us in support of the current interpretations understand their concern, (having been the ones cut throughout history],
we cannot abide by a law that on one hand guarantees men opportunities, but does

so for women conditionally ... as long as they don't impact men. Incidentally, NCAA
research indicates that the number of men having the chance to compete collegiately
is in fact increasing, (a statistic the coaches of men's sports fail to recognize).
History books would have to be rewritten if the laws were interpreted to say that
minorities could have equal access to opportunities, only if they didn't interfere with

those of the white population. That, in effect, is what some members of the male
athletic arena are asking of Title IX.
SHEILA K. WALLACE KOVALCIIIK

Commissioner,
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STATEMENT ON TITLE a
CHANCELOR MICHAEL AIKEN
UNIVERSITY OF ILLENOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
MAY 9, 1995
I welcome the opportunity to provide the perspective of one large public university on Title IX. As
Chancellor of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. I can state unequivocally that our campus is
committed to increasing the athletic opportunities available to our women students. We beheve that it will be
possible, over time, :o ser%e the athletic interests and asp:rations of our women students as fully as we do
those of our men students In the meanwhile, wc will not take any action or make any decision that moves
us away from, rather than towazd, that goal.
IT: 1993, the University of Illinois conducted an internal Title IX compliance self-study, covering al:
aspects of our programs from financial aid and game schedulinglo coaches' compensation and practice
facilities. The selt-study showed our campus to be in compliance with Title LX requirements in all respects
except one: the select:on of spors and levels of con:pennon dui no: effeetise:y accommodate the interests
and abilities of members of both sexes.
Under Title Ix. instinmons can demons:raiz corrip:ianue in this area in one of three was s :) by
showmg that intereo.:egiatc participation opport..niues for both sexes are substantially pmportional to
undergraduate student enroirnent: 2; by showing a history and practice of program expansion responsive to
developing interests and atlinties cf members of the underrepresented scx, or 1) by proving that it is &eady
effective,y accommodating the interests and lib:lines of the underrepresented sex.
We did no: nice: the first test Women student.athletes made up &bout 25 percent of all athleies
partaipat.ng to intercollegiate iith/etics bit: made up approxenately 45 percent of the undergaduate
population Nei:her did we meet the second test, as no women's programs base been added since 1979
To assess ,:ompliancc by the th..md test, we surveyed the genera: undergraduate smdent body about
interests anti ao.lgies irtath. et.cs Of at:pros:m.19:i: 25,000 drdergraduates enro:led in the spring of 1993,
1.600 randomly selected smdents were surveyed, 55 percent responded.

The survey found that more than half of the women respnedents had played a varsity sport in high
schoo., and nearly 90 percent of those had earned a %a/city letter 11 also asked how many would be
interested in particpating a: the col-eg.ate varsity iese: Of this group. 10 percent responded that they

definitely or rrobaoly wou:d be interested
The survey ,learl dernonst:ates that tere is a sign.E.:imt manber of women undergradtawe students
at the I;nivers;ty of I_Lnois who have both the eh:cue sb:.1.. and the interest te pirtic:pate a: Inc co:leg:Ye
varsity :eve:, and w. .1 are not nersg accommodated at present.
e are deve.poing a p.an to remedy this situation oser the next five yews. and we be:ieve we can
succeed, even under current Title IX guidelines.
Fhat said, the Title IX legislation as it currently exists represents a very technical v9w of equal
opportunity. Thc current rules and regulations have become a numbers game to the exclusion of all other
considerations. Title IX puts Division I universities with men's football programs in an unmanageable
situation, and sets expectations for compliance that are unrealistic.
Our football team, wMch is a typical Division I team in these respects. involves 85 scholarship
athletes (almost a third of the total for ail teen's and women c sports), nine assistant coaches, and a $2 35
million budget Largely bceause of the size and budget of :he footbWl program, we fall short of equity both
:n terms of the nurtiher of incr and women souleni-athletes. and in terms of the dollars expended on men's
and women s programs
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To addrtss these imbalances, we could cut men's sports or add women's sports. Having cut men's
swimming and fencing in 1993 (decisions we made in response to budgetary pressures OA well as Tide IX),
wc have concluded that eliminating further men's sports is not a desirable option for two reasons: except
for football, none of them involve large enough numbers of students or dollars to bring us into compliance:
and reducing opportunities for men does not increase opportunities for women.
We can and undoubtedly will add women's sports, such as softball or soccer, over the next few
years; but no women's sport operates at the scale of football, and adding these sports will not suffice to
ing us into compliance. The cost of adding these women's sports will be considerable (estimated at more
than 5300.000 apiece, not counting the cost of facilities). Where will this money come from? It will have
to come at the expense of academic programs (supported by tuition donars or state appropriations); or be
borne by students (through fees): or be covered through the athletic budget through cuts of other programs
or increased revenue. To complicate the picture further, in Ilintins, the Illinois Board of Higher Education
has directed =versales not to use !union dollars or student fees !or athletic programs. That leaves only the
athlete budget as a possible source of funds. Arid what is the biggest source of revenue in the athletic
budget? Football. In fact, football and men's basketball generate virtually al: of the income that supports al:
non-revenue sports for men and women.
believe that TiCe IX shoo'd be modified to take account of the impact of football programs. It is
true that their size makes it difficu.t to achieve a one-to-one relationship between men a and women's
athletic programs, In terms of both budget and head count participation; but in universities like otus football
is a ma.or source of the revenue that supports women's sports as well as men's non-revenue programs In
this way, it helps us, rather than hinders us, as we work to create greater athletic opportunities for womcn
TiLe IX should give insututions the flexibility they reed to chart an effective course toward the
important goal o:aclueslng gender equity in athletics Hy flexibility. I do not mean simply that it will take
more time. although it probably wdi, despite the fact that this legis'.ation is neatly a quarter of a century old.
I mean that we need to consider whether mem numerical equality is the best Index for compliance, or
whether equal quality in the athletic and educational experience of our men and women student-athletes
would be a more meaningful measure. Unfortunately, numerica] compliance, cost contamment anti quality

are difficult to reconcile. At Minois. we have given first priority to quality for cur men's and women's
programs. The most effective gender equity legislation would move inv.:tut:tins like OUrs m a rational and
steady way toward a future where student-athletes of both sexes car ,:ount on a first-rate athletic and
educational expenence during their college careers.
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TRIAL LAWYERS FOR PUBUC JUSTICE.

P.C.

A PROIECT Of THE Till FOUNDATION
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1717 MASSACHUSETTS AVE. N W

WASHINGTON. D C 20036

(202) 797 8000
Fax (202) 232 7203

May 15, 1995

BY HAND DELIVERY
honorable Ho%%ard McKeon
Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,

Training and Lifetime Learning
Committee on Economic and Education Opportunities
2181 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515
Rc:

Submission for the Record of May 9 Hearings on Title IX

Dear Chairman McKeon:

Trial Lawyers for Public Justice is the national public interest law firm that represents
the women athletes and potential athletes at Brown University in Cohen v. Brown University.
the Title IX lawsuit against the school. On behalf of these women, we are writing to submit
a brief statement for the record of the hearing on Title IX and Athletics that was held on
May 9, 1995, before the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education. Training, and Lifetime
Learning. Since the Subcommittee heard testimony about the case from a named defendant
in the case
Brown University President Dr. Vartan Gregorian
we hope that the Sub.
committee is also willing to consider the plaintiffs perspective, and thank you tor the
ortportunity to present it.

At the outset, we want to note that, in our view, Title IX is working well and should
not be altered. We are concerned, however, that several misstatements in Dr Gregorian's
testimony might lead the Subcommittee to the opposite conclusions. We are primarily
writing, therefore, to explain what happened at Brown and to correct Dr. Gregorian's
misstatements.

The key facts of Cohen v. Brown University are exceedingly simple. In the Spring of
1991, Brown University announced that it was eliminating women's volleyball and
gymnastics as funded varsity sports, along with men's golf and water polo. Brown said that
the teams would be permitted to continue as "intercollegiate cluif sports if they could raise
their own funds from private sources. At thc time, Brown provided $37,000 in direct
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It provided only

funding to women's volleyball and $25000 to women's gymnastics
SI6,000 to the two men's teams combined

When Bross n made this announcement, it was clear that, by eliminating funding for
the two women's teams. Brown was placing itself in violation of the three-part test for
compliance with Title IX adopted in 1979 hy the U.S. Department of Education's Office for
Civil Rights. Even before Brown made the announcement. Brown was in violation of the
first part of the test (which requires participation opportunities to he "substantially
proportionate" to undergraduate enrollment): its intercollegiate athletic program was
of the opportunities to participate, even though women
structured to give women only
made up approximately 50`: ot Brown's undergraduates. By eliminating two active women's
teams, Brown was also placing itself in violation of both the second part of the test (which
demonstrably
requires a "history and continuing practice of program expansion .
responsive to women's developing interest and abilities") and the third part of the test ryY Melt
requires that Ysomen's interests and abilities he "fully and effectiyely accommodated by the
present program')
.

Not surpnsmgly . therefore. Mien the ss omen sued, the federal district court found
Brown in likely violation of 1 Me IX and entered a preliminary injunction requiring the
continued funding ot women's volleyball and gy mnastics, and prohibiting the elimination ol
any other women's teams until the case was tried. The 1: S. Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit unanimously affirmed. On March 29. 1995. after a three month trial, the district
court found that Brown was, in fact. in violation ol Title IX. Ile gave Brown 120 (nosy (iI)
day s to submit a plan as to him. it pnposes to come into compliance.
We have urged Brown to cintle II1V) c011Ipilance by IIMeasIng opportunities tor
%korner). not decreasing them tor women. hut %se do DOI know what Brown \sill propose We
do know, howeser. that President GregoriaMs testimony to the Subeommittee eomained
several misstatements ot tact that need correetion 1 he most egregious misstatements are
corrected heloyy

NIISSTATEMENT: The plaintiffs in the current suit has,: acknossledged that
"a model for the
in then YYtirds
Brown's intercollegiate athletic program tor ssomen
nation

PACT: fhe plaintitfs I e said no such thing W hen Brown apeed to settle a
portion of the case by agreeing to treat the women on conem teams much hotel than it had
in the past. the plaintiffs said that the settlemem would make Brown "a model tOr the nation'
for treating_men and %%omen varsity athletes eguctIlY It did not say Brown was generally "a
midel for the nation." Nor did it say that Brown was a "model" for giving men and women
equal opportunities to become varsity- athletes Indeed. it isn't It Is \ lolating Fiile IX by
failing to do so
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MISSTATEMENT: The Office of Civil RightsCOCR") has "continuously evolving
and shifting regulations governing Title IX" and the three-part test is "so ambiguous, so
inconsistent, and so imprecise that [it] leave[s1 judges with total discretion."
FACT: The OCR regulations governing Title IX and athletics have not changed since
they were promulgated in 1975. The three-pan test has not changed since it was adopted in
precisely the same way -- by
1979. It is extremely clear. Every judge has applied the test
interpreting the words to mean exactly what they say.
MISSTATEMENT: The district court judge found Brown in violation of part one of
the test because he wrongly said that participation must "mirror" undergraduate enrollment,
when the test only says they must be "substantially proportionate".

FACT: First, the judge said that, under pan one, participation must "substantially
mirror" enrollment. Opinion, at 33. That's the samc as requiring participation to be
"substantially proportionate" to enrollment.

Second, the judge's rule is entirely consistent with OCR's stated view. At page 24 of
its Title IX Investigations' Manual, OCR provides the following example to emble its
investigators to determine whether enrollment and participation arc "substantially
ideally, about 52% of
proportionate": "if the enrollment is 52% male and 48% female, then,
It's hard to see
and
48%
female."
the participants in the athletic program should be male
how "substantially mirror" could be any different.
Finally, whether there is a theoretical difference between "substantially mirror" and
"substantially proportionate" is irrelevant to the outcome in Brown's case. The district court
found Brown in violation of part one of the test because there is a "13.01% disparity between
female participation in intercollegiate athletics and female undergraduate enrollment."
Opinion at 59.

MISSTATEMENT: The district court judge found Brown in violation of the second
part of the test ("continuing expansion") because Brown moved "too fast and too far." If
Brown had "gone slowly, lit] would have been better off."

FACtz Brown was found in violation of part two (and part three) because it
rejected its own Athletic Director's recommendation to upgrade women's (and men's) fencing
to varsity status in the late 1980's, eliminated funding for women's volleyball and gymnastics
in 1991, and failed to grant fully-funded varsity status to women's water polo and skiing
after the suit was filed. Brown would not have been better off if it had deprived women of
other opportunities earlier.
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May 15, 1995
Page 4

MISSTATEMENT: The district court failed to consider survey data that ssould have
"fully
shown Brown complied with part three of the test (women's interests and abilities are
and effectively accommodated by the present program")
FACT: The district court considered all of the relevant data, including numerous
interests were not
survey results offer hy Brown. The survey results coiiiirmed that women's
(I-or example, they showed that women wanted
being fully and effectively accommodated
elirmate.) Brown
to participate in volleybaIl and gymnastics. sthich Brown was trying to
that
men
had
more
interest
and ability in
wanted to use them, however, to try to prove
quite
properly
held
that
the
survey
results did not
varsity athletics than women. The court
prove that assertion.
not in compliance with Title IX. it is hard to
MISSTATEMENT. "If Bross n
imagine how any institution is today."
women's
FACTS: Brown is in violation of Title IX because it tried to eliminate two
extensive interest
other
women's
teams
for
which
there
was
teams and refused to add three
offered men far more opportunities to
and ability. It did so, moreover, when it already
they
participate than women. Other institutions can comply with Title IX -- whether or not
As
by
meeting
any
part
of
the
three-part
test.
have extensive athletics programs
do
Washington State University has shown, schools can comply with the lass' if the!, want to
SO

it will decide that 'Utile
We sincerely believe that, if Congress understands the facts,
enclosed a brief document
With
that
belief
in
mind,
we
have
IX is achieving its goals.
the
correcting other myths about the Brown University Title IX case. We truly appreciate
opportunity to set the record straight.
Sincerely,

Arthur H. Bryant
Executive Director
Enclosures
cc:

Members of the Subcommittee
Representative William Goodling
Representative William Clay
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THE TITLE IX LAWSUIT AGAINST BROWN UNIVERSITY:
SEPARATING MYTHS FROM REALITY
The recent ruling by a Rhode Island federal district court that Brown University's
intercollegiate athletic program violates Title IX was hailed by civil rights advocates across
the country as a major victory for women. Unable to win in court. Brown has
now
dispatched its lobbyists to Capitol Hill in an effort to weaken the landmark civil rights
statute.
Trial Lawyers for Public Justice is the national public intercst law firm prosecuting
the Title IX lawsuit on behalf of Brown's women athletes and potential athletes. We have
prepared this fact sheet to set the record straight and debunk the myths about the suit
being
spread by Title IX's opponents.

MYTH: The court's decision is a surprising and unwarranted departure from existing
law.

FACT: The decision did not create a new interpretation of Title IX; rather, it followed
established law. The court's ruling applied the three part test for compliance with Title
set forth in the Policy Interpretation promulgated in 1979 by the U.S. Department of IX
Education's Office of Civil Rights ("OCR"). This test was applied by the district
court at the
pieliminary injunction hearing in the Brown case, applied by the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the First Circuit in Brown's appeal, and has been applied by every federal court addressing
the issue to date -- including four unanimous courts of appeal.

MYTH: The decision in the Brown case requires Brown to cut men's teams
or reduce
men's athletic opportunities.
FACTS: This is absolutely false. Indeed, after hearing all of the evidence, the
court
specifically found: "defendants' plea that there is nothing further Brown can do except cut,
cap, or eliminate men's teams is simply not true." Decision at 68.
Contrary to Brown's claim, the court's decision left it up to Brown to determine how
best to comply with Title IY ; the court did np_t order the university to cut any men's teams.
It merely held that, in light of the preexisting disparity between male and female athletic
participation opportunities at Brown, the university's decision to cut the funding of
two
thriving women's teams (volleyball and gymnastics) and to refuse fully-funded
status to three
others (fencing, skiing, and water polo) discriminated against Brown's female athletes.
Neither Title IX nor the court decision requires Brown to cut men's teams to rectify
the
imbalance. As the court wrote, Brown could come into compliance with Title IX "in a
number of ways," including by "elevatting] or creatling) the requisite number of women's
positions "or simply by "redistributting) its resources in a way that may slightly reduce the
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'standard of living' for its [current] varsity sports in order to expand the participation
opportunities for its women." Decision at 67, 68.
Brown's recent athletic expenditures further demonstrate that the university could shift
resources to create more opportunities for women without cutting men's real opportunities:

In 1990, the year before Brown cut women's gymnastics and volleyball to save
$70,000. the university spent $250,000 to buy out the contracts of the men's football
coaching staff and bring in an entirely new staff.

4

In 1991. Brown bought out the men's soccer coach's contract before it ended, at a
cos! of $60,000. This was the same year the university cut women's gymnastics and
volleyball to save $66,000.
In the summer of 1994. Brown needed to fix the leaking roof of its boat house.
Although this could have been accomplished for around $200.000. Brown spent $1 5 million
completely to renovate the structure.
* In the fall of 1994, Brown spent well over $100.000 in "expert" witness fees in an
attempt to prove that men are more interested in athletics than women and to prepare lawyers
to present a three-month trial.

In short. Brown's claim that it will be forced to cut men's teams is just a scare tactic
to place the blame on women for historically discriminator), practices. Brown's men's
athletic program continues to thrive despite the preliminary injunction in this case that
required Brown to reinstate two women's varsity teams and prohibited it from cutting other
women's teams.

MYTH: The Brown decision turns Title IX into an affirmative action statute, requiring
schools to meet "quotas" for female athletes.
FACTS: This argument proceeds from a false premise: that the court's decision requires
Brown to provide its women athletes participation opportunities in direct proportion to their
enrollment. In fact, the decision imposes no such requirement. Rather, the court applied the
three-part test for Title IX compliance promulgated by the Department of Education's Office
of Civil Rights ("OCR"). which gives schools three, independent ways to comply with Title
IX: (1) by providing intercollegiate-level participation opportunities for male and female
students in numbers substantially proportionate to their respective enrollments: or (2) by
showing a truly continuing history of program expansion responsive to women's developing
interests and abilities; or (3) by fully and effectively accommodating female athletes who
have demonstrated the interest and ability to field a varsity team. Under Prongs Two or
Three, a school can demonstrate compliance with Title IX even if its ratio of male-to-female
athletes is substantially tikproportionate to the gender ratio in the overall student body.
Brown's claim that OCR's test "contravenes" the intent of Title IX by requiring "affirmative
action" or "quotas" is simply wrong. In fact, the court specifically found that Brown could
satisfy Prong Three -- and comply with Title IX -- by upgrading a handful of women's
teams, gven though that would still leave women with less than 40% of the_opportunities to
pgrticipate at Brown.

2
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MYTH: Brown's survey resufts showed that men at Brown are more interested in
playing sports than women. Given that fact, requiring Brown to offer the same number
of sports opportunities for women and men is reverse discrimination.
FACTS: First, as explained above, the court's decision did not require Brown to offer the
same number of sports opportunities for women as men. All it found was that Brown had
failed to fully and effectively accommodate its women athletes by failing to support four
women's teams mentioned above as varsity sports. (The court made no such finding about
volleyball because, on the third day of trial, Brown announced that it was reinstating the
women's volleyball team.) Brown could come into compliance with Title IX simply by
treating those teams as varsity sports, even though men would still have more sports
opportunities than women.
Second. Brown's survey results did not prove that men at Brown are more interested
in playing sports than women. The first survey offered by Brown consisted of existing
students at the university, which Brown claimed showed that men are more interested and
able to participate in sports than women. The court correctly rejected this survey, stating
that "[wit-Pt students are present on campus to participate in a survey of interests has already
been predetermined through the recruiting practices of the coaches . . Thus, the interest
present on campus is controlled by Brown; to then suggest that Brown must only satisfy the
relative interests of students present on campus is circular." Decision at 47.
.

Brown next offered a survey consisting of responses of actual Brown applicants to a
question on Brown's admission form asking applicants to list activities that they might pursue
at Brown. The court correctly rejected this survey as well, stating that "using the pool of
actual Brown applicants fails to consider the fact that college applicants interested in a sport
not offered as a varsity sport at Brown may not even apply to Brown . . To suggest that
Brown need only satisfy the interests of actual applicants where Brown's selection of
program offerings affects who applies to the school in the first place is illogical." Decision
at 49. Moreover, even Brown's expert witness acknowledged that his survey method was
severely flawed Ile admitted that the survey was incapable of identifying and distinguishing
between those genuinely interested in and committed to playing at the varsity level from
students with a more casual or recreational interest. He also conceded that, according to the
survey, there was insufficient interest among women to field a team that, in fact, Brown was
.

alread_y fielding!

In short, Brown did not in any sense "prove.' that women are less interested in
intercollegiate athletics than men. All Brown sut ys even purported to show was that,
among students applying to and/or admitted to Bi.
more men expressed an interest in
athletics than women. But, as thc court found, tb'
',.:ts Brown's practice of recruiting
for more men than women athletes, rather than an inh.
disinterest on the part of women
to participate in athletics
.

MYTH: The lawsuit was prompted by Brown's decision to cut two women's and two
men's teams. That was an evenhanded approach which Title IX should permit.
FACTS

First, Brown's decision simultaneously to cut two men's and two womcn's teams is
not as even-handed as it seems. These cuts were made against a backdrop in which men at
Brown already enjoyed a disproportionately large share of the resources expended on
3
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athletics and of the intercollegiate participation opportunities afforded to student athletes at
Brown. Thus, as the court concluded, "the facially even-handed demotions perpetuated
Brown's discriminatory treatment of women." Decision at 2.

Second, the women's teams that were demoted by Brown faced a much heavier
.
fundraising burden than did the men's teams. Brown saved $62,028 by demoting the
women's volleyball and gymnastics teams, as opposed to $15.795 by demoting the men's
golf and water polo teams. The women's teams had to raise four times as much money as
the men's in order to survive. Brown's officials testified that they expected the women's
teams to have trouble meeting this goal. They had very few established alumni to call on for
money, and, if they could not raise the money, they would quickly lose their coaches. In
contrast, Brown's officials testified mat they expected the men's teams to do well despite the
cuts. The golfing team's budgct was minimal and could easily he raised from Brown alumni
who were enthusiastic about golf. The men's swimming coach was willing to coach men's
water polo on a volunteer basis and the water polo recruits could continue to be given
admissions preterences as swimmers.

MYTH: Brown provides equal opportunity to men and women because it offers the
same number of sports for men and women.
FACTS: The fact that Bross n offers the same number of sports for men and women does not
constitute "equality of opportunity." For example, how could providing a football team for
men (approximately 10) + members) and a gymnastics team for women (approximately 12
members) be equal, even though it is the same number of sports'? In reality, the participation
opportunities at Brown are remarkably skewed against women. Although Brown's student
body is more than 50% women, its intercollegiate athletic program is structured to consist of
62% male athletes and only 38% female athletes Every year. Brown gives 210 more men
than women the opportunity to participate in intercollegiate athletics. That's hardly equality
of opportunity.

MYTH: If more men play sports at Brown it is because men are more interested in
sports and more men "walk on" teams, while Brown has a hard time filling its women's
teams.
FACTS: First. Brown's claim that the disparity in participation opportLnities is due to the
fact that men are more interested in sports than women is specious. This argument fails to
recognize that all of the elements of an intercollegiate athletic program that develop interest
and ability recruitment. scholarships. prestige, operational support, publicity. and the
opportunity to participate in a competitive program have not been available to women on
the same basis as they have heen available to men.
The court recognized this fact in its decision, concluding that.

predetermine[s) the gender balance of its athletic progrrn through
Brown
the selection of the sports it offers (sonic sports, by their nature, require more
players), the size of the teams it maintains (as dictated by each coach's
preference). the quality and number of coaches it hires, and the recruiting and
admissions practices it implements
.

.
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Decision at 38 (footnote and citations omitted).

Second, there is no factual support for Brown's claim that the university has a hard
time filling its women's teams. Brown's lawyers made this claim as a trial tactic, but
Brown's coaches refuted it. Indeed, not one women's coach claimed any trouble finding
women athletes to fill their teams. In fact, this lawsuit was prompted by Brown's decision to
cut funding from two fully active, successful women's sports teams (volleyball and
gymnastics) Brown was not having a hard time filling those teams; to the contrary, the
teams were thriving.
Nor was there any evidence that more men than women "walk on" to tcams at

Brown. Brown tried, but failed, to prove this claim during the trial. In fact, when Brown's
Athletic Director made this assertion in court, he acknowledged that he had no hard data to
hack it up. Then, plaintiffs called the coaches of virtually every men's and women's team at
Brown, and they categorically refuted the claim that more men than women walk on to
teams. Rather. the testimony showed that the coaches of every varsity. sport except crew
recruit their entire teams. And, in crew, more women walk on than men. (In 1994-95, all
but 10 members of the women's crew team (team size of 50) walked on. In contrast, in
1994-95, there were zero walk-ons to football (team sizc of 100).)

MYTH: Equality of treatment is not an issue. Plaintiffs and their lawyers have agreed
that Brown treats its women and men's teams fairly and without discrimination.
FACTS: Equality of treatment was and is an issue. The lawsuit originally charged Brown
vith discriminating against women (I) by denying them equal opportunities to participate in
varsity athletics and (2) by treating men varsity athletes better than women varsity athletes.
For example, Brown paid for new ice skates for men's ice hockey players whenever the men
needed them. Women were required to buy their own, unless they received need-based
financial aid, in which case Brown still would pay only half the cost
On September 30, 1994, after extensive discovery and three days of trial, Brown
entered into a comprehensive, detailed, settlement agreement that requires it to treat its men
and women athletes comparably in virtually every aspect of its intercollegiate athletic
program. Brown committed to institute numerous policies and procedures in its then-starting
"current" year (1994-95) that it had never previously followed. As a result, among many
other changes, men's and women's ice hockey players now receive the same equipment from
Brown. The agreement requires Brown to continue these practices for at least three years
and is, of course, enforceable by court order.

While the agreement is a major step forward, it does not wholly resolve the issue of
equality of treatment in the case. By its terms, the settlement does not apply to the women's
teams whose varsity status is still being litigated -- gymnastics, fencing, skiing, and water
polo. The lawsuit charges that women on these teams are still being treated as second-class
citizens
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INTRODUCTION

This article examines three major issues. First, how the U.S. Government nas specifically
interpreted Title IX since its enactment in 1972 as it relates to the issue of participation opportunities
and the relative interest men and women have in intercollegi,r.e athletic competition. This section will

also analyze the degree of deference OCR should be given in light of the fact that it did not follow its

congressional mandate as spelled out in the Javits Amendment and the fact that there have been
conflicting positions taken by OCR and hence no deference should be given to their regulations
Second, the article will examine numerous national data sets, studies and surveys, that show

that women have relatively less interest, skills, and abilities in participating in team and other sports
activities by the time they reach college.

Third, the article will examine specific evidence of interest and participation at Brown
University of applicants and admittees.

This section wit also examine national and regional high

school athletic participation in athletic team competition that feeds Brown University
DISCUSSION OE THE LAW
NEITHER CONGRESS NOR OCR ORIGINALLY INTENDED THAT STUDENT BODY RATIOS BE
IMPOSED ON UNIVERSITIES

AI

Backeround

The OCR Pol.cy Interpretation, issued in final in 1979! sets forih a three prong test for
assessing compliance with the requirement that universities effectiveiy accommodate the interests and

abilities of men and women to the extent necessary to provide them with equal athletic opportunities.
II I Whether intercollegiate level participation opportunities for male and female

students are provided in numbers substantially proportionate to their respective
enrollments;

(21 Where members of one sex have been and are underrepresented among
intercollegiate athletes, whether the institution can show a history and continuing
'This section of the article will examine actual data submitted in evidence at the trial on the merits
in Cohen v. Brown.

'This Policy Interpretation was issued in final one year after a draft was circulated and after OCR
had received upwarls of 700 comments -reflecting a broad range of opirecn."

II 4'1 4' 4
4.)
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practice of program expansion which is demonstrably responsive to the developing
interest and abilities of the members of that sex; or
131 Ilf numbers one and two cannot be satisfied,11w1hether it can be demonstrated

that the interests and abilities of the members of that sex have been fully and
effectively accommodated by the present program 3

The first prong of OCR's "effective accommodation" test asks whether the participation
opportunities in intercollegiate athletics for male and female students are provided in numbers
substantially proportionate to their respective enrollments. The Policy interpretation provides no

method for determining whether participation opportunities are "substantially proportionate' to
enrollment levels.

The Investigator's Manual states only that:

"Where is no set ratio that constitutes 'substantially proportionate' or that, when not
met, results in a disparity or a violation All factors for this program component, and
any Justifications for differences offered by the institution must be considered before
a finding is made.'
f here are three issues that must be confronted by the courts as it relates to prong one First,
what are participation opportunities? Second, what is substai:tially proportionate? Third, what is the
appropriate student body ratio where it is fluctuating?

Guidance on the proper measure can be found, in part, however, from the OCR's Letters of
Finding

In its December 11, 1990 letter of finding to Loyola College, OCR found the student body

enrollment rates were 45.4% men, 54.6% women while varsity athletic participation rates were
52 5% men and 47 5% women, respectively. The OCR found that the seven percent differential
between anrollment and participation rates was not significant and that Loyola was, therefore, in
compliance

Similarly, in its April 20, 1991 Letter of Finding to Mercer University, the OCR found that a six

Percent differential between enrollment and participation rates was not significant. Enrollment rates

were 49% men, 51% female; participation rates were 55% men, 45% women. The OCR correctly

3As discussed more fully in section lb below, these standards are not consistent with the intent of
Title IX and strict application at this time can lead to results that clearly contravene the intent of Title
.

'Manual at 24.
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found that men and women athletes were represented in the intercollegiate athletic program in
substantial proportion to their representation in the student body.
It is apparent that to the extent that a court requires that participation opportunities

'substantially mirmr- student body ratios as Judge Pettine did in Cphen v. Brown University rig fa=
quotas are created based not on interest but on the percentage of women in the student body.
B1

Deference Should Be Carefully Given If At At To OCR Shiftina Reaulations Scheme

To date, no appellate cowl has carefully examined the issue of the degree of deference, if any.

to which the OCR's Policy Interpretation and Investigator's Manual are entitled and/or whether these
two agency documents correctly articulate the standards Congress intended to have applied. When
one reviews the scope of the rub-making authority Congress delegated to HEW and OCR, one finds

that me delegation was limited, that the Policy Interpretation and Investigator's Manual do not fall
within the scope of the delegation, and that the courts must review the documents under the less

deferential standard articulated by the Supreme Court in Skidmore v. Swift & Co 323 U.S. 134
(19441 and General Electric Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125 (1976). And, when a court does, it can only

conclude that the Policy Interpretation and Investigator's Manual are not binding on it.
1.

Applicable Prineia( te

Courts distinguish between legislative* rules and 'interpretative

rules issued by federal

agencies. The former are given substantial deference. The latter are subject to more careful scrutiny
by the courts.
Legislative rules are generally defined as those rules issued by an Agency pursuant to authority

expressly granted by Congress in its original legislation.

'When Congress delegates rulemaking

authority to an agency, and the agency adopts legislative rules, the agency stands in the place of
Congress and makes iaw.' Nat') Latino Media Coalition v.

C C 816 F.2d 785 (D.C. Cir. 1987).

Interpretative rules merely express the agency's understanding of a congressional statute.

The preliminary issue, therefore, is the scope of the authority delegated to the agency by
Congress in tho original legislation and whether the particular pronouncement falls within the legislative

category or the interpretative: did Congress delegate to the agency the authority to issue

4
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interpretations with the force of law in the format used? Once the scope of suthority is determined,
the degree of the deference to be given follows.
a.

Weight to Se Given to Agency Legislative Rules Where Statutory Language I.
Ambiguous

The first issue is what deference a court should give to agency regulations when Congress has

authorized the agency to issue binding legislative rules in the original legislation.

Prior to 1984, the law in this area was ambiguous and unpredictable. In some case ;, the
courts gave great deference to the regulations; in other cases, courts substituted their own judgment

for that of the agency's.

112 e.o. NLRB v. Hearst Publications 322 U.S. 111 (1944)(Court deferred

to NLRB for determination that newsboys fall within definition of 'employee" under the NLRA). NLRB

v. Bell Aerospace 416 U.S. 267 119741(Court ignored NLRB's construction of statute and held that
buyers are not "employees under the NLRAI.
In Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837 119841, the Supreme Court

set forth a two-step test to be applied in cases involving an agency's construction of a statute which

it administers. Specifically, the Court stated:

When a court reviews an agency's construction of the statute which it
administers, it is confronted with two questions. First always, is the question
of whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise question at issue. If
the intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter; and the court, as
well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of
Congress.

If, however, the court determines Congress has not directly

addressed the precise question at issue, the court does not simply impose its
own construction on the statute, as would be necessary in the absence of an
administrative interpretation. Rather, if the statute is silent or ambiguous with
respect to the specific issue, the question for the court is whether the agency's
answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute.

Id. at 842-843.
At issue in Chevron was the meaning of the term "new-source review"' under the Clean Air Act

Amendments of 1977.

The Court concluded that Congress had not made the policy decision

underlying the definition of 'source and had delegated that policy-making decision to the
Environmental Protection Agency. Therefore, so long as the EPA's regulation was not arbitrary and

capricious or manifestly contrary to the statute, the Court would defer to the agency.

5
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Following Chevron the issue is the scope of the Chevron analysis. Does the two-step analysis
articulated by the Court apply only to agency regulations. Le. those rules that CongresS has expressly
authorized the agency to issue in the format used? Or does it also extend to interpretative rules, policy

statements, and the like which have not been expressly authorized by Congress in the format used?

The prevailing view is that the Chevron standard applies only to legislative rules, that is the
rules promulgated by an agency with tta express authority of Congress. Only those interpretations
that Congress intended to have the force of law should be binding on the courts and the public. kg
Davis and Pierce, Administrative Law Treatise Chapters 3 and 6 (19941; Anthony, 'Which Agency
Interpretations Should Bind Citizens and the Courts?", 7 Yale Journal on Regulation 1 119901. Thus,
interpretative rules, policy statements, manuals, and guidelines like the OCR's Policy Interpretation and

the Investigator's Manual are subject to stiffer court review.
b.

Interpretative Rules, Policies Statements, Manuals, Guidelines -- No Binding
Effect and May Not be Ergitled to Judicial Deference

Two of the seminal cases on the issue of the degree of judicial deference to be given to agency

interpretations of statutes in formats that are not Congressionally authorized are Skidmore v. Swift &
c_o 323 U S. 134, 119441 and General Electric CO:. Y. Gilbert 429 U.S. 125, 119761.

In Skidmore the Court addressed the issue of whether time spent by company employees in

the fire hall waiting for fire alarms was "working time for purposes of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
In determining what weight to give to the interpretation articulated by the Administrator of the Wage
and Flour Division, the Court set forth the following standard.
We consider that the rulings, interpretations and opinions ot the Administrator

under this Act, while not controlling upon the courts by reason of their
authority, do constitute a body of experienced and informed judgment to which

courts and litigants may properly resort for guidance. The weight of such a
judgment in a particular case will depend upon the thoroughness evidenced in
its consideration, the validity of its reasoning, its consistency with earlier and
later pronouncements, and all those factors which give it power to persuade,
if lacking power to control.
323 U.S. at 140; 89 L.Ed at 129. The Skidmore Court rejected the Administrator's interpretation as
being erroneous.
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In Cu MEL the plaintiff challenged the legality of a corporate disability plan which excluded
pregnancy related conditions from coverage under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.
12000e et seq. The Equel Employment Opportunity Commission l'EEOC°1 had issued guidelines which

provided that benefits should be available for pregnancy related disabilities on the same terms and
conditions as they are applled to other temporary disabilities.

In rejecting plaintiff's reliance on the EEOC's guidelines, the Court noted first that Congress,
in enacting Title \III, had :lot conferred on the EEOC the authority to promulgates rules or regulations.

Second, the Court noted that in the absence of Congressional authority, the courts may properly
accord less weight to such guidelines than to administrative regulations which Congress has declared

shall have the force of law.
Then, the Court concluded that the EEOC guidelines did not fare well under the standard set
forth in Skidmore. first, the EEOC guidelines were not contemporaneous with the statute's enactment,

being issued eight years later. Second, the guidelines contradicted the posit. A the EEOC had taken
earlier in an opinion letter from the General Counsel in which the General Counsel had stated that the

exclusion of pregnancy related conditions from disability benefits would not violate Title VII. Finally,
in the Court's judgment, the EEOC's guidelines were not consistent with the Congressional intent or
with interpretative guidelines issued by the Wage and Hour Administrator.
More recently, in EEOC v. Arabian American Oil Co. 499 U.S. 244, 113 L.Ed.2d 274 119911.

the SJpreme Court rejected the EEOC's interpretation of Title VII to the effect that Title VII applies
outside the United States. Noting that it is one of the two federal agencies with primary responsibility
for enforcing Title VII, the EEOC had argued that the Court should defer to its "consistent" construction

of Title VII to apply to American citizens outside the United States, first r xmally expressed in a
statement isLued in 1989 (but previously expressed in a 1975 letter from the EEOC's General Counsel,

1983 testimony of its Chairman, and a 1985 decision by the Commission).
The Court rejected the EEOC's position citing General Electric Co. v. cjill2gg, 429 U.S. 125.
140-146 (1976). The Court noted that the EEOC's interpretation contradicted an earlier position that
Title vIl applied only to individuals domiciled or residing in the U S. Moreover, the EEOC's position was
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not contemporaneous with the enactment of the Act; it was not until 24 years after the passage of
the Act that the EEOC took the position that True VII applied abroad. Finally, the EEOC's position
lacked support in the language of Title VII. 499 U.S. at 257-258.

ate aka Moraan v. Massachusetts General Hospital 901 F.2d 186, 192 list Cir. 1990)(in
determining whether certain conduct constitutes actionable sexual harassment, the court will be guided

by, although not bound by, the guidelines promulgated by the EE0C1' National Latino Media Coalition

v. F.C.C., 816 F.2d 785 (D.C. Cir. 1987)(interpretative rule does not have the force of law and is not
binding on anyone, including the courts, though the status conferred on an agency as the delegate of
Congress and by its expertise often leads courts to defer to the agency's interpretation of its governing

statute.'); LeTourneau v. Casa mia Inc. 804 F. SupP. 389. 390 n. 5 (D. Me. 1992)(in deciding that
Civil Rights Act of 1991 applies retroactively, court rejected EEOC pronouncement that statute would
only be given prospective relief, citing Skidmore v. Swift and stating that the F.E0C's interpretation is
not entitled to particular significance.); Greenwood Trust Co. v. Commonweal ;1-1 of Mtss., 776 F. SuPP.

21, 36 n. 38 (D. Mass 1991)(citing Gilbert court stated that though interpretations of a statute by
officers of the agency charged with its administration are entitled to great deference, su,:h 'traditional
deference ... is not to be applied to alter the clearly expressed intent of Congress."). Bang 7r Baptists

Church v. State of Mtn% Deo't of Educ , 576 F. Supp. 1299, 1321 n. 38 (0. Mr.. 1993)(If
considered interpretative, as opposed to legislative, the regulations, of course, are not hnding on the

Court."). Unfortunately, courts almost blindly have adhered to OCR regulations notwithstanding the

shifting positions of OCR, infra, and its failure to follow the congressional mar.date as articulated in
the Javits Amendment.
2.

OCR's Statements Are Interpretative In Nature, Not Legislative And OCR Ignored The
Javits Amendment

Applying the foregoing principles to the Brown case, one must conclude that the OCR's Policy

Interpretation and Investigator's Manual are interpretative in nature and not entitled to judicial
deference.

The Policy Interpretation and Investigator's Manual do not come within the regulatory

authority delegated by Congress.

8

4J

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C. 11 682, provides for the federal
administrative enforcement of the Act by each federal department and agency which is empowered
to extend federal financial assistanco to any education program or activity.

It further provides that

each such agency is authorized and directed to effectuate the provisions of 11881 et AN. bY issuing

rules, regulations, or orders of general applicability. However, 41682 states that no such rule,
regulation, or order shall become effective unless and until approved by the President.

Title IX was enacted in 1972. The Department of Health. Education and Welfare issued
proposed regulations on June 20, 1974. The final regulations, 34 C.F.R. 4106 et Am went into effect
on July 21, 1975, after being approved and approved by President Ford on May 27, 1975. Under the

Chevron rule, so long as the regulations do not conflict with the express intent of Congress and are
reasonable, they are binding and have the effect of law.

On December 11, 1978, HEW issued its draft Intercollegiate Athletics Policy Interpretation.
A year later, seven years after Title IX went into effect. HEW issued its final Intercollegiate Athletics
Policy Interpretation. Neither of these documents were approved by the President and, therefore, do
not have the binding effect of rules, regulations or orders authorized by 11682.

In 1980, the OCR issued an Interim Title IX Investigator's Manual. In 1990, eighteen years

after Title IX went into effect, the OCR issued its "final" Title IX Investigator's Manual.

At issue is the degree of deference due to the Policy Interpretation and the Investigator's
Manual. It has been suggested that the degree of deference due is particularly high because Congress

explicitly delegated to the agency the task of prescribing standards for athletic programs under Title

IX. In support of this conclusion. section 844 of the Education Amendments of 1974 is cited, which
states:

The Secretary shall prepare and publish, not later than 30 days after the date
of enactment of this Act, proposed regulations implementing the provisions of
title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 relating to the prohibition of sex
discrimination in federally assisted education programs which shall include with
respect to intercollegiate athletic activities reasonable provisions considering
the nature of particular sports.

9
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Pub I, No. 93-380, §844, 88 Stat. 612 (19741.6
Reliance on this provision is misplaced for two reasons. First, this compromise amendment,

known as the Javits amendment, was designed to ensure that the regulations upon which HEW had

been working would tako into account the nature of particular sports; the Javits amendment was a

compromise to a provision which would have exempted revenue producing sports from Title IX
jurisdiction was defeated at this time. See HEW Comments No. 72-74; 40 Fed. Reg. at 24134.6
Second, the amendment provides for the preparation of proposed regulations within thirty days of the

Amendment's enactment, July 1, 1974. The Secretary published his proposed regulations on June
20, 1974

The Policy Manual was issued five years later in 1979 and the Investigator's Manual 16

'This amendment was effective Juiy I, 1974.
6The OCR's own Fact Sheet on Title IX indicates that section 844 pertained to the regulations
issued in draft on June 20, 1974, and not any policy interpretations issued years later. Furthermore,
the comments to HEW's Final Regulations note'
Education Amendments of 1974 (Pub. L. 93.3801
compe.s the Department to "(Plrepare and publish . . proposed regulations
implementing the provisions of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
. which shall include with respect to intercollegiate athletic activities
reasonable provisions considering the nature of particular sports.'

In addit an, §844 of

.

.

.

Comments 72 74
Even the Policy Interpretation itself specifies the purpose of the Javits amendr.ent:
Some aspects of athletic programs may not be equivalent for men and women
because of unique aspects of particular sdorts or athletic activities. This type

of distinction was called for by the 'Javits Amendment" to Title IX, which
instructed HEW to make 'reasonable (regulatory) provisions considering the
nature of particular sports' in intercollegiate athletics.
Generally, these differences will be the result of factors that are inherent to the basic
Such factors may include rules of play,
operation of specific sports.
nature/replacement of equipment, rates of injury resulting from participation, nature of
facilities required for competition, and the maintenance/upkeep requirements of those
facilities. For the most part, differences involving such factors will occur in programs
offering football, and consequently these differences will favor men. If sport-specific
needs are met equivalently in both men's and wnmen's programs, however, differences
in particular program components will be found to be justifiable.

44 Fed Reg. at 71415-71416.
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years later in 1990. Neither document was approved by the President. Clearly, they do not fall within

the scope of the authority granted to the Department under the 1974 amendments.
It is particularly of interest that Judge Pettine recently held that as to all matched sports that
exist for both men and women that they are different. Even though Donna Lopiano, plaintiffs' expert

in Cohen only testified that softball, lacrosse and ice hockey were different for men and women.
Judge Pettine's ruling accentuates the fact that OCR's writing of the three prong test ignores the
Javits Amendments mandate.

If Judge Pettine is correct that all men and women's teams are

different, then it would be virtually impossible to adhere statistical studr Jody parity unless there
were substantially more women's teams than men's. Originally, it was perceived that the proviso for
reasonable provisions considering the nature of the sport referred only to football. If it applies to all

sports, then the rationale for the First and Third prong is significantly undermined, if not totally
obliterated.

If all matched sports are different, the First and Thire ongs should never have been

drafted, much less implemented.
As Plaintiffs' expert, Donna Lopiano, testified "the nature of sports- is one reason why a team

may be larger for one sport than for another. llopiano, Tr. 12/2/94, pp. 26-28, 321. Thus according
to Ms Lopiano, men's and women's lacrosse and baseball and softball teams may be different sizes

because they are different sports. (Lopiano, Tr. 12/2,94, p. 39, 46-47). Men's football and men's
wrestling are two other sports that by their nature are different from any women's teams and require

substantial squad sizes. The Office of Civil Rights, in establishing the substantial proportionality to
student body enrollment standard, certainly did not take into account the different natures of sports

which result in different team sizes.

Yet, under Donna I opiano's analysis, due to the nature of

particular sports, there are upwards 100 of participation opportunities for men (on football, wrestling,

lacrosse and the like) that cannot be available to women. OCR ignored this fact and ignored the
dictate of Congress to make "reasonable provisions considering the nature of the particular sports."
Therefore. a Court need not and should not defer to the OCR's statements. Therefore, the regulations
are not reasonable.

1
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None of the courts in the Title IX cases to date have examined with any care the scope cf the

rule making authority Congress delegated to I-SEW and specifically whether the OCR's Policy
Interpretation or the Investigator's Manual fall within the scope of that authority. When one does, one

sees that Congress limited its delegation of authontv that the Policy Interpretation and lnvesbgator's
Manual do not fall within the scope of that authority and that, therefore, the two documents must be
reviewed under the less deferential 5kidmore/Oilbert standard
3.

OCR's Statements Lack Consisten v and Are Not Entitled to Judicial Deference

The documents do not fare well under this standard

First. Irke the EEOC's guidelines en

pregnancy disability in Gilbert the OCR's Policy Interpretation and Investigator's Manual were not
contemporaneous with the passage of Title IX. The final Policy Interpretation was issued seven years

after Title IX went into effect and the Investigator's Manual, eighteen years after in 1990
Second. the OCR's interpretative statements on the standard for effectiva accommodation have

not been consistent with one another Nor are they internally consistent
a

OGR:1 Position VArielfietweerlAtoternsnt

f or instance. an 1-11-W Fact Sheet issued in June 197S states with respect to financial
assistance

Nejtherg2,-ltas no; fixed perceniapes of anylige are requirssi under the regulation. Rather.
the institu,aan is required to take a reasonable approach in its ward of athletic scholarships,
considenng the participation and relative interests and athletic proficiency of its students of
both sexes
templiasis added)

hue, HEW explicitly retected quotas or fixed percentages

But. 19 years later a

number of courts have interpreted OCR's Policy Interpretation and Investigator's Manual to require
quotas and strict proportionality

The inconsistency is clear

Similarly, in -HEW News Final Title IX Regulations Implenrenting Education Amendments of
19

noted July 2 1. 1975 and issued cont, lipordneously with the final regulations. HEW stated
Educational institutions are not required to duplicate their men's programs for women
I he
thrust uf the effort should be the contribution of each of the categories to the overall goal of
equal opoOrtunity in athletics rather than un the details related to each of the categonas.
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Again, this language is inconsistent with the recent meaning given to the OCR' policy Interpretation

and Investigator's Manual to the effect that women must be provided opportunities proportionate to
their enrollment or have their interests fully met.'
In the 1980 Interim Tale IX,Intercollegiate Athletics Invostigator's Manual, the OCR specifically

stated that "Title IX does nOt reguire institutions to offer .
11,

II

.

I

.a pr000rtional number cif intercolleniate

ex of the total student enrollment).

.

.

Rather, it requires institutions to meet the interests and abilities of women to VIA same degree as theY

meet the interests and abaities of men, by providing opportunities which address the interests and

abilities of each sex equally. lernpha!is added). This means that participation opportunities are to
be proportionate to interests and abilities, not student body enrollment.

The OCR dropped this language for the first time in the final Title IX Athletics Investigator's
Manual issued ten years later in April 1990 and eighteen years after the passage of Title IX. There,

the OCR stated that the third prong addresses the issue of whether the 'current program equally
effectively accommodates student interests and abilities."

Even there, the OCR acknowledged that

participation ratios are often not proportionate to the enrollment rates for members of each sex. Yet,

this court has previously found the OCR's language to mean that proportionality with enrollment is

'See also OCR Memorandum to Chief State School Officers. Superintendents of Local Education
Agencies, and College and University Presidents, p. 9, Soptember 1975.
The thrust of the athletics scholarship section is the concept of
reasonableness, not strict Dr000rtionality in the allocation of scholarships. The
degree of interest and Participation of male and female students in athletiCSIS

the critical factor in determining whether the allocation of athletic scholarships
conforms to the requirements of the regulation.

Neither quotas nor fixed percentages of any type are required under the
regulation. Rather, the institution is required to take a reasonable approach in
II .1.
its award of athletic scholarships
interests and athletic proficiency of its students of both sexes.

1 II

(emphasis added)

13
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required unless the institution is fully meeting the women's interests and abilities, thereby effe-lively
equating prongs one and three of the OCR's standard for determining effective accommodation.'

The OCR had used the 'equally effective accommodation" language in several earlier
documents as well. For instance, in the draft policy interpretation issued in December 1978, the OCR

stated that the issue is whether the interests and abilities of men and women are 'equally
accommodated.

But, there, the OCR emphasized that "(tlhe Title IX regulation does not reauire an

eaual number of men and women Participants or an eoual number of men's and women's soms."
(emphasis added).

Similarly, in the final policy interpretation issued in December 1979. the OCR stated that the

issue for the investigator to determine was 'whether the current program equally effectively
accommodates the current interests and abilities of male and female athletes
The meaning that the pcR has given to these policy statements has also varied in the Letters
of Findings issued to colleges and universities across the country In some letters the OCR has seemed

to reach the same conclusion that these courts effectively have, namely that prongs one and three are
the same In other letters, however. the OCR has found that
even though participation rates were not

in panty with enrollment rates, the institution was fully and effectively accommodating the interests
and abilities of men and women. age e.o. June 16, 1987 Letter of Finding to Tennessee Technological
University (Despite nearly 20 point differential between enrollment and participation ratios OCR found

program to fully and effectively accommodate the interests and abilities of women students);
September 1, 1989 Letter of Finding to University of Arkansas at Rine Bluff (Despite a 30 + point
differential between enrollment and participation ratios. OCR found program to fully and effectively

accommodate the interests and abilities of women students, given an increase in number of
opportunities for women since 1974 and no student petitions to offer other sports); December 27,

'In effect, a number of courts have lead the OCR's first and third prongs to mean the same thing.
It ignores the latin maxim: "ut res magis valeat quam pereat
This ignores the rule of law that all
language in a regulation has meaning. A court should give meaning to all provisions rather than
providing an interpretation which makes a section meaningless. See to., United States v. Nordic
Win& Inc.,
U.S.
. 112 S.Ct. 1011, 1015; 117 L.d 2d 181, 189 (1992)("A statute must if
Possible be construed in such a fashion that every word has some operative effect.").

-14-
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1993 Letter of Finding to Southeastern Louisiana University (Although females constituted only 41%
of the participants but 58% of the students. OCR found that SLU has accommodated the interest and
abilities of female atti4etes by offering an equal number of sports to men and women, offering the most

popular women's sports, increasing opportunities for women to participate in intercollegiate athletics
by increasing the number of scholarships for female athletes, and by providing equivalent competitive

schedules for men and women; November 10, 1993 Letter of Finding to Lewis - Clark State College
(Tab 6l(Despite fact Mat only 36% of intercollegiate athletics participants were women while 59% of
student body was female, OCR found the College to he in compliance based on the sports offered at
the high school level).
b.

OCR's Policy InteroretatIon and Investigator's Manuel Internally Inconsistent

OCR's Policy Interpretation and Investigator's Manual not only conflict with other OCR
statements but also are internally inconsistent.
For instance, these two documents as interpreted by the courts suggest intercollegiate ath'etic

opportunities are to be proportionate to student body enrollment, or, absent that, accommodate any
and all interest of female students without even inquiring into their relative skills and interests.

But,

the Policy Interpretation specifically rejects any requirement that financial assistance be provided in
proportion to student body enrollment:

This section does not require a proportionate number of scholarships for men and
women or individual scholarships of equal dollar value.
44 Fed Reg. at 71415.
Similarly, the Policy Interpretation provides the compliance with the 'levels of competition'

requirement of the regulations be assessed by examining, among other things, 'whether the
competitive schedules for men's and women's teams, on a program-wide basis, afford proportionately
similar numbers of male and female athletes equivalently advances competitive opportunities

Reg at /1418.°

°Moreover, prongs one and three as interpreted by the courts contradict one another.
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This variance in position undermines the OCR's credibility as an interpretative authority.

Because the Policy Interpretation and Investigator's Manual contradict themselves, other OCR
statements, and the regulations, they should be viewed with skepticism. No court should be bound
by the OCR's policy interpretations, and instead of blindly adhering to them, should consider whether

they are consistent with the purposes underlying Title IX.
4.
OCR's three prongs as interpreted by the courts thus far are not consistent with the intent of
Title IX. Strict application of them in 1994 can lead to results that clearly contravene the intent of
Title IX.

For instance, in the context of team elimination, under the first prong, unless women are being

provided athletic participation opportunities in proportion to their enrollment, the college or university

will be in violation of Title IX, regardless of the proportion of female students who have the interest
and ability to participate in varsity athletics. In other words, the substantial proportionality standard
implicitly assumes without evidence that men and women in the general student body have the same

interest and ability to participate in intercollegiate athletics. No support for this principle exists in the
Congressional record. Moreover, it is belied by common sense and has been explicitly rejected by the

Supreme Court in other contexts.
a.

U.S. Supreme Court Has Rejected Population Statistics in Civil Rights Case

Proportionality with student body enrollment is the functional equivalent of imposing
employment quotas on employers based on aggregate population statistics - a principle the U.S.
Supreme Court has expressly rejected. ace Elazelwood School Dist C. Ulited States 433 U.S. 299,
308, n.13 (19771("When special qualifications are required to fill particular jobs, comparisons to the

general population rather than to the small groups of individuals who possess the necessary
qualifications, may have little probative value.1; Wards Cove Packing Co, v. Atonio 490 U.S. 642
(1989)I'lf the absence of minorities holding such skilled positions was due to a dearth of qualifiednon-

white applicants (for reasons that ere not petitioners' fault), petitioners' selection methods or
employment practices csnnot be said to have had a 'disparate impact' on non-whites.'1. Indeed, in
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International erotherhood of Teamsters v. United States 431 U.S. 324, 339-40, n.20 (1977), the
Suprema Court stated that Title VII 9mposes no requirement that a work force mirror the general
Population." Thus, in employment cases, in determining whether an employer is hiring women in proper

numbers, a court will look at whether women are being hired in proportion to their numbers in the
qualified applicant pool, not whether they are being hired in proportion to their numbers in society at
large. The same anilysis applies in Title IX athletics Cesas.

Similarly, in tha contort of a reduction in force, a court will look at whether an employer is
se:ecting female employees in proportion to their representation in the group affected by the layoff
(ea., job category, diva:In-rent, facility) and not whether the final workforce mirrors society at large.
The same analysis applies in Title IX cases. Congress certainly never intended to require institutions

to diop men's sports to be in compliance.

In the employment context, the Supreme Court has

suggested that such conduct is illegal, where affrrrative action "unnecessarily trammels
interests of non-minorities. aeg.

on the

Ejfefighter's Local Union No. 1784 v. Stott 467 U.S. 561, 104

S. Ct. 2576 (1984)(holding quotas inappropriate in context of layoffs); Wyaant V. Jackson Board of

Education 176 U.S. 267(1986). Judge Pettine, in grown, erroneously has concluded that courts in
looking at Title IX issues should not look to Title VII cases. This approach has been rejected in virtually

all Title IX cases. 5e1 SAL, coOk v. Colgate University 802 F.Supp. 737, 742-43 (N.D.N.Y. 19921
(vacated and remanded on other grounds, 992 F.2d 17 (2d Cir. 1993).
b.

Eck IX Is Nat n Affirmative i5itin r Quote Statute

The third prong if read as the courts have recently interpreted it requires full accommodation

ot one sex without regard for the other sex. The interpretation being given to the term 'fully' in this

prong has transformed Title IX from a non-discrimination statute into one requiring quotas and
preferential treatment on the basis of gender and makes prongs 1 and 3 functionally equivalent. Yet,
the government has repeatedfy stated that Tide IX is not an affirmative action statute.
Title IX specificatly provides that it does not require affirmative action or preferential treatment:

Nothing contained in subsection lel of this section shall be Interpreted to require any
educational institution to grant preferential or disparate treatment to the members of
une sex on account of en imbalance which may exist with respect to the total number
Or percentage of persons of that 116A participating In or receiving Ms benefits of any
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federally supported program or activity, in comparison with the total number or
Percentage of persons of that sex in any community. State, section, or other area.
Provided, That this subsection shall not be construed to prevent the consideration in
any hearing or proceeding under this chapter of statistical evidence tending to show
that such an imbalance exists with respect to the participation in, or receipt of the
benefits of, any such program or activity by the members of one sex.
20 U S.C. 41681(bl (emphasis addedl.

I his analysts is consistent with language tn the 1990 Investigator's Manual which directs
investigators to determine whether the program 'equally effectively accommodates student interests

and abilities'

The participation ratios are often not proportionate to the enrollment ratios for
members of each sex, and a history of program expansion for the underrepresented sex

may not be apparent, thus leading to the question of whether the current program
equally effectively accommodates student interests and abilities, step three of the
analysis for competitive Opportunities

Manual, p 25. Moreover, as previously noted, the effect of the court's previous rulings is to equate
prongs one and three which simply does not make sense and is not consistent with rules of regulatory
interpretation
Finally. iii a September 1, 1993 Memorandum, issued after the preliminary iniunction decisions

in this case, the OCI t strongly suggested that the First Circuit's decision in Brown is not consistent
with the OCR's own interpretation:

The Policy Interpretation states that "Iplursuant to the regulation, the
governing principle in this area is that the athlems interests and abilities of
male and I emale students must be equally effectively accommodated.

In their

analyses, the Brown II and CR) II courts did not explicitly recognize that the
general principle governina the interests and abilities Part of the_cgaulation iS
"eaual effective accommodation' of the interests ,end abilities of both sexes.,
Memotandum, p 25. lernphasis added).
5.

OCR Looks At Surveys Club and intramural Participation, Feeder Schools and the Like

The OCR has explicitly recognized that a university can determine the interests and abilities of

both sexes through surveyS or other means, and that a university can use these to demonstrate that

n is currently meeting those skills and interests.' OCR explicitly notes in its Investigators' Manual

'°Manual at 25.
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that "D survey is mentioned most often since tt Ii usually the simplest method tor the institution and

OCR to determine inerests end *Whet.' Manual, p. 27 (emphasis added)."
In the Interim Title IX Intercollegiate Athletics Investigator's Manual issued in July 1980, OCR
instructed its field investigators that one approach to determining the interests and abilities of students

would be a combination of methods such as:
a carefully designed survey (or other assessment device) of male and female students (either
all undergraduates or a statistically valid sample);
p review of student admission aoolicatigns to determine the high school athletic endeavors of

applicants."
a review of interscholastic sports participation of high school students in areas served by the
institution (looking at both the male/female participation rates and the particular sports offered
for each);
a review of participation by both sexes in club sports; and
analysis of general team performance over a period of time.

Interim Manual, p. 129. (emphasis added).
In its Draft Policy Interpretation, 43 Fed. Reg. 58070, dated December 11, 1978, OCR stated:

Equalizing opportunities for men and women in athletics will not result in
Identical men's and women's athletics programs.
The Title IX regulation does not require an equal number of men and worncn
participants or an equal number of men's and women's sports. Rather, it

requires that the interests and abilities of men and women be equally
accommodated. In recent years, there has been a significant growth in the
athletic interests and abilities of women.

An institution that does not choose to have the above procedures may,
nevertheless, he satisfying the athletic interests and abilities of its female
students. Such an institution should be able to demonstrate that it is doing so,
for example:
A.

By showing that the club, intramural, and intercollegiate sports currently
offered accommodate the interests and abilities of women by providing

"Again, if any deference is given to OCR statements, deference must also be given to OCR's
instructions to the field on how to access interests and abilities.

"Judge Pet/ire in Drown specifically rejected the concept of reviewing student admissions
applicatiors to determine the high school athletic endeavors of applicants even the OCR's first policy
interpretation explicitly directs a factfinder to do so.

19--
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opportunities comparable to those of men at all levels ILe= intramural, club and
intercollegiate);
B.

By showing that there is at the institution a pattern of increased participation
by women in athletic activities at all levels; or

C.

By showing that the institution's overall athletic program at all levels reflects
the growth in the athletic interests and abilities of women evidenced in regional
or area interscholastic programs.

43 Fed Reg at 58074.
In its Pinal Policy Interpretation, OCR states that universities may use any method to determine

athletic interests and abilities of students, provided they are nondiscriminatory and so long as:
The processes take into account the nationally increasing levels of women's
interests and abilities;
a

The methods do not disadvantage the members of an underrepresented sex;

rhe methods of determining ability take into accovnt team performance
records. and

The methods are responsive to expressed interests of students capable of
intercollegiate competition who are members of an underrepresented sex

d.

44 f ed Reg at 71.417.
OCR instructs its investigators to consider any surveys of interests and abilities done by the

institution. to review whether the institution has failed to accommodate "expressed interest," and to
other programs indicative of interests and abilities, such as club and intramural sports. sports

mcgianis at "feeder' schools tLe., high schools); community and regional sports programs and
Ohystcal education classes
a.

Stud en_t_5_,uaels_

Mea_suse irquest_ and Abjitties

One of the most direct ways to determine strident interest and abilities is to survey the current
student population

The OCR has used student surveys to hod that an institution is accommodating

studurit interests and ahaities and so should this court
June 16, 1987 Tennessee Technological University

Because the sports offerings for women

based on interest assessed through a student survey, at.ailability of competition and

Manual, p
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coaching, conference requirements and expense, the OCR found that the present program fully and
effectively accommodated the interests and abilities of women despite an 18 point differential between

enrollment and participation rates.
b.

Pub and Intramural Soon Pardcioation as a Measure of Interest

According to the OCR, interest and participation in club and intramural sports are another
measure of student interest and abilities. By way of example, assume a university has an intramural

program through which students can participate in sports of their choosing in as many numbers as

express an interest with very little limitation. Further assume the university has a student body
enrollment that is 50:50 male:female but the .intramural participation ratio is 65:35, male:female.
Should the university be required to provide varsity opportunities at the 50:50 ratio or the 65:35 ratio?

Both the OCR and common sense would point to the latter. Actual intramural and club participation

rates are a better gauge of interests and abilities than general population statistics such as student
body enrollment. According to a CFA survey, only 22 22% of the students participating in intramural
sports are women.
The OCR has used precisely this sort of analysis in a number of its Letters of Finding:

June 16. 1987

Tann

Technological University

--

In finding that TTU effectively

accommodated women's interests and abilities, OCR focused hist on the fact that men constituted
66% of the participants in intramurals, more than the percentage of men in the student body. OCR
also noted that there were women's varsity teams in the sports in which women participated at the
intramural level

February 28, 1990 -- University of Wisconsin, Madison

The OCR looked at club and

intramural sports participation, sports offerings at other Big 10 institutions, and interscholastic sports
participation in Wisconsin high schools.

November 18, 1990

Furman University -- OCR found the university not to be in compliance

based in part on intramural and club participation rates.

Women's intramural soccer had 143

Participants but there was no women's varsity team.

21
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e.

Malt School Panic baton Rates as a Measure of interest end Abilities

Participation rates at the varsity level in college necessarily reflect the participation rates at the

high school level.

To achieve the experience and skill necessary for successful intercollegiate

competition, for most sports, students must have participated at the high school level, if not the junior
high or even elementary school levels. It is very difficutt, if not, impossible, for a student to develop

the ability to participate effeCtively the intercollegiate varsity level without such prior participation.

Recent national surveys over the past four years suggest that at the high school level,

approximately 36 to 37.9 percent of the varsity athletes are female." In the Cohen v. Brown
University case, plaintiffs' expert. Professor Peter Marks, testified that it would be twenty years before
Young women would participate at the same rate as young men in high school sports.
d.

Surveys of Feeder Schools as a Measure of Interest and Abilities

By looking at what sports and in what numbers women have participated at the high schools

(both public and private) which feed the university, a university can gauge fairly wet the pool of
qualified athletes it will be able to draw to the university.
OCR has examined this factor as well.

April 3, 1992 -- Western Carolina University

In finding that the university's current program

equally effectively accommodated the interests and abilities of women students, OCR noted that the
university is located in a rural area of North Carolina and most high schools in the area, which form the

feeder group, are small, and, therefore, tend to offer fewer sports than larger metropolitan schools.

May 21, 1993

-.

Auburn University

In

finding that Auburn was not effectively

accommodating women's interests, particularly in soccer, OCR relied, in part, on statistics that showed

increased high school soccer participation in the southern states. Interestingly, OCR rejected reliance

solely on Alabama statistics despite the fact that most students came from Alabama because the
coaches told OCR that they recruit nationally, and particulaly in the 11 southern states.
OCR notes in its Policy Interpretation that the unique claracteristics of sports, such as football,
including the fact that they draw large numbers of spectators, have higher rates of injury, require more

'National Federation of State High School Associations, 1994 Sports Participation Survey
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participants, and necessitate extra expenditures and large budgets, must be considered. amt. 44
Fed.

Reg. at 71416, 71419, 71422 and coaching support.
The OCR's Investigator's Manual also specifically notes that the sport of football, including the

number of participants needed to field a team, the rate of injury, and the rate of severe injury,
often

justifies the assignment of several assistant coaches.
Manual, p. 61. The bottom line is whether
women's teams are able to engage in comparable competition based on the coaching support provided.

As the Ninth Circuit in Stanley v. University Southern

California 13 F.3d 1313, 1321 (9th Cir.

19941, noted, societal discrimination in r &erring to witness men's sports cannot be attributed
to the
educational institution.
CI

Plaintiffs Have Failed To Show That Intercollegiate
Level Participation Opportunities For
Male And Female Students Are Not Provided In Numbers Substantially Proportionate
To Their Respective Enrollment

Plaintiffs In Brown And Other Cases Have Presented No Evidence As to What
Are Participation Opportunities

lhe first prong of OCR's 'effective accommodation'

standard, the safe harbor provision for

universities, asks whether the egrticipation ooportunitie4 in intercnllegiate athletics for male and female

students are provided in numbers substantially proportionate to their respective enrollments

The

courts focused solely on participation rates and ignored participation opportunities

'that the use of the phrase 'participation
opportunities' is significant in the first prong and means
something different from 'participatbn rate' is verified by the fact that the Department of Education
focuses on participation rates elsewnere in the regulations but specifically chose to 050 the phrase
'participation opportunity' in section 1)6.41, which the OCR picked up in the first prong. Specifically,
in section 106 37(c) of the regulations relating to Athletic scholarships, the Department of Education
stated that universities must provide athletic scholarships in proportion to the number of students of
each sex participating in intercollegiate athletics. In section 106 41(cl, the Department of Education
stated that a university must provide equal athletic opportunities
If one does not give meaning to the differences between the phrases, one ignores the latin

maxim 'ut res magis valeat quern pereat," the rule of law that all language in a regulation has
meaning A court should give meaning to all words rather
than rroviding an interpretation which
makts a section or phrase meaningless

And, the use of the phrase 'participation opportunity' in the first prong makes sense. The

focus should be on what the university is offering or providing in the way of participation opportunities.
nut whO decides to accept the offer
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Participation rates are

function of opportunity, interest and ability. Even if the participation

opportunities provided to men and women, that is the slots on existing teams available to interested
and qualified students, are equal or proportionate to student body ratios, the participation rates may

still not be equal or proportionate to student body ratios so long as men and women have different
athletic interests and abilities. There will not be participation ratios (male: female) equal to the student
body enrollment ratio unless and until men and women have equal interest and ability in participating.
The courts have completely ignored the distinction between participation opportunities and participation

rates and based their analyses totally on participation rates.
2.

By Providing Opportunities Proportionate To Interests And Abilities. A University Is
Clearly Satisfying Its Obligation To Accommodate Students' Interests And Abilities

In the Title IX Intercollegiate Athletics Investigator's Manual issued in July 1980, the OCR
stated with respect to accommodation of student interests and abilities: "itrequires institutions to meet
the interests and abilities of women to the same degree as they meet the interests and abilities of men.

by providing opportunities which address the interests and abilities of each sex equally.

Manual, p.

122 (emphasis added). This is the proper focus: whether the interests and abilities of male and female

athletes are satisfied to the same degree." Plaintiffs' expert in Brown, Donna Lopiano, recognized
this standard when she directed institutions to 'determine the interests of both sexes in the sports to

be offered by the institution, in her 1976 article entitled "A Fact-Finding Model for Conducting a Title
IX Self.Evaluation Study in Athletic Programs.'

This analysis is consistent with language in the 1990 Investigator's Manual which directs
investigators to determine whether the program 'equally effectively accommodates student interests
and abilities:"

The participation ratios are often not proportionate to the enrollment ratios for members of
each sex, and a history of program expansion for the underrepresented sex may not be
apparent, thus leading to the question of whether the current program equally effectively

"A numeric example illustrates this standard. University ABC has a student body that is 50:50
There are 450 students with the interest and ability to participate in intercollegiate

male:female.

varsity sports: 300 men and 150 women.

Applying the equally effective or same degree

accommodation standard, a university would have to provide participation opportunities in the ratio of
2:1, male: female.
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accommodates student interests and abilities, step three of the analysis for competitive
opportunities

Manual. p. 25.
3.

Two Standard Deeietion Pole Arip lied By Plaintiffs Inappropriate

As Plaintiffs' expert in Brown, Dr. Gray. who submitted an affidavit in Colorado State case.
wrote in an article entitled 'Statistics and the Laws," the Supreme Court has applied a two to three

standard deviation rule when evaluating ttre legal significance of statistical disparities. (Gray, Tr

10,4;94, p 52)

See Hazelwood School District v United States. 433 U.S. 299, 308-09 (19771;

Castaneda v. Partida, 430 U.S 482. 496.97 119771

5yg ako EEQC v. Federal Reserve Bank of

Richmond 698 F.29 633. 647-48 (4th Cir. 1 9831 (courts should be extremely cautious in drawing any

conclusions of legal significance from standard deviations in range of

Johnson 756 F.2d 524 527 n 22 (7th Cir 19851

(accordl

1

to 31, Coates v ,lohnser

The Court in Brown ignored the U.S.

Supreme Court

1he Supreme Court emphasi,ied in Intl Bretherh,,,iedot Tensters v UriEed States 431 U S

324. 340 "statistics come in infinite variety anti
facts and circumstances

their usefulness depends on all the surrounding

In the Brgwn case, Dr Welch a world renowned labor economist testified.

the kind of probabilities relied upon by Dr Gray assume that there is no issue of definition or
measurement of participation

As the evi.dence in the Brown trial clearly demonstrated, there is no

single definition or measure of participation

Rather, there is a range of measures of participation

Where there is no single reference point against which to make a comparison a two standard deviation
measure is particularly inappropriate. even a three standard deviatioe measure niav not be appropriate
1Welefi Tr 11 23 94 pp 56 591
4

Unwersities Should 14,Able To Satisfy -fiteQN Role

Alternatively. a reasonable measure of "substantial oruportioriaim..4 is rhe 8C".. rule used bY
other federal agencies in determining whether substaimal equality is achieved

For instance. the Office

in I edeial Contract Compliance Programs arstructs itS investrgatois to use the 80",.. rule to determine

Pier dln rimrtioyir hes "substantially more or leyyer roinote,,, alio or women in ()articular lob areas
be ekt,j, red by their nvpiese.nration

the .sockl,e

n60
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Como fiance Manual 12NO3(el. See also, Easley v. Anheuser-Bysch 575 F.Supp 402 (E.D. Mo.

1983) OA in relevant gin, 758 F.2d 2

'8th Cir. 1985); Cox V. City of Chicaoo 868 F.2d 217 17th

('ir. 1989).
5.

Participation Opportunities Must Include Club Teams That Participate In Intercollegiate
Competition

The policy interpretation specifically includes, for purposes of counting participation
opportunities, club sports that regularly participate in varsity competition in its definition of
intercollegiate athletics, 44 Fed. Reg. at 71413, N.1.
II.

ANALYSES OF NATIONAL DATA, STUDIES AND SURVEYS THAT PROVE WOMEN ARE LESS
INTERESTED AND PARTICIPATE IN LOWER PERCENTAGES THAN MEN IN TEAM SPORTS
AND OTHER ATHLETIC ENDEAVORS FROM GRAD SCHOOL QN

Al

Introduction

This section of the article looks at a variety of statistical issues derived primarily from national
data bases and studies. These data definitely prove that relatively speaking women are less interested

and qualified in athletics on an intercollegiate basis
8)

University Athletic Departments Cannot Respond To Col 'ant Fluctuations In Either
The Student Body Or Team Sizes

From a management perspective, it is very difficult, if not impossible, for a university to

respond to constant fluctuations in student body enrollment and athletic participation over a short

Period of time, by continually adding or deleting men's or women's athletic teams. An Athletic
Department cannot :A down one spring and say that the university will have X teams the next fall and

then the next season, change it to Y. Planning must be longer term.
Nationally, the representation of women among varsity intercollegiate athletes is betwei n 30

and 35%. NCAA Gender Equity Study.
This is consistent with national data. Specifically, N.C.A.A. Gender Equity Committee found

that based on their data that fewer women are participating in matched sports nationally. Indeed,
according to the Gender Equity Study in Division I, some 70-80 fewer women are participating in
matched sports. Additionally, significantly fewer women are walking on to women's teams. Also,

Donna Lopiano testified in the brown case that men are more willing to be bench warmers than
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women. The College Football Association has reported that female participation rates in terms of walk-

ons run about 20 to 40% lower han men's paiticipation rates (Neinas, Tr. 11/1;94, p 117, 130-31)
C.

Club and Intamural Sports

Nationally men are more likely to participate in intramural sports by a ratio of 4 1

Only

22.22% of the students participating in intramural sports according to the CFA survey are women.
(Welch Tr 11/22/94, p. 73; Neinas, Tr. 11/1/94, p. 1251.

A 3:1 ratio in club sports means that men have greater interest in athlwic participation than
do women
D.

(Neinas, Tr. 11/1 /94, p. 601."
Female High School Participation Rates Still Markedly Lower Than Male; This Translates
to Fewer Women Available TO ParticiOate In Intercollegiate Varsity Athletics

The best predictor of whether a student is interested in participating in varsity athletics in
college is whether they had athletic experience in high school. (Welch. Tr 11/22/94, pp. 45 461."
Nationally, high school participation rates remain far below men's

There was a marked increase in

female participation in the 1970s and 1980s but the increase has levelled oil

According to the

National Federation of State High School Associations, in 1993-1994, 2.124,755 or 37.9% of the high
school students participating in athletics were girls and 3.478.530 or 62 1% were boys. (Welch Table

46, Welch. Tr 11/23/94, p. 931.

"Nationally, far more men than women participate in clubs sports. According to a survey
conducted by the College Football Association, only 34.29% of the students participating in club
sports are women (Welch Table 16A; Welch Tr. 11/22/94 P.M. p. 73). In other words, the men
Participating in club sports outnumber women by a ratio of 2:1. (Neinas, Tr. 11/1/94, p. 1231.
"Of the survey respondents to a survey of 500 Brown undergraduates who indicated that they had
had no high school varsity experience, only 8% of the men indicated that they have or they plan to
participate in varsity sports at Brown while only 2.8% of the women without high school experience
indicated that they had or would participate in college. However, of the women who had had varsity
experience in high school, nearly 30% of them indicated that they had or intended to participate in
varsity athletics while at Brown. St, a woman with varsity experience in high school is 10 times as
likely to participate at Brown as a women without high school varsity experience. For men, they are
about four-and-a-half times as likely. (Welch Table 14, Welch Tr. 11/22/94, pp. 51-52).
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1.

Female Participation Rates Drop Markedly During High School, Resulting in
Fewer Women Mitt The Interest and Ability To Participate In Intercollegiate
Athletics

We have found that participation rates of girls drop as girls go from junior high to high school
and then to college in marked numbers. From the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988. We

found that 56.8% of the female eighth graders surveyed reported being a member of a varsity or
intramural team, while 45.1% of female high school sophomores so reported and only 32% of female

high school seniors so reported. (Welch Tr. 11/23/94, p. 77).
Dr. Donald Sabo, Plaintiffs' expert in Brown, confirmed these findings. He testified that in a
study he did with the Wom,l's Spar; Foundation entitled 'The Wilson Report: Moms, Dads, Daughters
and Sports,

he found that there is an increase in attrition from sports when girls reach 12, 13, and

14 years of age. He found that 87% of girls 7-10 are involved in some fitness activities but that
percentage decreases to 75% in 15-18 year olds. (Sabo, Tr. 12/6/94, pp. 124-125). 'The girls are
opting out of athletics in order to pursue other kinds of interests.' (Sabo, Tr. 12/6/94, p. 125). In the

report, he went on to note that 'But most importantly, other interests 188%1 -- primarily interest in
boys 139% overall and 47% of older girls) -- pull girls, especially high school girls, off the playing
field).' Tables in the report show the following as reasons why girls drop out of sports:
Interested in other things
Got tired of it it was boring
More interested in boys
Too hard to get to activity
Sport no longer offered
Didn't have enough money
Didn't have enough time
Got a lob
Felt wasn't good enough
Got hurt/didn't want to get hurt
Too old
Didn't want boys to see me play
sports
Sports aren't good for girls
Sports aren't ladylike/feminine
Friends don't play
Friends, family, or others
discouraged me

68%
58%
39%
31%
30%
26%
59%
19%
49%
39%
20%
16%
12%
10%
33%
15%

In another report, Dr. Sabo found that the pnrcentage of women who participate in athletics
drops from 51 percent in youth to 9 percent through college for working women. (Sabo, Tr. 12/6/94,
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p. 119). Finally, in a report on 'Minorities in Sports, Dr. Sabo and his colleagues found that four
years after high school, men who had participated in high school sports were more likely than women

still to be participating. Table 14 of his report shows that only 34% of Hispanic women who were
athletes in high school were still participating compared to 48% of the Hispanic men; 32% of black

females versus 53% of black males; 48% of white females versus 59% white males. (Sabo, Tr.
12/6/94, pp. 72-77)
In this study there are numerous non-discriminatory reasons why young women drop out of
high school sport. For instance, the Sabo studies noted reasons such as boys' school work and things

of that nature.
The representation of women among varsity athletes at most universities is consistent with the

repressntation of women among the students who earned varsity letters in high school. (Welch Tr.
11/23/94, pp. 70-721. A university has no control over participation rates at its feeder schools. It can

only provide opportunities to those who have the interest and ability to participate based, in part, on
prior high school experience. The fact that the representation of women among varsity athletes
corresponds to the representation of women among the students who had high school participation
again shows that nationally universities on average are meeting the Interests and abilities of it female
student athletes.
The Difference In Rates Of Interest In Participating In Intercollegiate Athletics 3etween
Men And Women Is Confirmed By National Data

Numerous national surveys confirm that men and women are different in their athletic
Participation and in thoir athletic interest. (Welch. Tr. 1122/94, p. 391. Indeed, the N.0 A P. Gender
Equity Committee found that women across the country are not participating at the same rate as men

and are not using all of the opportunities available to them. (Welch, Tr. 11/23/94, p. 751.
1.

NELS DATA

Data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988 which tracked students who

were in the 8th grade in 1988 through 1992 when they were high school seniors, show that of
students who expected to attend college, were in the top quartile of their classes and had been a
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member of a varsity or intramural team, 42.2% were women. Of those who had been a member only

of a varsity team, 42.8% were women. (Welch, Tr. 11/23194, P. 76).
2.

}Soh School and Beyond

Data from the High School and Beyond database again demonstrates that women are less likely

to participate in varsity athletics at the intercollegiate level than are men. For instance, for the group
that were seniors in 1980, who expected to attend a private four year college and were members of
a varsity team, 38.4% were women. For the college bound sophomores in 1980 who were members

of a varsity team, the representation of women was 38.7%. (Welch, Tr. 11/23/94, Pp. 80-81).
3.

ElLS-72

The National Longitudinal Study of 1972 conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Department

of Education's National Center for Education Statistics shows that among college-bound high school

seniors in 1972, about 35 percent of respondents participating in sports were women. (Welch, Tr.
11/23/94, pp. 83-84).
4.

CIRP Annual Freshmen Survey

The national data from the CIRP survey conducted at U.C.L.A. shows that between 32 and 36
percent of university freshmen who devoted 16 + hours per week to exercise or sports were women.

(Welch Tr. 11123/94, pp. 85-86). The survey further shows that between 43 and 45 percent of
University freshmen who won letters their senior year of

school were women.

(Welch Tr.

11/23/94, p. 87). Finally, the survey shows that between 35 and 40 percent of university freshmen

expec ing to participate in varsity sports were women. (Welch, Tr. 11/23/94, pp. 47-48).
Another study done by the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (ClRP) confirms the

disparity in interest level between men and women. CIRP is a national longitudinal survey of the
American higher education system. Each year freshmen students at a number of colleges are surveyed

about their activities, plans, objectives, and priorities. 'The American Freshman: National Norms for
Fall 1993: is the latest report from the annual Survey of college freshman. An important result of this

survey is the difference in the percentage of males and females who expect to play varsity sports.
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Among freshmen at highly soloctive private univontities in 1993, 20.9% of the men and 14.3% of the

woman estimated chances ware 'very good that they would be varsity athletes.
5.

MOnitgrjhe the Future

An annual, national sample of college freshman conducted by the University of Michigan's
institute fc-: Social Research, reveals that between 35 percent and 41 percent of high school seniors

who participate in sports almost every day are women. (Welch Tr. 11/23/94, pp. 88-891.
This survey, entitled 'Monitoring the Future: A Continuing Study of the Lifestyles and Values
of Youth." conducted by the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan yields similar
results. The survey quantifies the percentages of boys and girls (high sr hool seniors) who participate
in sports on a daily basis In 1988, 56 3% of boys indicate they participate in sports almost
every day

while only 36 2% ol the girls indicate that they participate almost every day. The participation rates
for students who say they will definitely graduate from a four-year college are somewhat higher, but
the gap between male and female participation rates it still very wide
6.

National Health Interview Survey

According the National Health Interview Survey, conducted annually under the auspices of the

National Center for Health Statistics, women represent about 42 percent of the people age 18 to 21

who exercise or play sports regularly. (Welch. Tr. 110394. pp 94-95;
7.

Centers for Disease Control. Boys Outnumber Girls in Sports 3.1

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recently Issued a new study which shows that

among high school students, boys are more likely than gilts to engage in vigorous exercise for 20
minutes three times a week, bx a ratio of 3 1

The CDC further found that a significant number of girts

drop out of sports participation between grades b and 12
Plaintiff s' expert

This confirms studies done by Dr. Sabo.

iWelch. Tr 110394, pp 90-911

°Similarly . a survey conducted by the U S Department of Education's National Center for
Educational Statistics. "the National Educational Longitudinal Survey of 1988. shows substantial
disparities between male and female participation rates in high school.
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8.

According to the NCAA's 1992-1993 Annual Report, the average number of women's sports

8.3
at all institutions nationwide is 7.3. At Division : schools, the average number is slightly higher, at
per institution. According to a 1990 survey of Women in Intercollegiate Sport, conoucted by R.
Acosta and Linda Jean Carpenter of Brooklyn

Vivian

College, the average number of sports offered for women

per institution nationwide is 7.24.
Number of Schools In East
Division I with Teams

Sport

100%
97%
96%
88%
84%
84%
78%
77%
69%
59%
41%
25%
24%
20%
13%
11%
8%
7%

75

Basketball
Tennis
Cross Country
Volleyball
Outdoor Track
Indoor Track
Swimming
Softball
Soccer
Field Hockey
Lacrosse
Gymnastics
Crew
Fencing
Golf
Ice Hockey
Skiing
Squar,h

% of Schools

73

72

66
63
63
59
58
52
44
31

19
18
15
10
8
6
5

NCAA 1992-1993 Annual Report. pp. 34-35

Source:

9.

Miscellaneous Studies

For instance, if one looks at the sports offered to young women in the public and private high

schools in eight northeastern states from which a substantial proportion of Brown's students come,
They are:
one finds that theme aro only ten sports offered by 20 percent or more of the schools.
Basketball
Softball
Track
Volleyball
Tennis
Soccer
Field Hockey
Cross Country
Swimming
Golf
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National Coaches Association

Similar data exists on a national basis.

There exists an extensive literature in the held of sports psychology linking individuals' attitudes

to their frequency and type of participation. The empirical work in this area largely builds upon the

pioneering work of Gerald S Kenyon

In 1968, Dr Kenyon publisned two articles describing his

construction and preliminary use of the Attitudes row rd Physical Activity Questionnaire IATPAl.
Based on samples of undergraduate college students Jr Kenyon identified six categories of

interest that characterized some of the reasons thz.t individuals participate n, physical activities,
including otjanized sports The six categories are
1

2

3
4
5

Social Experience
Health and (-itness
Pursuit of Vertigo
Aesthetic Experience
Catharsis
Ascetic Experience

Dr Kenyon's preliminary work indicated that there were gender differences in the relative importance

of his six factors. Dr Kenyon's approach and questionnaire hese bee
samples f rom numerous different populations

extended and :ipplred to

The results of the subsequent studies have shown a

cons.stent Pattern

Among college students with the same participation frequency leg daily or once per week).
men attach a higher priority to winning than do women As recently as this year. a study of college
men and women concluded that competition is statistically significantly mole important to men as a
nidt-ation kr participating in athletics while collegi. women are mor e likely than men to view exercise
as

means to become and stay physically fit

Bather the studies io date merely indicate that men

and y..(,men differ on average arid that the attitudes that are more typical of men are alsc those that
arc more typical of individuals who choose to participate in farina) sports programs
I he following bibliography lists articles that reflect these conclusions
Apgar. Fled M ,Dirphasis Placed on Winning in Athletics by Male High Scliool Athletes. I he
RVsearcti Oirar Left/. Vol 48. No 2 pp 253 259
Brown Barbara. Ft Gail Frankel. and Marilyn P Fennell, 'Hugs or Shrugs Parental and Peer
Influence on Continuity of Involvement in Sport by f emale Adolescents.' SeAflolgs. Vol 20

Nos 7,8 1989
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ANALYSIS OF BROWN UNIVERSITY DATA

AI

Introduction

N0 university in America has d.Ine more to identify the interest and abilities of its student bodY
and applicants than Brown University. Also, Brown has closely scrutinized its present women's athletic

program that consists of fifteen un,versity-funded teams, three donor-funded teams and thiee club

teams that participate in intercollegi...e competition.

The Brown analysis of these teams shows

unequivocally that there are upwards of one hundred participation opportunities that are not being
Finkenberg, Mel E., James M. DiNucci, Sandra L. McCune, and E. Donice McCune, 'Analysis
of Course Type. Gender, and Personal Incentives to Exercise, Perception and Motor Skills

1994, 78, pp. 155-159

Diane L., David A. Dzewaltowski and Thomas E. Deeter, 'The Relationship of
Competitiveness arid Achievement Orientation to Participation in Sport and Nonsport
Activities,' Journal of Sport and Exercise Psycho lotiv 1988, 10, pp. 139-150
Gill,

Kenyon, Gerald S., 'Six Scales for Assessing Attitude Toward Physical Activity.' Research
Quarterly, Vol. 39, No. 3, 1968

Kenyon, Gerald S., 'A Conceptual Model for Characterizing Physical Activity
Quarterly 1968

Research

Kidd, Thomas R., and William F. Woodman, "Sex and Orientation Toward Winning in Sport,'
The Research Quarterly Vol. 46, No. 4, 1975

Klieber, Douglas P and Joan D. Hemmer, 'Sex Differences in the Relationship of Locus of
Control and Recreational Sport Participation.' Sex Roles Vol. 7. No. 8, 1981
Lever, Janet, 'Sex Differences in the Games Children Play,'
23 Social Problems pp. 478-487
Maloney, T Lawrence and Brian M. Petrie, "Professionalization of Attitude Toward Play Among
Canadian School Pupils as a Function of Sex. Grade and Athletic Participation " Journal of
Leisure Research, 1972, 4 (summer): 184-195

Mathese, Sharon Ann and Robert Battista. "College Men's and Women's Motives for
Participation in Physical Activity,' Perceptual and Motor Skill* 1985, 61, 719-726
Sage, George H., 'Orientations Toward Sport of Male and Female Intercollegiate Athletes,'
Journal of Soon Psycho loin, 1980, 2, 355-362
Snyder, Eldon E. and Elmer A. Spreitzer, 'Family Influence and Involvement in Sports,' The
Research Quarterly Vol. 44, No. 3, 1973

Klieber, Douglas A. and Joan D. Henmer, "Sex Differences in the Relationship of Locus of
Control and Recreational Sport Participation," Sex Roles Vol. 7, No. 8, 1981
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taken advantage of by women at Brown. Also, it was uncontroverted that whether one looked at
applicants, admitees or matriculants that relative interest in sports was significantly less for women
than men
B)

Analysis of thcAoglicant Pool at Brown

One measure of Brown studcnt interest in athletics is the interest expressed at tirne of
application to Brown. Specifically, each applicant is asked to indicate on his or her application form
whether he she is interested in pursuing sports at Brown and of so, in which sports.

Brown has retrieved this data for the classes of 1994 through 1998 It reveals the following.
Class ot 1994:

Applicarits: 7618 expressed Interest in sports

4360 (57.23%) Men; 3258 (42.77%)Women
Admits

1811 expressed interest in sporis
1039157.37%1 Men; 772 142 63%)Women

Commits'

898 expressed interest in sports

502(55.90%) Men1396 (44,10%W/omen
Class of 1995.

Applicants: 7473 expressed interest in sports
4473 159.66%1 Men/ 3000 (40.14%) Women
Admits:

1787 expressed interest in sports

1005 (56.24%) Men! 782 (43.76%)Women
Commits.

926 expressed interest in sports

516 (55.72%) Men/410 ( 44.28%) Women
Class of 1996:

Applicants: 6877 expiessed interest in sports

2' The Brown data base is the most thorough evidence that has been submitted in any Title IX trial
to date.

"Refers to applicants admitted and matriculated.
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4007(58.27%) Men/ 2870 (41.73%(Women
Admits:

1691 expressed interest in sports

915 (54.11%) Men/ 776( 45.89%)Women
Commits:

824 expressed interest in sports

446 (54.13%) Men/378 (45.87%) Women
Class of 1997:
Applicants: 6922 expressed interest in .iports

3959 (57.19%) Men/ 2963 (42.81%)Women
Admits:

1843 expressed interest in sports

991 (53.77%) Men/ 852 (46.23%)Women
-=

Commits:

875 expressed interest in sports

483( 55.20%, Men/ 392 (44 80%)Women
Class of 1998:
Applicants: 6862 expressed interest in sports

3848 (56.08%) Men/3014 (43.92%)Women
Admits:

1467 expressed interest in sports

795 (54.19%) Men/ 672 (45.81%)Women
Commits:

731 expressed interest in sports

394(53.90%) Men/337 (46.10%)Women
The data also show that &own was offering intercollegiate opportunities in a)l of the sports
for which the female applicants who had matriculated expressed an interest in any substantial numbers

and for which there is intercollegiate competition available.
C)

National College Board Data Show Greater Athletic Interest and Prior Participation by
Presooctive Maki Aoo ((cants Than Female Applicants

Students who take the SAT also complete a questionnaire (SDO) which they can have sent to

the schools to which they plan to apply. Question 31 of the SDO instructs respondents to identify any

extracurricular activities in which they plan to participate during college. One of the activities on the
list is varsity sports. The SAT data show that of the students who had their SW5 tont to Brown and
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all univerties end who indicated that they planned to participate in varsity sports, more VIM men
than women. Specifically, only 38 to 39 percent of the respondents who so indicated were women.
(Welch Tr. 11/22/94).
In addition to interest in athletics, applicants to Brown and other universities are also asked
about their interest in participating in other activities. When one looks at the gender composition of

those interested in other activities, one finds gender differences. Thus, for instance, of those
applicants expressing an interest in dance, between 89 and 94% of them are women.

Of the

applicants expressing an interest in drama, 55 to 64% of them are women. Finally, of the applicants

expressing an interest in music, 55 to 72% of them are women. (Welch, Tr. 11/22/94 P.M., pp. 72731.

The College Board data further show that a. higher percentage of men than women participate

in varsity sports in high school.

(Welch Table 8A; Welch Tr. 11/22/94 P.M., p. 37). (Welch, Tr.

11/22/94 P.M., p. 381. Finally, the data show that more men have participated in high school sports

that are NCAA sports. (Welch Tr. 11/22/94 P.M. p. 38)
CIRP Data Show Greater Athletic Interest Among Men Than Women
The Cooperative Institutional Research Program ICIRPI at UCLA conducts an annual survey of
college freshman on a number of topics including athletic participation. Data from Brown's most recent

submissions to CIRP and nationally are consistent with the admissions and SAT data, showing that

more men than women plan to participate in varsity athletics while in coi:ege and have past varsity
experience. Of the students in the Class of 1996 at Brown, (freshman in 19921 that thought the

chances were very good that they would play varsity athletics in college, only 41.45% were women

of the respondents in the Class of 1992 who had won a varsity letter in their senior year of high
school, 41% were women. Finally, of the students who were devoting 16 plus hours per week to
sports or exercise, only 33-35% of them are women. (Welch. Tr. 11/22194. pp. 39 41).
El

1993 Survey

In April 1993. an outside, independent company conducted a telephone survey of 500
randomly selected Brown undergraduates la statistically significant sample), inquiring into their interest
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in and past and current participation in athletics." The 500 respondents were evenly divided by sex:

254 (50.8%) male and 246 (49.2%) female.

The survey results reveal that Brown is offering

intercollegiate Partici Pation OPportunities to female student athletes in excess of their representation

in the pool of interested, qualified students. The following is a summary of the key results:

There xists a statistically significant differential between the percentage of men who
Participated in high school athletics and the percentage of women who participated in high
school athletics. a ONferential exceeding 4 standard deviations.
75.59 percent ( ± 5.28) of men at Brown and 56.10 percent( a 6.201 of women at Brown had
varsity experience in high school.

Men at Brown have had more years of high school varsity experience than women: 2.65
.21) years v. 1.96 ( t .231 years.
Men are more likely than women to have received varsity letters or atHetic honors in high
school.

The differential between the percentage of men and the percentage of women who received
varsity letter in high school is statistically significant, exceeding 3 standard deviations.

Men are more likely to have participated in club sports while in high school than women:
39.92% I ± 6.021 v. 23.97% I ± 5.331 of women.
The differential between the percentage of men al the percentage of women who participated
in club sports in high school is statistically significant, exceeding 3 standard deviations.

Men are substantially more likely than women to participate in intramurals at Brown.
The differential between the percentage of men and the percentage of women who participate
in intramurals at Brown is statistically significant, exceeding 4 standard deviations.

(Welch. Tr 11122/94 P.M., pp. 43-45, 49-50, 65-671
When the participation rates within gender are translated into relative participation rates and

normed to the student body enrollment ratios for 1993-1994 and 1994-1995, one finds that the
survey verifies the findings made from the admissions data, tilt) SAT data and the CIRP data.

The

data show that women account for less than 45 percent of Brown students with high school %arsity
experience and honors:

Of the survey respondents who participated in varsity sports in high school, 42.93%43.47%
of them were women.

"The survey was conducted by Group Seven Associates, a market and opinion research company
based in Austin, Texas. The results of this survey was offered in evidence at trial.
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Of the survey respondents who lettered in varnty sports in high school, 44.21-44.76% of
them were women.
Of the aurvey respondents who received all league, all state or other recognition in high school,

42.11 to 42.65% of them were women.

Of the survey respondents who participated in club sports while in high school, 37.54 to
38.06% of them were women.
Of the survey respondents who participate in intramurals at Brown, 24.21 to 24.61% of them
were women.
(Welch Table 1313; Weich, Tr. 11/22/94 P.M., pp. 50-51).
Fl

Brown Offered Dozens of Athletic Participation Opportunities to Women That Were Not

Being F'ed
Participation opportunities are the slots on an intercollegiate athletic team that the university

offers to interested and able students. (Welch, Tr. 11123/94, p. 1151"

Opportunities may be

piovided by the university for which thero are no interested or able athletes to fill in a given year.

Thus, the number of actual participants on a team in a given year may not, and in fact, do not
accurately measure the number of opportunities provided by the University.
Opportunities can be measured in a variety of ways. Opportunities can be measured by looking

at the capacity of the team based on 'potential" as defined by the coaches, by looking at the history

of a particular sport and how many players each team has had in the past, by looking at matched
men's and women's teams, and by looking at travel squad sizes and comparing them with actual squad
sizes

Under any of the possible measures, it is clear that there are numerous opportunities on

t.omen's teams at Brown, as well as all universities, that are going unfilled.n

14Scrimmaging is a critical part of a team's oraLtice and requires having at least two full teams.
(Roach Tr. 10/31/94, p. 63). However, the oxperts agree that the teams can and should be larger than
Christine Grant, Plaintiffs' expert, ttstified that the natural limit on a team's size is 2.5 to 3
that
times the playing team plus depth. (Grant, 'Cr. 10/26/92, p. 23; Tr. 10/27/92, pp. 80-81). David
Roach, Brown's Athletic director, testified that teams should have up to three times the number of
players as are on the field at any one time. (Roach, Tr. 10/31/94, p. 82). Charles Neinas, Executive
Director of the CFA, testified that a team needs to be at least double the size of the playing team plus
depth (Neinas. Tr. 11/1/94, p. 79). Grant Teaff, Executive Director of AFCA testified that a sport
needs three individuals per individual playing the sport (Teaff, Tr. 11/17/94, p. 63). Therefore,
softball should have 27 players; volleyball, 18; soccer, 33 and the like.

zrAdditionally, there are upwards of 2800 female students who at the time of application
expressed an interest in sports. (Welch Tables 30A-300). If these women came out for and remained
Alternatively, these women
on existing teams, these opportunities could easily be filled.
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1.

Women's Teams Are Not Raschlno Casacitv As Defined Ov Coaches

The coaches of the women's university-funded teams at Brown uniformly testified as to how

many players they could each have on thir respective teams, that is the maximum capacity given
present resources. When these numbers are compared with actual squad sizes for 1994-1995, it is

clear that there are at least 76 women's opportunities going unfilled based on what the coaches
believe the teams can support. If these opportunities were filled in 1994-1995, women would account

for 48.8% of the athletes on university-funded teams, well within even the two standard deviation
measure applied by Plaintiffs.
2.

Women's Teams Are Not Reachina Capacity as Measured By Past History

The difference between the largest size a team has been and its actual size in '93-94
represents participation opportunities that went unfilled. In 1993-1994, there were approximately 101

pa.ticipation opportunities (409 opportunities minus 308 participants) offered by Brown to women

student athletes that were not utilized. This reflects demonstrated capacity and opportunities on
existing teams. (Welch Tr. 11/21/94, p. 13!." Had the women's squads been at their maximum

over the previous four years in 1993-1994, women would have accounted for 48.4% of athletes on
university-funded teams and 46% of all athletes.2'

misrepresented their interest on their applications.

25A university is clearly better off filling the opportunities on existing teams ra' a than adding
new teams.
270r. Welch conducted a similar analysis looking at the previous eight years and counting track
only one time. He found that had the women's squads been at their maximum over the previous eight
years, female representation would have been 48.24% for university tunded teams and 45.55% for
all athletes. (Welch Table 19; Welch Tr. 11/23/94, pp. 11-221.
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3.

Women's Turns Are Not Reaching Capacity As Measured by Matched Team
Comparisons

Nearly all of the coaches that testified were in agreement that, with the possible exception of

lacrosse, the men's and women's teams of matched sports, can be and should be the same size."

Looking at matched teams, one again finds that in 1993-1994, there was excess capacity on the

women's university and donor-funded teams that was not utilized; specifically there were 85
opportunities that went unfilled in 1993-1994 based on matched team comparisons." Welch Tr.
11/23/94, pp. 35). The addition of 85 more women would have brought the representation of women
among athletes to well within two standard deviations of the student body enrollment in 1993-1994.
The same is again true in 1994-1995; based on the squad sizes testified to by the coaches, there are

84 opportunities on women's teams that are going unfilled.
4.

Womeni Teams Not Even Reaching Capacity as Measured by Travel Squad
LimelS an Obiective Consistent Measure of Coogrtunity

Brown University is subject to the Ivy League's rules on travel squad size.

For each team,

men's or women's, there is an established travel squad size. For matched teams, with the exception
of lacrosse, the men's and women's travel squad sizes are exactly the same. There is no reason, other

than different interests and abilities, why the men's and women's teams should not equal or exceed
the travel squad limits in size. Yet, all of the men's teams, except swimming, exceed the travel squad

in size in 1994-1995, while only the women's crew, cross country, field hockey, soccer, and squash
teams exceed the travel squad size."

21Women's crew (Murphy. Tr. 12/7/94, p. 50); women's soccer (Pincince, Tr. 12/7/94, p. 182;
Adair, Tr. 12/8/94, p. 13), women's basketball (Dobbs, Tr. 1218/94, pp. 58-59); women's ice hockey
(Daudet. Tr. 12/8/94, p. 25);wornen's baseball (Almon, Tr. 12/8/94, p. 46); women's tennis (Taylor.
Tr. 12/2/94, p. 200; Woods, Tr. 12/8/94, p 1091; women's track and cross country (Rothenberg, Tr.
12/1/94, pp. 173, 178-185-186). Even Donna Lopiano, Plaintiff's rebuttal expert, testified that men's
and women's basketball, cross country, track, swimming and dive, soccer, and tennis teams could be
the same size. (1-opiano, Tr. 12/2/94, pp. 40, 44-48).
nil one subtracts out the additional opportunities on women's softball, ice hockey and lacrosse,
the teams about which there was any dispute over their comparability to the men's teams. one is left
with 53 additional oppcctunities, if these opportunities had been filled, the female part ..it:ation rate
on university-funded teams would have risen to 46.8% in 1993-1994, well within the two to thrift
standard deviations required by Hambyg9d.

"In 1993-1994, all of the men's teams equalled or exceeded the travel squad size.
Table 24; Welch Tr. 11/23/94, p. 22-23).
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If one compares actual team size; in 1994-1995 with the travel squad size, one finds a
difference of at least 21 slots, slots that are available on the travel squad which are going ur filled on
the women's teams The cumulative deficit between the actual squad sizes in 1993-1994 as eported
on the NCAA sponsorship forms and the travel squad sizes was 32. (Welch Tr. 11/23/94, pp. 20-211.
If the squads in 1994-1995 were increased to travel squad size, the representation of women

would increase to 43.4% of all varsity athletes and 44.9% of athletes on university-funded teams.
Similarly, if the women's squads in 1993-1994 had been increased to travel squad size, the

representation of women would have been 41.03% of all varsity athletes and 44.22% of universityfunded val say athletes
GI

(Welch, Tr. 11/23/94. pp. 23-25; Tr. 11/29/94, p. 14).

461 Measures Show That A Higher Percentage of Men Than Women Are Intert-:.:
And Participate In Intercolleaiate Athletics At Brown

A higher percentage of men than women are interested in and able to participate in varsity

aukcs at Brown University.

(Welch Tr 11 /22/94, p. 38)

Brown presented 461 different

calculations of interest at Brown and nationally, none of which wero refuted by Plaintiffs" and all of

which were rc:isistent with one another

These measures show that Brown's participation

opportunitie; exceed its own students' expressed interests an.!Ibilities, and the national interest rates.
1.

Admissions Data Show Greater Athletic Interest Among Male Applicants Than
Female Applicants

The admissions office maintains a computerized database on its applicants. In completing their

applications, applicants are asked to identify their interest in sports; this information is coded onto a

computerized database."

For the Class as of 1994 through 1998, the proportion of men who

"Even Christine Grant and Donna L 'piano, Plaintiffs' experts, acknowledged that more men
than women have the ability to participate at the intercollegiate varsity level. (Grant, T.. 10/27/92,
p 69: Lopiano, Tr. 12/2/94, p. 67).
'Dr. Vtielch verified the accuracy of the computerized admissions database by several methods.
First, he compared the hard co aies of the applications of 50 randomly selected students in each of the
five classes against the coded, computerized data he had received. Although he identified 13 possible
coding errors among the 250 spplicants, the errors had the effect of overstating women's interests.
(Welch Table 2A, Welch, Tr 11/22/94 P.M., p. 311. Second, he conducted an internal consistency

verification by checking tts determine whether the athletes designated as coaches' finalists had
identified their interest in that sport; 95% of them had. (Welch Table 10; Welch, Tr. 11/22/94 P.M.,
p. 291. Dr. Welch engaged in other data verification which confirmed that female athletic interest is
not underrepresented in the data as the result of any coding errors by looking at 6000 applications.
(Welch, Tr. 11/22/94 P.M., pp. 32-331. Finally, he concluded that the consistency between the
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expressed an interest in participating in sports at the time of application consistently exceeded the
proportion of women s*Mo have expressed interest. (Welch Table 1, Welch Tr. 11/22/94 A.M., OP.

70-71). Indeed, the difference is statistically significant. (Welch Tr. 11/22/94 A.M., p. 74)." As
a result, women constitute less than 50% of the applicants who expressed interest in participating in

Specifically, when the numbers are formed to the 1994-1995 student body composition,

athletics.

they show that women constitute between 42 and 45 percent of the applicants who expressed interest

in participating in sports. (Weich Table 2. Welch, Tr. 11/22/94, a.m., pp. 76-80).
14)

Plaintiffs Fekel To Account For All Intercollegiate Participation Opportunities Offered
To Women: Therefore, Their Anelysis Is Fatally Flawed

Plaintiffs in Brown and their expert Dr. Gray focused solely on the university-funded and donor-

funded sports offered by Brown and ignored in their counts, athletes who participate on teams that
regularly engage in intercollegiate competition, that is the athletes who participate on the co-ed and

womcds sailing teams, the women's water polo toam and the wcmen's club soccer team. Each of
these teams regularly engage in intercollegiate competition at the varsity level. (Ward, Tr. 12/8/94,

pp 133.134, 139).
According to the OCR's policy interpretation, intercollegiate competition includes club teams

that compete at the varsity level Specifically, footnote one of the Policy Interpretation provides:

The regulation specifically refers to club sports separately from intercollegiate athletics.
Accordingly, under thi, Policy Interpretation, club teams will not be considered to be
intercollegiate teams except in those instances where they regularly participate in varsity
competition.

admissions data, the College Board and the CIRP data lends further validity to the admissions data.
(Welch, Tr. 11/22/94 P.M., pp. 33-411. Indeed, the fact that the admissions data shows a female
interest rate 3 to 5 points higher than the CIRP data suggests that the admissions data overstates
female athletic interest. Interest may also be coded in the absence of self-identification if the applicant
indicates elsewhere on his or her application that she is particularly talented in a sport, participated in
high school sports, or if the talent becomes apparent when the applicant is before the admissions
committee. Plaintiffs submitted no evidence to rebut Dr. Welch's analysis of interest or to show that

there was any error in the admissions data that was other than random error or that lead to the
undercount of female interest.
"Also, if one looks at statistics regarding dogrees conferred in different fields of major, one finds
that the representation of women varies widely among academic disciplines. (Welch, Tr. 11/23/94,
pp. 95-961.
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Federal Register 71413, n.1 (December 11, 1979). By deliberately failing to count the female athletes
who participate on club teams that regularly compete at a varsity level, Plaintiffs artificially deflate the

female participation rate, thereby misleading this Court When these additional participants are taken

into account, one finds that in 1994-1995 women constitute 44 8% of the students participating in
intercollegiate athletics at Brown

Thtse numbers must be counted for purposes of participation

opportunities

Plaintiffs Ignore Fluctuations In Student Body Enrollment

I)

The gender composition of Brown's undergraduate population shifted by 5 an

1

2 percent in

the past four years, from 45 6% female in 1989-1990 to 51.5% female in 1993-1994

Dr Gray

acknowledged on cross-examination that she would expect the -student body to be constantly
changing

(Gray

Tr

10/494. p

741.

measure of the student body enrollment

Nevertheless, her analysis is based on a single. snapshot
(Ex. 91!

Plaintiff's approach leads to the conclusion that urns ersities must achust athletic offerings

annually in response to fluctuating student body ratios

Such a result is absurd and wrioid create

impossible administrative problems for athletic departments throughout the country

The more

appropriate approach would be to compare participation opportunities with student body enrollment
over the course of several years
JI

Defendants In Brown Provided Extensive Evidence Of Unfilled Opportunities Being
Offered To Female Studem Athletes

lo bring the protected '94-95 participation rates on university funded teams to within 2
standard deviations of the student body enrollmer .. Di Welch estimated that thefe would have to be

12 to 1 7 more women paiticipaong
11 23 34, 1) 351

(Ex

JJJJj. Welch, Tr 11 2294 P M . pp 3-7, Welch, Tr.

At 3 standard deviations which has been accepted by the LI S Suprerre Court in

Castafrecla and Ita7.el_wood, he found 49 more female athletes would be needed /Welch T, 11'22 94
PM

71

'Applying the same analysis to the 1993 1994 N.C.A A sponsorship lists data, Dr. Welch
concluded that Brown would have needed 72 more women or 74 fewer men to have met the two
standard deviation test or 46 more women or 50 fewer men to satisfy the three standard deviation
test

(Welch Tr 11,2294, P M pp 9 101

-44-
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Defendants demonstrated at trial that there are upwards of 75 to 100 participation
opportunities that exist on women's teams that are not being filled based on past capacity and
coaches own testimony about what is team capacity. It is clear, therefore, that Brown is offering
participation opportunities substantially proportionate to student body enrollment even by the two
standard deviation measure, let alone the three standard deviation measure.

Dr. Welch conducted several hundred comparisons of interest and participation rates and
opportunities in 1993-1994 and anticipated participation rates in 1994-1995. Based on the more than

240 comparisons he did using 1993-1994 participation data, he found that in more than 90% of the
cases there was no statistically significant difference between the measure of participation and the

interests and abilities of Brown's students.

Using the 1994-1995 data, he found there was no

statistically significant disparity between actual participation rates and the interests and abilities of
Brown students. Plaintiffs have done none of these analyses and would prefer to ignore them.
IV.

CONCLUSIQL4

in sum, the courts have consistently failed to recognize the obvious as it relates to Title IX.

All the evidence, and it is totally uncontroverted, shows that women relatively speaking are less
interested than men in participation in intercollegiate sports. The OCR has recognized this phenomena,

where the courts have not. Any objective trier of fact must decide that he or she should not give
deference to the shifting posifions of OCR. However, if a court does grant deference then it must look

at which is a 'participation opportunity,' what is *substantially proportional* and how does OCR
mandate determining interest. If a court does that, it must find universities such as Brown to be in

comp:lance with Title IX.

WA. 51 .3 772 1 of 9DO-40030
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North Carolina State University
College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Department of Physical Education
gos 8111
Raleigh. NC 27095-8111

FkX t919, 515-6149

May 24. 1995

The Honorable Howard P McKeon
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representat.,.e McKeon.

Since you are a member of the Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education, which is
the committee that will most likely deal with the issue of the College Football Association
and the American Football Coaches Association asking to be protected from Title IX. I urge
you to support %%omen's athletics and deny this protection!

I base seseral reasons to support this position. You should not support an aflirmatise
action program to protect football. because football players Moe been anything hut
disadvantaged. Neither football. nor any institution or program, should be allowed ft, lustif>
eender discrimination based on the excuse that it cannot financially afford to treat male and
female students equally finances have nothing to do with the lass! Finally, excluding
football from Title IX would gise this sport the license to continue excessise program
expenditures. and to justify schools gis Mg 100 150 more athietic opportunities for male
athletes than for female athletes This is not right'
I have a niece ssho is 12 years old Wnen she goes to college in o years. I ssouid
her to have the saIllt: amount of opportunny to patocipate as an athlete as all male students
base now. 1 did not base those opportunities %Oen I was in college it is little for a change'
Most universities are not even close to being in compliance ss ith 1 itle IX'

Sinciirely .

kijkAl
Kathy Das is
Associate Professor

8I
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STATEKENT OF CEDRIC W. DEMPSEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
TO THE
SUBCOf*91brEh ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, TRAINING AND LIFELONG LEARNING

On behalf of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA),

I

am

pleased to stibmit this statement and accompanying information to the Subcommittee

on Postsecondary Education. Training and Lifelong Leatning for its consideration
as it reviews Title IX

The NCAA

is

a

t the Education Amendments of 1972.

voluntary association

of

nearly

1.100

Institut

conferences, organizations and individuals devoted to the sound administration ot
The primary purpose ot the Association is to maintain

intercollegiate athlet.cs.

intercollegiate athletics as an integral part of the educational program and the

athlete as an

intigral

part

ot

the student

body.

Artivitie, of

the N'AA

lambership include formulating rules of play for NCAA sport9, conducting national
-namni,n..hips, adopting and enforcing standards of eligibility, aid study:no all
Inares ct Intercollegiate
1992,

In

the NCAA completed A

study designed sre'itically to 11..5y0. .

expenditulea tor women's and men's athletics trograms ,Atiachment No

4,:le

1).

'Le study was not designed to gauge Title IX compliance, much of the dita.
indicated problems with complian,,:

In

undergraduate enrollment was roughly
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with much of this ratio due to football and the lack of a comparable sport for
With respect

women.

to accommodation of

Interests and abilities,

of fer ing

football ordinarily increases the number of participation opportunities provided
to men and therefore also is likely to increase the number that must be offered to
women to accommodate equivalently their athletics intelests and abilities.

In the spring of 1992,

foll ming the publication ot the study, then NCAA

Executive Director Richard D. Schultr said.
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the preliminary report, were considered in preparing the final report (Attachment
UJ.

The

report

defines

equity

gender

intercollegiate athletics and enumerates

institutionally

in

It

Its principles.

sponsored

issues specitic

guidelines tor promoting gender equity among NCAA members and at other educational
levels.

The report recommended, and the NCAA subsequently adopted,

legislation

encouraging the growth of emerging sports and changing financial aid practices to
Letter promote women's athletics.

Also recommended and adopted by the membership

was the principle ot gender equity
,Attachment No. 1).

incorporated into the NCAA Constitution

The task force endorsed the NCAA Executive Committee's action

LO assure that men's and women's sports were

treated equitably

administration of the NCAA's 79 national cnamplonsnlp,,.

force encouraged the NCAA membership to include

in

the

In addition, the task

adherence to tlie principle ot

gender equity as a condition of certification under the newly developed Division

athletics certification program.

1

The athletics certification program adopted by

the membership does include this provision.

The report concludes with a call to Action.

The task force emphasized that

gender equity could be achieved only through the action
individual institutions as represented by their chief
governing bodies,

including state legislatures.

Participation Statistics Report

and commitment

ot

executive officers and

Data compiled in

the NCAA

indicate a positive response to this call.

'Attachment Ho. t).

A total of 295,174 student-athletes participated in NCAA sports in 1993-94,

the highest level since the 1986-87 total of 295,283
recorded since the NCAA added women's sports in 1982-83.

and the second highest
Women student-athletes

bloke the 100,000 mark for the first time, with 105,190 women taking part in IVIAA
competition in 1993-94.

The number of women student-athletes at NCAA institutions
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INTRODUCTION

Pacl,eronnd of the Study.

In January 1991. the NCAA Council reviewed a resolution submitted by the
National Association of Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators (NACWAA) requesting. among other things, that the NCAA undertake a study to analyze expenditures for women's and men's athletics programs. The Council forwarded
the resolution to the NCAA Committee on Women's Athletics for review and recAfter review by this committee at its February 1991 meeting.
ommendations.
staff members developed a draft survey form, which conformed to the specifics
tions of the NACWAA request, and submitted it to the Council. An ad hoc group
of Council and Committee on Women's Athletics members reviewed the draft and
Ultimately.
modified it to ensure its appropriateness for all divisions.
three separate forms were developed, each eesigned specifically for one of the
The differences in the data collected for
three NCAA membership divisions.
each of the three divisions were determined by ad hoc committee members from
These
forms were sent to the chief executive ofeach of thg three divisions.
ficers of the NCAA member institutions with a cover letter explaining the genesis and purpose of the study over the signatures of Richard G. Schultz. NCAA
executive director: Judith M. Sweet. NCAA president: and R. Gerald Turner,
chair of the NCAA Presidents Commission. The forms were mailed June 14. 1991.
A good many potential re
and a return date of July 12. 1991. was requested.
On August 19. 19(11. n fol
spondents asked for an extension of thin deadline.
low-up letter was sent to the institutions that had not responded.
Usable questionnaires were received from 646 institutions, with the
breakdown:
98/106
72/89
83/103
1661218
227/331

92.4
80.9
80.6
76.2
68.6

following

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent

Coding and Keying Procedures.

Upon receipt in the national office, the completed forms were given extensive
review utilizing guidelines developed for the review. Among the guidelines
were procedures for dealing with the followieg:
1.

2.

Calls were made to those institutions whose surveys conOmitted ISEMS
In
In some cases, the data were simply unavailable.
tained omissions.
those cases, the data were coded as -missing" values.

Two or more resunses for one item. There were occasions, especially in
the range of practice times, when two or more responses most adequately
Telephone contact was
described the situation at a member ins.titution.
made to try to ascertain the most common time.

3.

Coaches are often involved in more than one sport.
Combine' saliriem.
Frequently. institutions were able to allocate amounts of salaries to each
sport: when this was not possible. the salary was simply divided by the
number of sports and allocated among the sports on an equal basis. This
was the approach utilized where the coaches' responsibilities involved two
or more teams of one gender or where they involved teams of each gender.

92-374 95-10

2a0
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rine expen
Cross
country and track were so often combined in these areas that after futile
atteepts to separate them, they were finally left as reported
The result
is teat expenditures for cross country as reported here are probably undertstimated and the expenditures for track and field are probably overestimated.
Totals, which report average by institution, reflect expenditures for both sports, and are, therefore, not distorted.

The data were keyed in 11 files and transierred from tape into a Paradox:
database.
From Paradox. the SAS library of statistical packages was used to
compile the descriptive statistics.
In each case, the statistics were first
run on a sport-by-sport basis: i.e., data from all institutions reporting
eponsorship of a given sport were added together and means were computed for
that sport.
For the institutional averages, each institution's data in a
given category (e.g.. men's scholarships) were summed: these sums were then
combined to produce a grand total.
The grand total was divided by the number
of institutions reporting to yield an average per institution.
If three or fewer institutions reported data in a given sport, those data were
omitted from the tables.
This occurred most often with regard to salary intormation.

The data can be evaluated from a variety of perspectives, and for that reason.
care has been taken to avoid offering conclusions or commentary thereon. One
such perspective is the view that gender equity in intercollegiate athletics
represents a moral and not just a legal imperative, and that responsible administrators should analyze the data in that context, asking themselves if men
and women student-athletee are indeed treated equally.

It must be noted, in this regard, that the data offer only a partial view of
gender equity in intercollegiate athletics. They do not, for example, lend
themselves to qualitative analysis:
for example. they do not show whether one
team receives new uniforms every three years. while another team's uniforms
are replaced every year: or whether teams have comparable lodgings when they
travel off campus.
Equally important. perhaps. the data do not reflect policies and practices on any ivdividual campus. but merely show average quantitative data by NCAA divisional category of institution.
The data can also be analyzed in terms of some of the requirements of Title IX
as currently interpreted by regulation and Federal policies.
In general.
Title IX currently requires that athletics financial assistance be allocated
in proportion to the number of male and female participants in intercollegiate
athletics, that all other benefits accorded participants be equivalent, and
that the athletics interests and abilities of enrolled women students be accommodated to the same degree as those of men.

Because the study was not designed with a view to measuring Title IX compliance. much of the data is either not relevant to such an analysis or represents an imperfect measure of average conformity to Title IX. Certain of the
data. however. may give a rough indication of the extent to which NCAA members
have responded on average to some of the requirements of the statute, specifically with reference to the relative provision of athletics financial assistance and coaching assistance to male and female etudent-athletes. as well as
2
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It is
1: vision c: quivalent competitive cpr.,.rtunities in like sports.
et.Inatized. haw,ve:. that the:. quantit,tive data fepiesent. even U.
IX.
,,nly a li.ited measule cn averng, or ctitiormrty to Title

Finally, it is important again tc recognize that tht, averages contnin..d in the
charts that follo, do nct represent an ideLl against whieh an institution can
measute itself -- either in terms of la, or one's indiv.dual sense of gender
rather. they represent only quantstative averwees c: cetlain current
equity
conditions at reporting inotitutions.
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Abstract
sponsored interequity in institutionally
It issues specific
The report defines gender
enumerates Its principles. members
and at other
collegiate athletics and
gender equity among NCAA
guidelines for promoting
for the establishment
NCAA legislative direction
practices is recommended.
educational levels.
changed financial aid
with advice on their
of emerging sports and
specific NCAA committees,
with a call to action,
There is comment for
The report concludes
practices and regulations.
deliberation clearly showed
what a year of
czmmitment of Individual
not just by the NCAA but by
gender equity -- the
officers and govWAS critical to realizing
Institutions as represented by their chief executive

Appendices provide approerning bodies, including state legislatures.
End notes contain statements
specific points of the
priate supporting data and information.
members on
of separate views of task force
specifically summaries of commentary reAdditional
materials,
report.
available from the NCAA national office.
ceived by the task force, are
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1.

TAsE FORcE

latroduction.

Intercollegiate athletics offer
interested and able students
experience the lessons of
opportunities to
competition, develop physical
be part cf a team, and
and leadership skil:s
en3cly themselves.
Good intercollegiate athletics pr.-grams require competitive parity,
universal and consistently
an opportunity to participate.
applied rules, and
For many years, the NCAA
those conditions, but there
has sought tc assure
is
clear
evidence that it has nct succeeded in
viding the last one to women.

Precisely because there
was no assurance of equal
components of education. Congress
opportunity in the range ,f
included Title IX in the Education Amendments
of 1972. The Federal law stipulates
that:
'No person in tho United
cluded from participation States shall, on the basis of sex, be exin, be denied the benefits
jected to discrimination
of, or te subunder any education
program cr aztivity receiving Federal financial assistance.'

When, as a result of the

more resources to athleticsenactment of Title IX, many institutions dedicated
programs for females, they
ticipation by girls and women.
saw an increase in parWhen some institutions
application to all aspects of higher
challenged the law's
education,
College. a United State
most
notably Grove City
Supreme Court ruling suspended
to athletics.
Title Ix's application
In, 1988, the Civil Rights
Restoration
Act
stated
that institutions receiving
uneqpivocally
any Federal funds must comply
sions in all programs.
with Title IX proviCourt decisions in virtually
all cases have upheld the
applicability of those provisions,
generally interpreting that the legislatien
is intended to provide
women with oquitable opportunities
athletics.
for participation in
The most prominent question
in legal proceedings has peen how to
measure equity.
In 1991. the NCAA surveyed
its members' expendituree
letics programs.
women's and men's athWhile the study wae not designed for
with a view to measuring
Title LX compliance by
knstitutions,
much of the data did, in fact, provide
basis for analysis.
a
That analysis was disturbing:
was roughly evenly divided by
undergraduate enrollment
ticipants in intercollegiate sex, but men constituted 69.5 percent of the parathletics and their
mately 70 percent of the
programs received approxibudgets, and 83 percent of athletics scholarship funds, 77 percent of operating
recruiting money.
In the spring of 1992, following the publication
of the study, NCAA Executive
Director Richard D. Schultz
said, 'We must be proactive,
We have the resources
we must be a leader.
within the NCAA, and with the people
we can call on, to
deal with this problem end solve this problem.
This is more then a financial
iesue, it's a moral issue as well."
Re established this taek force.as the
first atep to solving the
problem, charging it with defining gender equity,
draining NCAA policies to evaluate their impact
ex
mg a path toward measuring
gender equity, and tP,:vrmond
and realizing gender equity in intereolleelata
athietici.
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The task torce appointed was a diverse group of 16 voting members representing
every NCAA division and every level within an institution -- from president to
student-athlete -- assisted by seven consultants with specific knowledge and
The task force was divided into two subcommittees, one to expoints of view.
amine individual institutional standards and the other to gauge the impact et
NCAA regulations and practices on gender equity. Over the course of a year.
the task force as a whole considered its subcommittees- findings and
recommendations, heard the incormed opinions of its consultants, evaluated considerable evidence, debated the positions brought to the table by a full range
That
of interests and agreed upon a preliminary report an April of 1993.
report was sent to the membership; and the task force's cochairs traveled to

San Francisco, Chicago, and Washington D.C., for NCAA-sponsored public meetings
Testito hear comments about the document and the process that produced it.
mony from those hearings, as well as written commentary sent in response to the
preliminary report, were considered in reaching the report's final form, which
follows.

2.

Definition of mender Squity.
The task force defines gender equity in this manner:

The Association asserts the value of equitable participation and treatment of
men and women in intercollegiate athletics through its structure, programs.
legislation and policies. It ie the responsibility of the Association to act
affirmatively to assure equity in the quantity and quality of participation in
women's athletics.
At an institutional level, gender equity in intercollegiate athletics describes
an environment in which fair and equitable distribution of overall athletics
opportunities, benefits and resources is available to women and men and in
which student-athletes, coaches and athletics administrators are not subject to
gender-based discrimination.

An athletics program can be considered gender equitable when the participants
in both the men's and women's sports programs would accept as fair and equitable the overall program of the other gender. No individual should be discriminated against on the basis of gender, institutionally or nationally, in intercollegiate athletic*.

3.

Principles of oembaz iquitY.

The following principles are those the Association and its member institutions
Legislation should be presented to the
should follow regarding gender equity.
membership to have these included in the 'Principles for Conduct in Intercollegiate Athletics' section of the NCAA Manual.
a.

b.

lt is the responsibility of the Association's members to comply with Federal and state laws regarding gender equity.

The Association should not adopt legislation that would prevent member
tn,titutions from complying with applicable gender-equity laws.
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a.

C.

The Association should adopt legislation to enhance member institutions'
compliance with applicable gender-equity laws.

d.

The activities of the Association should be conducted in a manner free of
gender bias.

Guidelines to Promote Mender 'amity.

The task force has developed the following guidelines to be used to promote and
to achieve gender equity.
a.

Institutions should support intercollegiate athletics participation opportunities for males and females in an equitable manner. The ultimate goal

for each institution should be that the numbers of male and female athletes are substantially proportionate to their numbers in the institution's undergraduate student population.
Addressing the interests of
women athletes, including development of efforts to expand those interests, and continuing efforts to increase opportunities are appropriate
pathways for realising the ultimate goal of substantial proportionality of
participation.
Thus, the (a) participation, (b) efforts and (c) interests
tests of the Title IX regulation are the appropriate tests for equitable
participation.
b.

An important concern in promoting and achieving gender equity is generat-

ing and sustaining the financial resources necessary to support and
enhance participation opportunities for women. The history of some institutions is that those resources have been primarily and disproportionately
generated by men's sports, usually football and men's basketball. While
this fact cannot be used to set those programs outside of gender-equity
considerations, it should be understood that, at some institutions, maintaining the revenue-generating capacity of sports, as well as increasiny

the revenue-generating capacity of women's sports, are essential to
enhancing opportunities for women athletes. Maintaining current revenueproducing programs As_sgacjupggt of lopg-range planning for increasing
women's opportunities is preferable to decreasing the currently provided
participation opportunities for men -- especially when such maintenance

may recult in revenues available for both women's and men's programs.
Eviden,o that available resources from revenue-generating activities are
equitably distributed to men's and women's programs should be apparent in
the evaluation of an institution's planning for gender equity.
c.

Proportionally offered opportunities may not yield identically proportionate participation. For example, there may be a difference between men and

women in the yield and persistence of participants whether they be recruited scholarship athletes or nonrecruited walk-on athletes.
However,
institutions should provide equitable encouragement, benefits and opportunities to both groups of'student-athletes.
d.

Proportionality does not require fixed quotas.
Changes over time in interests and abilities and in overall enrollment patterns may yield different patterns of sports sponsorship for both women and men.
An institution
that is making the appropriate efforts need not be required to make annual
changes in the varsity status or support ot specific reams simply

1
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Participation interests and abilities of
to achieve numerical precision.
males and females in intercollegiate sport may be different on any individual campus and each sex should be accommodated in light of these difSports offered for one sex do not have to be identical to
ferences.
sports offered for the other, but participation in all sports must be included in determining the appropriate participation levels for men and
women.
e.

Currently, more than 3.4 million male and 1.9 million female student-athletes participate at the high-school level.' compared with 186,045 male and
96,467 female student-athletes in NCAA sports. It should be noted that
these numbers may not reflect interest accurately, but may Instead reflect
historic inequalities in opportunities for girls and women in sports.

f.

Geographic differences in the patterns of high-school and open .Mateur
sports for both females and males may affect a particular institution's
These differences do not relieve
tion from its obligation to provide equitable recruiting and
resources and efforts for women's and men's teams, whether
out-of-state, or from making the same effort and commitment to
retain participants once rhey are on campus.
ability to recruit athletes.

g.

an instituscholarship

in-state or
attract and

Major gender clsferences in recruitment pools that create real obstacles
to tho equitable recruitment and/or participation of women athletes may be
including, (a) offering additional participaaddressed in various ways:
tion opportunities in different sports for women athletes, and (b) offer-

ing activities to encourage and support thn accelerated development at
women athletes.
h.

Enhancing participation opportunities for men and women requires cooperative efforts at the institutional, conference and national governance levels to: (a) increase current and generate new revenues, (b) reduce costs,
(c) redistribute resources, and/or (d) expand women's sport and championship participation opportunities, as in the recent expansion of the NCAA
championship programs.

0.

Conferences can facilitate additional opportunities for women by encourag-

ing their members to add sports on a conference-wide basis in order to
reduce overall costs and provide good competition and championship opportunities.

In addition, institutions and/or conferences may consider conducting
camps, clinics and workshops for elementary and middle school participants, perhaps in conjunction with conference championships, as is now
being done by the Youth Education through Sports (YES) program, the Discover Women's Sports program sponsored by Sara Lee and similar programs.
The task force believes these opportunities could be offered at relatively
low cost and could be used as a positive public service to enhance the
visibility of the institution in the community.

.t too I Fe,letf ton of Siat High 5,...,1 A.,. I., i-,
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k.

In support of participation opportunities,

institutions should afford

equitable treatment for male and female student-athletes in related areas,
including, but not limited to:
(1)

Provision of equipment and supplies;

(2)

Scheduling of games and practice times;

(31

Travel and per diem allowances;

(4)

Coaching and academic support services;

(5)

Assignment and compensation of coaches and tutors:

(6)

Provision of locker roans, and practice and competitive facilities;

(7)

Provision of medical and training facilities and services;

(8)

Provision of housing and dining facilities and services;

(9)

Publicity, promotions and marketing;

s.

(10) Recruiting;

(11) Support services, and
(12) Admissions and grants-in-aid.

I.

Institutions should recruit and employ quality coaches and athletics personnel on a gender-equitable basis.
The enthusiasm, time and commitment
for personnel recruitment in the men's programs should also be reflected
in the women's programs.
Aggressive efforts are needed to recruit and
hire more female coaches, administrators and staff members for employment
in intercollegiate athletics.
Institutions should also continue to

encourage and develop increased educational experiences for women

in

intercollegiate athletics through internships, graduate assistantships and
other mentored learning opportunities to increase the pool of women candidates for coaching, administrative and staff mployment.

m. Institutions should conduct gender-equity self-studies and, if inequities
exist in participation opportunities or in the quality of the experience
for student-athletes, should formulate and implement strategies to address
these inequities in a timely manner.
Institutions should have a plan to
be in full compliance with Title LX by tho earliest posr(ble date.
S.

Recommusdation for Legislation.

The task force seeks the proposal of the following legislation to promote gender equity:
4.

Regarding Emerging Sports for Women:

4C:i"
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A,y two emerging sports identified below should be accell.able
meeting the minimum sports sponsorship requirements.

1

rLore should be minimum numbers ot contests and parti,-ipants and ea,:

mum financial aid limitations in the following emerg:ne SNLSN.
,oan,: crew. Ice ho. Key. team handball, water polo and synch:, ni:o!
tindividual,. archery. L..adminton, bowling and s..T.lash.
A*.tac:doent. A,

emergid.) sport, .dentltied ab,Ae should be countable tor rutp.--les
,evonuo
n (I.e.,
oports spoz.sornl-.:; an! ,tint.

scuncil
create a mechanism S.C. identify tdtute emosoin:
si.orts that would Le countanle tor revenue distribution and sror.,
six..nsurship and to ,Ivtermine minimum contests and MAXIM,M :tants lit
Ko i:ding l-inanoisl Aid

The max:mum tina,,lai aid limitations shot,ld lo ire:eased for s,m0
v .oi s on I and 1: ...omen's spdrt a .
tine task tot Cc recommended
,l.anges In tho orist:ng finsncial Aid lomilations
r21V141,A,
Is

sen's

rm, AttA.I.mo.st B)

Ihe Council should telueet tno Committee on Financial
toorism and the O'i.ecial Committee to Review Financial

Aid And Aira
Co.nditionn

Sntetcsile.jiate Athletics to develop a now tinanoial Aid mad,: t:
decrease the AT.m.Jut of available athletics aid to st.udent-ath:eles
that is nut based en need.
Legieleo-lon should Fe proposed nc laci
than the lolA IC AA convention and should exempt rouient
entd,loo in collegiate instit.itions and lecelaino
Aid

Other Recommendations to ACAA Committees.
The task force torwaddia the following recoTmendationtt and
awropriate committees tor consideration end eetion:

t

To the Council!
ill

Development ot methods ta unhand.. hiting eppoituni,ios f-r
minorities at all levels in intercollegiate athleti,n

Establishment ,t a relationship Fetween rho Ass--:At,on
Naci,nal Fedored..n ,t f.Itate High tchool
lUFfIlA,
address lsAl,ti
ro gen.:or equity, includin,
initttucti..n aoallnble t.. female student Athlo.es At the h:

l-opetitsun
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b.

To the Executive Committee:
(1)

The requirement of a minimum of 50 institutions sponsoring a sport tor
two consecutive years as an appropriate number for establishing a new
division or National Collegiate Charpionship for men or women, except
in emerging women's sports for a five-year period, and as necessary, a

minimum of 40 institutions sponsoring the sport for two consecutive
years. [Note: The exception relates to new, emerging sports for which
the Association does not currently sponsor championships and not to
existing championships where sponsorship has fallen below minimum
requirements.]

If the number of sponsoring institutions falls below an average of 40
for the most current three-year period, a championship should be discontinued in the next academic year and a minimum of SO sponsoring
institutions should be required to reestablish a championship.
In
sports for which there is a combined men's and women's championship,
tor a five-year period, if the men's sport meets the minumits number of
sponsoring institutions necessary to continue a championship, a women's championship would continue in that sport.
If after five years
the women's spor,t does not have the minimum number of sponsoring
institutions necessary to continue a championship, the championship in
the women's sport should be discontinued_
12)

Endorsement of the Executive Committee's report related to proposed
changes in the conduct and format of NCAA championships with the
following recommendations:
(a)

The number of participation opportunities for male and female
student-athletes in NCAA championships should be equitable.

ib)

In team sports, the size of each championship field should be
based on the number of institutions sponsoring the sport.

(c)

In comparable individual sports, the site of each field should be
equal for men's and women's championships.

(d)

All individual sporty should be treated comparably and all team
sports should be treated comparably except for Division I basketball, which hould be treated differently from other Division I
team sports, but identically for each gender.

(e)

In determining seeding for championships, the effects upon oppor-

tunities for women as well as the developmental level of the
sport should he considered.
If)

Guidelines related to the hosting of NCAA championships should be
reviewed to ensure that no policies exist that might hinder the
growth of women's championships.

(g)

The NCAA should pay expenses for all tournament teams,
all play-in teams.

9 1)

including
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,t awards provide:, t:c male ano
ar.d
',mt.,:
,:,dent-athleies ;.aitICIratiny In all cLa14.1-nsh:Ts ,n,uli

The

tbcus ^^ .no attirmative a,tich comp,ne,t c:
Inclooing ctticiating.
14

Use ct at:Ix-motive action tund.

tr.e

to inai.goia.e.

championships tor wcrien and tor the establishment ot
gender-equity ccmmittees.
T.:, the .:amnoctee on Athletics Ceititication:

4-ppoxt ter the committee's recommendation ot

1993-94 legimiation (mat

includes gender equity as an element of certification.
J.

To the Committee on Financial Aid and Amateurism:

Endasement of the following as crttical components of a new tlaanclal aid
model as identified in 5-b-(2) above:
tl)

Protection ot needy student-athletes.

(2)

Applicabtlity to all sports and all student-athletes

(3)

Consistency and Integrity in analyzing each student-athlete',
need.

14)

Sensitivity to differences In cost of attendance among membor
Institutions.

(5)

Potential for direction of any savings toward achiev.ng gen.ier
equity.

e.

To the Commdttee on Competitive Safegunrds and Medical Aspects of Sports:

Modification of the guidelines related to pregnant student-athletes to
make such guidelines consistent with legal requirements set forth in Title
IX.

(Under Title LX, an institution may require medical certification

from a pregnant female to participate in intercollegiate athletics only to
the same extent that it is required of other student-athletes with conditions requiring medical attention.)
f.

To the Olympic Sports Liaison Commdttee:

Development of greater collaborative efforts with and examine the possibility of obtaining grants (and other assistance) from the U.S. Olympic
Committee to support NCAA women's championships in Olympic sports.

o.

To the Committee on Women's Athletics:
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(1)

Exploration of the addition of one
volunteer coach, who must be a
female, to the numbers of allowable coaches in men's and womercs
sports, not including football and basketball.

(2)

Affirmation that at the institutional, conference end NCAA level.
women should be involved in meaningful ways in the decision-making
process pertaining to intercollegiate athletics, including the following:
(a)

Eligible women should be identified and appointed to committees.

Appointing bodies

(i.e.,

council, Administrative Committee)

should increase the ratio of female representation on committees.
The goal of the Association should be to achieve, significant and
steady annual progress in female participation. Such progresi

should be monitored by the Committee on Women's Athletics and
reported to the membership. This recommendation should be included in Association publications (e.g., Council Handbook).
(bI

Because female rol, models in leadership positions are tmportant,

every institution should have a senior woman administrator and
should assure the inclusion of women in administrative positions.
Toward that end, the NCAA should publish annually, by name of
each member institution, the total number of administrative positions, the number of females in adminintrative positions and
their specific jobs.
This should include data on female and
minority promotions and new employees.
(c)

h.

Numbers of female faculty athletics representatives and females
on athletics councils/boards should be increased.

To the Special Committee to Review Student-Athlete Welfare,
Equity:

Access and

Consideration of legislation allowing coaches to be involved in the coaching of female student-athletes outside the playing season to increase the
opportunity for female student-athletes to develop sport-specific skills.
Such involvement would be limited to two sessiODA per week with a limit of
three student-athletes at any session.
Sessions may last no longer than
two hours, must be licluded in the eight-hour limitation and may not
exceed a period of five weeks.'
7.

Source nook.

The task force will publish further recommendations and guidelines to assist
member institutions in achieving gender equity.
S.

Conclusion.
While this report, commissioned by our Association, attempts to provide a deftnition of and steps to the achievement of gender equity in intercollegiate athletics, it is tbe responsibility of individual colleges and universities to
pursue that goal earnestly.
In the task force's deliberations, two questions
persisted;
how can increased opportunities for women be funded, and how can
provision of increased opportunities be assured?
2
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The responsibility for providing necessary financial resources falls to individual institutions, just as does funding for all aspects of higher education.
And, as in other programs, that responsibility must reside with C..* institutions governing bodies, not just athletics departments. The facts that these
are difficult economic times or that difficult decisions must be made are true,
but they do not alter that responsibility. Chief executive officers and governing boards, and legislatures must identify the resources necessary to
provide equal opportunity to all students.
Assurance of equitable treatment and opportunity for women must come from each
Enforcement of fairness may not re easy. but it is clearly necesinstitution.
The task force heard testimony about what is likely to happen if instisary.
the courts are currently enforcing
tutions cannot find a way to assure equity:
adherence to the law, and Congress, as well as the Office for Civil Rights,
appear prepared to monitor compliance as well.
We hope and believe that continued court judgments, new legislation and heightFrom the outset, subscribened governmental oversight will not be necessary.
ing to fundamentally fair principles in its programs was correctly described as
lf, having recognized and documented that
a moral obligation for NCAA members.
our members have neither achieved the spirit of gender equity nor complied with
the letter of the law, we fail to act to ameliorate those conditions, others
will be justified in finding means to do so. We call upon the membership to do
what is ri ht for all student-athletes.

The National Collegiate Athletic Association
URW:dkk
July 26, 1',93
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Statement of Separate Views
1.

Proposed lecria,.t1.-..,

selegLesLtszkere_a_amorta.

(5-b-(1), Fags 6)

Separate view of Mr. Orleans and Mr. Dean:

This very far-ranging proposal has not previously been discussed by the
general membership. its premises are not discussed in this report, and it
is inconsistent with the task force's own statement of underlying concepts in Attachment D.
Thus we recommend that it bt presented at the
next convention for discussion, rather than as legislation.
Adding grants may provide some short-term help to a minority of institutions which both sponsor football and already have extensive women's programs.
But we believe the long-term disadvantages for both schools and
individual student-athletes are so much greater as to call for full discussion by the membership before legislation is submitted -- especially
because the proposal would sharply differentiate between most men's and
wc en's sports.
The NCAA gender-equity survey shows that only a minority of institutions now award the current maximum numbers of women's grants (most
schools average only one-half the current limits), and only these
few schools c(Aild mak., use of this proposal.
Yet players added to
these teams would be unavailable to the majority of other schools,
and those schools would have to award even more grants in order to
be competitive.
Added grants thus could reintroduce to patterns of recruiting comps
tition and championship participation -- in all three divisions -the very competitive pressures based on grants-in-aid which giant
limits are meant to curb in the first place.
It would become far
more expensive for new institutions to sponsor new sports; institutions which do not sponsor football, and thus would be unlikely to
award these additional grants, mould be particularly hurt.

We should emphasise instead the addition of new sports and teams,
whiCh is what most individual institutions are likely to need to
comply with Title IX in any event.
Playing on new teams which A
school did not sponsor previously is a much greater opportunity for
individual student-athletes than being added to sports which
have full teams.
2.

cording

tuatagLati=sztasm_asachira.

already

on Student-Athletes Welfare

re-

((-1: Page 9)

Separate view of Mr. Orleans:

I urge the special committee to cor.id,
equally to women and men.

.gislation which would apply
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EMERGING SPORTS

Sport

Minimum Contests

Minimum
PaNicipants

Maximum Scholarships
(equivalencies)

Archery

8

5

5

Badminton

8

6

8

Bowling

8

5

5

Crew

6

18

20

Ice Hockey

20

18

Squash

8

9

9

Synchronized
Swimming

8

8

5

Team Handoall

10

12

Water Poi°

10

8
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PROPOSED SCHOLARSHIP LIMITATIONS

The task force established and utilized the following criteria for
modifying the current limitations on Divisions I and II grants-in-aid
for women.

Any modification should facilitate gender equity and should:

Be based on reasonable numbers of athletes -eeded to both practice
and compete in the given sport;
Be sensitive to the injury rates reported in the given sport;

Consider common strategies and practices currently employed in the
given sport (platoon systems, pitcher rotations, substitution
rules);

Consider the maximum financial aid limitations currently allowed in
(Note:
The subcommittee acknowledged that
the given sport.
current maximums appear to be inconsistent among sports and that
there is difficulty in ascertaining the rationale for present

numbers.);

Discourage stockpiling of athletes;

Bo responsive to and reflective of

the number of sponsoring

institutions;

Consider racial equity;

Be attentive to the number of athletes wishing to participate in
the given sport, and
Allow all athletes, regardless of sport, to qualify for the same
maximum amount of aid.
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EMERGING SPORTS FOR WOMEN

270

247

2 83

165

182

10

i
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561

723
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350
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i
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5
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PROPOSED DIVISION I SCHOLARSHIP LIMITATIONS WOMEN
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5

8
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8
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7
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12

6

16

8
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Recommended
Max

7

'
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Water Polo

Synchronized
Swimming
Teem Handball

Squash

les Hocksy

Crew

Bowling

Badminton

Archory

Revinel

8

12
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13

6

Volleytall

9
21

6

18

Track

Tennis

le

17

9

'Softball

12

28

12

s

18

7

12

<
1

1

3

2

1

1

3

1

<1

<1

<

10

12

7

8

10

7

<1

3

1

2

4

<1

<1

8

11

2

3

No. of Participants
(1,000s)
I
Total

Div. I

201

160
113

52

171

60

12

12
10

19

13

o

158

216

762

561

44
350
605
394
723

96
122

62

213

47

677

810

Total

No. of Instr !Wong

Div. I I

EMERGING SPORTS FOR WOMEN

NCAA
Travel Size

20

20

Soccer

Seninningt0Ning

11
11

Sid

24

11

La Crosse

8
14

s

Golf

23

10

14

Average Squad
Size

amortize

11

Flold Hocks),

Fencing

5

Cross Country

No. on
Team

Basketball

SPORT

PROPOSED DIVISION II SCHOLARSHIP LIWTATIONS WOMEN
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+

+
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-
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-

4+

+

-

Need for
Practice
Teamle)

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

++

++

Injury
Factor

90/217

8

12

5

9

18

20

5

8

5

127

8

18

6

10

10

16

7

12

7

6

10

$

o
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,
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University of Colorado-Boulder

Ms. Kay Vow
Women's Basketball Goach
North Carolina State Universrty

Ms. Elizabeth L Albright
Student-Athlete

CONSULTANTS:

Ms. Judith E N. Albino
President

Voorhees NJ 08043
Mr. Joe Dean

Director of Athletics

The Honorable Bill Bradley
U.S Senate

Director of Athletics
Louisiana State University

Mr. E. Thomas Coleman
Alexandria VA 22306

Ms. Vivian L. Fuller
Director of Athletics

Mr. Jim Livengood
Director of Athletics

Director of Athletics
Northeastern Illinois Unrversity

Mr. Mitton A. Gordon
President
California State Universay-Fullerton

Mr. Thomas C. Hansen
Commissioner
Pacific-10 Conference
Ms. Carla H. Hay

Associate Professor of History
Marquette Unrverstty

Ms. Phyllis L Howlett
Assistant Commissioner

Washington State University

Ms. Donna A. Lopiano
Executive Director
Women's Sports Foundation
Ms. Judith M. Sweet
Director of Athletics
University of California. San Diego
Ms. Ellen Vargyas
Senior Counsel
National Women's Law Center

Jeannette Urn
Acting Assistant Secretary/Clvil Rights

Big Ten Conference

Office for Civil Rights
Washington, D.C.

Mr. Jeffrey H. Orleans
Executive Director

Michael Williams
Haynes and Boone

Ivy Group

Fort Worth, Texas

Mr. Richard A. Rosenthal
Director of Athletics
University of Notre Dame

NCA.A Office:

Mr. Grant G. Teaff

Richard D. Schultz

Director of Athistics and
Head Football Coach
Baylor University

Ms. Chris Voelz
Director of Wornen's Athletics

Executive Director

Steve Manatee
Director of Legislatve Services
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Ursula R. Welsh
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Ms. Diane T. Wendt
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President
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April 28, 1999

Honorable Howard McKeon
Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,
Training S. Life-Lang Learning
U.S. House of Representatives
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE:

Bearings an /Itle IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
May 9th, 1995

Today, education is perhaps the most hnportant function of
state and Iccal goveluments...such an opportunity, where
the state has undertaken to provide it, is a right which
must he made available to all co equal terms.
- Chief Justice Earl Warren
Brown v. Board of Education

Dear Chairman McKeon:

In regard to the Oversight Hearings on the impact of Title TX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 (Title rx) on athletic opportunities for male
and female student-athletes involved with intercollegiate athletics, the
following comments are submitted.

I am the author of two lay review articles examining Title IX: Women &
Athletics: A TWenty Year Retrospective on Title rx, 9 University of Miami
Entertainment & Sports Law Review 1 (1992) and The Explosion of Title rx
Litigation in Intercollegiate Athletics During 1992-93: Defining the "Equal
Opportunity" Standard, 1994 petroit Ooliene Law Review 953 (Fall 1994). The
latter article was recently cited in the federal district court decision in
Cohen v. Brown university, NO. 92-2483 (D. R.I. March 29, 1995) (Pettine,
J.) (Slip op. at 4).
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I.

Introduction:

Title IX Ourenent

BMus= the Department a! Ndocetion and
the Nation's Colleges and Univervities
The Supreme Court issued its landmark decision in Brown v. Board of
Education, and concluded "that in the field of public education the doctrine
of 'separate but equal' has no place. Separate educational facilities are
inherently unequal." 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954).
Intercollegiate and interscholastic athletics are the only educationally
sponsored endeavors that permit separate programs for male and female
students. If the educational institutions are permitted such separate
athletic programs, then the courts, Congress, the Department of Education,
and the educational institutions must be vigilant and scrupulous in requiring
that such programs are indeed equal.
The recipients of federal funds, which in many instances on the
post-secondary level can rise to millions of dollars, agree in return for
such funding to refrain from discriminating on the basis of sex in their
education institutions. Simply put, the quid pro quo for the educational
institutions receipt of federal funds is the assurance that the school shall
comply with Title TX. See 34 C.F.R. § 106.4 (a) (1994).
The court in Cook v. Colgate University summarized the tenor of the Title IX
participants:
Equal athletic treatment is not a luxury. It is not a
luxury to grant equivalent benefits and opportunities to
It is not a luxury to comply with the law.
Women.
Equality and justice are not luxuries. They are essential
elements which are woven into the very fiber of this
country. They are essential elements now codified under
Title IX. Many institutions of higher education apparently
hold the opinion that providing equality to women in
athletics is both a luxury and a burden. The feeling seems
to be that to afford such equality to women is a gift
and not a right. 807 F. Supp. 737, 750 (N.D.N.Y. 1992).

Such an attitude belies the good faith requirement that attaches to a party
to a contract.

II.

Historical Beckgromod

The Supreme Court in Frontiero v. Richardson stated:
There can be no doubt that our nation has had a long and
Traditionally,
unfortunate history of sex discrimination.
such discrimination was rationalized by an attitude of
'romantic paternalism' which, in practical effect, put
women not an a pedestal, but in a cage ... As a result of
notions such as these, our statute books gradually became

36
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laden with groes, stereotypical distinctions between the
sexes and, indeed, throughout =eh of the 19th Century
the position of women in our society vas in many respects,
comparable to that of blacks under the pre-Civil Mir slave
codes. Neither slaves nor women could hold office, serve
on juries, or bring suit in their own naves, and married
women traditionally were denied the legal capacity to
hold or convey property or to serve as legal guardians
of their own dhildren....And though blacks were guaranteed
the right to vote in 1870, women were denied even that
rights...until adoption of the Nineteenth Amendvent
half a century later [in 1920)...because of the high
visibility of the sex characteristic, women still face
pervasive, although at times more subtle, discrimination
in our educational institutions, in the job market and,
perhaps most conspicuously, in the political arena....
the sex characteristic frequently bears no relation to
ability to perform or contribute to society.
An a
result, statutory distinctions between the sexes often
have the effect of invidiously relegating without
regard to the actual capabilities of its individual
members. 411 U.S. 677, 68R (1973) (Emphasis supplied).

III.

Title IX Statute

President Richard N. Nixon signed Title rx into law in 1972. Tbe statute
prohibits sex discrimination in any education program or activity that
receives federal funds. By application, this would cover any athletic
activity or program provided by the educational institution.
The foundaticn sectice states, in pertinent part:

No person in the United States shall, on the basis of
sex, be excluded from participaticn in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
educational program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance. 20 U.S.C. § 1681 (a).
As Congresswoman Cardiss Collins noted in the multiple hearings on gender
equity in athletics Chat she presided over during 1992-93 as Chair of the
Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection & Competitiveness, "[nor too
many years, schools have been spending more effort to find excuses not to
comply with title IX than to find ways to implement the law."

IV.

7tirtmed History of /Itle IX

This laudable legislation has had a tortured history. Title IX was passed
almost twenty-three years ago.
However, the intervening years demonstrate
twenty-three years of at best, good intentions but minimal or begrudging

'3 7
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action, benign neglect, and lack of good faith. Just when it looks like
Title IX will and should be fully enforced, another roadblock is presented to
forestall complete compliance.
A.

Congrems Rejects Attempts to Exclude Ptotbsill

As soon as it became apparent that Title IX would be applied to
intercollegiate athletics, numerous attempts were made by members of Congress
For
who began introducing legislation that would restrict or abolish Title IX.
example, the TOwer Amendment first introduced in 1974 would have, in effect,
exempted men's intercollegiate football and basketball from Title IX's
application. Such proposed legislation were not passed. Rather, the Javits
Amendment, was incorporated, which resulted in the Title rx regulations. See
supra Heckman, Women & Athletics, for an detailed exposition of the history
of Title TX.
B.

Title IX Regulations

Cbngress approved of the Title IX regulations in 1975, and which are in
existence now. The two principal regulations examining athletics are found
in 34 C.F.R. § 106.37 (c) (1994) and 34 C.F.R. § 106.4: (1994).
i. Equal Sdholarships Poor Nhle and Female
Student-Athletes Are Not Mandated by Title TX

The first regulation addresses the issuance of athletic scholarships. It
directs that the percentage of athletic scholarships must substantially equal
the percentage of student-athletes of each sex, rather the percentage of
Recently, in a case of first impression,
34 C.F.R. § 106.37 (c).
students.
the federal district court in Gonyo v. Drake University, No. 4-93-70470
(S.D. Iowa March 13, 1995) (Victor, J.) ruled that the effective
accommodation of student interests and abilities found in the equal
opportunity subsection of the other Title TX regulation would take
precedence over the satisfaction of the "scholarship test." See Diane
Heckman, Case Summary: Gonyo v. Drake University, NOLPE Notes, June 1995
(upcoming).

The second reaulation, designated "Athletics" is divided into four
Subsection (a) reiterates the principal intent of the Title IX
subsections.
statute. 34 C.F.R. § 106.41 (a) (1994).
C.

Contact Sports Distinction

The second regulation circumscribes ufien coed or single sex sports teams must
be provided pursuant to whether a sport was designated a contact or
non-contact sport. 34 C.F.R. 6 106.41 (1") (1994). An review of this
provision must be examined in the era in which Title IX was enacted.
Athletic opportunities for males at all levels of athletic participation in
this country - interscholastic, intercollegiate, Olympic and professional However, at best, females had few
were longstanding, plentiful and complete.
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opportunities or were strugoling with clearly unequitable conditions.
This
provision set forth what sports had to be open to female athletes by
providing that in contact sports, an educational institution was not required
to have female participation on the men's contact sports teams.
Cantact sports were defined to include the following sports: boxing,
wrestling, rugby, ice hockey, footfall, basketball and other sports the
purpose or major activity of which involves bodily contact. As a result of
the open-ended defininition, sports such as baseball and euccer have also
been deemed by the courts as contact sports, and thus wosld not havm to allow
females to participate. The Title rX regulations are demed neutral in not
requiring a school to field a coed team in a contact sports.
However, the
history of the so-called neutrality has been to sanction preclusion of
females from competing on any contact sports with males. As e result, the
academic institutions can foreclose female participation from the major
American sports with impunity.
As to non-contact sports, such as swimming, track and field, volleyball,
tennis and golf, females were only given the opportunity to try-out for the
males's teams.
In non-contact sports, individual females may tryout for the
all-male teams where no team As provided for the females due to their being
historically disadvantaged against. There was no affirmative actions here;
females were not even given a spot on any teams.
The effective:less of this
provision in protecting male athletes can he seen from the fact that to date,
there has not been one case instituted by a male collegiate student seeking
participation on a female team, regardless of whether the sport is a contact
or non-contact sport, since Title IX's existence in 1972.
D.

Equal Opportunity Standard

The third subsection, designated "Equal opportunity," contains the pinnacle
mandate of Title rx protection in athletics.
34 C.F.R. § 106.41 (c) (1994).
It enumerates ten non-exclusive program areas, which along with other areas,
such as recruitment of student-athletes and support services provided, may be
examined.
i. Tripartite Effective Accommodation Tent
Belies the Ehetoric that Title IX is a Quota Statute

The first program area and the most important program area requires an
examination of "whether the selection of sports and levels of competition
effectively accommodate the interests and abilities of members of both
sexes."
34 C.F.R. § 106.41 (c)(1). The effective accommodation test
utilized to determine compliance with the first program area requires
satisfaction of one of three prongs:
(1) substantial proportionality between
the percentage of students and student-athletes; or (2) history and
continuing practice of program expansion; or (3) whether the current program
fully and effectively satisfies the interests and abilities.
The First,
Third, Sixth, Seventh and Tenth Circuit Courts have given their judicial
imprimatur to the utilization of the "Effective Accommodation" test, in
respectively, Cohen v. Brown University, 991 F.2d 888 (1st Cir. 1993); Favia
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V. /ndiana university at Pennsylvania, 7 F.3d 332 (3d Cir. 1993); Horner
v. Kentucky High School Athletic Association, No. 93-5191 (6th Cir. Dec. 22,
1994); Kelley V. Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois, 35 F.3d
265 (7th Cir. 1994), cert. denied,
S. Ct.
(Jan. 23, 1995); Roberts
v. Colorado State Board of Agriculture, 998 F.2d 824 (10th Cir. 1993), cert.
denied, 114 S. Ct. 580 (1993).

E.

Equal Pomading is Nbt Required

This subsection also provides that equal funding of separate athletic
programs need not be provided. /t requires simply that sufficient funding be
provided.
It states:
Unequal aggregate expenditures for members of each sex
or unequal expenditures for male and female teams if a
recipient operates or sponsors separate teams will not
constitute noncompliance with this section, but the
Assistant Secretary may consider the failure to provide
necessary funds for teams for one sex in assessing
equality of opportunity for members of each sex.
34 C.F.R. § 106.41 (c).
The fourth subsection allowed intercollegiate programs three years to come
into compliance. The regulations were enacted on July 21, 1975. 14 C.F.R. §
106.41 (d) (1994).
Then the Department of Health, Education and Welfare issued an official
Policy Interpretation during 1979 elaborating on the athletic regulations. 44
Fed. Reg. 71,413 (1979). The Policy Interpretation in essence gave colleges
and universities additional time to comply.
Then once the Title IX predicates had been established, schools started
challenging the jurisdiction of Title IX. It resulted in the February 1984
decision in Grove city College v. Bell, 465 U.S. 555 (1984), in WhiCh the
Supreme Court concluded that Title rx only applies when the specific
educational program or activity received federal funds. The Court held that
when college students received federal monies, this vent only to the school's
financial aid office and not to the school or college as a whole and all of
its programs or activities. As a result, since few athletic departments of
post-secondary educational institutions received federal financial assistance
directly, Title IX was rendered, in essence, a nullity.
Thereafter, it took not months, but four years for Congress to pass the Civil
Rights Restoration Act of 1987 (1988 Amendments) on March 22, 1988, which
directed that if an academic institution received any federal financial
assistance then Title IX would apply to the university or college as a whole
and all of its programs and activities - thus, re-establishing the original
intent of Title IX. 20 U.S.C. § 1687, 102 Stat. 28, Pub. L. 100-259 (1988).

G40
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On February 26, 1992, almost twenty years after Title IX's enactment, the
Supreme court in the unanimous decision in Franklin V. Gwinnett County Public
Schools, 112 S. Ct. 1028 (1992), ruled that compensatory damages may be
awarded in Title IX actions when intentional discrimination is established.
As recently as last fall, Congress passed the "Equity in Athletics Disclosure
Act," as part of amendments to the Higher Education Act of 1965.
The
provision requires certain coeducational institutions of higher education to
prepare and make available to students, potential students and the public a
report on the participation rates, financial support, and other information
on men's and women's intercollegiate athletic programs.
During the last few years, female collegiate-athletes frustrated at the
inaction or minimal actions of their universities fired hack hy instituting
federal lawsuits, and were successful.
See supra Heckman, The Explosion of
Title TX Litigation in Intercollegiate Athletics.

V.

The Claim that Intercollegiate Football is an
Endangered Species is an Oxymoron

It is ludicrous to listen to the whining of the collegiate football
fraternity, that they should be excluded from Title IX, a whine that
incidentally goes back more than twenty years. Surely the statute of
limitations has Expired on their perceived complaints.
Clearly, the
Subcommittee should not support an affirmative action program to protect
football. Footb%11 players Nave been anything hut disadvantaged.
Neither
football nor any instutition or program should be permitted to justify gender
discrimination based on the excuse that it cannot financially afford to treat
male and female students equally.
See Scorecard: The Third Sex, Sports
Illustrated (ed. Alexander Wolff and Richard O'Brien), Feb. I, 1995, at F.

The myth of revenue-producing sports necessarily being profit making
continues to be debunked; and with schools undergoing budgetary reviews, the
viability of the bloated sacrosanct 85 roster of collPgiate football squads
should be scrutinized.
If a coach of a women's team went to an athletic
director in 1995 and indicated that even though the sport only allows eleven
players to be on the field at one time, that the coach wanted 85 players,
certainly that coach would be laughed out of the room.
It must be remembered
that the collegiate football is supposed to be part of the educational
experience, and not a professional undertaking.
The Chronicle of Higher Education reported that wumen comprised 50.8% of the
undergraduate students at NCAA Division I institutions during the 1993-94
academic year, but only 33.6% of student-athletes.
The women received 35.7%
of the athletic scholarships. Debra E. Blum, Slow Progress on Equity,
Chronicle of Higher Education, Oct. 26, 1994, at A45. Specifically, Division
I schools averaged $1,463,524 on athletic scholarships of which 35.7% went to
female athletes.
Survey, Athletics Participation and Scholarships at 257
NCAA Division I Institutions, Chronicle of Higher Education, Oct. 26, 1994,
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at A48, A51. For example, the two participants in the NCAA Men's 1994-95
Final Basketball Championship, UCLA and Arkansas have the following
percentages: UCLA had 65.9% male athletes and 34.5% female athletes, and out
of a total athletic scholarships of S2,728,365, of which 36.2% went to female
athletes; and at the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville had 73.6% male
athletes and only 26.4% female athletes, and out of a total athletic
scholarships of $1,631,077, of which 27.5% went to female athletes. Id. at
A50.

In Hoover v. Meiklejohn, 430 F. Supp. 164 (D. Colo. 1977), the court
confronted with a gender equity claim instructed the school that it has three
(1) eliminate the entire athletic program; (2)
options to attain compliance:
pravide both sexes with an equitable program or (3) allow females to
participate on the males' teams. The purpose of Title IX is to provide
opportunities and nat eliminate them. Only recently, have members of any
men's teams sought redress pursuant to Title IX. See e.o., Kelley, supra and
Gonyo, supra. The men's nonreve:lue sports should seek an accounting from
their universities when decisions are made to eliminate those teams, as to
the total expenditures of the men's athletic program.

VI.

Athletic Employment:

The Glans Sneaker

Another issue is whether unequal compensation accorded coaches of women's
team vis-a-vis the coaches of the men's intercollegiate teams constitutes a
violation of Title IX. The issue becomes especially refined when it iF a
comparison of Division I coaches in the same sport -- where the operative
difference is the sex of the students coached.
The compensation area should involve a two-step analysis: (1) does the Title
IX "equal opportunity" regulation prohibit such a discrepency, as the sixth
program area specifically enumerates the "compensation" factor, 34 C.F.R. §
106.11(c)(6) (1994); and (2) does the employment regulation governing
34 C.F.R. 5 106.54 (1994). To date,
"compensation" prohibit this situation.
no court has yet adressed both regulations to arrive at a determination.
Three area of possible discrimination arise concerning: (a) women coaching
women's teams; (b) men coaching women's teams, and (c) female-athletes being
See supra Heckman, The Explosion of Title TX Litigation, at 1002.
coached.
The first situation is especially poignant in light of the fact that 98.6% of
men coach men's Division I teams. NCAA Gender Equity Study (1992), at Table
Furthermore, men coach approximately 54.2% of the women's Division I
3.
Moreover, coaches of men's teams receive better compensation
Id.
teams.
than coaches of women's ieams. The best paid coaches are NCAA Division
Id. at Table 4. Coaches of Division
football coaches who averaged $81,574.
I men's basketball teams generally had salaries of S%1,511, compared to
salaries of those coaching women's teams averaging $19,117. Id. As a
result, since the coaches of the men's teams generally receive higher
salaries than the coaches of the women's teams, and the women are
statistically impacted In obtaining all colching positions, as evidenced from
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the deplorable statistics in coaching men's teams, then a woman is
disparately impacted from achieving compensation comparable to her male
collegues. See supra Heckman, The Explosion of Title TX Litigation, at
1003-04.

Secondly, if is the sex of the students coached which is the operative
variable in determining better compensation, then does a viable cause of
action exist regardless of the sex of the individual coaching the woren's
intercollegiate team.
It must he remembered that another Title 7X regulation dealing with the
"Effect of employment opportunities" states, "The ohligation to comply with
this part is not obviated or alleviated because employment opporf'.::iities in
any occupation or profession are or may be limited for members of one sex
than for membPrs of the other sex." 11 C.P.A.
1:
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ehortchanged from these opportunities. Revenue-producing sports are not
exempted for Title TX. Attempts to do so should he swiftly and
Instead, it is time for the post-secondary
uncategorically rejected.
educational institutions to undertake a self-study or self-evaluations, which
was originally required by the Title IX regulations. 34 C.F.R. § 106.3 (c)
(1994).
The contract between the United States and the nation's colleges and
universities should be upheld.
If I am able to provide any further assistance to the Subcommittee, please
contact me. I remain,
Very truly yours,

Diane Heckman
Enclosure
Ira Berkow
cc:
Debra Blum
Hon. Norma Cantu
Hon. Cardiss Collins
Hon. Steve Gunderson
Alexander Wolff
Women's Sports Foundation
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Dear Quitman McKeon,
Please acceix this request to permit the attached letter to become an addendum to my

testimony and a part of the record of the May 9 oversight hearings on Title IX by
the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

It was evident that members of the committee had questions about the use and
approixiateriess of the proportionality prong of the three-prong test for Title IX
compliance in the area of participation opportunities for male and female athletes.
Donna Lopiano, the executive director of the Women's Sports Foundation was a
former consultant to the Office of Civil Rights and an athletic director for 17 yews.
In 1973, she was involved in the discussions surrounding the development of the
regulations to implement Title IX in athletics. Her insights into the origins of 'he
three-prong standard, especially on the issue of proportionality and interest/abilities,
may assist the committee in understanding this complex issue.
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Please accept my thanks for inviting me to testify before the subcommittee, lt is
always difficult to correct discrimination when the remedy involves a redistribution
of financial resources. Although. after 23 years, Title IX is still more of a dream

than a reality, we arc making steady progress. Now is not the time to step
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Sincerely,
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Wendy Hilhani
President
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Representative Collins
Repmsentative llastcrt

Ms. Norma Cantu, Director. Office of Clvil Rights
Members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Women's Sports Foundation Board of Trustees and Board of Stewaicls
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May 15, 1995

Honorable Howard McKeon
Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondaly
Education. Training & Life-Long Learning
U.S. House of Representatives

House Office Building
CDi, 2181 Rayburn
Washington, D.C. 20515
tow ...meale

Carton. r
..mr. Gar
C.A.att4

Dear Mr. McKeon,
I am the Executive Director of the Women's Sports Foundation and attended the Title IX
hearings on May 9, 1995. Prior to my present position. I was Women's Athletic Director

Are yr...
Lec

at the University of Texas. Since I was a participant (along with representatives from
other institutions) in the 1972-73 negotiations which led to the fmal Tide DC regulations,
thought that the Committee might want to know how and why the proportionality
portion of the three-part test was created.

kat, a..

...vv. V.

The rule making process that led up to the final Title DC regulations included meetings
and negotiations with representatives from every major sport and every size institution.

The Need for Goals Whenever There are Sex Separate Programs

First Proposal
The first proposal discussed was to require qual per capita expenditures on men's and
women's programs so that there would be no arguments about resources. The men's
program could spend their money as they deemed appropriate and the women could do
the same. As a result there could be no question about differing treatment.

The football representatives could not accept this approach. They argued that football
cost more than other sports and therefore it would b inappropriate to use a per capita
dollar approach.

The Next Proposal
118,4.

IN

The next approach was to numire 5W50 male and female participation opportunities.

The football representatives maintained that "girls were not as interested as boys in
sports." They pointed out that there were more male students in college than female
students (57% male in the early 70's).

.11onal torporle pArtnrr

Raabok
'

A

.
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The Final Fall-Back Proposal -Which was Adopted.
The fall-back position was the "three-part test.* That an institution would be in compliance if:
(I) resources were allocated based on the proportion of male and female students enrollment; or
(2) the school could show that it had a history and continuing practice of expanding athletic
opportunities for VKIMCII: or
(3) that the institution's pmgrams fully and effectively satisfied thc interest and abilities of
women students.

This position was agrocd to bc in the best interest of everyone. Those persons representing football

thought that *the shoe would fit." They assumed that thc 57% to 43% male to female student
enrollment would continue; that the opportunity test would be satisfied by adding one or two
women's teams; and that few womcn would show any interest in sports.

The Shot Now Pinches.
Twenty-thitv years have now passed. It now turns out that the male to female student enrollment is
55% women and 45% men. Many schools did not expand opportunities when it was observed that
the regulations were not bcing enforced. Women have overwhelmingly demonstrated that thcy are
just as interested in spons as men.
The football representatives do not now like the agreed upon test. They want to change the roles and
want thc Congress to overrule the Court decisions, the NCAA Gender Equity Study and the efforts
of the students and parents who have sought to achieve fairness on the athleuc fields.
No Change is Needed.
Title IX and the regulations appear to be accomplishing their objective. I did not hear any member of
the Committee suggest that football needed any protection. I did hear concern that many institutions
are dragging their feet with respmt to Title IX compliance. I also heard the intent of Tide IX was asli
to cut men's sports and should bc avoided.

I want to thank the Subcommittee for holding the heanngs. They provided the opportunity for the
Committo: to learn more about the battle for equality on our nation's playing fields. The problem can
and should be solved at each institution with a little prodding now and then from the courthouse.
Sincerely,
,

prior,o,

opecano

Donna A.I.:(ipiano, Ph.DLJ
Executive Diroctor

t./
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Illinois State Basketball
11ml-cony:jaw thlttit,

Itc(Ibird Arentt 234
(*amp II, !sot 2660
309 4,tri 2567
617,30 2660

May 15,

1995

Honoraple Howard P. Mckecn
E:onomic and Educational Opportun.ties Comffotree
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC
20515
Dear Congressman mckeen:

attended the oversight hearing on Title IX held by the Subcomnittee on
Post-secondary Education at the U.n. House of Representatives which you
chaired.
I would like to submit '1.in letter au a matter of record for this
Subcemmiftee.
I

The coacnes of women's basketball are extremely concerned about any efforts
to dilute the impact of Title IX.
It was alluded to in the hearing that
the interemit le,e1 of females may not warrant expanded opportunities in
athletics. The enclosed graph will represent the dramatic growth of female
participat. n at the high school level since 1971.
It is also interesting
to note the increased participation of both men and women in the NCAA in
the paot five years, indicating there has not been a reduction in men's
participation. Given the opportunity, females are interested in
competitive spol-ter

Congressman Hastert expressed deep concern over the elimination of men's
non-revenue sports at the expense of Title IX.
Obviously, no one wants to
see men's programs eliminated any more than we want to see women's
opportunities diminished.
However, the issue is a financial one. Athletic
budgets are shrinking rather than expanding.
Institutions do not have the
resources to be all things to all people. A variety of factors influence
sport offerings at each institution.
Is it not the legitimate autonomy of each institution to decide which
sports they will sponsor within the limito of the law, NCAA regulations and
their budget.
If the federal government does not dictate which
institutions of higher education offer a physical therapy curriculum, why
should the federal government dictate which sports are offered.
Both
academic and athletic programs must offer the same opportunities to females
as males, but which programs are available should not be legislated or
protected.

3 4 13
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I hope Title IX does not become a scapegoat in institutional decisions to
The law is just beginning to do what it was
drop men's minor sports.
The
intended to do -- insure opportunities for a discriminated gender.
NCAA statistics show females are far from equal at most institutions.
Change is often difficult, but it is the morally right thing to do. I urge
lawmakers to not use Title IX as a political football. The law is right.
Institutions of higher education, the NCAA and OCR can all impact the
sports offered on each campus. Do not change the law, implement it!
Sincerely,

Jill Hutchison
Women's Basketball Coach
Past President Women's Baeketball Coaches Association

JH:mwn

Enclosures
cc:

Betty Jaynes, WBCA
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IX

ACADEMIC and ATHLETIC INTERCOL LEGIATE COMPETITIVE TEAM

I adios. gentlemen, attornies, recipient institutions and honorable members of the
House of Representatives. Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education, Training
and Lif elong Learning. Today
May 9, 1995
shall live for all ot us as a day
that will never be forgotten. This day ... seeks to answer the questions ...
"What is f air?" .. "What is just?" .. and .. "Bins %sill future generations lives he

imperiled by what we testif y ti .. or decade .. here today !"

ur

shaped

Contrary to popular belief ... on July 17th. 1960, the day was born ..
did
not expect to become the principle complainant in United States Departmel it of
I due,tion Case fi05-92-2099. IA L 0,, alleging discrimination un the basis of sex
.ejainst inyself as a female member uf Moorhead State University's Academic
I

I

Intercollegiate Competitive I orensics (Speech) 1 eam (Moorhead, Minnesotal. under

tItlE IX of the Education Amendments of

19721.

did not expect to f ile 001 -OCR Case 45-94-2037.
A retaliation case filed
because of a recipient institution's failure to release my competition record, due
I

to my filing State and federal discrimination complaints . which through DOEOCR intervention I would receive over two-and-one-half years ( 21 yrs .1 atter
registering my initial request with the recipient institution.
Nor did

I

expect to file DOE-OCR Case 05-94-2116.

( A rase alli.ging

L I T L.E

IX

discrimination on the basis of sex in intercollegiate Athletics against Moorhead
State University -- which I. as a fee payer i.to the Student Activity Budget
Account, was being asked to f inance through quarterly fees. F ees assessed
against the total undergraduate enrollment everytinie we paid to attend 1 through
12

credits at the recipient institution.

F urthermoro,

I

irk.,

never planned to be a number; and

I

certainly did not plan that

something other t emale students and myself , composing over 607, of that total
undergraduate mu ollment
e paying fin -- to be r ailed a "Ql10.1 A."

t:_r JD

351

What we were payihg for was not and

15

:.10T

a "QUOTA." and, the entire

Minnesota State University System that I was part of operates that way. To all
of you that are so quick to use the term "QUOTA" in conjunction with
discrimination in an attempt to devaluate "PROPORTIONALITY" and "TITLE IX," I
hope that your money is NOT in this kind of a "de-regulated" bank account. At
Moorhead State University, there is no choice in the matter. That money is then

drawn out of the account to finance ACADEMIC (ForensicsSpeech, etc., etc.)
and ATHLETIC (Football, Softball, Basketball, Volleyball, Wrestling, Track, etc.,
etc.) intercollegiate competitive sports and other institutional activities.
As a result of my Academic Complaint (OCR Case o06-91-20991, the recipient
institution was given "technical assistance" by the United States Departmen of
Education to "voluntarily comply" with TITLE IX and other DOE-OCR enforced
federal laws.

Despite two officials from Region V's OCR office coming "ON-SITE" to Moorhead.
Minnesota on March 24, 1994. the recipient institution did NOT bring up the
F ACT that they had a "Report of the Task Force on Gender Equity. in Athletics"
... provided to the President of Moorhead State University, January 31, 1994 ...
that stated:

"Nearly 63% of our students are women, and traditionally participation in
athletics has been at a ratio of approximately twenty-four percent (24%)
women and seventy-six percent (76%) men"

making the recipient institution thirty-nine percent (39%) disproportionate.
waited.
really hoped the recipient institution would do the right thing.
Because the institution was not willing to do the right thing .. what was fair ..
what was just .. nor even consider the fact that their actions were shaping the
I

I

lives of future generations,

I

filed DOE-OCR Complaint 1105-94-2116.

Applying just my Athletics case to the organizations, coaches and all of you out
there who are opposed to TITLE IX, are you willing to put over 60% of the money
into your Athletics' bank accounts and get only 24% of your money back? Are

yoJ willing to say that this is a "QUOTA"? Are ali of you willing to live by the
NCAA definition of "Gender Equity"? That definition infers that you are and will
be willing to trade the men's offered programs for the women's offered programs.
Rather obviously,
//...//
I guess that means co-tches' salaries too!
you are not! Is it any wonder, so many people are here today!

352

Before we get too hung up on
king relationships, QUO I As, and Coaches'
salaries though, let's go back to 0- . easan we need T I 1L E I X . We need not go
back as far in time as Eleanor Flexner describes in her book,
Century of
Struggle, when ' ti was almost unl vernall y be: :eyed that a woman'S bram was
21ur

In capacity and, therefore, infertur :n quallty

f a man."

to Ghat

Nor need

.e look to when "... Lucy Stone organized a debating
society among the women, although they were forced to meet clandestinely in the
woods 'with sentinels on watch to give warning of intruders', because even at
Oberlin it was considered outrageous for women to practice public speaking."
031, spes.1, , iSts: ,
.
We I le,,c1 only go back to the words of
Julie Hives of Junior High School F211, New York City, New York, in thu year
19/1 ... not before I was born, but in my lifetime.
QUent tullt

Julie Styes:

,jaestion:

"('an you tell me what the boys do in
"The buys do exercises. il.ey play basket ball. They can
go out when it is Warm, it. [MAI the girls ace Ilta
to do.
They play handball.
Baseball.
'Hwy have
certain teams al ter stlittot tut just baseball. basketball,
track teams, which girls do not Itaie."
"Have you asked to do any ot the sports v.. .ch the boys
du?"

Julie Nive-.:

"We asked tor basketball.

They said there wasn't enough

equipment. The bcys preler to hove it first. Thcql IA I.
will have what is left over.
We haven't really gotten
cii ywhere."

"THEN WE WILL HAVE WHAT IS LI-Fl OVER ... WF HAVEN'T Hi All Y COTTEN
ANYWHERE." Complaint "Settlement Agreement for OCR Case 205-94-2116," which
I filed states:

... by the conclusion of the 1994-95 academic year women will constitute
least 40$ of the participants in the University's intercollegiate
athelbcs program and by the conclusion of the 1995-96 academic year
women will constitute at least 51% of the participants in the University's
intercollegiate atheltics program."
at

I

am here to sdy -- if there is no T I TLE

LEFT OVER.

I X , "T HEN WE Wit L HAVE WHA 1 IS
WE HAVE N'T REAL( Y COTTEN ANYWHERE!"

1.1 RE IX exists tu correct years of histo-ic discrimination
Athletics, but also in Academics .

f)

r '1

t.)

..

not

only in
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I he kind of arrogance that says discrimination needs no remedy is the same kind

ot arrogance, disregard for the law and contempt for the civil rights of others
that I've seen every day from the recipient institution for over three years ..
since before calling the Region V., OCR office in Chicago, Illinois. The kind of
arrogance that makes a press release seventeen minutes 117 min.) after OCR
faxed the Athletic "Settlement Agreement" for OCR Case #05-94-2116 to me
stating, .. and quote:
I

"'This is a university whose heart is in the right place, said MSU
Barden noted that only a few colleges
President Roland Barden.
and universities are expected to be in total compliance with 1 Hie IX by
1997, .the deadline that the OCR office imposed on MSU."
FACT.

All federally funded colleges and universities are expected to be in
compliance with TITLE IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.

FACT:

My school came to an agreement with OCR because they were, by
their own "Report of the Task Force on Gender Eatipa in
Athletirt;," thirt,i-nine percent (391,) disproportionate.
You don't get to be thirty-nine eercent (39%) disproportionate
through a history and continuing practice of program expansion or
by fully and effectively accommodating the interests and abilities of

AC1:

the "epcler-Le_presented s.ex."

Adr.

It

shouldn't

take

a

complaint

filed

with

the

Department

ot

EduLation. Office for Civil Rights to put a recipient institution's
"heart in the right place" and comply with the federal law, which
the reason they received at least 5.8 million dollars ($5.8
million) from the federal government according to the fourth
is

quarter of fiscal year 1991 figures.

(A fact revealed in the l'OIA

documents of OCR Complaint #05-92-2099.)
Moorhead State University is not alone with this kind of
This is the same kind of arrogance that will spend more on expert

Unfortunately,
arrogance.

witnesses to fight TI TLE IX, than it will cost to provide the opportunities. Now.
"BROWN believes they are right!" I've beet; told
I know what you're thinking:
this by a reliable source. Well. NEWSFLASH, in 1954, forty years (40 yrs.) ago,
another BROWN Case was fought ... and they believed they were right, too! ...
about what? DISCRIMINATION, .. and there was an Attorney General's office
that believed they were right! Just like in my cases .. there's an Attorney
General's office; and, you know what? THEY BELIEVE THEY ARE RIGHT!

LI

ZI6
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-5In fact, in the majority of the discrimination cases, whenever a public institution
is challenged, there is an Attorney General's office and invariably ... THEY ALL
BELIEVE THEY ARE RIGHT!! .. in Alabama, in Arkansas, in Mississippi, in
Texas, in Kansas, in South Carolina, in California, in Pennsylvania, in Virginia,
in Colorado, and in Minnesota ... THEY ... ALWAYS ... ALL ... BELIEVE ..
THEY .. ARE .. RIGHT!
You know, instead of this honorable Committee looking into new and exciting ways
to "shoot down" and "gut" TITLE IX, ur show the recipient institutions how to do
the least for the uno...--represented and historically discriminated against. I think
this Committee should mak, HISTORY!
THEY ARE WRONG!!"!

Find an Attorney General's office that

believes

Currently the President of Moorhead State University is again receiving counsel
from the Attorney General's office of the State of Minnesota, because under the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA ), I
have challenged the
recipient institution's DOE-OCR, TITLE IX, Academic intercollegiate competitive
Forensics Team response for Case #05-92-2099 .. an education record, specifically
related to myself, as a class member .. team member .. and as a Pi Kappa Delta
(Speech Honor Society) member. I am requesting specific FERPA amendments and
deletions to what I have counted as being cn,er one-hundred (100) inaccuracies or
misleading statements in the recipient's thirteen page (13 pg.) federal DOE-OCR
TITLE

IX response.
And you know what ... I'm sure. ... THEY THINK
THEY'RE RIGHT! The only problem is. I car. prove the INACCURACIES and
MISLEADING statements with THEIR OWN RECORDS!!

Among the recipient institution's inaccurate material facts are:

While not requested by OCR, the institution provided three years' team
budgets in which two out of the three years are FALSE, according to: ..
THEIR OWN RECORDS.
0

The institution provided a separation of funds by gender .. to the last

dollar

.. male and female. When examining the institution's own "Travel
Approval/Advance Request" forms, projected expenses and/or actual costs

are not separated blocks of funds on the basis of gender or singularity.
Nor

has the recipient institution produced even one receipt in which
costs/expenses were separated on the basis of gender or singularity.
The institution testified .. in print .. to a "Sek.iction Criteria" stating that
it was used in the years 1989-1990, 1990-1991 and 1991-1992. I have my

copies

of

the

"MOORHEAD STATE

UNIVERSITY

FORENSICS TEAM

-
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GUIDELINES" from 1989-1990 and 1990-1991, which in each case is a single
page document.
The "Guideline 2, P. 6" .. "Vehicle and Financial
Constraints (Restraints) Criteria" alleged wasn't even written .. printed ..

nor did it even have distribution until the Fall Quarter of the academic year
1991-1992, according to:
0

THEIR OWN RECORDS.

In that year (1991-1992), when this alleged "Selection Criteria" WAS finally
in printed existence, its very utilization and explicit application was
contingent and dependent upon certain SPECIFIC limiting conditions -"If VEHICLE and FINANCIAL constraints REQUIRE a limited team size,

.."

In 1991-1992. the "Fiscal 92 Moorhead State University Accounting System
Report" .. for .. "Account 83-34306" ... "Forensics" shows a "CARRY

FORWARD" of one-fifth of the entire, annual TEAM BUDGET, according to:
THEIR OWN RECORDS.

Sit

les,

institution's response alleged there were NINETY-TWO students
ona
re, and 1990-1991
participating in Forensics during 1989-1990 ,/
that I was one of; and, wherein I was rated and compared
by the ..Illeged "Selection Criteria" aforedescnbed that DIDN'T EXIST. If
one were to count each students' rating and comparison as one inaccuracy,
the institution's response would have 92 inaccuracies and/or .misleading
The

statements in i_u_st three I.L.uces!

Additionally,

in

1989-1990.

I,

personally,

have

the

wrong

number

of

am not attributed as having "d. consistent high placing at
tournaments 0; whereas males with fewer trophies met component "d." of the
institution's alleged criteria.

tournaments,

I

One male in 1989-1990 meets components "a. consistency of rehearsals" and
"b. consistency of participation" of the alleged "Selection Criteria" with

only two tournaments prior to the AFA National District Qualifier; while over
30 females during 1989-1990, 1990-1991 and 1991-1992 with the same number

tournaments or more could not meet components "a." or "b." ot the
cily-lait criteria.
uf

And .. NEWSFLASH ..

a classmate (SPCH 0101 and Forensics team member was

given access to three years 13 yrs.) worth of classmates and/or team members
records; as well as 301 Minn Kappa Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta members records,

in order to attest with her signature for the recipient institution the federal
response was "accurate" and "based on availible records" ... THEIR OWN
RECORDS ... thus, violating the privacy rights of what may be over 400 people.

... A KIND OF ARROGANCE !!?!!

'60
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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So for all of you that complain about the OCR hassle, that OCR checks the
ACCURACY of these figures as to participation rates, assessment of interests and
abilities surveys and federal complaint responses to ensure that monitoring and
compliance are ruled on the basis of "accurate records," I say to you what OCR
has said to me ... "We have no subpoena power and we take no sworn testimony" ..,
which most of you that have had complaints filed against your institutions already
know. I've spoken to complainants from across the country and one of their
greatest frustrations is the INACCURACIES and ever-changing nature of the
numbers.

The Athletic Director of Moorhead State University specifically told me during an
audio-taped conversation that the participation rate was 60% male and 40% female;
when she was a member of the "Gender Equity Task Force" that reported to the
institution's President the participation rate was 76% male and 24% female. What's
16% here or there, RICHT? Maybe BROWN or Colorado State University would
like to discuss that?
Relative to "interests and abilities surveys" conducted by this same recipient
institution, our conversation brought forth stated "INTERESTS" of females'
surveyed that weren't even mentioned in the "Gender Equity" Task Force Report's
survey of "interests and abilities." I have both the tape recording and I have
the Task Force Report ... the RECORD just doesn't match!

The SABC Chairperson, who told me, prior to my filing DOE-OCR Case #05-942116: "Everytame the men get $3,000, the women ge':. $3,000." Of course, it wasn't
true, but it gave me another source to find the actual numbers.

I'm here to say that recipient institutions will provide false "material facts" in
... I am living proof! Recipient
institutions do not need to be given any new ard specific ways to come up with
"false material facts" or create new "loop-holes" in the law from this Committee to
show compliance in relation to "continuing history and practice" or how they are
"fully effectively accommodating the interests ..nd abilities" of the "underrepresented sex." They are fully capable of constructing their own "strategies"
and compliance "schemes" reached with the full and complete knowledge, aid and
cost-free assistance of their Attorney General's offices .. and remember, THEY
order to attain compliance with TITLE IX

ttELIEVE THEY ARE RICHT!

"Proportionality" is the only true form of accountability to measure the real
bottom line.
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-8Reiative to the OCR's right to accurate records matter? I say, BUNK! OCR does
have "Access to Sources of Information" compliance rules and 18 U.S. Code 41001.
Every recipient institution knew about these laws, when they signed up for
funding. These are not new federal laws.
In i act,

much of the "supposed" budgetary constraints in providing athletic

opportunities could probably be decreased at Moorhead State University by just
publishing their book, "Over 100 Inaccuracies Toward Compliance with Title IX."

No one really understands the gravity of this entire situation, until they are a
student-complainant trying to amend their "educational records" ... especially
when there are ONLY "Fifty Ways to Leave `tour Lover".
rhis institution is so bad, they even stated to the Minnesota Department of
Human Rights. when describing males on my team oogling "Playboy" magazines in

the Forensics team's State-owned van traveling down the federal highway ...
itteri articles from Playhoy are cons!dered a legttlmite resource material to

One of the social activities of my department included "SEX IN THE
PIT MONTH" complete with the "POSITION of the DAY"!!! Auctioning off the
poster, signed personally by Dr. Ruth Westheimer, could also bring more
"claimed" needed funds: even though. I'm sure Dr. Ruth did not know what the
poster was for ... let alone its possible value in support of "Gender Equity."
t,zensacs."

This brings up the final point of my three years. First, recipient institutions
can and must be forced to provide accurate responses upon which compliance is
ruled. Secondly, recipient institutions need not choose to implement TITLE IX by
eliminating opportunites for anyone!
T he United States Department of Education. Office for Civil Rights can and must
enforce the law oy holding institutions who provide "false material facts"
accountable to the United States Department of Justice where they can be tried
under 18 U.S. Code 41001, which states:
in any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or
agency of the United States knowingly and willfully falsifies, conceals or
covers up by any trick, scheme, or device a material fact, or makes any
false, fictitious or fradulent statements or representations, or makes or
uses any false writing or document knowing the same to contain any
false, fictitious or fradualent statemant or clitry, shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more ;hen five years or both."

"Whoever,
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9This form of enforc.ement places the consequences for action where they oelong.
Currently, institutions know that they will never loose their federal funds ...
because no institution ever has. 'Pulling federal funds only hurts students -- not
the institution unwilling to comply with the law. These facts are perhaps why
OCR is so reluctant to take compliance complaints to the next level. It should
not take repeated complaints to the OCR office before recipient institutions are
treated the same way as "repeat offenders" are treated in society.
Compliance with T ITLE IX does pot have to mean the loss of oppurtunity for
anyone.
When I. as a student, could not live under or tolerate the hostile

environment and denial of opportunities at Moorf.2ad State University, I left and
went to North Dakota State University, who was, also, being investigated and
monitored relative to TITLE IX Athletic discrimination. Some of yuu, who follow
Division II Athletics, may be aware that NDSU has consistently been termed a
"Power House" in Football .. National Division II Champions several times over.
NDSU is and has also been the Division II National Women's Basketball champion
several times over.
Ten years ago, if I would have said that over 8,000 people would conic to watch
the Division II, Women's Basketball Championship game in a community of 75,000
people. many of you would have laughed. My mother and I were there tor that
day. Tears came to my eyes as Coach, Amy Ruley, and the Bison Wornen's Team
lifted the Division II National Championship trophy into the air. During the
course of the game, little girls swept the basketball floor over the breaks. It all
seemed an appropriate part of our journey. My mother looked at me, pointing to
those young women and said, "Look. Marg, they are what the last three years
has been about. They are the future."

NDSU, my alma mater, again brought tears to my eyes and my support when they
stated they were going to raise the money to be in TITLE IX compliance ... arid
... THEY WERE NOT GOING TO ELIMINATE OPPORTUNITES FOR ANYONE!

I

am

behind institutions with this philosophy all the way. There are many schools out
there trying to do the same thing. Proud, but not arrogant .. humble and hardworking. They are the heros .. not those willing to fight opportunities for
females or eliminate opportunites to attain complaince. They are willing to work
for it everyday .. in their Press Releases .. on their TV commercials .. at their
public appearances .. and .. in their constant efforts for improvement of their
private academic, athletic and everyday institutional operational image.
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ask this Committee to extend a special commendation to these institutions ..
institutions where Athletic and Academic excellence has no sex .. just providing
training and a way of life for everyone.
I

don't know when the specif ic momen occurs that someone looses interest or
yet a teen,
belief in their ability. . Maybe it's the day when as a young girl, not
Moorhead
State
University,
is
told:
"MtnI are
chosen to play a child in a play at
School
basketball
player
looked
up
in the
lar!" or the day the female High
dressed
"'l'hat's
lily
Boy
,"
"Please
don't
curse
..."
or
gym and saw the poem ...
and lodging
in a bathroom instead of a locker room; paid for their uniform, meals
I

unlike their male counterparts, just to compete.

don't know when each person is made to feel they don't matter ... they are
training and life-long lesson that no one should ever
inferior. It is a kind of
know
when
it
happened
to me and Pm here to say ... when it happened
learn . I
at MSU, it was wrong! When it happens nationwide, it is wroag!
I

No one sport should
f
rom
the
T
I
TEL
IX equation .. or
eel they are so superior, they need exclusion
I
X
,
IT
LE
they need s.pli!'ial treatment under 1

For there to be an inferior .. there must be a superior. .
.

.

of Education and
about eliminating T I T LE I X, the Department
Just
because
our
"Ship
of State" leaks
is
just
as
wrong!
Affirmative Action, it

When we

talk

holes in the
f rom some small hole in the bow, that's no reason to chop "gapping"
T I TLE I X,
Yet,
the
talk
continues
about
eliminating
Stern to let the water out.

that is just as wrong as

Aft irmative Action and the Department of Education ...
what happened to me
what happened to are. I started this journey to ensure that
that
no
one
would
be denied an
..
would never happen to anyone ever- again
opportunity because of their sex .
is
I, therefore, plead with Congress, once again ... please, do what is fair, what
future
generations
will
be
shaper,.
just ... and look at huw the lives of

will
The soccer .eam that MSU will field next year, due to the OCR agreement,
prior
417,
who
played
the
sport
for
eight
years
come one year too late for Female
years
late
1 he swim team in the OCR agreement will come too
to college.
... bt..i you
competition
days,
and
A.
A
.
U
.
af ter my Junior High, High School
am not content for someone else to "HAVE
see, I was a distance swimmer and I
WHA r

IS

L Ef-' T

R"

L et's not stop

... "WE HAVEN'T RE

ANYWHERE!"

"..;
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Rest assured, whenever I swam .. no matter how tired I
was .. no matter what
the lap counter' read .. it the race was going .. I never stopped.
I will be

back, just as long as there is discrimination.
... GO THE DISTANCE

..

I

CAN

.

and ..

I

WITH M L DELIBERATE SPEED.

Thank you.

May 9, 1995
Date of Hearing

Margaret A. Jakobson

Additional Information or Inquiries
Contact:

Margaret A. Jakobson
806 Main Avenue

Fargo, North Dakota
Telephone:
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Anne Goodman James
Athletic Department

Northern Michigan University
1401 Presque Isle Ave
Marquette, MI 49855

WtQe 5.Tm^( Coac^es As. alc

Bob Boonnor
EMICUllve 010K1Of

May 12, 1995

Rep Howard McKeon, Chair
Sub committee on Postsecondary Education and Training
2181 Rayburn, HOB
Washington , DC 20515-610"

Attn Kathleen Gillespie
Dear Congressman McKeon

Statement of Position on Title IX
front
College Swimming Coaches Association of America
The College Swimming Coaches Association of America represents both men's and
women's swimming on all collegiate levels We have a membership of approximately 700
coaches, who, in turn represent thousands of student-athletes

First of all, we believe in Title IX and its intent to improve opportunities for the treatment
of women in athletics We are, however, concerned about the unintended consequences which
have developed through collegiate institution's response to its enforcement (finallyl) in recent
years, spezifically the loss of many men's non-revenue sports teams 'such as swimming,
gymnastics and wrestling) on the collegiate level
The current practices within many institutions of higher education in their efforts to begin
to comply with Title IX are not consistent with the intent of the law Women's oppoitunines are
not being increased a great deal bccausc "proportionality" is being achieved, in niany cases, by
dropping sports for hien rather than adding sports for women (or a combination of both) And
isn't increased opportunity what women have been fighting for and what Title IX is all about'
feel that we arc losing sight of that goal in ordei to achieve "equity,- even if it means less tbr all
involved It is like complying with the letter of the law but not the intent

1

Here arc some examples of the kind of action being taken in 555 inimmg, 40 Divisions I
and II men's programs have been dropped in the last ten years During that time, there was still a

Foundrs Cnto-
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net loss of three women's programs In 1976, men's gymnastics had programs at 138 NCAA
institutions They now have only 31 left Wrestling has lost 120 programs in the last 10 yeas
While a number of factors are involved in these decisions, many recent examples have
cited gendei equity as the primary reasons for the action UCLA dropped men's swimming and
do ing in 1994, the University of IIIhnois dropped men's swimming in 1993, the University of
Arkansas is phasing out men's swimming 1993-1996

As the result of a Title IX complaint and Office of Civil Rights Review, Ferris State
University dropped men's swimming, wrestling, cross country, track and baseball, and women's
ass imming

In 1994, Clemson University announced it would be dropping men's swimming, but upon
further review, it decided instead to add softball for women and maintain men's swimming This
solution if preferred bmause it benefits both women and men
OCR is correct in their strong enforcement of the issues of the 13 areas of treatment of the
under represented gender, as there has been a great deal of discrimination in the treatment of
females in athletics. However, the emphasis on the "proportionality" rule for participation
opportunities needs to be enforced for educational institutions at the elementary, junior high and
high school levels before it in feasible to achieve a balanced representation of females and inales in
colleuiate athletics Unless those opportunities are available for young females, the interest will
not he there in college women

There are some sport groups that ale promoting the idea that "proportionality" does not
make sense because women are not as interested in sports We no not support that thought We
believe that the current level of interest in participating in athletics by college age women (which,
admittedly, is currently less than that of men) is due more to the lack of athletic opponunitv for
females of younger age, rathei than to sonic innate reason due simply to gender The
"proportionality" test should be enforced currently at the !Ugh school and middle school levels It
should not, however, be the landmark of compliance in providing opportunity at the collegiate
level until it has been enforced for 4 to 6 years at the secondary lesels That way the level of
interest has a chance to develop in future college age women. and 1 do believe that with these
early opportunities women's interest will grow to a level comparable to that of men ( For
example, in the 1970's when Title IX was first starting to be enfoiced, girls participation in
interscholastic sports grew from 8% to 35'%, and to 30% in intercollegiate sport )
While the proportionality nile will prose feasible in a few years, in the meantime the
"meeting the interests and abilities" method of compliance makes more sense at the present time
for colleges However, the criteria for that prong of the three part test needs to be much more
clearly defined before it will work effectively (During a recent OCR review at our institution,
despite repeated requests for the specifics of "meeting interests and abilities" as required in our
settlement, no guidelines were given Because of the vague direction given by our OCR regional
office we find it difficult to proceed in an effective manner)

"68
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We urge OCR to take a position of not eliminating men's sports to achieve a balance of
opportunity. Obviously, thus hurts men's "minor" sports, but it also does nothing to help women
The question is how do we solve the issue financially? In most cases there will not be new
money available to start programs for women, forcing us to look within existing budgets As
Donna Lopiano of the Women's Sports Foundation said, -Title IX is about fairly sharing limited
financial resources Schools must exercise restraint in controlling athletics expenditures
Respectfully,

:

kv..,(4'1Z r

Anne Goodman James
President

AG) js
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Bob Bootbmor
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Posnion Statement on Tirt, IX

CSCAA represents women's and men's swimming at all collegiate le,,els
2

We believe in Title IX, but are concerned about the unintended consequences (i e the
dropping of many men's programs in swimming wrestling, gymnastics, etc )

3

Dropping men's teams also hurts women by limiting increased opportunities

4

A new "underclass" has been created

5

e men's non-revenue sports)

If proportionality is to be the landmark of compliance fo, participation, it needs to be
enforced at the secondary level for 4-6 years before it is feasible to make it woik at the
collegiate level.
We do n_Qt support the premise that females are less interested in sports. The lower level
of interest currently seen in collegiate women is due to the fact that they had less
opportunities for participation in secondary school than did boys

6

OCR needs to more clearly define how to comply with the "interests and abilities" test for
opportunities.

7

We support increasing opportunities for women, not eliminating programs for men

8

We urge college CEO's and athletic directors to address the financial concerns created by
Title IX by more eqitably sharing the available resources (rather than dropping entire
programs).
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Department of Athletics & PhysiCal icliMatiOn
California State University, Bakersfield
9001 Slockaale Highway
Baketsheld Calilwma 933,
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15 May 1995

Ms. Norma Cantu
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Education
Office of Civil Rights
300 C Street SW, Suite 5000
Washington, D.C.
2020c-1100
Dear Ms. Cantu;
Ur'ortunately I did not gel a chance to personally meet you at. May
9th's Subcommittee Hearing, "Title IX Impact on Intercollegiate
Athletics." Popefully. we can meet in the tuture.

have two requests, but first some background.
In response to the growing number of girls participating on boy's
high school wrestling teams in California the last three years and
the growing number of women participating in US Wrestling's Women
Freestyle Championships for the past seven years, I added 14 women
to my NCAA Wrestling Squad list at California State University,
Bakersfield (CSUB), in accordance with NCAA Bylaw 18.02.2, this
February.
This was accomplished despite the fact that the university
administration, but mainly the athletic director (AD), blocked my
The AD and a California State Universities
efforts for 13 months.
attorney used OCR Regulations to discriminate against women
participating it. contact sports; even though, last September; the
CSUB Athletic Advisory Committee recommended that women be allowed
Section 106.41, paragraph "B", of the
to join the wrestling team.
OCR Manual states that educational institutions may or may not
prevent women from participating in contact sports.
Many of my colleagues ar^ trying to expand wrestling opportunities
for women and are working toward getting the 40 institutions
The
required to make Women's Freestyle Wrestling an NCAA sport.
National Wrestling Coaches Association was not contacted by the
T'ds,
NCAA when "emerging women's sports" were being developed.
strange as it may seem, conservative, male coaches of the o dest
and most traditional of male sports are being asked by world
Freestyle Champions, such as Tricia Saunders, to continue the
growth of their sport.

The Cehlornla Slate Univetsily
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I request that you change the OCR Manual to accommodate women
participating in contact sports as some of my colleagues are being
thwarted, just as I was, by administrators who are using OCR
Regulations to discriminate. These coaches are not in a position
to fight for women's rights because of the cost of legal action and
the security of their jobs.
Secondly, I request that you send me a letter stating that I can
Although
count my female wrestlers as "countable female athletes."
the NCAA told me the females are countable, my AD states that I
cannot count them. They train (run, weights, technique and
scrimmage) as hard as the males. They competed at the Sunkist,

Country Classic, California State and National Women's Freestyle
tournaments (five placewinners including a national champion).
They wrestled exhibition against women from other schools and
against "outside competition" at our dual meets which is "countable
NCAA competition." In addition, they may compete against the men
for the number one position on the collegiate team. My president
told our AD that the women should be "countable squad members" as
one cannot use separate rules for women and men as long as they
belong to the same team.
Obviollsly, one of the messages given at the May 9th Subcommittee
Hearing was to bring up the participation level of women atnletes.
I was encouraged to hear you state that your office will help and,
as promised in your testimony, I look forward to your cooperation
and timely response to my two requests.
Thank youl

TJ Kerr
President, INCA
Head Wrestliny Coach
California State University, Bakersfield
cct

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Training and Lifelong
Learning of the Committee on Economic and Educational
Opportunities

Congressman McKeon
Congressman Gunderson
Congressman McIntosh
Congressman Goodling
Congressman Petri
Congresswoman Roukema
Congressman Riggs
Congressman Funderburk
Congressman Souder

Congressman Williams
Congressman Andrews
Conyressman Reed
Congressman Roemer
Congressman Green
Congresswoman Woolsey
Congressman Romero
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PRESS CONFERENCE PRESENTATION

HEARING IN THE ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMM rfTEE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASIIINGTON, DC
MAY 9, 1995

DRAFT

Good afternoon. I'm Clay MeEldowney, and I'm from Dick Zimmer's Congressional
district in NJ. I'm a licensed professional engineer and am president of Studer and
McEldowney, consulting engineers in Clinton, NJ. I'm here today because I care deeply
about the future of amateur wrestling and because, as an alumnus and chairman of the

Friends of Princeton Wrestling, I wish tell you how Title IX has affected the varsity
wrestling program at Princeton University.

The Friends of Princeton Wrestling includes mer 650 alumni who wrt-.;iled while
undergraduates or who otherwise believe in the ingiortam-e of wrestling at Princeton.
Our group in,..ludes such people in the public seMce as Frank Carlucci '52., Don

Rumsfeld '54 and Jim Leach '64. Wrestling was an important part of these men's
scholastic experience. Like all wrestlers they take great pride in their sport which is open
to men, of whatever size, whatever economic status nod whatever racial or ethnic

background. None would have atter Jed Princeton if the University hadn't offered
wrestling as a varsity sport.

Princeton's guiding philosoph.; when it conies to athletics is, as with other
members of the Ivy League, to improve and foster intercollegiate athletics while keeping

the emphasis in athletic 1 ompoition in harmony with the educational purpose of the
institution. Princeton wp:stling has been nationally recognized for its level of success without athletic scholarships - while maintaining high aeademic standards.
Founded 90 years ago, Princeton wrestling boasts an all time record of 581-369-26

Ink
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in 88 seasons, with 11 Ivy League championships, 50 individual EIWA titles, and 3 EIWA

team titles. Nationally, it has one NCAA champion and in the last 30 years had 4
finalists, 5 all-Americans, and team finishes of 14th and 16th places.

Princeton has

hosted the National championships twice.

In a letter recently sent to University president Ilarold Shapiro, Princeton
wrestling coach Eric Pearson stated, "Princeton's status in the wrestling world is that of

the favorite son. Like Any family that holds special pride in its first ever to attend
college, wrestling enthusiasts speak with special pride .of Princeton's wrestling heritage.

Princeton is a founding member of the Eastern Intercollegiate Wrestling Association, the
oldest wrestling conference in the country.
Just over two years ago, Princeton's athletic director announced that the

University had discontinued the varsity wrestling program ffective immediately. Reasons
cited for the action included constraints on finances and admissions and that wrestling is

"a sport whose elimination would not create gender inequity within the department." In a
comprehensive report on athletics prepared late last year by a committee of the
Unit. -sity trustees, they stated that i consideration that led to the specific identification

of wrestling as the sport to he dropped was 'the impact (if such a decision on gender
equity."

It was made even more clem that gender equity was the major reason for

dropping the sport whcn the University refused the Friends' S2.3M offer to endow the
entire wrestling program without support frotn the admissions department, and later,
when the athletic director stated, in the undergraduate newspaper, that "the recently cut
varsity sport - wrestling and gymnastics stood little chance of being reinstated because

of Title IX. Ile referred to those cuts as *unfortunate ranufications* of the statute.

_
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In a speech which he recently delivered to the National Press Club, Senator Bill
Bradley '65 stated that civil society is found "in churches, schools, fraternities, community
centers, labor unions, synagogues, sports leagues, P.T.A.'s, libraries, and barbershops,"

and is "governed by values such as responsibility, trust, fraternity, solidarity and love."

Recent court decisions which have forced colleges to cut wrestling and other men's
athletic programs give a cold shrug of civil abdication by emphasizing proportionality and

numbers of participants instead of engaging in a moral evaluation of the matter. The
issue of varsity wrestling at Princeton and at colleges throughout the country lands

squarely within the realm of civil society, and not until it is evaluated in that context will
the issue be properly served.

Recent court decisions (and the fear of court decisions) which have forced colleges

to cut wrestling and other men's sports have done little or nothing to increase
participation in women's sports. Instead they have created ill feelings between competing
interests in athletic departments, deprived many student athletes from competing on a
college level in a sport for which they prepared almost since infancy, and in many cases

actually reduced the overall participation (by men

women) in athletic programs.

Red Tape, legal maneuvers, hostility, and the courts have replaced intelligent dialogue,
fairness, and common sense in the administration of athletic programs nationwide. It

would seem time to re-evaluate Title IX, or at least the current interpretation of Title IX,
to more accurately the intent of Congress in passing this legislation. Ther e are far better

ways of promoting greater female participation in athletic programs than the forced
elimination of male sports.

The proportionality rule of Title IX is yet another example of the tension

1) fri
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between the pursuit of equality and the preservation of liberty. As George Will, PhD.
68 stated in his April 2 column, "attempts to achieve by government coercion that
elusive, because illusory, goal of a 'level playing ficld' inevitably produce instead an

exponential growth of prohibitions and regulations that shrink the individual's srliere of
sovereignty."
kwrsteity.zna
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TESTIMONY OF THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S IAW CENTER.
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN.
THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION. THE FEMINIST MAJORITY.
THE LAWYERS COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER LAW.
THE MEXICAN AMERICAN LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND.
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT,
THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.
THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN.
THE NOW LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND AND
THE WOMEN'S LEGAL DEFENSE FUND
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION.
TRAINING AND LIFETIME LEARNING
COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ON

rift E IN AND ATIIITTICS
M A Y Q. 1995

The National Women's 1 ak Center is pleased to submit this statement on ride IX

and athletic ipportumt on behalf 01 itself and the abovesigned organilations

De

enter is

a non-profit organuation that has been %korking since 1072 to advance and protect %%omen's

legal rights :moss the coutnr

l'he Center locuses on malor Nile) areas ot unportance to

%k omen including education. emploment. income secut its and health care

uith spec:al

attention gixim to the Loncerns of IcAk -income %%omen

rhe Center, the American Association 01 l'nnersit Women. the American Ciil
Liberties I tuon, the Fetnintst Minority. the 1,aLt ers Committee For Civil Rights l'nder
Lau. the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund. the National Association ot
Girls and Women in Sport. the National Education Association, the NOW Legal Defense and
EduLation Fund and the Women's li.:101 Defense Fund strongly support Title IN's protection
against sex discrimination in athletic opportunity.

Title IX has played a vital role in opening
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up competitive athletics to America's women and girls, but its promise of equal opportunity

is unfulfilled. Title IX remains critical as we progress toward giving our daughters the same
access to and benefits from sports as our sons.

The Continued Need for Equity in Athletics
When Title IX ssas enacted in 1972. women represented a mere 2 7 of the nation s

college sarsu athletes and received only 1 2 of one percent of schools' athletics budgets
leesser than 16.000 college
(:ompentive sports at 311.

omen and 300.000 high school girls played any ty pe

Athletic scholarships for «omen %sere stmply nonexistent

ast

disparates in treatment and facilities character:zed men's and ssomen's sports programs

While tale IX has gisen women a small but important share of athletic opportunities.
we still has,: tar to 120 betore we achieve equity in athletics

For example

A 1992 NCAA survey shows that ssomen in Division 1 colleges. while representing
over half the student body, receive less than one-third of athletic scholarship dollars.
one sixth of recruiting dollars and one-fifth of overall athletic budgets.

Women have access to only 33 VI of Division I colleges' s arsay athletic slots
The institutional as erage expenditure for athletic recruitment in Division I schools is
5139.000 for men and only $28.840 for %%omen (NCAA 19921
A 1989 study shows that since the enactment of Title IX, two new athletic dollars
were spent on men for every one new dollar spent on %%omen (Raiborn Repor0.
Each y .ar. male athletes receive approximately $179 million more in scholarship
monies than female athletes (Women's Sports Foundationt.

In 1993. NCAA member institutions had almost twice the number of male athletes as
female athletes: 187.041 men compared to 99.859 women (NCAA Participation
Reportt
NA How \SOMI.N'S t AW CI.NTFR. WASHINGTON. DC. MAY 1456
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The disparity hemeen men's and \\ omen's ath cute opportunities cannot be explained

b lack of interest on the part ot girls and v\ omen

.

In the first c\nir years after Title IN's

passage. \\ omen's participation in college athletics skrocketed hy 600`7, and shows no signs

ot dropping ott

In 1993 . the numbet 01 high school girls plaing competitive sports chnhed

to 2 12 million \kith Oser 127.0(X) new female athletes entering sports programs in 1993
alone

he desire to pla sports is not 'Aka Is missing tor 5% omen

do so. particularl at the

it is the opportunns to

llece level

What is Title IX?
fitle IN \\ as enaLted in 1972 s part of the I.ducation Amendmems to the Civil Rights

.kct oi 1964 and ser.es as ihe matot statute prohibiting scs discrumnat;on in education ft
states

No person in the I'mted States shall . on the basis ot sex. he excluded trom
participation in. he denied the henet its ot. or be subjected to discrimination
under MI\ educati. nal program or actis it receis mg Iederal financial
assIstall,C

\thile I Me IN's

Csi,211ds sCII beond athletics. a is the principal form of protection

against scx discrimination in college and high school sports.
the Department ot Health. Isducanon and Welfare ithe predecessor to the current

Department ot I'ducationi th

ice tics responsible tor enforcing rale IN. issued regulations

It;75 \Ouch \sere suhsequentl

approsed b Congress

These regulations require analsis

of three basic areas to determine whether an athletics program \ tolates ride IX the
allocation of pm-tic:pawn opportunities athletic financial aid. and all other athletic benefits
N S t VA CEN I I K. 5% ASHINGION DC. NI AV pe95
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and opportunities

In order to determine ssheiher a Lhool has N. hslated ride IX b discriminating in
participation opportunities the Department ot Education applies a three-part test
12Ise, s,;hools three mdenendem

\ s to cowl!. sith Title IX

(

This test

) provision ot participation

opportunities tor male and tem.de students in numbers substantially proportionate to their
respectisc enrollments: or (2) demonstration 01 a ontinuing history of program expansion tor
the underrepresented sex. or (3 I full and effectise accommodation of the interests and

abilities of the underrepresented ,e A school can demonstrate compliance ss ith Tule IX if
it can satisfy anv one ot the three parts of the test.

It

is therefore simpl incorrect to

characterize the test as one that turns exclusivel or tnordmately on proportionality . as some
has e charged

Courts addressing ride IX compliance have all adopted the Department's three-part
test and applied it consistently

When schools lose Title IX cases in court. it is because they

were unable to show proportionalit. continued expansion or accommodated interest and
therefore failed all three parts 01 the test

Every Title IX case argued in court has resulted in

a victory for the plamtiff-athletes. Much provides cleat evidence of the continuing problem
of inequity in athletic programs

Title IX Has Opened Doors For Women
Title IX has made a dramatic impact on the participation of women and girls in
competitive athletics, the number of college women playing intercollegiate sports has gone

NATIONAL WOMEN'S LAW CENTER. WASHINGTON, DC, MAY 1995
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trom 16.000 in 1972 to oser 158.000 today. ssith %%omen now representing 35`; ot college
athletes nationwide.

During the four .ears betsseen 1989 and 1993. the number ot

panicipars in college-level ssomen's sports increased by 10.000 At the high school les&
the numbers are even higher. 2 12 million temale athletes in 1994 %sub a 127.000 new

participant rate in 1993 alone
Women's teams are also mos mg into the media spotlight. bringing recognition and
revenue to their schools as well as excitement to their fans

the University of Connecticut's

high protile NCAA champion women's basketball team is a recent example

Another

example is Colorado University s ssomens basketball team. uhich averages over 4.000 fans

a game and is anticipated to generate almost $200000 this year. At the Unixersity of Utah.
the xsommrns to. inn:isms team brings in more than 10.0(X) fans on average to its meets and
has been national champion tune times

1990 study shows that 13 women's teams m

Division I of the NCAA bring in SI 3 million or more each ear in revenue and 26 team%
bring in $450000 or mote
tradition to help them

without large recruiting budgets or years ot publicity and

Undoubtedly. as more %%omen's teams recene institutional support on

par ssah men's teams, success stories like these %%ill multiply

Title IX has also been instrumental in increasing opportunities tor women in the
Olympics

With sports such as track and sss miming. opportunities to compete in high school

and college have pros ided %%omen s% ith the training they need to excel in their sport

While

the number of Oly mini: es ents for women Still lags behind those available to men. the 1996

Olympics in Atlanta %sill host a record 3.780 female Olympians Womens soccer and

NA HONAI V,OSH.N'S I AV: (-ENTER. WASHINGTON. IiC MAY I995
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sotthall sill premiere as medal sport events in 1996. and women's ice hockey will be added
in 1998

Given the outstanding performance of America's female athletes in recent Olympic

Games. women's athletics can look forward to increased s isibility as women bring home the
gold.

Sports Are Important For Girls & Women
It is clear that women can make a tremendous contribution to sports largely as a

result of the doors opened to female athletes by Title IX. women won nine ot the eleven
American medals at the 1990 Winter Olympic Games and nine ot the thirteen American
medals at the 1994 Winter Olympic Games

In addition, competitive sports have much to

offer the athletes who participate in them:

The availability of athletic scholarships dramatically increases young women's ability
to pursue a college education and to choose from a wider ranee of schools.
Currentl. women receive only one-third of the available athletic scholarship dollars.
giving them the type of educational access and opportunities that male athletes enjoy
twice as often (NCAA 1992).
Athletes and coaches cite a long list of personal skills developed through competinse
athletics, including an ability to work ssith a team. to perform under pressure, to set
goals and to take criticism Playing sports also helps young women develop selfconfidence. perseverance. dedication and "the competitive edge."
Studies show that young women who play sports have higher grades than non-athletes
and are more likely to graduate from high school (Women's Sport Foundation)
Young female athletes also are more likely to so on to a four-year college than nonathletes.

The health benefits of regular and rigorous physical ,:xercise are extensive. In
addition to the benefits enjoyed by both sexes, such as decreased chance of heart
attack, stroke and back problems, a 1981 study shows that women who participate in
sports lower their risk of breast cancer by 40-60%; this finding was confirmed by a
NATIONAL WOMEN'S LAW CENTER. WASHINGTON, DC, MAY 1995
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1994 stusi (Fris,th 1981: Bernstein 1994) Playing sports also lowers women's risk
of osteoporosis. a hone disease which disproportionatel) affects older women.
Moreoser. girls w ho play sports are 921 less likely to get involved with drugs and
80'; less IikeI ii hase an unwanted pregnancy (Women's Sport Foundation).

There are important psychological benefits to be gained from sports as well: young
women w ho pla sports have a hicher les el of self-esteem, a lower incidence of
depression and a more positive hod) image (Women's Sports Foundation).

Conclusion
Title IX mandates that the opportunity to play sports should not be conditioned on
gender, and that the nation's female athletes have the same rights to athletic opportunity as
its male athletes.

Under Title IX. women and girls have made significant progress tov.'ard

achieving equity in athletics and henefitted greatly from participation in competitive sports.

Limiting Title IX's protections now would mean stopping the clock on women's athletic
opportunity and denyino young women the level playing field they deserve.
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May 18, 1995

The Honorable Howard P. McKeon
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman McKeon:
1 appreciated the opportunity to share skith the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education, Training and Life-Long Learning some of our concerns related to Title IX and the

activities of the Office for Civil Rights.
Your interest in the subject is appreciated and I previously had an opportunity to meet with Bob
Cochran of your staff as well 35 Kathleen Gillespie of the committee staff.
Please find enclosed a copy of the letter that I forwarded to Norma Cantu There Ls ongoing
misinfortnation. but the enclosed athletic participation study exemplifies steady improsement in
the expansion of oppiinunities for women ,hhile at the tame time there arc decreasing
opportunities for men.

It is our opinion that it would be appropriate to restos. the Title IX Policy Interpretations and
pros ide clarifkauon to prongs two and three of the compliance test and reduce the courts and
OCR from rely ing on the proportionality test.
tlopefulls you and your committee will continue to else attention to this issue which is of
consideiable importance to colleges and universities that are attempting to acsommod.e athletic
opportunities tor both men and women in a reasonable and practical manner
If I may he of service to you and your committee. I trust sou .111 not hesitate to contact me

Thank sou again tor iiour interest
Sinsetels.

Charles SI Nemas

Esecutoe Dirri:tor

(AIN kst
Enclosures

cc. Kathleen Gillespie
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May 17, 1995

Norma Cantu
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Education
Switzer Bldg.. Room 5000
330 C Street S.W.
Washington. D C. 20202-1100
Dear Ms. Cantu:
Die purpose of this communication is to comment on thc statement you submitted to the HOUSC
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education. Training and Life-Long Learning on May 9. 1995

On Page lo of your statement you state "During the past lecade. as well, there has been increased
participation by men in sports other than football and basketball. i e.. or in the 'non-revenue
producing sports' (see Exhibit 5. Participation in Men's NCAA Sports Other Than Football and
Basketball]."

The statistics that you cite, which were obtained from the NCAA. arc extremely misleading. The
NCAA did not reveal that its membership increased by 76 institutions since 1990. The enclosed
s hart provides J more accurate aSSestimenl of what ha.s transpired in men's athletics during the past
decade (Source. National Collegiate Athletic Association Participation Statistics Report.)
During thc period of 19114-1955 to 1993-1994, the NCAA membership increased by 101 institutions.
During that sante penod of time. however, the actual participation by men in intercollegiate athletics
decrcat-es1 by 5 7 percent.

Please note that of the 17 "nonrevenue- sports listed, the only sports in which there has been an
iikrease in participants are baseball with '19 additional teams and lacrosse which added 26 teams.
Men's volleyball also has 25 more participants with one less NCAA member playing the sport. Even
in sports in which the number of participaung NC.AA members has increased (cross-country, golf.
tenms, indoor track and outdoor track), the number of participants decreased.
The sue of football squads also decreased and the number of male basketball players declined hy six
percent_ although there are 102 addithinal men's basketball teams.
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Norma Cantu
May 17, 1995
Page 2

The sport of wrestling provides the most graphic example during the period cited. Sixty-one
institutions discontinued the sport and the number of participants has been [educed by 2,104.
I have alerted Cedric Dempsey. executive director of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, of
my concern and believe it is incumbent upon that organization to provide more accurate information
to the Congress ard the Office for Civil Rights.

Also in your statement, you refer to our complaint about OCR's treatment of the sport of football
and indicate that "OCR policy guidance mandates that it considers the unique aspects of all sports
when it assesses compliance with Title IX."
I met with you personally in your office in Washington. D.C.. attended the lune 16. 1994 meeting
initiated by OCR and have exchanged correspondence with you on two occasions attempting to gain
a better understanding of how OCR recognizes the unique nature of the sport of football. Perhaps I
may be missing something, but to date 1 remain unconvinced that OCR recognizes the unique nature
of the sport that attracts more participants and requires more athletes to play the game.
It is extremely distressing to listen to representatives of the Women's Sports Foundation and other
women's advocacy 2roups claim that opportunities for men, including those that do not receive
athletically related financial aid. should be limited for the sake of attaining proportionality. If OCR.
as noted in your statement. Is committed to providing more opportunities for women withoot
decreasing opportunities for men, those institutions that sponsor the sport of football need more
guidance from you.
Representatives of the College Football Association, including its officers and Board of Directors.
%could appreciate the opportunity to discuss our concerns directly with you and members of your
staff so that we may gain a better understanding of OCR's philosophy relative to football in its
enforcement (4 Title IX.
Sincerely.

Charles NI Neina.s
Executive Director
CNIN/ih
Endlocure
cc-

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education. Training and tafe-Long Learning
CFA Board of Directors
Judith Albino. Chairman, NCAA Prestdents Comnussion
Eugene Comgan. Piesident. Nauonal Collegiate Mhleuc Association
Cedric Dempsey, Executive Director. National C.illegiate Athletic Association
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Athletic Participation Study
In the decade from 1984-85 to 1993-94 NCAA membership increased by 101 institutions.
During the same petiod male participation in intercollegiate athletics decreased by 5.7
percent, while women's athletic participation increased by 15.1 percent.

1984-85
No, Inst.

5993-94

Ave. Squad

Participants

No. Inst.

Men
Non.Rev Sports

201.063
See Chart

Football

Gymnastics
Ice 1tockey
Lacrosse

137.252

2 5%

49.621

561

90 6

50.848

14,190

854

lc 6

13.350

144

88
50
544
381

694
453
62

5'
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1993-94
No ot

Institutions
751

33

123
170

1,148
1.125
15.390
8.575

46

P iniupara,

)o. Ision I.A

I IIC

I 1.260

1)is I ..ion I-AA
Division 11

87
114

9.c44
10.-21

Dis ision 111

1'1'

lo 05-

Change in No

Participants

710
45
637

4.486
5.229

1984-85
\ 0 of

Institution,

No of

Change in No in
Participant,

of Institution,

22.575
9,850
757
7.023
492
3.556

+99
+36

+458 (2.1% i

-...-).. ,

-650 (-46.2'
.44 I -6 ir; i

5200
.

+26

444

.42

-575
+61
704

i-o)

-15 1

15.021
7.551

+65 i
-13
+26
+40
+7

7,530
15.572
18,294
93S

61

I 993 -9.3

-s2

14 1.1II 1

-13

-2-3

61

-2.104

-24 5'1
.24 50;

.

\ o ..,
Nrimpani,

106

12.413

.,1

I,

11.116

.28

142

11.814

ZS

.1.7.-2
.1.093

198

l' MS

.1

- -52

.4 .I. ,

5.111

..f, 0, ;

I I ;sit

1-2

-11 9,;
10
i - Sq ,
I. 9.4 ',

1

instininnn,

554

i

-52 1,1,

(15.10010 No

Ch...ge N.,
--I Inooutions

Peo..ie.in6

s4ti 1-ti s.;
1 i h'.;
10

-1

Basketball

11 2, )
.61

-586
-369
-1.024
-859
-125
-1.895

No .,1

I

.51 9)-(1

-,P0 -20.7'1 )

-1

15

720
493
588

870 1-8 I'l-i

+42
-12

609
168

8,389
15.697
20.189
913
1.114
8.572

581

\ o -I

-8 6qc

18 9

124

Track, Indoor
Track. Outdoor
Volleyball
Water Polo
Wrestling

-5 7%

125,444

98.7

1984-85
No of
!mom ions Paritcipants
652
22.117
694
0.720
67
7.497
595
65
1.067

Soccer
Sv. miming
Tennis

See Chan
Below

752

No of

Rifle
Skiing

Football

% of

189,642

Below
503

Basketball

Golf

Partkipants

Change

Total Male Athletes

Men's NonRevenue Sports
Baseball
Ctoss Country
Fencing

Are. Squad

-102

i
i

i
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Women's Athletic Participation by Sport
No SI
Womcns Spoils

1993-94

1984-8
So of

Institutions

Participants

751

11 248

Basketball
Cross Country
Fencing
Field Hockey

No of

No of

Gunge in No

Change in So of

Institutions

Ramcipants

of Instnutions

Participants

+104

214

I I 710
8,610
4)1
4.579
1.670
1,242

35

2.977
402

+83
-58
+19

446

9.446

646

10 954

393

+153
+19
+92
+100
+131
+161

855
727

251

6.573
686
6 042

123

I .135

150
114

2.036

206
92

3,211

113

Skiing

37

Soccer

165

Softball
Swimming
Tennis
Track. Outdoor
Track, Indoor
Volleyball

491
374
667
482

624
3.967
9.410
7.647
7.764

God
_Gymnastics
Lacrosse

541

62

358

549

43

10.914

582

8.050
7.356
(3.436

8.272
9.533

489
810

11,459
10.692

759

I 86

-(9
-17

-2
+281

+462 (4.) %)
+2,037 (31.0%)
-275 (:40.1%)
-1 461 (-24.2%)
+535 (47.1%)
-794 (-39.0%)
-234 (-7.1%)
-222 (-35.6%)
+5,479 (138.1%)

+1.544 ((6.4%)
(5.3%)
+403
-408 (-5 3%)

+2.522 121.1%)
+3.187 (38.5%)
+1.159 112.2%)

Total Participation

Men
Women

Total Athletes

Perennt of Change

1984-85

1993-94

201,063

189,642

-

91.669

105,532

+15.1%

292,732

295,174

[Source: National Collegiate Athletic

5.7%

Association Participation Statistics Report]
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Section 1.

Mcnoay. May 15.1995

Playing games with Title IX
If any good can be said to have come from the

recent court ruling that Brown University discriminates against women in its athletic programs, it is
that it may lead to an examination of the intent of the
law Brown supposedly violated and a reassertion of
common sense in interpreting it.

Ironically, Brown University is considered a leader
in women's collegiate athletic opportunity It offers 17
varsity sports for women and 16 for men. But only 328

They based their case on Brown's decision to strip
the women's gymnastics and volleyball teams uf varsity status to cut costs, even though the school also
axed the men's varsity golf and water polo teams.
In a stun ling decision that reflects a basic misun-

three tests established by the Education Department's
Office of Civil Rights by which schools can prove they

women participate compared with 555 men. And
though the school submitted surveys showing that
women than men students were interesten In
In 1992, nine women sued Brown for violating Title fewer
IX of the Education Amendmen4 of 1972, which for- participating, the judge wasn't buying it
To be fair. Judge Pettine didn't pull the notion of
bids schools that receive federal hinds from discrimiathletic "gender parity" out of his hat. It Is one of
nating against students on the basis of sex.
are complying with Title IX.

However, the other two testsshowing a growth of
women's sports programs over time and proving that
derstanding of the intent of Title IX and of human the sports program effectively meets the interests and
nature as well, U.S. District Judge Raymond Pettine abilities of female studentsare vague and were given
ruled that Brown had violated the law because while short shrift In the Brown case.
51 percent of its students are women. only 38 percent
It's one thing to offer any one of three ways to
of its athletes are. According to Pettine, the propor- compliance with the law and quite another to prove
make
tion of women on athletic teams Must "mirror the Parity the only way, which happened in the Brown
total proportior, of women students. If women stu- decision. If it Is upheld on appeal, Congress should
dents outnumber men students, then women athletes take a new look at Title IX, not to repeal it but to
must outnumber men athletes.
clarify its intent and refine its guidelines.
Anyone who has ever been to a Super Bowl party
The law's intent was to assure women the same
knows what's wrong with that logic. While many opportunities
as men on college campuses, and that is
women are Interested in sports and while women still a valid concern.
It was never intended to create a
participate in increasing numbers, far more men than numbers game that inhibits, rather than enhances,
women make sports part of their lives.
campus athletics.
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Statement of:

Tom Osborne
Head Football Coach
University of Nebraska.
May 9, 1995

My name is Tom Osborne, and I have been head football coach
Prior to
at the University of Nebraska for the past 22 years.
becoming head coach, I served 11 years as an assistant coach to
Bob Devaney while receiving a Master's Degree and a Doctor of
Philosophy Degree in Educational Psychology from the University
My statement to the Committee is as follows:
of Nebraska.
Thank you for an opportunity to address the issue of Title
IX interpretations, which currently have given rise to a great
deal of concern among coaches, student-athletes, and
administrators in the area of intercollegiate athletics.
There is no argument among members of the College Football
Association or the National Collegiate Athletic Association that
there should be gender-equity, i.e., women student-athletes
should and must have equal cpportunity to experience the benefits
of intercollegiate athletic competition. There is, however,
considerable concern about pressure from various groups on
institutions and Congress to use proportionality as the overriding test of Title IX compliance.
The University of Nebraska has long been a leader in the
enhancement of opportunities for women in college athletics.
Last year Nebraska added women's soccer, at a cost of roughly
$350,000, bringing the total of women's sports to eleven, exactly
the same as men. All women's programs are funded to the
All women's
scholarship limits permitted by NCAA legislation.
programs have exactly the same access to academjc assistance,
training table meals, equipment, travel, and coaching as do the
men's teams.
It is important to know that excepting the numbers and the
expenses of the Nebraska football program, more funds are
committed to the women's program than to the men's. More women
than men receive ,...hletic scholarships, when football--which
allows 85 scholarships under NCAA rules--is eliminated from die
There is no women's sport that approaches the numbers
equation.
required to field a competitive football team.
Currently there are those who are urging that football
scholarships and expenditures be reduced and/or men's sports be
eliminated so that funds can be transferred to enhance funding of
I am sure this was never the intent of
women's athletics.
Congress when Title IX was passed to bring about equal
opportunity for women.
Ignored in the effort to diminish football, is the fact that
at the University of Nebraska, for example, and at most major
college institutions, it has been the football program that has
funded most women's programs and insured the growth of women's
athletics. Women's sports generally do much better at schools
with major football programs because of a larger revenue base.
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At the University of Nebraska we have had a successful
"walk-on" football program.
We have had two "walk-on" All
Americans. Another "walk-on," Mark Blazek, became a football
captain and a two-time Academic All American. Twenty four have
become All Big Eight Conference players since 1971.
These young
men would have been denied an opportunity for college football
experience if squad sizes had been dictated by how many women
students wished to compete in college athletics.
Our football program has made a contribution to the
University as a whole as well as to women's and men's non-revenue
sports.
Since 1982, the Nebraska football program has generated
$105,000 for the general scholarship fund at the University-money which is awarded to men and women in the student body who
are not athletes.
Funds generated by the Nebraska football
program, which operates without state or federal tax support or
student fees, have enabled the University of Nebraska to build a
campus recreation and physical education facility at a cost of
$16,000,000 generated primarily from football gate receipts.

On April 21 of this year, the Nebraska football team's
national championship celebration at Memorial Stadium raised more
than $130,000 for the Love Memorial Library on campus. College
football has enabled many universities and colleges to achieve
similar contributions to the betterment of institutions and
communities.
Reducing college .Football to a "bare-bones" activity in an
effort to enhance women's athletics is not the answer.
It wasn't
when Title IX was passed, and it certainly is much less the
answer today.
You will note that Senator Bayh as he sponsored
Title IX in 1971 talked about "equal access" for men and women
where there is not a "unique facet such as football involved."

Dr. Graham Spanier, Chancellor of the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, had this to say in 1993 when asked about the
Title IX "proportionality" movement:
"First, it unreasonably limits the number of
opportunities for men.
The second reason is based more on
economics: Football and men's basketball foot the bili for
all sports at this and many other institutions. At
Nebraska, no state support whatsoever--no tuition, no
student fees, no state subsidies--are applied fcr the
continued support of intercollegiate athletics. The funding
necessary for the continued support of our commitment to
gender equity is possible at the university like ours only
if we continue to have a successful and well-supportei
football and men's basketball program."

Dr. Spanier further stated, "Our position at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln is this: Rather than rednce the
opportunities for young men, add opportunities for young women
and provide an equal number of men's and women's sports at the
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Handle them equitably in all respects, including
university.
scholarship stipends and other financial support, access to
facilities and university services and overall participation in
The approach acknowledges
athletic department programs
that the current limit of 85 scholarships for football compared
with the lower limit in the equivalency sport (i.e., designate
one women's sport such as volleyball as an equivalency sport for
football) is not strictly proportional. But it is a realistic
approach."
.

.

.

Dr. Spanier has also acknowledged the importance of and
contributions to the university of the so-called "walk-ons,"
saying, "We have tried to interest young women to "walk-on" for
varsity competition, but despite our best efforts, still about
four times the number of men vs. women walk-on."
Noting the "proportionality" argument being raised in recent
years, Dr. Spanier said, "Some say that to meet proportionality,
we, and nearly every other major college athletic program, would
need to eliminate "walk-ons," thereby decreasing the number of
We feel
men in order to level the ratio between men and women.
Many walkthat solution is unfair to those "walk-on" athletes.
ons try out for teams with the hope of winning an athletic
To deny
scholarship. Most compete because they enjoy the sport.
them the chance to compete is the wrong solution."
Please note the enclosed participation figures from the NCAA
You will see that from 1984 to 1993 men participants
However, there was a
declined and women participants increased.
net loss of 5,832 athletes who participated during this period.
If proportionality is the only test of compliance used, I can
assure you that participation in NCAA athletics will decrease
significantly. There are more than 1,000 fewer NCAA Division I
football players now than there were four years ago as
scholarship squad sizes have been decreased from 95 to 85 for
each school.
News.

Opponents of college football maintain that 85 football
scholarships exceed what is necessary since pro football teams
have fewer numbers. What they fail to recognize is that pro
Approximately a third of
players are already fully developed.
Most
each college squad is still in a developmental stage.
football players are not able to compete at a Division I level
until they get bigger, faster or stronger than when they first
enroll in school.
In tracking the physical progress of this year's Nebraska
senior football players, we find that they averaged 23 pounds
heavier than when they came as freshman, they improved their 40
yard dash times by nearly two tenths of a second, their agility
run by over 2 1/2 tenths, their vertical jump by over 3 inches,
their power clean by 100 pounds, and their squat by 170 pounds.
The improvement in size, speed, agility, power, and explosiveness
None of these players played as true freshman, they
is dramatic.
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were physically and emotionally not ready. When they were
freshmen, our scholarship limit was 95.
It has since declined to
85 and more freshmen have been forced to playmost are at a
considerable disadvantage and run more risk of injury.
If the
limit is dropped to 60, as some propose, nearly all freshmen will
have to play--this is not sound from a safety standpoint.

Over the last 20 years our scholarships at Nebraska have
declined from 45 initial grants per year and over 150 total
grants to the current limit of 25 initial and 85 total.
We have
also lost almost 50% of our coaches.
Additionally 5 to 10 players are hurt and can't play at any
given time--we do not have an injured reserve squad or a waiver
wire that enables us to acquire a player when injuries occur as
NFL teams do. This past season, we lost 3 quarterbacks and were
down to one walk-on player whom we had intended to red-shirt.
We
moved a walk-on receiver who had never played the position before
to QB and also suited one of our student managers up as a QB so
we could finish out the season. Many school"; report similar
problems with depth when injuries occur. The decrease from 95 to
85 players has put almost all Division I football programs in a
very tenuous numbers position.
A number of college teams lose a player or two early to the
This exacerbates the numbers problem we

NFL alT.ost every year.
are facing today.

In the past 10 years at the Univeisity of Nebraska football
expenses, adjusted for inflation, have declined by 3%.
During
this same 10 year period expenses for all other sports have
Increased by over 70%--the greatest increase has been in women's
sports.
Football revenues have iroreased by nearly $7,000,000
over tha' same 10 year span.
As a result, football spends less,
makes nr n more with far fewer players and coaches.
Thank you for your time and your attention to this matter.
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How sports-participation numbers compare over the last decade:

Women's participation numbers increase again

February 16, 1994
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P. O. Box 27498

Towson, Md 2255
May 9,

:99'5

:niratle Howard P. "Buck- McFeon,
:t.iirperscr.

2-t-Jmr.--ee on Postsecondary Edacai:on.
Life-Long Learning
H u , of Feiiresentatives
2oir 2hairperson MoKeon:
Fri.m :9J..

: have beon involved in efforts to obtain compl:ance

ty inst.tutiors of ejucation with the Title IX Law, Education
Amendements of 1972. and its implementing regulations in athletic
p.

ams.

This law forbids sex discrimination by institutions which

re:ei, Federal resources.

I have a Master of Business

Alm:histrition and a Master of Science in Public Administration
2,greez from Shippensburg University. Shippensburg, Pennsylvania.
:

am deeply honored to incorporate some of my experiences an:
u.i Title IX into your official hearing recorJ.

F:rat. permit me to say t! .t I concur with the apir.ions

expressed ty Ellen J. Vargyas, former Senior Counsel For Educaticn ani
Employment, National Women's Law Center, in the Hearing before the
HJuse Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection and Competitiveness of April 9. 1992 and Dr. Donna A. Lopiano, Executive Director,
Women's Sports Foundation, in the Hearing before the same subcommittee of February 17,

1993.

tfiv4../

In the later Hearing Dr. Lopiano
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s or anotner distribution formula should be establisl%ed as

liticns for withdrawal of fund resources.
Feea...se many of these public litigants may be motivated ty the
ircrletary rewards of lin.gation and have no other interests in any

'nst't t'os of higher education, they would be less concorned with
retaliatitn by institutions against which they file lawsuits.

This

to increased Title IX litigation wnich is not presentl',

i::an :ray

rraue! ty parents or coaches because they are frarful of ret-'''''-fro:- tna st.ea institutions.

Dr. Lopiano sfa,ed that her ')"'re

a00%:t 2CO calls per year on Title IX concerns.

However

few are willing to pursue a remedy te,tause of this fear of

institutional cetributionisee hearing. page 2.
Private litigants may presently pursue qui tam a,:tions under
the False :llaims Act.

They are, also, incentivized by a percentage of

tne funts awarded by a court under the False Claims Act
17vectting tha

I

am

the Congress establi.h similar legislation for Ti'le :X

md inter:cllegiate athletics disclosure litigation.
that ligitation support for intercollegiate athletics
,

_s:re is necessary because of my experien-es in requesting two

cf higher education for reports and audits on

c:cpil'icns :f intercollegiate athletics revenues and espe-''''-s
Higher Education Act Amendments of 1992.

, nder
A

or 20 l:EC 'IlDe4(5"lil,;A: and :H R.

!-19,2,a

2

The institut.ons were

_fola l'olleoe of Maryland and Georgetown University.

One

institution, despite a few telephone calls, has not provided any
response since September 25, 1994.
without au :.

The other provided a spreadsheet

dollar amount for women's athletic scholarships or
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Sevendh

SIN.-

1:r:;-s

i.roelents, if tde
:

ti esta:::Jh cOnsistent

['-ndres,d:,dng:

renc

o4rt ::as not issued an opini'2n.

w:11 te,drite 5=0 df my thol.ghts and experiences
defidlen-los in the :1CR Title :X investiaatiods ani

:

of -:'grTlianre assurances ani support the pcsition tha'
're removed from

d'e

:d 17p 2ase

Title

adl,letids re57dnsitiltties.

.1):

dated NovemL.er :9,

:90:. the ncy Letter of

Findings 1.11F. stades that in :29C, the University realigned its

adhledlc program into fd,r tiers.

:n Tier

I

for mPn's teams are

basketball

football and lacrosse and for women's teams are

basketball

volleyball and field hockey.

This situation is addressed in comment 57 of the policy
interpretation(PI) where OCR responded to a question about
comparability between men's and women's major and minor sports
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with men's major ones being football and basketball as follows:
-Second, no subgrouping of male or female students(such aS 3
team) may be used in such a way as to diminish the protection of
the larger class of males and femeles in their rights to e.T.:al
participation in educational benefits or opportunities. Use of
the "major/minor" classification does not meet this test where
large participation sports(e.g., football) are compared to
smaller ones:... g., women's volleyball) in such a manner as to
have the effect of disproportionately providing benefits or
opportunities to the members of one sex."(The Federal Renister,
Vol. 44, s239, December 11, 1979, page 71422).
This PI is violated by tier I's larger numbers of males in football, basketball and lacrosse teams with the effect of providinc
benefits and opportunities disproportionately to male athletes.
Rata supporting this belief of male athlete favoritism is found on
pages :5-6 of the Letter of Findings

There it's indicated that Tier

male athletes sum to 161 males or 42.7%(161/377) of the total
male intercollegiate athletes compared with 57 Tier I females or
23.1%(57/247) in the women's program.

In the Fall of 1990 semester,

51.9% of undergraduates enrolled at the University were males.
Similarly, in his March 29, 1995, decision Senior U. S.
District Court Judge Pettine found that the existence of a two
tiered structure in the ini'ercollegiate varsity program violated the

"treatment" aspect of the Title IX regulations because far more
male athletes were on "University-funded teams".
2.

Although Dr. Lopiano recommends that OCR make referrals to the

Department of Justice in those cases where institutions are not
implementing compliance agreements; the OCR position is that, if an
institution implements a part of these agreements, OCR will ignore
the most outrageous violations of Title IX.

For example, in

case *03892045, the University promised to consider whether its
athletic offerings accommodate the interests and abilities of

'44
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The University

students when it proposes to change its offerings.

analysis of its Survey showed that its student were interested in
women's soccer.

Thus, this sport was added during agreement monitoring.

However, both women's and men's indoor track and swimming and diving
teams were dropped simultaneously in the same academic year in which
women's soccer was added.

Shockingly, the women's swimming and

diving team had the largest number of female intercollegiate athletes
in the women's program.

After a protest which included numerous

newspaper stories and a petition signed by more than 5.000
individuals. the University reinstated the men's and women's swimming
and diving teams.

The Title IX regulation requires consideration of whether the
selection of sports and levels of competition effectively accommodate
the Interests and abilities of members of both sexes.

Senior Judge

Pettine states in his Cohen decision states that determining

comiance with this factor requires application of the Polic
Interpretition'sP:

three prong testfsee page 32

.

Tucted below is

this :udge's analysis of this test.

'Three prons test establishes a standard of equality that
requires Prown to provioe substantially equal numbers of
interoollegiate athleti: opportunities for men and for women.
unless Brown either (:; steadily increases the number of such
opportunities for women under prong two. or (2; fully and
effectively meets the athletic interest and ability of women
under prong three such that Brown cannot further improve the
athletic opportunities for women until their Interest and
abilities further develop."(Cohen, page 64).
In case S03892045, the undergraduate students were about 6C%
female; and data(which the University provided for its 1993-94
academic year)indicated that women declined In their program from 195
to 191.

1 remain uncertain whether the University has excluded the

:uu
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deletion impact of the women's indoor track team from the totals in its
female program participation numbers.

Nevertheless, a continued

expansion in female numbers has not occurred nor can the University
claim full accommodation of the underrepresented sex with the dropping
of women's swimming and diving(temporarily) and women's indoor
track.

Although this failure to comply with'Title IX was verbally
acknowledged in my discussions with the OCR investigator, the OCR
position continues to ignore this bold violation during compliance
agreement monitoring.

Moreover, the University vas originally

scheduled to submit its final compliance report on September :5,
992. but OCR has annually extended this deadline so that another
report in the area of recruitment for the academic year 1994-95
is due by September 30, 1995.

I, also, know that a former softball

denied that her team had locker rooms as stated in the University's
comp:lance report.
a.

The above cited Working Paper No. 69 written .:nder the

,f-,rofessor Tolo describes the deficiency of the OCR :090
:nve5-:::itnr's Manual

applied to the area of prov:sion of

eillva:ent pu::licityisee exhibit 1:2, pages :9-19'

Below is So:70

inf:::rmation concerning -he cases 5.71198:',99 and ::90::9-

te..,:ribel on page 19 of this worwing paper.

COS. '''°9'00" was issued with an LOF on Apr:: 5. :989 and case
..:1012799 with another LOF on May 15,

1909.

office issued these Letter of Findings(LOF).

The same regional
OCR headquarters

issued January 1994 decisions reversing these regional decisions on
the grounds that the regional office "should not have accepted as

t;

0

1
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nondiscriminatory certain justifications presented by the recipient
institutions".

On remand to the regional office, this office issued a

letter to one of the recipient institutions which states as follows:
'Because of the scope of the complaint and the inclusion of the
issue of Title IX athletics in the area of publicity, which OCR
regards as a priority issue, a massive amount of regional
resources would be required to resolve the issue raised ty the
Thus. in accordance with OCR's procedures, we will
complaint.
OCR will limit the
treat the issue under a compliance review.
Investigation of this compliance review to determining whetner
female atnletes at the "Thiversity are provided egual
opportunity with respect to publicity and paomotion of their
vames.

."

crc.:eres
'Please ncte that
has
inves:17ation tl be .er:r.natej if the
comple*.e!',
c..)mmIts .tse:f tc tase In the fotore.
resclve the Issue":. raise i! in this compliance review.
these ciroumstances. this office ma: :lose this compliance
review without 3 determination of compliance or noncompliance
with the applicable regelations. We would be rego:red to
confirm, either presently or through futere monitoring. that
the agreed upon actions have been carried .)ot.
.

.

The I.CR procedures referred to above ire f in the Comp:lInt
cn

MI1:1:

:7

t..:

-'f:-e w::: inswer

to all

'n
r-

s-ite:- -eat tcer- Is

7:S.'F

f::

tne ."-ei:Iint

.f

f

Ajmir.:rtri-:ve

rs,:rerer.
10.11:2

tii

Tie te;,rtnien

i.r:.tc.n and tImely) c'emr.laInts a'' "11 1:5':'rlm:na-:on or

basis of sex in a recipient's Tr:grams.
iinored.'The

!

Reql,ier. Pecember :

'

CFR
11-1. ;rage
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4.

By letter of July 2,

investigation.

1992. OCR case *03922987 was opened for

As of May 2,

1995, this investigation continued

oper. with the regional office still analyzing the data.

Morover,

Headq'iar:ers. OCR. by letter of July 31, 199, acknowledged receipt
of an appeal under case 302-88-2098.
regional office on June 23. 1989.

This case was decided by the

On May 2, 1995.

I spoke with the

OCR offizial who signed this acknowledgement 1..tter.

She was

3naware of the present status of this appeal.
In zase 503892045, an OCR regional office issued an Auoust
I902 letter of Findings in tne area of competitive and practice
witn only one disparity found. electronic scoreboards
for 4 men's teams: soccer, foot,oll, men's lacrosse and baseball.
OCR. also. found that women's teams have a portable scoreboard
utilized without any problems.

In reality this portable scoreboard

is used only by the women's field hockey and lacroose teams and is
sc small about

2 and 1/2 feet by 3 feet;that it is barely visible

from the opposite end of the field.

Moreover, both ends of this

playing field have either upward or downward slopes behind the net.
tho, women's field hockey and ladrosse use this same field with

the downward slope at one end changing to 4 of 3 feet of conciete
pavement.

Because of these slopes behind the net. the referees hae

instrutted players to take the ball into play many feet to the left
or right of where the ball originally went out of bounds.

But the

men's lacrosse team always played in the stadium with adequate flat
ground behind both nets and an electronic scoreboards about 30 feet
by 15 feet.
field.

This size makes it visible from any part of the playing

Moreover, it has an electronic " rolling tape" for the fans
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Ect the women's softball team lacks all of those amenItles.
'

is atout 5 feet by S feet

fence is flexit.e rubber dhich does not aua,s stop a fast
tall.

Or...!

'The

seldom
,

s'..ch incident resulted in a reforee exclaiming that sne

w::13 do something about that fence.

This fence onl;

players. not spectators. does not exIst beyond toe first
zl.e size of toe field nor surround abnut :/: of the outfield.
..rse

there

no public address anrouncer, nor battmr's cage

pitcter's nu:: pen, nor dugout for players. ocr foul polls etc.
set 6 pictures for

t!e
.n

a cer

If

nor
iee

This playing field was. alsc.

similar conditign in

far OCE's on-site visit.

At that time about 54% of all female athletes ;softball, field
hockey and laornsse teams

utilised their two playing fields and 41:011t

7:2'; of male at':letes(lacrosse and football teams: utilized the

stadium described above(see page :' of the 1.0E
Manual's

tte

murt te ex-eodo
1

Exhibit g: describes

for finding a 5-.1icaot dispor:"y which is

le :x ...1:a-.17n.

ne disparity. v1:.,

Astonishingly. the CCP no-site team four:: co:y

electronic scnretoards

s'affi.lont 'c have a violation in
cf the

.

standard of "second class status' wozon

area.

wh:ch "w4s not
in tt:s -alefsee ;:ge

.

.7'n May 2.

.51'

1 spoke with the mr,, dire,_tor cf Policy.

Enforcement and Program Service at Headquarters who dld not provide
any time when she believed that the Investigator's Manual's revision
1+11l be issued.

The reason for this delay is that OCR is attempting to

find the ideal standard which would adequately cover the large
variety of fact situations in higher education.
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sl:ee.3:1; :reate pr...clonts In al: FeJera: 7ircults

sex discriminatlon in college athletics.

Als3, that these precedents

will decrease the need for young female athletes to take their
clairrs to court, despite hostile university administrations, to
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:3

ensure that their sisters and daughters will not te subjected to the
same second class citizen treatment which they have endured.

That

these precedents will stop the intense emotional trauma of young
female athletes whose sport is suddenly eliminated resulting in
an interruption of their higher education.

Finally, that these

p.receoents will stop the inadequate medical treatment of more young

female athletes which may result in permanent injuries.
Agaln.

I

wis:, to thank the honorable Chairperson and ranking

member of this Subcommittee for the opportunity to share my
experiences and opinions in the official hearing record.

cc, Honorable ?at Williams

Very Truly Yours,

(w/o pictures1
Encls

Frank R. Soda

40'
%.)
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Publicity

In 7 of the 18 cases in which publicity was investigated, OCR investigators found institutions in noncompliance. Disparities also were identified in another 6 cases, but the Investigators concluded that these
schools were in compliance because the disparities existed for nondiscriminatory reasons. The explanations
provided for these disparities suggested that inequity with respect to publicity was not only acceptable but
appropriate. In its investigation of Furman University, for example, OCR found substantial and pervasive
inequities between men's and women's intercollegiate athletics teams in the availability and services of sports
information personnel, media coverage, corporate sponsorship, promotional activities, and quantity arid

quality of publications. Yet OCR concluded that the institution simply needed to provide game program
inserts, schedule cards, and promotional posters for the women's teams in order to be in full compliance with
respect to this program component (and thus provide women athletes with 'equivalent benefits, services,

opportunities and treatment ... in the provision of publicity).

MANLAL

III. OCR'S ITTLE 'X ATHLETICS

A familiarity with OCR's 1990 Title IX Athletics Invcstieator's Manual the guide for all OCR
athletics investigations, is vital to understanding the inadequacies of the agency's letters of finding and overall

enforcement. OCR prepared the Invectivator's Manual to provide its reiPonal offices with a common
framework to investigate and determine Title IX compliance by colleges and universities. Hovvever, the
Invest-stator', Manual was created without input from individuals and groups actively involved with gender

equity issues, and as a result it fails to capture the spirit of Title IX legislation as articulated in the Title IX

Po licv Interpretation A central concern with the Investigator', Manual stems from the tone of its
introduction, 'Approach to Athletics Investigations' (pp. 1.12), which urges OCR investigators to bring

institutions into Title IX compliance with minimal OCR effort. The National Coalition for Women and Girls
in Education (NCWGE). in an October 1990 analysis submitted to OCR, noted that the Investistator's

9
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Manual, "rather than outlining a comprehensive approach to the history and identification of sex
discrimination in athletics, merely approaches the area in a cursory and selective manner' and that %he

/Investigators] Manual imposes a standard for finding discrimination that is, at one:, vague and difficult to
meet' (p. 3).

A careful reading of the Investigator's Manual provides additional insights, including the findings
outlined belou-.

1
1.

The Tide LX Policy Interpretation States that program components must be 'equivalent, that is, equal

or equal'm effect,' and that 'the overall effect of any differences' must be 'negligible' (Part VII.B.2)
The InYes'icator's Manual, however, states that a 'significant' disparity which leads to a violation will

only be noted when there is 'a single disparity that is so substantial as to deny equal opportunity in
athletics to students of one sex" as evidenced by the 'second class status' of athletes of one sex

(p 10).

2.

The In,-scator's Manual states that %here Ls no rule or number of disparities that when reached
constitutes a sualation* (p. 10).

3

OCR regi.:,nal offices hase autonomy in determining when violations exist: "The regional offices mas
exee,:se diseretion in several areas .

(Thcsi, 111ns modify the charts, interview questions, and the

model do:aments in the appendices as uarranted (lnvisticator's Manual p. 4). Yet the investiptose
is giseh

4

formal 'raining or guidance in implementing these measures.

The fru e,ticatlr's Manual introduces thc concept of 'offsetting factors' in determining compliance:
'For factors :noting each sex to offset each other, they need to have thc same relative impact within

the pa:titular prograrn component

...

plisparities need not necessarily be equal in number to

10
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offset each other.'

The term "offsetting' does not appear in the Title IX Regulation or the Titk LX

Policy Interpretation. yet the ,Thvestigator's Manual empowers the investigator to 'offset' disparities

in the determination of compliance. In the absence of a strong OCR enforcement policy, this use of
'offsetting factors' appears to provide investigators an opportunity to find an institution in
compliance even when significant disparities exist.

5

The Investigator's Manual promotes an investigation of limited scope in that usually only

administrators, coaches, and athletes axe interviewed Although OCR investigators may schedule
open meetings at which anyone may speak, these sessions are rarely helpful in providing information

or insight to the investigators. This means, as NCWGE correctly notes, 'Students who are not
athletes because their interests are not being accommodated will not have a voice in the process as

described by the [Investirator' ] Manual' (p. 6).

In order to understand more fuUy the deficiencies in OCR letters of finding, the remainder of
Section III explores Investigator's Manual-related problems in the same live areas addressed in Section II:
Title LX gievance requirements, accommodation of student interests and abilities, athletic financial

assistance, coaching, and public*.

Title IX Grievance Requirements

The 1972 Title IX Regulat:on became the instrument for implementing Title LX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 and for guiding educational institutions receiving federal funds on the terms,
restrictions, and requirements of the law. Colleges and universities were given a six-year grace period (from

(1, signing of the legislation) to accommodate compliance standards. Both the Title IX legislation and the
Title LX Regulation establish grievance requirements that institutions must meet to guide them in complying
with Title LX.

11
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wage discrimination, for example, is the institution's 1987-88 salary information showing that its Division Il

men's soccer coach received an annual salary of $49,452 and its Division II women's soccer coach received
only $4,276.

As another example, OCR, in its investigation of Mercer University, found that 69 percent
($124,022) of total coaching salaries were paid to coaches of men's teams. The agency then concluded that
the university was in compliance with respect to this Title LX program component because the institution
promised to make the women's volleyball coach a full-time position and provide a salary to this coach
sufficient to 'eliminate the disparity in coaching compensation. Given the substantial disparity in coaches'
salaries, however, this Limited action would not appear adequate to eliminate the existing salary inequity.

Once again, OCR failed to conduct a sufficiently in-depth review of disparities.

Pub Hefty

Section 106.41(c)(10) of the Title IX Regulation includes publicity as a factor to be examined in
determining compliance in 'effectively accommodating interests and abilities of both sexes,' The Title LX
Policy Interpretation expands this statement by noting that 'compliance will bc assessed by examining, among

other factors, the equivalence for men and women of: (1) Availability and quality of sports information
personnel: (2) Access to other publicity resources (or men's and women's programs; and (3) Quantity and
quality of publications and other promotional devices featuring men's aid women's programs'
(Part VII.11.3.i).

The Investigator's Manua) on the other hand, directs OCR investigators to determme 'whether any
differences lin publicity) result in a disparity and whether any disparity constitutes a significant disparity

(p. 88). This places the responsibility on investigators to determine if the institution is in violation or in
compliance, yet they have little direction from the Investieator's Manual. According to NCWGE, the

18
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Irr.;75ileatr 5 Manual allows inequities in the 'management costs for sports that traditionsli .. attract large
crowds. without noting that such differences are permissible onll, 'if the recipient does not Limit the potentia:
for women's athletic events to rise in spectator appeal and 1 the levels of es-int roar.agenirm support

asaLibie to both progiams are based on sex-neutral criteria' (Pan VII.E.2.c.)' (NCWGE. p 51.

At Loyola College (Maryland). OCR investigators uncovered numerous disparities in publicity
between men's and women's intercollegiate athletics teams. Men's athletics received a hicher budget, lareer

and more professional media guides, and billboards and posters advertising team news. Investigators
justified these disparities ty asserting that since men's sports garnered more visibila). produced revenue, and

were more popular with fans, these differences were nondiscriminatory However, the absence of a
marketing plan for women's sports to increase visibiliti and popularity through media exposure is

discriminatory if women's sports are not provided the opportunity to obtain the level of notoriety and fan
support present in the men's athletics program.

Similarly, in an investigation of publicity practices at Towson State University, OCR investigators
identified pervasive inequities in all areas of publicity. Nevertheless, they concluded that 'the University
provides promotional materials and services in a manner which is consistent with the amount of spectator
interest in the teams' athletic contests and with the priority given to men's and women's sports offerings.'
i.gain, discriminatory publicity practices were viewed by OCR as acceptable because they were consistent
with existing inequities between the men's and women's programs.

P. OCR'S TITLE IX ENTORCEMENT

OCR's lack of resources and seeming lack of commitment to its mission have posed significant

obstacles to the agency's effective enforcement of Title IX. Since the enactment of the Civil Rights
Restoration Act, the total number of complaints received annually by OCR has nearly doubled, from 1,974 in
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34 CFR Part 668
RIN 1840-AC1A

in, iudeil in :he Improving America's
St unent Assistance General Provisions S. :mob Act of 1994 iLASAI, Pub. L
1C1-182. enacted on aloha's' 20.1994
ae,ENcy :rep tr.:nem of Edut. atan
Toe EADA requires that certain
ACn0.4. Nom of umr,sed r`J iemaimg
instttOuns of higher education
SUMMRY: The Secretary propdses to
ash., : the SiLitent ASSislani.e General

regutitions These

air,litti-ents are neet,..tri to
a r.ew requIrement m the
th.,rter Edis..ton Am of 1965. as
amen !ed
nreends added by the
; sr mos toe kmer,ru s S. ilarls Ail of
:A
The JASA prcoision. titltsl

-te Eti,ti ot Ath.etics DisclosLre Act
i_.21.
r.r. pm-0

delucauor.al
Icgher education to
ind flake evatlah:e to

disrmseto students. potential
it .:erus. and the pubhcfinanctal.
pa -...:patt on, and other informanon
conc,ramg the insunitioas' women's
arid men s .n:ercoilegiate athletic
pr. groins The EADA :5 a "sunshioe"
law nesigned to make 'prospective
sru:tents and prospective student
atn:etes . aware of the commitments
of an mstuutton to providIng equitable
atn.etIc opportumues for Its men and

req..:.res

women students. (IAEA. section

p..tennal students, and the

3trafitb 6%11 in enacting rIte EADA.
Cs.coress expected that -knowledge of
an aistitunon s expendinues far

nonbmding guidance from the
Department and how should they be
addressed'
1. ins:notions of higher education
that are sub feet to the EADA

The EA*, epplies to any
coeducational insutunon.of higher
education (IILE) that particapates in a
Title IV. HEA program and has an
intercollegiate athletic program-This
statutory provision is set forth in
proposed §668.48(a).
The Secretary Interprets

.: .1. 4 repon on participation rates.
sec Men S and men 5 adaietic programs
SLAM :al support, and other Wormation unuid help prospective students and
or. men's anti women s intercollegiate
aln.ettc programs These proposed

reenhituns nould implement dm new
tlaiii1071 requuemeni Thu statute
req..-res that the Secretary issue final
reci,ations implameoung the EADA not
later than 180 days following
enact:nett Thus, the statute requires
th.it final sego:a-ions be issued b. .Npnl
18 1995
OATES. Comments must be receised on

or Prime Apnl 4. 1995
A050ESSES:
comments concerning
inese proposed trgulations should be
addressed to Ms. Paula M. Husselmann.
I S Department of Education. 600
Independence Asenue. 5.W 80B3.
Room 4318. Washington. D C. 202025346. or to the fellowang internet

oustress AthleticDatagettgov
A copy of any comments that concern
information collection requirements
stou id also be sent to the Office of
Malagement and Budget at the address
listed in the Paperwork Reduction Act
section of this preamble.
FOR f1J11/14E8 INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms.

Paula Husselmann. U.S. Department of
Education. 600 independence Avenue.
S.W . ROB3. Room 4318, Washington.
D C. 20202-5346. Telephone: (202) 708-

'888 Individuals who use a
telecommunications device for the deaf
(TOD) may call the Federal Information
Relay Service (FIRS) at 1-800-877-8339
between 8 a.m. and 6 p tn.. Eastern time,
Monday through Fnday.
suPetEMENTAAV MFOCKA11001: The

Student Assirtrocs General Provisions
regulations (34 CFR part 868) apply to
all insututions that participate in the
Title IV HEA programs. The proposed

prospective student athletes make
informed judgments about the
commitments c I given institution of
higher education to providing equitable
athletic benefits to its men and women
students HASA. section teambRall
The EADA does not require that this
information be submitted to the Federal
Goserrunent. Institutions of higher
education that are sublect to the EADA
must make the information available to
students. potential students, and the

"Intercollegiate athletic program *to
refer to varsity teams. The term
"varsity" is else used in the PADA.
These MIS theta...Ms that compete at e
certain level uf play (against other IHEs'

runty-level teams). The EADA does not
apply to intramural teams or to club
teams even if such a team plays a
limited number of intercollegiate games
against varsity teams. The Secretary
requests comments on whether the type
or level of financial support by the IHE
should also be e determinant of whether
team should be wondered a varsity

Summary of the Proposed Regulations

The following is a summary of tbe
reguLinoris that the Secretary proposes
to implement the EADA. The Secretary
is interested both in ensuring that
students and the puhbc receive

turn under the EADA.

consistent. usefil information from
insutuuons c., higher educatita shoal
their intercollegiate athletic programa.
and in keeping regulatory burden on
those I1151.11111150.5 to the minimum

necessary to carry out congresadonal

intent The Secetary is also committed
to working with crganizations that es.
interested in women's and men's sports
in implementing the EADA, including
development of proposed and final
regulations and any optional reporting
fcrmats. The Secretary began consolliner
with a number of these organizations
soon after the law was enacted, and will
031:141:111, to do so In the future.

The proposed regulations include
only the statutory requirements
.
contained In the EADA. as described
below The proposed regulations do not
include any requirements except those
Imposed by the statute. In dais
summary. the Secretary descnbes a

Prt. tosed R.., es

nurnoer uf issues that could be
addressed to regulations et in non. T.
binding guidance and requests
comments un the following questions.
Which, dans% of these Issues
shouId be addressed in the final
rem:fat:0ns and how should they be
addressed'
Which :stales trusteed should be
addressed in non-binding guidance
pros Med by the Department and how
shoo id they be addressed?
Which issues should not be
addressed by the Department because
the statutory language is clear or for
other reasons'
Which other issues should be
rodressed in the final regulations or in

cr-toces .n these regulations are
nocessarv to implement changes to the
HE-k made hy the Equity in Athletics
0h5c:osure Act (EADA1. which WIN

,

The Secretary interprets the term
"coeducational" to refer to the
composition of an LHE's undergraduate
student body. Thus, if an IHE has
undergraduate students of only one
gender. the EAD A would not apply to
the IHE's iotercollegiate athletic
program.
2. Annual report.
The EADA requires that an institution
eubfact to this law shall annually, for
the immediately (rreceding academic
year. prepani report that contains
certain information regarding
intercollegiate athletics. The EADA .
specifies the information that must be

included in the Ince. The statutnri
repotting requirement is in proposed
11.569.415(b).

3. Full.tune mcde and female /

undergraduates.
The report must include the number
of male and female full-time

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Secretary also believes mat 'total
operating expenses 'slaaicid include the
expenses :aimed by team during an
enure year. not lust those mete-red
It 668 480(1(111
The terms "academic year and lull. during the sports season al a team The
t.r-le student" are defined In the Student Secretary interprets the statute to
exclude any categones of expenses that
A,..lance General Provisions (34 CFR
are not specifically listed in the law.
For the dehmtion of full.
The Secretary is interested in comments
-:ine student." see 59 FR 22419.
on which expenses should or should not
i.unti shed on April 29.1994. For the
(left moon of "academic year." see 59 FR be mcluded under each of the statutory
categories (lodg.ng and meals.
St 1 -8. published on November 29.
transponation. officials. uniforms, and
9o4 The Secretary could apply these
al-salons to the EADA regulations and equipment).
6 Head coaches and assistant
requests comments on whether to use
coaches
11; these definitions, (21 other
The institution must indicate m its
deftnitions. or 131 tio definitions, in
unuergraduates that attended the
ins:Alai:on for the immediately
prvredmg academic year (Proposed

particular. should the definition of
(I.:atter:11c year." which does not refer

to a 12.month period. apply? The
S.-tretary believes that the categortes of
n'irrnation requued to be reported by
he SADA should be with respect to a
1Z month period. but requesis
it ounents on dus issue.
The Secretary also requests comments
c whether the term "undergraduate"
scauld be defined. and, it so. how.
4 Participants on varsity teams.

The report must includefor the
immediately preceding academic year
1..sting of the varsity teams that
peted in intercollegiate athletic

-e-n peu turn andfor each teamthe
na I number of participants. by team, as
nf the day of the first scheduled contest
tor the team. (Proposed § 668 48(10121(01

The Secretary requests comments an
w ha should be included and who
cold be excluded as train
"partcipants" under the EADA. For
s'cutttp1e. since "red-shirted" players
tspIcally practice with a team and
rereite alblencally-related financial aid.
should they be included as

part::.(pants'"
5 Operating expenses.

The report must includefor the
immediately preceding academic year
tne total operating expenses attributable
to ea( h varsity team. The EADA defines
orienting expenses" to mean

epenatures on lodging and meals.
transpcnatron. officials, uniforms, and
equipment In addition to reporting total
operating expenses for each roam, an

institution may also sepal those
expenses ova per capita basis for each

train An institution may report
combined expenditures attnbutable to
closely related teamssuch as track and
field or swimming and diving Any such
combinations must be reported
separately for men's and women's
teams (Proposed S668.48(1/1(2100
The Secretary interprets the EADA to
Include expenses for both home and
away games and training sessions.
including lodging and meals The

Pruposed Rules

Friday, February 3. 1995
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and that having a single defmnion
wou;c1 promote clarity and consistency
in the administration of these statutes.
Thus. the Secretary proposes that the
definition in subsection (e):81 be made
applicable to the SADA. The Secetary
requests comments on whether
"athletically related student aid" should
also include scholarships to students
who ere on medical waiven (who
therefore are not currently participating
on the team) or who conunue to receive
athletically related aid alker they cease
to participate on 11 team for wro.ch they
had beeu awarded that aid.
El. Rano of aid to male and female
athletes.

The report must givefoe the
reporttor the tat -echatelv preceding
academic yearw ether the bead coach immeuntely preceding academic year
Mlle Or female the ratio of athletically related student
for each varsity
aid awarded male athletes to athletically
and whether the head coach was
related student aid awarded female
assigned to that team on full-time or
part.time besis. The EADA requires that athletes. (proposed S 668.48(61(0
The Secretary interprets this
the msutution consider graduate
assistants and volunteers who served as provision to require an IHE to calculate
head coaches to be bead coaches for the a ratio of the total of athletically related
student aid awarded male athletes to the
purposes of thts requirement. The
total of athletscally related student aid
insamion must also manta, for each
awarded female athletes.
team. tbe =ether of IISSIstalli coaches
9 Expenditures on recruiting.
who were mele and the number of
assistant coaches who were female amid

whether a panicultr coach was assrgned
to that team on a full-time or part-time
basis. As vri (13 heed coaches. the EADA

requires the institution to canuder
graduate assistants and volunteers who
served as assistant coaches to be
assistant coaches for the purposes of
this requirement. (Proposed
5 668.41016(21(ii() and (itt)
7. Toro/ amount of athletically related
student aid.

The report must includefor the

immediately piece oras academic year

the total amount of ropey spent on
athletically relatec udent aid.
including ihe value of waivers of
educational expanses, separately for
men's and women's teams overill.
(Proposed 5 668 4albl(31)
The Secretary interprets this
provision of the statute to require that

the EHE report two totalsone total for
men's teams and one total for women's
teams

Tbe rorrn "athlettcally related student
aid" .; defined in section 4851081 of
the KEA to mean any scholarship, grant.

The report must includefor the
immediately preceding academic year
the total amount of expenditures on
recruiting separately tar men's end
women's teems overall. (Proposed
668.48(105h
The Secretary interprets this
provision of the statute to require that

the IHE report two totalsone total lor
men's teams and one total for women's
teams.
The Secretary requests comments on

whether a definition of "expenditures
on recriuting" is necessary, and. if so.
which expenditures should or should
not be included in the report as

"expenditures on remains
10. Total annual revenues.

report must includefor the

immediately preceding academic year
the total annual revenues generated
across all men's teams and across all
women's teams In addition. an
institution may report those revenues by
Individual team. (Proposed
5 668.48(b)(6))
The Secretary interprets this
provision of the statute to require that

or other form of fin.ancial assistance, the
terms of w hich require the recipient to
participate in a program of
intercollegiate athletics at an IHE in
order to receive that essista.nce. This

defituuon does not apply automatically
to the EADA, which is in subsection (g)
of section 485. However. the Secreter .

believes that the definition m
subsection fella) would provide useful
guidance for the purposes of the EADA
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the IHE report two totalsone total for
men's teams and one total for women's
teams. The Secretary interprets the terra
"total annual revenues" to mean gross
income, since there is no indication in
the EADA that Congress intended
an ything less than that amouot.
Under section 487(0181 of the HEA.
IHEs are currently 'squired to make la
annual compilation of rovenues and
expenses attributable to "foothall. men's

410
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..,..usethail, women's basketball, all nth..
men s sports combined, and all other
,ornens sports combined 'with respect
to the instituton's1 intercollegiate
athte tics activates." The nvenues and
expenses to be diculeted for this
purpose are sei forth to seCion
4/17111q19I,B11:1 and In/ (20 U S C.

10,14'4'(181191 Wind lit); The
De:eon:rents regulations impementing
mese statutory requirements arP an 34
C_FR 550 14 dl and lel 159 FR 224272:4:8 published Apnl 29. 19941. The
spec. fio clef:ninon of 'operating
es pe nses- III the EADA precludes mans
the anfination of "exiaenses" on section

4$' at

Depart-nen: s regx.aattons

Has et the Secretary will consider
the extent to which the oefinitIon of
revenue" in these provisions should be
used in deciding whet should be
included in "total annual revenues"
unce- the EADA
The Secretary requests en-elents on
whether the E_ADA regulations mould
adopt 3 deftra!ton of "total a-thual
revenues" that ts different from the
definition of "revenue" ni 4CE/114. end
if so. tel spec-fie snu:res of Income
er should not he inclatfed in
utai anc.ual revenue,

t:...oches' and ass:.al: ira.
5 ,orec
The repaid must im:ude--for the

i:r

pryer:I:tee scacernIc year -

II, ise.ts,t1 annual :ay.:a:tonal salary
r: 'le lean ..00r..111,5 of men s teaMS.

at Ms, a1a offerd sports and :he average
annual cst,:plame, smars of the bead
a -ee 10111e3 S
.1. ross all
, :iered apotSO If a Leal saLC had
rs.h...t.es for more :fan lace team
ir. ..ast.ta.tian JOV, 1:01 ,..Lcate that
...ars- as lean. the E.AD.1 states
na ..1.1.tuu.in
uol di. tale the
for
he mant,er .1

'-at tad responsthi.d

and
n'e ne sn.ary amone, tee teams on

a..

example. should "Wary- Include
bonuses or other monetary benefits?
The Sedetary aiso renpreals comments

on Lte determination of an ritrige
anima, institutional swan if unpaid
ve.Lteen serve as head coaches or
assistant coaches Consistent with the
pros:stone in Ule EADA :hat volunteers
serving as part tuna or (tull tome coaches
or assistant coechas should be counted
as sucn the Secretary believes that their
snlar.es or laCt thereof) should be
reflected m :be as erege annual
insuu.nonal salanes ca.c...uated by the
HIE. The Secretary be Levin that unpeld
sq.-nu-et coaches and ushelant coethes
conad be Included on these
computations with a destgrated sahoty
of zero dollars However the Sedetary
requests comments as to whether the
reppn snould iestead stmply include

the number of unpaid 'miming, who
served as coaches and assistant coidies

includmg them in the
conecutation of average annual

institutional saltines
BeAause the EADA states that en NE

enould-tlocate clesn's mien if he
or sne cUadles TOM than one teem. the
Secretary believes that :he statute
remains that an fl-fE shell clothe
alloacarion anti the proposed regulations
sa provide
12, t.encred issues

Tr, Secretary believes that
coeducational yearns snowd be reflected

ira Ifte Ilk, report, and requests
con .m.mts on how this could be done
mos; accurately and with pummel

n.,:en a:amt.:darts under the EADA
pros:stuns that asi for unormation
separate', for 'nen s arm ainmets

rent teems
epor: a us: etso
...Or me
.e
.o.
sanuy
as cstan: Os. nes oi tart. s Iearr15.

'4.

:be verace

oicees of outsell S teams.
1-tiparsed

'-ss 11.1 oitered

in hunbie to fault Ulan tine

re SecnIerv interpn a act,. On
ftreo sp ars to mean t sing e avenge

"

en s epee's an Me aggregate and
sarf for al i ines s >ROMS

Ttale
mouests ,ernfuents On

r should be
.

'.

.- a In, n

, Ir nf

.n olte-11. the SoGrelary
Unsl oil

should punt,

fir:kers Ut a reasonauie asalUmr

ma a intticve n the ressorl how the
fo-.res were ink:used so that sautlerda.

if -II, st... Ie.:, Inc .ne puma.: will

onderstaro ,he basis for the
stains If a farults or staff member

a., pal hes the IHE soculd Innis, a
mast nallie detef mane, on of how much

421.1' , ;11,one in

%

or aSSIstart

the an forrnanon required by the EADA'
What guidance should the Secretary
offer to assan r_nools in malung the
COnSIVen: Manner that

allows for rompansam among schools?
What fo'ardv'ai would he imposed on
GiEs ..n prorating expenses. revenass, tsr
sa:anes,
In, calculaung and teportmg expenmeas,
revenues, and saiancs. the Sectenry
interprets the EADA to re:morel:HES to
use actual amounts expended or earned

during the immediately preceding
endemic year, not budgeted or
estimated arInnirIM The Secretary
requests comments On my bank= that
would be amp, d on schools in
meetiog an (k- xer I den:Wee and in
using actual dala.
The EADA remove than the
information in the annual nopcet be for
the immediately preceding ecadesnic
year. HInn CAD this requirement be made
to work for an ME whose Seca! year Is
not the same as in madame year?

As noted above, certain definitional:I
34 Mg Part 664. the Student Assistance
General Pros-mons (S.AGPI, could apply
to these regulaterna The SAO' also
contams other regulations that are
pertinent to the EADA, locludirrg
tecore)keeping raqucemenn W5664.23
and the enforcement and appeal
provisions in Subparts G end H of Part
668. Under seCtiOn 443 of theCeneral
Education Provisions Ad ;20 U.S.C.
123211. as amended by the IASA.
records under the EADA gereerany will
base to be maintained by an DIE Ire
three sears
Vtailer the FA Listen( Ragbt.tetEnow Ad

1.1 I)

1: 1C72)811511 the Secretary is

} of example. the salary for a
requard to per: at en IHE that is a
coeducational teem
nlein
ni an
Corm associating Oe
a.e.. a oe prorateo amending to bow
cam fer se that has Yoluntanlv
frac, hnerhoen of tne eaon are male and
.,a.a. or has agteed to publish
1 Inv are female
data 'ha: :he Secretary conside,
X. me espenses. rese.nues, and salaries suns. auttally comparable to the

for Ule

'0111 ma, ..ports
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informs:1ln retTored under the Ad, to
use +at care m satisfy the mquorments
of the Art The Sitcretan requests
cuntrnerit an whethe a starilar
pr, non shotihi be sochided m the
EAUA rev,olations
13 Fermat rrar the, report
The Secretary believes that the
inforrnanor. as IffEs' reports uncles the
FADA should be as cons,stant as
:o assist students., potential
st ...lents. nol the public understand and
use that Inrorrnanon The Secretary is
also aware that differences exist among
r.lo
athletic pats:ems. Glenn
these !at tors. the Department is
con s.tien og development of an optional
model Paneet that fliEs could use for tbe
ar. a.al report mooned bs. the EADA
(nem., euld ale tiersed on and
rt'a e on wath athletelett
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confeeences. Mamie. and groups
interested in women's sod men'e oporu.
Should such *form be developed and
made available? Can one lomat be used
by all of Lb. types of DIEs that will be
subject to the law. or sell mall
number of different formats ba
necessary? U the latter. oa what bans
should insioutrons be differentiated?
Do my of the categones of
n (cm-ninon required by the EADA
simply not apply to some IHEs? ff so,
bow should regulations. non-resulatory
guidance, or a mode/ format address this
sttunuon.
14 Disclosure to students and the

The EADA requires dist ass institunon
of lusher education subject to the Act
shall make available to madams and
potenual students, upon request. and to
the public, the information contained in

the report The institution shell inform
all students of their nght to request that
information. The Act requires that each
insunition make emilable sts first report
not liter than October 1. 1996. These
statutory provisions are set forth in
proposed S 668.41(M.

Each IHE most make its first teport
available try October 1, 1996. The
Secretary believes that October 1 also
should be the deadline for subsequent
annual :mons, and would bast meet the
needs of 1HEs. students, and potential
students.
Ile Secretary believes it is
particularly Important that students,
potential audeats, sad parents have

and explained elsrwheee im this
preamble wader the boding Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980.
To asstst the Department in

complying with the specific
requiremeats of Executiye Order 12E66.
the Secretary invites comment on how

the final regulation abould be written
to minimize polenual costs or to
increase potential benefits resulting
from these proposed regulaoons
consistent with the purposes of the
EADA.
Z. Garay uf the RegaiaLoos

113C1

Mae a agoificant eccoonsic unpealaa
these mall maiden became the
regulations would not Impose aseamise
regulatory burdens ix require .
unnecessary Federal supervision. The
ProPosed regulations would not impoee
any requirementl except the statutory
rer,arernente in the EADA.
Papenvork Radantioa Ant of 1940
Section 668.40 cootains logonnetiou
collection reqsms.nento. As remired by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of ISSO.
the Department of Education mil

submit a copy of these Mak= hi the
Executive Order IMO requires each Office al Manageinent and Bodge
agency to write mutation that ass early (OMB) for its teviaw.(44 U.S.C. 3504010
Educational inatitulione that em
to understand.
The Secretary invites comments on
public at nonprofit institutions tar
bow to make these regulations emir to
busmeoen or other forprofft
understood. maturing easides in
institutions cosy perticipete in then&
qusetions such as the failowing: (11 Are
IV. HEA prop-ame II-1Es will need ead
the requirements in the regcclobom
use the Oka:ration required by them
clearly stand? (2) Do the resulations
resole:Mos to mat ths disciodne
contain tethoical twos mother
.
requirements of tbs RADA.
wording that interferesenth thou
Annual public reporang and
clarity? (3) Does the format of tho
regulahoos (grouping mid order of
sections. me of headline. paregraphhig,
etc./ ard or reduce their clarity? Would
the regulstions be easier to understood
if they went divided ioto more (bra
shorter) sections? (A "matron" is
pmceded by the symbol -4" and a
numbered heading: foe maniple.
*668.48 Report on athletic program

reconikeeming beridea corstained in the

collection of information proposed la
them regulations is eatamed to be
18,000 hours. including ths dm* for
enuthing misting data sources and

gathering and malotag the data
needed.

Organizations and individuals
desiring to submit comments ma the

information collection require:waits
should direct them to the Office of
Infotenation and Regulatory Affairs.

report ,

participation rotes and financial
support de:03(4) i, the description of
OMB. Room 1002, New Executive OfEce
the proposed regulations la the
"Supplementary Information" section of Building. Washington. DC 20503:
this preamble heipfal in understanding Attention:Daniel ). Chenak.
the proposed regulatonsa How could
Intenation ro comment
this description be mom helpful in
Interested persons are invited to
making the proposed regulations mom
submit comments and mcommendatioos
to undershirts& (5) Whet else could the
regarding these proposed mutations.
Department do to make the regulations
All comments submitted in response
easter to mderstand?
A copy of any comments that concern to these proposed regulations mil be
assalable far palaho inspection. during
how the Depertmem could make these
and after the comment period, in Room
proposed regulations easier to
understand should be sent to Stanley M. 4318. Regional Offics Building 3. 71b
Cohen. Regulations Quality °Mow. 13.5. end 0 Stmets. S.W.. Washington. D.C.
between the hours of 8.30 am. and 4..00
Department of Education. 600
pro-. Monday through Friday a earth
independence Avarrue, 1.91 (Room
5121. F15-10). Washington. DO 20=- week except Federal holidays.

Executive Order 12866

2241

easy and turnery access to the

in forenoon in this report. How should
epvc notice to each &them
4.0

ne

groups that the report Ls available? How
should the ME 13:11114 the information
accessible to students. potential
students, and the public? The Secretary
does not believe that students or

potential students should be dinged for
ropes of the report but is sanative to
r possible financial burden on IliEs
and lent .sts comments on this tastier
Aiso, shi ald an IHE be allowed to
charm the public for copies of the

Assessment of Costs and Benefits
These proposed regulations have been
reviewed to accordance with Executive
Order 12866 Under the terms of the
order the Secretary has assessed the

potential costs ana benefits of the
regulatory action The potential costs
associated with the proposed
regulations are those resulting from
statutory requirements. Burdens
spacifically associated with informatIon
roam-Iron requirements are identified

Regulatory Flexibility Act Certification
Tha Secretary certifies that these
proposed regulatmas would not hem
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entitles.
The small entitles that would be
affected by these regulatIons are small

coeducational institutions of higher
education that participate in Title IV.
HEA programs and that have

mtercollegiate inherit programs.
Howes er. the regulations would not

Assessment of Educational Impact
The Semetery particularly requests
comments on whether the proposed
desolations in this document would
require transmission of inforrnatIon,that
Is being gathered by or Is available from
any other agency or autbonty of Ole
United Stales.
List of Sublecte in 34 CFR Part 858
Admrnistrative practice and
procedure. Colleges and universities,
Consumer protect ion. &location. Grant
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programseducation. Loan programs--

(Authonty :0 U.S.G.1092(g)(3).150

education. Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements. Student aid.

3. Section 668.48 is added to subpart
D to read as follows:

Dated lanuary 26. 1995.

Itkhard W. Riley.
Secretory of Education
[Catalog of Fedeml Domestic Assistance
shimbers 841:07 Federal Supplemearal
Educational Opporrumtv Grant Program
64 032 Federal Stafford Lom Program, 64 032
Federal PLUS Program. 64 032 Federal
Supplemental Loans tor Srudeots Program.
84 033 Federal Work.Study Program. 84 038
Federal Perk:ns Loan Program: 64.053
Federal Pell Grant Program. 64 069 State
Student Incept iv. Cnnt Program.154 268
Federal Direct Student Loan Program and

84 232 National Early Interi.ntion
Scholarship and Partnership -ograns
Catalog of Federal Domestic
nuance
\ umber for the Presidential .coms
S..holarsnip Progam has not been issargned ;

The Secretary proposes to amend Part
668 uf Tale 34 of the Code of Federal
Regulations as follows

PART 668STUDENT ASSISTANCE
GENERAL PROVISIONS

t The authonty citation for Part 668
55 revised :0 read QS follows.
Authority io tiS C 1685 1088 :091
1012.1094 1099c. md 1:41. unless
otherwise noted.

2. Section 668.41 IS arhended by
revising the beading. removing and
reserving paragraphs Ial and fid.
reserving paragraphs lc) and ld). and
adding anew paragraph fel. to read as
follows
1668 41

ReciorUng and disclosure eit

information.
tal-011 Reserved)

(ell 1101 An institution 1 higher
rout alien sublect to Stibt 8 shall mane
le :0 students and
tent.)
studems. 4000 request
.. to the
as a

panto. 'he information contained in the
repurt des, nbed in kuell 481b1.

ail 'Re Institution snail inform all
Students of their nght to request that
information
1:1 Lat.b .nstitution shall make

lint report under ot41 48
la:er :ban (klober I. 1096

at 81.1511155e .I5

of assistant coaches 4ho were female for
each team and whether a paranoias
coach was assigned to that team on a

fulltune or part-tbne bans.

}Mite Report e0 athlete geoprien

(13) The institution shall consider
graduate assistants and volunteers who
served as assistant coaches to be
assistant coaches for the purposes of
this report.
(3) The totai amount of money spent

pertIcIpattori mos ar4 Msereslat seaport

data
(a) Applicability. This secuori applies
to each coeducational institution of

higher education that
(I I Participates In any Title IV. KEA
program: and
121 Has an intercollegiate athletic
program.

on athletically related student aid
including the value of waivers of

.

educational expenses. separately for
men's and women's teams overalL

tb1 Report An institution sublect to
this section shall annually, for the
immediately preceding academic year.
prepare report that contains the
followtng inforr-ation regarding
intercollegiate athletics:
(1) The number of male and female
fuiltime undergraduates that attended
the institution.
121 A listing of the varsity teams that
compsted in Intercollegiate athletic
competition and for each team the
following data
The tete; number of participants.
by team. as of the day of the first

14)Tbe ratio of
NI Athletically related student aid
awarded male athletes, to

(ii) Athletically related sm.:, Yid
awarded female athletes
151 The total amount of expenditures
on recruiting. separatey for men's and
women's teams overalL
(61 The total annual revenues
generated across all men's teams end
across all women's teams. An institution
may also report those tvienues by

individual team.

seheduled contest for the team.
Oil Total operating expenses
attnbutable to those teams. For the
purposes of this section. the term
"operating expenses" means
expenditures on lodguig and meals.

(7)(11 The average annual institutional
salary of the head coaches of men's
teams. across all offered sports, and the
average annual institutional salary of
the head coaches of women's teams,
across all offered sports.
(il) If a head coach had
responsibilities for more than one team
and the instPution does not allocate that
coach s salary by team, the institution
shall divide the salary by the number of
teams for which the coach had
responsibility and allocate the salary
among theyearris on a basts consistent

transportation. officials. uniforms and

equipment. An tnstautott

(A) Also May report those expense&
on a per capita oasis for each team: and
1131 May report combined

expenditures attnbutable to closely
related teamssuch es track and field or
swimming and diving. Those
combinations must be reported
separately for men's and women's
trains
Cod f Al Wbether the head coach was
male or female and whether tba head
conch was assigned to that team on a

full lime ot pentane basis.
161 The institution shall consider
graduate ess.stants and voltuneers who
sened as be.ad coaches to be bead
oat nes for the purposes of this report
iis UA I The nuntier of assistant
ere male and the number

eAl 7

with the coach's usponsibilitles for the
.

different teams.
(81 The average annual institutional
salary of the assistant coaches of men's
teams. amiss all offered sports. and the
average annual institutional salary of
the assistant coaches of women's teams
across all offered sports.
(Authorov i101: SC 109214,;(1). (21. 1411
IFIR :}a
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PUBLIC LAW 102-325JULY 23, 1992

106 STAT. 626

"(B) The institution will not knowingly contract with or

employ any individual, agency, or organization that has been,
or whose offizers or employees have been
"(i) convicted of, or pled nolo contendere or guilty to,
a crime involving the acquisition, use, or expenditure of
funds under this title; or

"(ii) judicially determined to have committed fraud

involving funds under this title.

"(17) The institution will complete surveys conducted as a
part of the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
(IPEDS) or any other Federal postsecondary institution data
collection effort, as designated by the Secretary, in a timely
manner and to the satisfaction of the Secretary.
"(18)(A) With respect to any institution that offers athletically

related student aid, the institution will
"(i) cause an annual compilation, independently audited
not less often than every 3 years, to be prepared within
6 months after the end of its fiscal year, of
"(I) the total revenues, and the revenues from football, men's basketball, women's basketball, all other
men's sports combined, and all other women's sports
combined, derived by the institution from its intercollegiate athletics activities;

"(II) the total expenses, and the expenses attrib-

utable to football, men's basketball, women's basket-

ball, all other men's sports combined and all other

women's sports combined, made by the institution for
its intercollegiate athletics activities; and
"(III) the total revenues and operating expenses of
the institution; and
"(ii) make the reports on such compilations and, where
allowable by State law, the audits, available for inspection
by the Secretary and the public.
"(B) For the purpose of subparagraph (A)
"(i) revenues from intercollegiate athletics activities
allocable to a sport shall include without limitation gate
receipts, broadcast revenues, appearance guarantees and
options, concessions and advertising, but revenues such
as student activities fees or alumni contributions not so
allocable shall be included in the calculation of total revenues only; and
"(ii) expenses for intercollegiate athletics activities allocable to a sport shall include without limitation grants-inaid, salaries, travel, equipment, and supplies, but expenses
such as general and administrative overhead not so allocable shall be included in the calculation of total expenses
only.

"(19) The institution will not impose any penalty, including
the assessment of late fees, the denial of access to classes,
libraries, or other institutional facilities, or the requirement
that the student borrow additional funds, on any student
because of the student's inability to meet his or her financial
obligations to the institution as a result of the delayed disbursement of the proceeds of a loan made under this title due
to compliance with the provisions of this title, or delays attributable to the institution.
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Cardiss Collins, Chairwoman

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACD John C White

June 22., 1993

Donovan Gay
202/226-3160

COLLINS TO CHAIR GENDER EQUITY HEARING

Five athletes who went to court to force their universities to provide equitable sports

programs for women and to comply with Title IX, the federal law that forbids sex
discrimination in higher education, are scheduled to testify at a hearing Wednesday chaired

by Congresswoman Cardiss Collins. chairwoman of the Subcommittee on Commerce,
Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness.

Collins, who has conducted two previous hearings examining gender equity in
college athletics, said, "Educators, athletic administrators, and lawyers have had their
chance to tell their side of the story Today we'll hear firsthand just how sex discrimination
has affected some student athletes."
The bearing will be held at 10 a.m., Wednesday, June 23, in Rayburn House Building

Room B352
C..II
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NATIONAL I\ MIEN'S LA CENTER

FOR IMMMIATE RELEASE
JUNE 23. 1993

CONTACT:

SHARON FISCHMAN
202-328-5160

S.
V
NATIONAL WOMEN'S LAW CENTER ON
GENDER EOUITY IN COLLEGF ATHLETICS
The battle to overcome sex-discrimination in college athletics has been a long and
frustrating uphill climb. Although Title IX was enacted twenty-one years ago, recent studies clearly
show that the problems of sex-discrimination in athletics are still prevalent today in colleges and
universities across the United SlaItS.

According to the N.C.A.A.. for example, women make up only 30 percent of all college
athletes, receive only 20% of the monies allocated to college sports programs and are given fewer
than one in three of the tens of millions of dollars which are spent yearly on athletic scholarships.
In 1993, young women who ask for nothing more than simple fairness, ate still forced to turn to
the courts to vindicate their rights. It is deplorable that the higher education community, including
their powerful representative organizations such as the N.C.A.A.. have refused, to date, to
exercise badly needed leadership to actively and effectively address the issue of sexual

discrimination in sports.
These young women who appear here today are truly the front line troops in the fight for
equality. They deserve the highest praise for their courage and dedication in their efforts to ensure
that their younger sisters -- and all of our daughters -- will not face the same arbitrary and
discriminatory barriers thas have prevented them from developing their full potential. By taking
their claims to the courts and by refusing to be intimidated by hostile university administrations,
these women have successfully created the precedents which will finally end the pervasive and
persistent problem of sex-discrimination in college athletics.
It has been my deep pleasure to be associated with these women and this effort. Beginning
with the representation of Rollin Hat fer and her fellow class members in the Temple litigation.
continuing by providing guidance to many dozens of students, coaches, parents and other
concerned persons over the years. and now, through the representation of the plaintiffs in the
pending cases against Colorado State University and the University of Texas at Austin. I have been
privileged to offer them advice, counsel and legal representation.

I commend today's witnesses for the actions they, and the plaintiffs in other lawsuits who
could not be here, have taken to turn the promise of Title IX into a reality.

*30
The National Women's Law Center is a non-profit organization that has been working
since 1972 to advance and protect women legal rights. The Center focuses on major policy areas of
importance to women and their families including employment, education, reproductive rights and
health, family support and income security, with special auention given to the concerns of low-

income ma=
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